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INTRODUCTION
The Anticybersquatting Consumer Protection Act was passed to deal
with a new form oftrademark abuse. As defined by a Senate report "cybersquatting" consists of "the deliberate, bad-faith, and abusive registration of
domain names in violation of the rights of trademark owners." To deal with
this problem, the Act created a new cause of action for trademark owners,
distinct from those provided by the Lanham Act and the Federal Trademark
Dilution Act (FTDA), which had proven insufficient to deal with this new
development. The Lanham Act requires a showing of confusion or mistake,
and only restricts commercial use of another's trademark. These
requirements could not be met by trademark owners in any action against
persons who only registered a domain name for the purpose of holding it
for ransom against the rightful owner. Similarly, the FTDA requires that
commercial use be made of the mark, and also requires that the mark in
question be famous.
The new law amends the amends the Trademark Act of 1946 to make
liable in a civil action by the owner of a trademark or service mark any
person who, with a bad faith intent to profit from the mark, registers,
traffics in, or uses a domain name which, at the time of its registration, is:
identical or confusingly similar to a distinctive mark or is dilutive of a
famous mark. Key provisions of the act include:
-

-

Nine factors for courts to consider when determining whether there
was bad faith;
Limitation of liability for the actionable use of a domain name to the
domain name registrant or the registrant's authorized licensee only;
Authorization for a court to order the forfeiture or cancellation of the
domain name or its transfer to the mark owner;
Conditions for an in rem civil action, in addition to any other action,
against a domain name by a mark owner and limitation of remedies in
an in rem action to a court order for the forfeiture or cancellation of
the domain name or its transfer to the mark owner;
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-

-

Injunctive relief and statutory damages from at least $1,000 up to
$100,000 per domain name. However, a court is required to remit
statutory damages if an infringer reasonably believed that use of the
domain name was fair or otherwise lawful;
Specific ways in which domain name registrars may shield themselves
from liability.

There has been some criticism of the Act, centering largely on
concerns that it overly favors mark holders, and that it may adversely
impact commercial and personal free speech by limiting the rights of
parody and comparative advertising. These criticisms notwithstanding,
there is general consensus that the Act provides needed and effective
protection for trademark holders against the abusive registration of domain
names.
William H. Manz
Jamaica, New York
December 2001
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LEGISLATIVE CHRONOLOGY
S. 1255
June 21, 1999
Introduced by Sen. Abraham, read twice and referred to the
Committee on Judiciary.
July 7, 1999
Hearings held (S. Hrg. 106-687).
July 29, 1999
Reported to Senate as amended without a written report.
August 5, 1999
Report filed by Senator Hatch from Committee on Judiciary (S. Rep.
No. 106-40); passed Senate as amended by unanimous consent.
September 8, 1999
Received in the House.
October 5, 1999
Referred to the Subcommittee on Courts and Intellectual Property.
October 26, 1999
All provisions after the enacting clause struck and the provisions of a
similar bill, H.R. 3028, inserted; passed by House.

H.R. 3028
October 6, 1999
Introduced by Rep. Rogan and referred to the Subcommittee on Courts
and Intellectual Property.
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October 25, 1999
Reported as amended by the Committee on Judiciary (H.R. Rep. No.
106-412).
October 25, 1999
Passed as amended by voice vote.
October 26, 1999
Tabled.

S. 1948
November 17, 1999
Introduced by Sen. Lott and referred to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
November 19, 1999
Incorporated by cross-reference in the Conference Report to H.R.
3194.
November 29, 1999
H.R. 3194 signed by the President.
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PUBLIC LAW 106-113-NOV. 29, 1999

113 STAT. 1501

Public Law 106-113
106th Congress

An Act
Making consolidated appropriations for the fiscal year ending September 30, 2000,

Nov. 29, 1999

and for other purposes.

[H.R. 3194]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of
the United States of America in Congress assembled, That the
following sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury
not otherwise appropriated, for the serveral departments, agencies,
corporations and other organizational units of the Government for
the fiscal year 2000, and for other purposes, namely:
DIVISION A
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA APPROPRIATIONS
District of

TITLE I-FISCAL YEAR 2000 APPROPRIATIONS
FEDERAL FUNDS

Columbia
Appropriations
Act, 1999.

FEDERAL PAYMENT FOR RESIDENT TUITION SUPPORT

For a Federal payment to the District of Columbia for a program
to be administered by the Mayor for District of Columbia resident
tuition support, subject to the enactment of authorizing legislation
for such program by Congress, $17,000,000, to remain available
until expended: Provided, That such funds may be used on behalf
of eligible District of Columbia residents to pay an amount based
at
tuitionand
out-of-State
in-State and
differenceofbetween
upon
at both public
usable
higher education,
public the
institutions
private institutions of higher education: Provided further, That the
awarding of such funds may be prioritized on the basis of a resident's academic merit and such other factors as may be authorized:
Provided further, That if the authorized program is a nationwide
Provided furup to is$17,000,000:
may expend
program,
for a limited number of
program
ther, Thatthe
if Mayor
the authorized
0: Provided further,
States, the Mayor may expend up to $11,00
the
funds
may expend
of Columbia
Districtunder
That
tax than
revenues
including
localother
this heading,
provided
funds the
and contributions, to support such program.
FcnERAL PAYMENT FUR INCENTIVES FUR ADOPTION OF CHILDREN

For a Federal payment to the District of Columbia to create
incentives to promote the adoption of children in the District of
Columbia foster care system, $5,000,000: Provided, That such funds
shall remain available until September 30, 2001 and shall he used
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(a) to engage in partnerships, joint ventures, and similar operating arrangements for the purpose of carrying out subsection
(a).
(2) HARMFUL INTERFERENCE.-The Commission shall
ensure that no facility licensed or authorized under subsection
(a) causes harmful interference to the primary users of that
spectrum or to public safety spectrum use.
(3) LIMITATION ON COMISSION.-Except as provided in
paragraphs (1) and (2), the Commission may not restrict any
entity granted a license or other authorization under subsection
(a) from using any reasonable compression, reformatting, or
other technology.
(c) REPORT.-Not later than January 1, 2001, the Commission
shall report to the Agriculture, Appropriations, and the Judiciary
Committees of the Senate and the House of Representatives, the
Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation, and
the House of Representatives Committee on Commerce, on the
extent to which licenses and other authorizations under subsection
(a) have facilitated the delivery of local signals to satellite television
subscribers in unserved and underserved local television markets.
The report shall include-(1) an analysis of the extent to which local signals are
being provided by direct-to-home satellite television providers
and by other multichannel video program distributors;
(2) an enumeration of the technical, economic, and other
impediments each type of multichannel video programming
distributor has encountered; and
(3) recommendations for specific measures to facilitate the
provision of local signals to subscribers in unserved and underserved markets by direct-to-home satellite television providers
and by other distributors of multichannel video programming
service.

TITLE IT1-TRADEMARK CYBERPIRACY
PREVENTION
SEC. 3001. SHORT TITLE; REFERENCES.
(a) SHORT TITLE.-This title may be cited as the
"Anticybersquatting Consumer Protection Act".
(b) REFERENCES TO THE TRADEMARK AoT OF 1946.-Any reference in this title to the Trademark Act of 1946 shall be a reference
to the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the registration and
protection of trademarks used in commerce, to carry out the provisions of certain international conventions, and for other purposes",
approved July 5, 1946 (15 U.S.C. 1051 et seq.).
SEC. 3002. CYBERPIBACY PREVENTION.
(a) IN GENERAL.-Section 43 of the Trademark Act of 1946
(15 U.S.C. 1125) is amended by inserting at the end the following:
"(d)(1)(A) A person shall be liable in a civil action by the
owner of a mark, including a personal name which is protected
as a mark under this section, if, without regard to the goods
or services of the parties, that person"(i) has a bad faith intent to profit from that mark,
including a personal name which is protected as a mark under
this section; and
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"(ii) registers, traffics in, or uses a domain name that"(I) in the case of a mark that is distinctive at the
time of registration of the domain name, is identical or
confusingly similar to that mark;
"(II) in the case of a famous mark that is famous
at the time of registration of the domain name, is identical
or confusingly similar to or dilutive of that mark; or
"(III) is a trademark, word, or name protected by reason of section 706 of title 18, United States Code, or section
220506 of title 36, United States Code.
"(B)(i) In determining whether a person has a bad faith intent
described under subparagraph (A), a court may consider factors
such as, but not limited to"(I) the trademark or other intellectual property rights
of the person, if any, in the domain name;
"(II) the extent to which the domain name consists of
the legal name of the person or a name that is otherwise
commonly used to identify that person;
"(III) the person's prior use, if any, of the domain name
in connection with the bona fide offering of any goods or services;
"(V) the person's bona fide noncommercial or fair use
of the mark in a site accessible under the domain name;
"(V) the person's intent to divert consumers from the mark
owner's online location to a site accessible under the domain
name that could harm the goodwill represented by the mark,
either for commercial gain or with the intent to tarnish or
disparage the mark, by creating a likelihood of confusion as
to the source, sponsorship, affiliation, or endorsement of the
site;
"(VI) the person's offer to transfer, sell, or otherwise assign
the domain name to the mark owner or any third party for
financial gain without having used, or having an intent to
use, the domain name in the bona fide offering of any goods
or services, or the person's prior conduct indicating a pattern
of such conduct;
"(VII) the person's provision of material and misleading
false contact information when applying for the registration
of the domain name, the person's intentional failure to maintain
accurate contact information, or the person's prior conduct indicating a pattern of such conduct;
"(VIII) the person's registration or acquisition of multiple
domain names which the person knows are identical or confusingly similar to marks of others that are distinctive at the
time of registration of such domain names, or dilutive of famous
marks of others that are famous at the time of registration
of such domain names, without regard to the goods or services
of the parties; and
"(IX) the extent to which the mark incorporated in the
person's domain name registration is or is not distinctive and
famous within the meaning of subsection (c)(1) of section 43.
"(ii) Bad faith intent described under subparagraph (A) shall
not be found in any case in which the court determines that the
person believed and had reasonable grounds to believe that the
use of the domain name was a fair use or otherwise lawful.
"(C) In any civil action involving the registration, trafficking,
or use of a domain name under this paragraph, a court may order
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the forfeiture or cancellation of the domain name or the transfer
of the domain name to the owner of the mark.
"(D) A person shall be liable for using a domain name under
subparagraph (A) only if that person is the domain name registrant
or that registrant's authorized licensee.
"(E) As used in this paragraph, the term 'traffics in' refers
to transactions that include, but are not limited to, sales, purchases,
loans, pledges, licenses, exchanges of currency, and any other
transfer for consideration or receipt in exchange for consideration.
"(2)(A) The owner of a mark may file an in rem civil action
against a domain name in the judicial district in which the domain
name registrar, domain name registry, or other domain name
authority that registered or assigned the domain name is located
if"(i) the domain name violates any right of the owner of
a mark registered in the Patent and Trademark Office, or
protected under subsection (a) or (c); and
"(ii) the court finds that the owner"(I) is not able to obtain in personam jurisdiction over
a person who would have been a defendant in a civil
action under paragraph (1); or
"(II) through due diligence was not able to find a
person who would have been a defendant in a civil action
under paragraph (1) by"(aa) sending a notice of the alleged violation and
intent to proceed under this paragraph to the registrant of the domain name at the postal and e-mail
address provided by the registrant to the registrar;
and
"(bb) publishing notice of the action as the court
may direct promptly after filing the action.
"(B) The actions under subparagraph (A)(ii) shall constitute
service of process.
"(C) In an in rem action under this paragraph, a domain
name shall be deemed to have its situs in the judicial district
in which"(i) the domain name registrar, registry, or other domain
name authority that registered or assigned the domain name
is located; or
"(ii) documents sufficient to establish control and authority
regarding the disposition of the registration and use of the
domain name are deposited with the court.
"(D)(i) The remedies in an in rem action under this paragraph
shall be limited to a court order for the forfeiture or cancellation
of the domain name or the transfer of the domain name to the
owner of the mark. Upon receipt of written notification of a filed,
stamped copy of a complaint filed by the owner of a mark in
a United States district court under this paragraph, the domain
name registrar, domain name registry, or other domain name
authority shall"(I) expeditiously deposit with the court documents sufficient to establish the court's control and authority regarding
the disposition of the registration and use of the domain name
to the court; and
"(II) not transfer, suspend, or otherwise modify the domain
name during the pendency of the action, except upon order
of the court.
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"(ii) The domain name registrar or registry or other domain
name authority shall not be liable for injunctive or monetary relief
under this paragraph except in the case of bad faith or reckless
disregard, which includes a willful failure to comply with any such
court order.
"(3) The civil action established under paragraph (1) and the
in rem action established under paragraph (2), and any remedy
available under either such action, shall be in addition to any
other civil action or remedy otherwise applicable.
"(4) The in rem jurisdiction established under paragraph (2)
shall be in addition to any other jurisdiction that otherwise exists,
whether in rem or in personam.".
(b) CYBEPHIRACY PROTECTIONS FOR INDIVIDUALS.(1) IN GENERAL.(A) CIVIL LIABILITY.-Any person who registers a
domain name that consists of the name of another living
person, or a name substantially and confusingly similar
thereto, without that person's consent, with the specific
intent to profit from such name by selling the domain
name for financial gain to that person or any third party,
shall be liable in a civil action by such person.
(B) EXCEPTION.-A person who in good faith registers
a domain name consisting of the name of another living
person, or a name substantially and confusingly similar
thereto, shall not be liable under this paragraph if such
name is used in, affiliated with, or related to a work
of authorship protected under title 17, United States Code,
including a work made for hire as defined in section 101
of title 17, United States Code, and if the person registering
the domain name is the copyright owner or licensee of
the work, the person intends to sell the domain name
in conjunction with the lawful exploitation of the work,
and such registration is not prohibited by a contract
between the registrant and the named person. The exception under this subparagraph shall apply only to a civil
action brought under paragraph (1) and shall in no manner
limit the protections afforded under the Trademark Act
of 1946 (15 U.S.C. 1051 et seq.) or other provision of
Federal or State law.
(2) REMEDIES.-In any civil action brought under paragraph
(1), a court may award injunctive relief, including the forfeiture
or cancellation of the domain name or the transfer of the
domain name to the plaintiff. The court may also, in its discretion, award costs and attorneys fees to the prevailing party.
(3) DErimTIoN. In this subsection, the term "domain
name" has the meaning given that term in section 45 of the
Trademark Act of 1946 (15 U.S.C. 1127).
(4) EFFECTIVE DATE. This subsection shall apply to domain
names registered on or after the date of the enactment of
this Act.
SEC. 3003. DAMAGES AND REMEDIES.

(a) REMEDIES IN CASES OF DOMAIN NAME PIRACY.(1) INJUNCTIONS.-Section 34(a) of the Trademark Act of

1946 (15 U.S.C. 1116(a)) is amended in the first sentence by
striking "(a) or (c)" and inserting "(a), (c), or (d)".
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(2) DAMAGEs.-Section 35(a) of the Trademark Act of 1946
(15 U.S.C. 1117(a)) is amended in the first sentence by inserting
", (c), or (d)" after "section 43(a)".
(b) STATUTORY DAmAGEs.-Section 35 of the Trademark Act
of 1946 (15 U.S.C. 1117) is amended by adding at the end the
following:
"(d) In a case involving a violation of section 43(d)(1), the
plaintiff may elect, at any time before final judgment is rendered
by the trial court, to recover, instead of actual damages and profits,
an award of statutory damages in the amount of not less than
$1,000 and not more than $100,000 per domain name, as the
court considers just.
SEC. 3004. LIMITATION ON LIABILITY.
Section 32(2) of the Trademark Act of 1946 (15 U.S.C. 1114)
is amended(1) in the matter preceding subparagraph (A) by striking
"under section 43(a)" and inserting "under section 43 (a) or
(dY'; and
(2) by redesignating subparagraph (D) as subparagraph
(E) and inserting after subparagraph (C) the following:
"(D)(i)(I) A domain name registrar, a domain name registry,
or other domain name registration authority that takes any
action described under clause (ii) affecting a domain name
shall not be liable for monetary relief or, except as provided
in subclause (II), for injunctive relief, to any person for such
action, regardless of whether the domain name is finally determined to infringe or dilute the mark.
"(II) A domain name registrar, domain name registry, or
other domain name registration authority described in subclause (I) may be subject to injunctive relief only if such registrar, registry, or other registration authority has"(aa) not expeditiously deposited with a court, in which
an action has been filed regarding the disposition of the
domain name, documents sufficient for the court to establish the court's control and authority regarding the disposition of the registration and use of the domain name;
"(bb) transferred, suspended, or otherwise modified the
domain name during the pendency of the action, except
upon order of the court; or
"(cc) willfully failed to comply with any such court
order.
"(ii) An action referred to under clause (i)(I) is any action
of refusing to register, removing from registration, transferring,
temporarily disabling, or permanently canceling a domain
name"(I) in compliance with a court order under section
43(d); or
('(II) in the implementation of a reasonable policy by
such registrar, registry, or authority prohibiting the registration of a domain name that is identical to, confusingly
similar to, or dilutive of another's mark.
"(iii) A domain name registrar, a domain name registry,
or other domain name registration authority shall not be liable
for damages under this section for the registration or maintenance of a domain name for another absent a showing of
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bad faith intent to profit from such registration or maintenance
of the domain name.
"(iv) If a registrar, registry, or other registration authority
takes an action described under clause (ii) based on a knowing
and material misrepresentation by any other person that a
domain name is identical to, confusingly similar to, or dilutive
of a mark, the person making the knowing and material misrepresentation shall be liable for any damages, including costs
and attorney's fees, incurred by the domain name registrant
as a result of such action. The court may also grant injunctive
relief to the domain name registrant, including the reactivation
of the domain name or the transfer of the domain name to
the domain name registrant.
"(v) A domain name registrant whose domain name has
been suspended, disabled, or transferred under a policy
described under clause (ii)(II) may, upon notice to the mark
owner, file a civil action to establish that the registration or
use of the domain name by such registrant is not unlawful
under this Act. The court may grant injunctive relief to the
domain name registrant, including the reactivation of the
domain name or transfer of the domain name to the domain
name registrant.".
SEC. 3005. DEFINITIONS.

Section 45 of the Trademark Act of 1946 (15 U.S.C. 1127)
is amended by inserting after the undesignated paragraph defining
the term "counterfeit" the following:
"The term 'domain name' means any alphanumeric designation
which is registered with or assigned by any domain name registrar,
domain name registry, or other domain name registration authority
as part of an electronic address on the Internet.
"The term 'Internet' has the meaning given that term in section
230(f)(1) of the Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 230(f)(1)).".
SEC. 3006, STUDY ON ABUSIVE DOMAIN NAME REGISTRATIONS
INVOLVING PERSONAL NAMES.
(a) IN GENERAL.-Not later than 180 days after the date of
the enactment of this Act, the Secretary of Commerce, in consultation with the Patent and Trademark Office and the Federal Election
Commission, shall conduct a study and report to Congress with
recommendations on guidelines and procedures for resolving disputes involving the registration or use by a person of a domain
name that includes the personal name of another person, in whole
or in part, or a name confusingly similar thereto, including consideration of and recommendations for(1) protecting personal names from registration by another
person as a second level domain name for purposes of selling
or otherwise transferring such domain name to such other
person or any third party for financial gain;
(2) protecting individuals from bad faith uses of their personal names as second level domain names by others with
malicious intent to harm the reputation of the individual or
the goodwill associated with that individual's name;
(3) protecting consumers from the registration and use
of domain names that include personal names in the second
level domain in manners which are intended or are likely
to confuse or deceive the public as to the affiliation, connection,
or association of the domain name registrant, or a site accessible
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under the domain name, with such other person, or as to
the origin, sponsorship, or approval of the goods, services, or
commercial activities of the domain name registrant;
(4) protecting the public from registration of domain names
that include the personal names of government officials, official
candidates, and potential official candidates for Federal, State,
or local political office in the United States, and the use of
such domain names in a manner that disrupts the electoral
process or the public's ability to access accurate and reliable
information regarding such individuals;
(5) existing remedies, whether under State law or otherwise, and the extent to which such remedies are sufficient
to address the considerations described in paragraphs (1)
through (4); and
(6) the guidelines, procedures, and policies of the Internet
Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers and the extent
to which they address the considerations described in paragraphs (1) through (4).
(b) GUIDELINES AND PROCEDURES.-The Secretary of Commerce
shall, under its Memorandum of Understanding with the Internet
Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers, collaborate to
develop guidelines and procedures for resolving disputes involving
the registration or use by a person of a domain name that includes
the personal name of another person, in whole or in part, or a
name confusingly similar thereto.
SEC. 3007. HISTORIC PRESERVATION.

Section 101(a)(1)(A) of the National Historic Preservation Act
(16 U.S.C. 470a(a)(1)(A)) is amended by adding at the end the
following: "Notwithstanding section 43(c) of the Act entitled 'An
Act to provide for the registration and protection of trademarks
used in commerce, to carry out the provisions of certain international conventions, and for other purposes', approved July 5,
1946 (commonly known as the Trademark Act of 1946' (15 U.S.C.
1125(c))), buildings and structures on or eligible for inclusion on
the National Register of Historic Places (either individually or as
part of a historic district), or designated as an individual landmark
or as a contributing building in a historic district by a unit of
State or local government, may retain the name historically associated with the building or structure.".
SEC. 3008. SAVINGS CLAUSE.
Nothing in this title shall affect any defense available to a
defendant under the Trademark Act of 1946 (including any defense
under section 43(c)(4) of such Act or relating to fair use) or a
person's right of free speech or expression under the first amendment of the United States Constitution.
SEC. 3009. TECHNICAL AND CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.

Chapter 85 of title 28, United States Code, is amended as
follows:
(1) Section 1338 of title 28, United States Code, is
amended(A) in the section heading by striking "trade-marks"
and inserting "trademarks";
(B) in subsection (a) by striking "trade-marks" and
inserting "trademarks"; and
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'
(C) in subsection (b) by striking "trade-mark and
inserting "trademark".
(2) The item relating to section 1338 in the table of sections
for chapter 85 of title 23, United States Code, is amended
by strikig "trade-marks" and inserting "trademarks".

SEC. 3010. EFFECTIVE DATE.

Sections 3002(a), 3003, 3004, 3005, and 3008 of this title shall
apply to all domain names registered before, on, or after the date
of the enactment of this Act, except that damages under subsection
(a) or (d) of section 35 of the Trademark Act of 1946 (15 U.S.C.
1117), as amended by section 3003 of this title, shall not be available
with respect to the registration, trafficking, or use of a domain
name that occurs before the date of the enactment of this Act.J

TITLE IV-INVENTOR PROTECTION
SEC. 4001. SHORT TITLE.
This title may be cited as the "American Inventors Protection
Act of 1999".

Subtitle A-Inventors' Rights
SEC. 4101. SHORT TILE.

This subtitle may be cited as the "Inventors' Rights Act of
1999".
SEC. 4102. INTEGRITY IN INVENTION PROMOTION SERVICES.

(a) IN GENERAL.-Chapter 29 of title 35, United States Code,
is amended by adding at the end the following new section:
"§ 297. Improper and deceptive invention promotion
"(a) IN GENERAL.-An invention promoter shall have a duty
to disclose the following information to a customer in writing,
prior to entering into a contract for invention promotion services"(1) the total number of inventions evaluated by the invention promoter for commercial potential in the past 5 years,
as well as the number of those inventions that received positive
evaluations, and the number of those inventions that received
negative evaluations;
"(2) the total number of customers who have contracted
with the invention promoter in the past 5 years, not including
customers who have purchased trade show services, research,
advertising, or other nonmarketing services from the invention
promoter, or who have defaulted in their payment to the invention promoter;
"(3) the total number of customers known by the invention
promoter to have received a net financial profit as a direct
result of the invention promotion services provided by such
invention promoter;
"(4) the total number of customers known by the invention
promoter to have received license agreements for their inventions as a direct result of the invention promotion services
provided by such invention promoter; and
"(5) the names and addresses of all previous invention
promotion companies with which the invention promoter or
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The amendment is as follows:
Strike out all after the enacting clause and insert in lieu thereof the following:
SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE; REFERENCES.

(a) SHORT TITLE.-This Act may be cited as the "Trademark Cyberpiracy Pre-

vention Act.".

79-006
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(b) REFERENCES TO THE TRADEMARK ACT OF 1946.-Any reference in this Act
to the Trademark Act of 1946 shall be a reference to the Act entitled "An Act to
provide for the registration and protection of trade-marks used in commerce, to
carry out the provisions of certain international conventions, and for other purposes", approved July 5, 1946 (15 U.S.C. 1051 et seq.).
SEC. 2. CYBERPIRACY PREVENTION.

(a) IN GENERAL.-Section 43 of the Trademark Act of 1946 (15 U.S.C. 1125) is
amended by inserting at the end the following:
"(d)(1)(A) A person shall be liable in a civil action by the owner of a trademark
or service mark if, without regard to the goods or services of the parties, that
person"(i) has a bad faith intent to profit from that trademark or service mark;
and
"(ii) registers, traffics in, or uses a domain name that"(I) in the case of a trademark or service mark that is distinctive at
the time of registration of the domain name, is identical or confusingly
similar to such mark;
"(II) in the case of a famous trademark or service mark that is famous
at the time of registration of the domain name, is dilutive of such mark;
or
"(III) is a trademark, word, or name protected by reason of section 706
of title 18, United States Code, or section 220506 of title 36, United States
Code.
"(B) In determining whether there is a bad-faith intent described under subparagraph (A), a court may consider factors such as, but not limited to"(i) the trademark or other intellectual property rights of the person, if any,
in the domain name;
"(ii) the extent to which the domain name consists of the legal name of the
person or a name that is otherwise commonly used to identify that person;
"(iii) the person's prior lawful use, if any, of the domain name in connection
with the bona fide offering of any goods or services;
"(iv) the person's lawfhl noncommercial or fair use of the mark in a site accessible under the domain name;
"(v) the person's intent to divert consumers from the mark owner's online
location to a site accessible under the domain name that could harm the goodwill represented by the mark, either for commercial gain or with the intent to
tarnish or disparage the mark, by creating a likelihood of confusion as to the
source, sponsorship, affiliation, or endorsement of the site;
"(vi) the person's offer to transfer, sell, or otherwise assign the domain
name to the mark owner or any third party for financial gain without having
used, or having an intent to use, the domain name in the bona fide offering of
any goods or services;
"(vii) the person's provision of material and misleading false contact information when applying for the registration of the domain name or the person's
intentional failure to maintain accurate contact information;
"(viii) the person's registration or acquisition of multiple domain names
which the person knows are identical or confusingly similar to trademarks or
service marks of others that are distinctive at the time of registration of such
domain names, or dilutive of famous trademarks or service marks of others that
are famous at the time of registration of such domain names, without regard
to the goods or services of such persons;
"(ix) the person's history of offering to transfer, sell, or otherwise assign domain names incorporating marks of others to the mark owners or any third
party for consideration without having used, or having an intent to use, the domain names in the bona fide offering of any goods and services;
"(x) the person's history of providing material and misleading false contact
information when applying for the registration of other domain names which incorporate marks, or the person's history of using aliases in the registration of
domain names which incorporate marks of others; and
"(xi) the extent to which the trademark or service mark incorporated in the
person's domain name registration is distinctive and famous within the meaning of subsection (cXl) of section 43 of the Trademark Act of 1946 (15 U.S.C.
1125).
"(C) In any civil action involving the registration, trafficking, or use of a domain
name under this paragraph, a court may order the forfeiture or cancellation of the
domain name or the transfer of the domain name to the owner of the mark.
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"(D) A person shall be liable for using a domain name under subparagraph
(AXii) only if that person is the domain name registrant or that registrant's authorized licensee.
"(E) As used in this paragraph, the term 'traffics in' refers to transactions that
include, but are not limited to, sales, purchases, loans, pledges, licenses, exchanges
of currency, and any other transfer for consideration or receipt in exchange for consideration.
"(2XA) The owner of a mark may file an in rem civil action against a domain
name in the judicial district in which suit may be brought against the domain name
registrar, domain name registry, or other domain name authority that registered or
assigned the domain name if"(i) the domain name violates any right of the registrant of a mark registered in the Patent and Trademark Office, or subsection (a) or (c) of this section, or is a trademark, word, or name protected by reason of section 706 of title
18, United States Code, or section 220506 of title 36, United States Code; and
"(ii) the court finds that"(I) the owner has demonstrated due diligence and was not able to find
or was not able to serve a person who would have been a defendant in a
civil action under paragraph (1); or
"(II) personal jurisdiction cannot be established over any person who
would have been a defendant in a civil action under paragraph (1).
"(B) The remedies in an in rem action under this paragraph shall be limited
to a court order for the forfeiture or cancellation of the domain name or the transfer
of the domain name to the owner of the mark.
"(C) The in rem action established under this paragraph and any remedy available under such action shall be in addition to any other civil action or remedy otherwise applicable.
"(3) The civil action established under paragraph (1) and any remedy available
under such action shall be in addition to any other civil action or remedy otherwise
applicable.".
SEC. 3.DAMAGES AND REMEDIES.
(a) REMEDIES IN CASES OF DOMAIN NAME PIRACY.-

(1) INJUNCTIONS.-Section 34(a) of the Trademark Act of 1946 (15 U.S.C.
1116(a)) is amended in the first sentence by striking "(a) or (c)" and inserting
"(a), (c), or (d)".
(2) DAMAGES.-Section 35(a) of the Trademark Act of 1946 (15 U.S.C.
1117(a)) is amended in the first sentence by inserting ", (c), or (d)" after "section
43(a)".
(b) STATUTORY DAMAGES.-Section 35 of the Trademark Act of 1946 (15 U.S.C.
1117) is amended by adding at the end the following:
"(d) In a case involving a violation of section 43(d)(1), the plaintiff may elect,
at any time before final judgment is rendered by the trial court, to recover, instead
of actual damages and profits, an award of statutory damages in the amount of not
less than $1,000 and not more than $100,000 per domain name, as the court considers just. The court may remit statutory damages in any case in which the court
finds that an infringer believed and had reasonable grounds to believe that use of
the domain name by the infringer was a fair or otherwise lawful use.".
SEC. 4. LIMITATION ON LIABILITY.

Section 32(2) of the Trademark Act of 1946 (15 U.S.C. 1114) is amended(1) in the matter preceding subparagraph (A) by striking "under section
43(a)" and inserting "under section 43(a) or (d)"; and
(2) by redesignating subparagraph (D) as subparagraph (E) and inserting
after subparagraph (C) the following:
"(D)(i) A domain name registrar, a domain name registry, or other domain
name registration authority that takes any action described under clause (ii) affecting a domain name shall not be liable for monetary relief to any person for
such action, regardless of whether the domain name is finally determined to infringe or dilute the mark.
"(ii) An action referred to under clause (i) is any action of refusing to register, removing from registration, transferring, temporarily disabling, or permanently canceling a domain name"(I) in compliance with a court order under section 43(d); or
"(II) in the implementation of a reasonable policy by such registrar,
registry, or authority prohibiting the registration of a domain name that is
identical to, confusingly similar to, or dilutive of another's mark registered
on the Principal Register of the United States Patent and Trademark Office, or of a trademark, word, or name protected by reason of section 706
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of title 18, United States Code, or section 220506 of title 36, United States
Code.
"(iii) A domain name registrar, a domain name registry, or other domain
name registration authority shall not be liable for damages under this section
for the registration or maintenance of a domain name for another absent a
showing of bad faith intent to profit from such registration or maintenance of
the domain name.
"(iv) If a registrar, registry, or other registration authority takes an action
described under clause (ii) based on a knowing and material misrepresentation
by any other person that a domain name is identical to, confusingly similar to,
or dilutive of a mark registered on the Principal Register of the United States
Patent and Trademark Office, or a trademark, word, or name protected by reason of section 706 of title 18, United States Code, or section 220506 of title 36,
United States Code, the person making the knowing and material misrepresentation shall be liable for any damages, including costs and attorney's fees, incurred by the domain name registrant as a result of such action. The court may
also grant injunctive relief to the domain name registrant, including the reactivation of the domain name or the transfer of the domain name to the domain
name registrant.
"(v) A domain name registrant whose domain name has been suspended,
disabled, or transferred under a policy described under clause (iiXII) may, upon
notice to the mark owner, file a civil action to establish that the registration
or use of the domain name by such registrant is not unlawful under this Act.
The court may grant injunctive relief to the domain name registrant, including
the reactivation of the domain name or transfer of the domain name to the domain name registrant.".
SEC. 5. DEFINITIONS.

Section 45 of the Trademark Act of 1946 (15 U.S.C. 1127) is amended by inserting after the undesignated paragraph defining the term "counterfeit" the following:
'The term 'domain name' means any alphanumeric designation which is registered with or assigned by any domain name registrar, domain name registry, or
other domain name registration authority as part of an electronic address on the
Internet.
' The term 'Internet' has the meaning given that term in section 230(f)(1) of the
Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 230(f)(1)).".
SEC. 6. SAVINGS CLAUSE.

Nothing in this Act shall affect any defense available to a defendant under the
Trademark Act of 1946 (including any defense under section 43(c)(4) of such Act or
relating to fair use) or a person's right of free speech or expression under the first
amendment of the United States Constitution.
SEC. 7. EFFECTIVE DATE.

Sections 2 through 6 of this Act shall apply to all domain names registered before, on, or after the date of enactment of this Act, except that damages under subsection (a) or (d) of section 35 of the Trademark Act of 1946 (15 U.S.C. 1117), as
amended by section 3 of this Act, shall not be available with respect to the registration, trafficking, or use of a domain name that occurs before the date of enactment
of this Act.
SEC. 8. ADJUSTMENT OF CERTAIN TRADEMARK AND PATENT FEES.

(a) TRADEMARK FEEs.-Notwithstanding the second sentence of section 31(a) of
the Trademark Act of 1946 (15 U.S.C. 1113(a)), the Commissioner of Patents and
Trademarks is authorized in fiscal year 2000 to adjust trademark fees without regard to fluctuations in the Consumer Price Index during the preceding 12 months.
(b) PATENT FEES.(1) ORIGINAL FILING FEE.-Section 41(aXIXA) of title 35, United States
Code, relating to the fee for filing an original patent application, is amended
by striking "$760" and inserting "$690".
(2) REISSUE FEE.-Section 41(aX4XA) of title 35, United States Code, relating to the fee for filing for a reissue of a patent, is amended by striking "$760"
and inserting "$690".
(3)

NATIONAL FEE FOR CERTAIN

INTERNATIONAL

APPLICATIONS.-Section

41(aXlO) of title 35, United States Code, relating to the national fee for certain
international applications, is amended by striking "$760" and inserting "$690".
(4) MAINTENANCE FEES.-Section 41(bX1) of title 35, United States Code, relating to certain maintenance fees, is amended by striking "$940" and inserting
"$830".
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(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.-Subsection (a) shall take effect on the date of the enactment of this Act. The amendments made by subsection (b) shall take effect 30 days
after the date of the enactment of this Act.
PURPOSE AND SUMMARY

Over the last two years, the Subcommittee on Courts and Intellectual Property held multiple hearings on domain names to access
their impact on intellectual property rights, particularly the
Lanham Act. Through this committee's oversight, it has become
very aware of the problems faced by owners of famous marks when
dealing with the issue of domain names. Much testimony has been
gathered evidencing the practice of cybersquatters who register numerous domain names containing American trademarks or
tradenames only to hold them ransom in exchange for money.
Sometimes these pirates put pornographic materials on theses sites
in an effort to increase the likelihood of collecting ransom by damaging the integrity of a mark. The time has come for this practice
to stop.
The legal recourse provided for in this legislation, combined with
the intellectual property alternative dispute resolution procedures
being adopted by the domain name registrars, will give trademark
owners important tools to protect their intellectual property. This
is a measured and balanced response to a growing problem, and
will clarify that trademark property rights are respected as the
Internet continues to grow.
BACKGROUND AND NEED FOR THE LEGISLATION

A great deal of controversy surrounds trademark rights vis-a-vis
domain names. In the early years of the Internet, when the primary users were academic institutions and government agencies,
little concern existed over trademarks and domain names. As the
Internet grew, however, the fastest growing number of requests for
domain names were in the .com domain because of the explosion
of businesses offering products and services on the Internet.
Because people use domain names to locate Web resources, companies doing business online now want domain names that are
easy to remember and that relate to their products, trade names,
and trademarks. Owners of famous trademarks typically register
their trademarks as domain names (such as "microsoft.com"). This
kind of identification can be highly important to a business that
conducts commerce on the Internet. In fact, many consumers who
do not know the domain name of a company will first try the principal trademark or trade name of that company to locate the company's Web site.
Since domain names are available from Network Solutions, Inc.
(NSI), and now other registrars, on a first-come, first-served basis,
some owners have discovered that the domain name containing
their trademark has already been registered. The situation has
been aggravated by some people, known as "cyberpirates," registering domain names in the hope that they might be able to sell
them to companies that place a high value on these trademarks.
These cyberpirates have no intention of using the domain name in
commerce, and instead often attempt to exact money from a comHeinOnline -- 1 Anticybersquatting Consumer Protection Act: A Legislative History of Public Law No. 106-113 Appendix I, 113
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pany in exchange for domain names that relate to that company's
trademarks.
Disputes involving domain names and trademarks place registrars in the awkward position of being pressured to takes sides
in trademark disputes, or to deny, grant, or suspend a domain
name based on an allegation of infringement. NSI has maintained
a domain name dispute policy since 1995, but it has been criticized
by many intellectual property owners. Only owners of trademarks
that are registered with the U.S. Trademark Office's Principal Register and are identical to the disputed domain name can invoke the
dispute policy. This means that NSI will not act on complaints
from parties that have Federal registrations on the Supplemental
Register, have State trademark registrations, or have only common
law trademark rights, or rights under Section 43(a) of the Lanham
Act.
"Cyberpiracy" can involve individuals seeking extortionate profits
by reserving Internet domain names that are similar or identical
to trademarked names with no intention of using the names in
commerce themselves. Such actions undermine consumer confidence, discourage consumer use of the Internet, and destroy the
value of brand-names and trademarks of American businesses.
Cyberpiracy can hurt businesses in a number of ways. First, a
cyberpirate's expropriation of a mark as part of a domain name
prevents the trademark owner from using the mark as part of its
domain name. As a result, consumers seeking a trademark owner's
Web site are diverted elsewhere, which means lost business opportunities for the trademark owner. A cyberpirate's use may also blur
the distinctive quality of a mark and, when linked to certain types
of Internet activities such as pornography, may also tarnish the
mark. Finally, businesses are required to police and enforce their
trademark rights by preventing unauthorized use, or risk losing
those rights entirely.
Currently, the legal remedies available to trademark owners to
prevent cyberpiracy are both expensive and uncertain. Federal
courts have generally found in favor of the owner of a trademark
where a similar or identical domain 1name is actively used in connection with a cyberpirate's Web site. The law is less settled, however, where a cyberpirate has either registered the domain name
and done nothing more, or where the cyberpirate uses a significant
variation on the trademark. 2 Regardless of the ultimate outcome of
litigation, trademark owners must expend significant resources and
endure the inevitable delay associated with bringing a civil action
in order to validate their rights. Many companies simply choose to
pay extortionate prices to cyberpirates in order to rid themselves
of a potentially damaging headache with an uncertain outcome. For
'See, e.g., Toeppen v. PanavisionInternational L.P., 141 F.3d 1316 (9th Cir. 1998) (noting
that the registration of the trademark "Panavision" as a domain name by a cyberpirate resulted
in the dilution of that mark); CardserviceInternationalInc. v. McGee 950 F.Supp. 737 (E.D.Va.
1997), affd without op., 129 F.3d 1258 (4th Cir. 1997) (ruling that the owner of the registered
mark "Cardservice" is entitled to a permanent injunction against the use of the domain name
by another party because it is likely to confuse customers).
"cardservice.com"
2
See, e.g., Toys "R" Us Inc. v. Feinberg, 26 F.Supp. 2d 639 (S.D.N.Y. 1998) (holding that the
use of"gsreus.com" as a domain name does not infringe or dilute the mark of "Toys 'R' Us"
due to the dissimilarity of the terms).
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example, Gateway recently paid $100,000 to a cyberpirate who had
placed pornographic images to the Web site "www.gateway20000."
HEARINGS
The committee's Subcommittee on Courts and Intellectual Property held a hearing on Wednesday, July 28, 1999, on Internet Domain Names and Intellectual Property Rights. The following witnesses appeared at the hearing: Andrew Pincus, General Counsel,
United States Department of Commerce; Francis Gurry, Assistant
Director General & Legal Counsel, World Intellectual Property Organization; Michael Roberts, Interim President and CEO, Internet
Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN); Michael
A. Daniels, Chairman of the Board, Network Solutions, Incorporated; Jonathan Cohen, President, Intellectual Property Constituency of the Domain Name Supporting Organization of ICANN;
Ken Stubbs, Chairman of the Executive Committee, Internet Council of Registrars (CORE) ; Kathlene Karg, Director of Intellectual
Property and Public Policy, Interactive Digital Software Association, for the Copyright Coalition on Domain Names; Mike Kirk, Executive Director, American Intellectual Property Law Association
(AIPLA); and Anne Chasser, President, International Trademark
Association (INTA).
COMMITTEE CONSIDERATION

On September 9,1999, the Subcommittee on Courts and Intellectual Property met in open session and ordered favorably reported
the bill H.R. 3028, by voice vote, a quorum being present. On October 13, 1999, the committee met in open session and ordered favorably reported the bill H.R. 3028 as amended, by voice vote, a
quorum being present.
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT REFORM FINDINGS

No findings or recommendations of the Committee on Government Reform and Oversight were received as referred to in clause
3(c)(4) of rule XIII of the Rules of the House of Representatives.
NEW BUDGET AUTHORITY AND TAX EXPENDITURES

Clause 3(c)(2) of House Rule XIII is inapplicable because this legislation does not provide new budget authority or increased tax expenditures.
CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE COST ESTIMATE

The Congressional Budget Office estimates the bill would not
have a significant effect on the Federal budget nor would affect direct spending or receipts; therefore pay-as-you-go procedures would
not likely apply.
In compliance with clause 3(c)(3) of rule XIII of the Rules of the
House of Representatives, the committee sets forth, with respect to
the bill, H.R. 3028, the following estimate and comparison prepared
by the Director of the Congressional Budget Office under section
403 of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974:
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U.S. CONGRESS,
CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE,

Washington, DC, October 22, 1999.
Hon. HENRY J. HYDE, Chairman,
Committee on the Judiciary,
House of Representatives, Washington, DC.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: The Congressional Budget Office has prepared the enclosed cost estimate for H.R. 3028, the Trademark
Cyberpiracy Prevention Act.
If you wish further details on this estimate, we will be pleased
to provide them. The CBO staff contacts are Mark Hadley (for Federal costs), who can be reached at 226-2860, Shelley Finlayson (for
the State and local impact), who can be reached at 225-3220, and
John Harris (for the private-sector impact), who can be reached at
226-6910.
Sincerely,
DAN L. CRIPPEN, Director.
H.R. 3028-Trademark Cyberpiracy PreventionAct.
Cyberpiracy (or cybersquatting) consists of registering, trafficking in, or using domain names (Internet addresses) that are
identical or confusingly similar to trademarks with the bad-faith
intent to profit from the goodwill of the trademarks. H.R. 3028
would allow trademark owners to sue anyone who engages in such
conduct, and allow the courts to order the forfeiture, cancellation,
or transfer of domain names in such instances. CBO estimates that
implementing these provisions would not have a significant effect
on the Federal budget.
In addition, the bill would reduce the amounts the Patent and
Trademark Office (PTO) charges inventors to file patents and
would authorize the PTO to adjust the amounts it charges to file
trademarks. In reviewing the cost of each activity the PTO performs, the agency determined that applicants for trademarks paid
less than the cost to process trade applications, and applicants for
patents paid more than the cost to process patent applications.
Based on that information, CBO expects that the agency would increase trademark fees by more than enough to offset the lower patent fees that the bill would require. Under current law, PTO adjusts charges to patent and trademark owners to reflect fluctuations in the Consumer Price Index.
All fees collected by the PTO are credited to its appropriation as
an offset to discretionary spending. Thus, CBO estimates that implementing H.R. 3028 would reduce net appropriated spending by
the PTO by an average of about $10 million a year over the 20002004 period, assuming appropriation of the necessary amounts. Because H.R. 3028 would not affect direct spending or receipts, payas-you-go procedures would not apply to the bill.
H.R. 3028 contains no intergovernmental mandates as defined in
the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act (UMRA) and could benefit
state, local, or tribal governments if they sue to recover damages
from infringement or dilution of trademarks based on the provisions of the bill. Any such benefits are expected to be minimal. The
changes in patent and trademark fees authorized in the bill also
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are expected to have only minimal effects on the budgets of state,
local, and tribal governments.
H.R. 3028 would create a new private-sector mandate for trademark holders by granting the PTO the discretion to increase trademark fees. Trademark fee increases are private-sector mandates
because the Federal Government controls the trademark system
and no reasonable alternatives to the system exist. CBO estimates
that the PTO would collect roughly $40 million a year, on average,
in fee increase over the next five years. The costs of the mandate
thus fall below the threshold established in UMRA ($100 million in
1996, adjusted annually for inflation).
The bill would benefit patent holders and applicants by reducing
several patent fees, including filing, reissuance, and certain maintenance fees. CBO estimates that the fee reductions would save
patent holders and applicants roughly $30 million a year, on average, over the next five years. Although some firms and individuals
may hold both trademarks and patents, the patent fee reductions
would not offset the trademark fee increases. Trademarks and patents serve separate and distinct purposes, and many trademark
holders hold no patents.
On August 5, 1999, CBO transmitted an estimate of S. 1255, the
Anticybersquatting Consumer Protection Act, as reported by the
Senate Committee on the Judiciary on July 29, 1999. Because
S.1255 would not affect the fees collected by the PTO, CBO estimated that it would not have a significant budgetary impact.
The CBO staff contacts are Mark Hadley (for Federal costs), who
can be reached at 226-2860, Shelley Finlayson (for the state and
local impact), who can be reached at 225-3220, and John Harris
(for the private-sector impact), who can be reached at 226-6910.
This estimate was approved by Peter H. Fontaine, Deputy Assistant Director for Budget Analysis.
CONSTITUTIONAL AUTHORITY STATEMENT

Pursuant to clause 3(d)(1) of the rule XIII of the
House of Representatives, the committee finds the
this legislation in Article I, section 8, clause 3 of the
the authorizing provision for the underlying Lanham
this Act is an amendment.

Rules of the
authority for
Constitution,
Act to which

SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

Section 1. Short title; references.
This section provides that the act may be cited as the 'Trademark Cyberpiracy Prevention Act" and that any references within
the bill to the Trademark Act of 1946 shall be a reference to the
act entitled "An Act to provide for the registration and protection
of trademarks used in commerce, to carry out the provisions of certain international conventions, and for other purposes," approved
July 5, 1946 (15 U.S.C. § 1051 et seq.), also commonly referred to
as the Lanham Act.
Section 2. Cyberpiracyprevention
Subsection (a). In General. This subsection amends section the
Trademark Act to provide an explicit trademark remedy for
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cyberpiracy under a new section 43(d). Under paragraph (1)(A) of
the new section 43(d), actionable conduct would include the registration, trafficking in, or use of a domain name that is identical
to, confusingly similar to, or dilutive of the trademark or service
mark of another, provided that the mark was distinctive (i.e., enjoyed trademark status) at the time the domain name was registered. The bill is carefully and narrowly tailored, however, to extend only to cases where the plaintiff can demonstrate that the defendant registered, trafficked in, or used the offending domain
name with bad-faith intent to profit from the goodwill of a mark
belonging to someone else. Thus, the bill does not extend to innocent domain name registrations by those who are unaware of another's use of the name, or even to someone who is aware of the
trademark status of the name but registers a domain name containing the mark for any reason other than with bad faith intent
to profit from the goodwill associated with that mark.
Paragraph (1)(B) of the new section 43(d) sets forth a number of
nonexclusive, nonexhaustive factors to assist a court in determining whether the required bad-faith element exists in any given
case. These factors are designed to balance the property interests
of trademark owners with the legitimate interests of Internet users
and others who seek to make lawful uses of others' marks, including for purposes such as comparative advertising, comment, criticism, parody, news reporting, fair use, etc. The bill suggests a total
of eleven factors a court may wish to consider. The first four suggest circumstances that may tend to indicate an absence of badfaith intent to profit from the goodwill of a mark, and the others
suggest circumstances that may tend to indicate that such badfaith intent exists.
First, under paragraph (1)(B)(i), a court may consider whether
the domain name registrant has trademark or any other intellectual property rights in the name. This factor recognizes, as does
trademark law in general, that there may be concurring uses of the
same name that are noninfringing, such as the use of the "Delta"
mark for both air travel and sink faucets. Similarly, the registration of the domain name "deltaforce.com" by a movie studio would
not tend to indicate a bad faith intent on the part of the registrant
to trade on Delta Airlines or Delta Faucets' trademarks.
Second, under paragraph (1)(B)(ii), a court may consider the extent to which the domain name is the same as the registrant's own
legal name or a nickname by which that person is commonly identified. This factor recognizes, again as does the concept of fair use
in trademark law, that a person should be able to be identified by
their own name, whether in their business or on a web site. Similarly, a person may bear a legitimate nickname that is identical or
similar to a well-known trademark and registration of a domain
name using that nickname would not tend to indicate bad faith.
This factor is not intended to suggest that domain name registrants may evade the application of this act by merely adopting
Exxon, Ford, Bugs Bunny or other well-known marks as their nicknames. It merely provides a court with the appropriate discretion
to determine whether or not the fact that a person bears a nickname similar to a mark at issue is an indication of an absence of
bad-faith on the part of the registrant.
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Third, under paragraph (1)(B)(iii), a court may consider the domain name registrant's prior use, if any, of the domain name in
connection with the bona fide offering of goods or services. Again,
this factor recognizes that the legitimate use of the domain name
in online commerce may be a good indicator of the intent of the
person registering that name. Where the person has used the domain name in commerce without creating a likelihood of confusion
as to the source or origin of the goods or services and has not otherwise attempted to use the name in order to profit from the goodwill of the trademark owner's name, a court may look to this as an
indication of the absence of bad faith on the part of the registrant.
A defendant should have the burden of introducing evidence of lawful use to assist the court in evaluating this factor.
Fourth, under paragraph (1)(B)(iv), a court may consider the person's legitimate noncommercial or fair use of the mark in a web
site that is accessible under the domain name at issue. This factor
is intended to balance the interests of trademark owners with the
interests of those who would make lawful noncommercial or fair
uses of others' marks online, such as in comparative advertising,
comment, criticism, parody, news reporting, etc. Under the bill, the
use of a domain name for purposes of comparative advertising,
comment, criticism, parody, news reporting, etc., even where done
for profit, would not alone satisfy the bad-faith intent requirement.
The fact that a person may use a mark in a site in such a lawful
manner may be an appropriate indication that the person's registration or use of the domain name lacked the required element
of bad-faith. This factor is not intended to create a loophole that
otherwise might swallow the bill, however, by allowing a domain
name registrant to evade application of the Act by merely putting
up a noninfringing site under an infringing domain name. For example, in the well know case of Panavision Int'l v. Toeppen, 141
F.3d 1316 (9th Cir. 1998), a well known cyberpirate had registered
a host of domain names mirroring famous trademarks, including
names for Panavision, Delta Airlines, Neiman Marcus, Eddie
Bauer, Lufthansa, and more than 100 other marks, and had attempted to sell them to the mark owners for amounts in the range
of $10,000 to $15,000 each. His use of the "panavision.com" and
"panaflex.com" domain names was seemingly more innocuous, however, as they served as addresses for sites that merely displayed
pictures of Pana Illinois and the word "Hello" respectively. This act
would not allow a person to evade the holding of that case-which
found that Mr. Toeppen had made a commercial use of the
Panavision marks and that such uses were, in fact, diluting under
the Federal Trademark Dilution Act-merely by posting noninfringing uses of the trademark on a site accessible under the offending domain name, as Mr. Toeppen did. Similarly, the bill does
not affect existing trademark law to the extent it has addressed the
interplay between first amendment protections and the rights of
trademark owners. Rather, the act gives courts the flexibility to
weigh appropriate factors in determining whether the name was
registered or used in bad faith, and it recognizes that one such factor may be the use the domain name registrant makes of the mark.
Fifth, under paragraph (1)(B)(v), a court may consider whether,
in registering or using the domain name, the registrant intended
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to divert consumers away from the trademark owner's website to
a website that could harm the goodwill of the mark, either for purposes of commercial gain or with the intent to tarnish or disparage
the mark, by creating a likelihood of confusion as to the source,
sponsorship, affiliation, or endorsement of the site. This factor recognizes that one of the main reasons cyberpirates use other people's trademarks is to divert Internet users to their own sites by
creating confusion as to the source, sponsorship, affiliation, or endorsement of the site. This factor recognizes that one of the main
reasons cyberpirates use other people's trademarks is to divert
Internet users to their own sites by creating confusion as to the
source, sponsorship, affiliation, or enforcement of the site. This is
done for a number of reasons, including to pass off inferior goods
under the name of a well-known mark holder, to defraud consumers into providing personally identifiable information, such as
credit card numbers, to attract eyeballs to sites that price online
advertising according to the number of "hits" the site receives, or
even just to harm the value of the mark. Under this provision, a
court may give appropriate weight to evidence that a domain name
registrant intended to confuse or deceive the public in this manner
when making a determination of bad-faith intent.
Sixth, under paragraph (1)(B)(vi), a court may consider a domain
name registrant's offer to transfer, sell, or otherwise assign the domain name to the mark owner or any third party for financial gain,
where the registrant has not used, and did not have any intent to
use, the domain name in the bona fide offering of any goods or
services. This factor is consistent with the court cases, like the
Panavision case mentioned above, where courts have found a defendant's offer to sell the domain name to the legitimate mark
owner as being indicative of the defendant's intent to trade on the
value of a trademark owner's marks by engaging in the business
of registering those marks and selling them to the rightful trademark owners. It does not suggest that a court should consider the
mere offer to sell a domain name to a mark owner or the failure
to use a name in the bona fide offering of goods or services is sufficient to indicate bad faith. Indeed, there are cases in which a person registers a name in anticipation of a business venture that simply never pans out. And someone who has a legitimate registration
of a domain name that mirrors someone else's domain name, such
as a trademark owner that is a lawful concurrent user of that
name with another trademark owner, may, in fact, wish to sell that
name to the other trademark owner. This bill does not imply that
these facts are an indication of bad-faith. It merely provides a court
with the necessary discretion to recognize the evidence of bad-faith
when it is present. In practice, the offer to sell domain names for
exorbitant amounts to the rightful mark owner has been one of the
most common threads in abusive domain name registrations. Finally, by using the financial gain standard, this allows a court to
examine the motives of the seller.
Seventh, under paragraph (1)(B)(vii), a court may consider the
registrant's provision of material and misleading false contact information in an application for the domain name registration. Falsification of contact information with the intent to evade identification and service of process by trademark owners is also a common
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thread in cases of cyberpiracy. This factor recognizes that fact,
while still recognizing that there may be circumstances in which
the provision of false information may be due to other factors, such
as mistake or, as some have suggested in the case of political dissidents, for purposes of anonymity. This bill balances those factors
by limiting consideration to the person's contact information, and
even then requiring that the provision of false information be material and misleading. As with the other factors, this factor is nonexclusive and a court is called upon to make a determination based
on the facts presented whether or not the provision of false information does, in fact, indicate bad-faith.
Eighth, under paragraph (1)(B)(vii), a court may consider the domain name registrant's acquisition of multiple domain names that
are identical to, confusingly similar to, or dilutive of others' marks.
This factor recognizes the increasingly common cyberpiracy practice known as "warehousing", in which a cyberpirate registers multiple domain names-sometimes hundreds, even thousands-that
mirror the trademarks of others. By sitting on these marks and not
making the first move to offer to sell them to the mark owner,
these cyberpirates have been largely successful in evading the case
law developed under the Federal Trademark Dilution Act. This act
does not suggest that the mere registration of multiple domain
names is an indication of bad faith, but allows a court to weigh the
fact that a person has registered multiple domain names that infringe or dilute the trademarks of others as part of its consideration of whether the requisite bad-faith intent exists.
Ninth, under paragraph (1)(B)(ix), a court may consider the person's history of offering to transfer, sell, or otherwise assign domain name incorporating marks of others to the mark owners or
other third party for consideration without having used, or having
intent to use, the domain name. This factor should assist a court
in distinguishing those circumstance more akin to warehousing
versus those circumstances where the registrant has made a
change is a business plan or course of action.
Tenth, under paragraph (1)(B)(x), a court may consider the person's history of providing material and misleading false contact information when applying for the registration of other domain
names, or the person's history of using aliases in the registration
of domain names which incorporate the marks of others. This factor recognizes that more often an applicant uses false or misleading
contact information, the more likely it is that the applicant is engaging in speculative activity.
Lastly, under paragraph (1)(B)(xi), a court may consider the extent to which the mark incorporated in the person's domain name
registration is distinctive and famous within the meaning of subsection (c)(1) of section 43 of the Trademark Act of 1946. The more
distinctive or famous a mark has become, the more likely the
owner of that mark is deserving of the relief available under this
act.
Paragraph (1)(C) makes clear that in any civil action brought
under the new section 43(d), a court may order the forfeiture, cancellation, or transfer of a domain name to the owner of the mark.
Paragraph (1)(D) further clarifies that a use of a domain name
shall be limited to a use of the domain name by the registrant or
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his or her authorized licensee. This provision limits the right to use
the domain name as a means to infringe on another's other bona
fide trademark rights.
Paragraph (2)(A) provides for in rem jurisdiction, which allows a
mark owner to seek the forfeiture, cancellation, or transfer of an
infringing domain name by filing an in rem action against the
name itself, where the mark owner has satisfied the court that it
has exercised due diligence in trying to locate the owner of the domain name but is unable to do so. Such in rem jurisdiction is proper in two instances. First, where the mark owner has satisfied the
court that it has exercised due diligence in trying to locate the
owner of the domain name but is unable to do so, or is unable to
affect service. As indicated above, a significant problem faced by
trademark owners in the fight against cybersquatting is the fact
that many cybersquatters register domain names under aliases or
otherwise provide false information in their registration applications in order to avoid identification and service of process by the
mark owner. The act alleviates this difficulty, while protecting the
notions of fair play and substantial justice, by enabling a mark
owner to seek an injunction against the infringing property in
those cases where, after due diligence, a mark owner is unable to
proceed against the domain name registrant because the registrant
has provided false contact information or is otherwise not to be
found, provided that mark owner can show that the domain name
itself violates substantive Federal trademark law (i.e., that the domain name violates the rights of the registrant of a mark registered in the Patent and Trademark Office, or section 43 (a) or (c)
of the Trademark Act). Second, such in rem jurisdiction is also appropriate in instances where personal jurisdiction cannot be established over the domain name registrant. This situation occurs when
a non-U.S. resident cybersquats on a domain name that infringes
upon a U.S. trademark. This type of in rem jurisdiction still requires a nexus based upon a U.S. registry or registrar would not
offend international comity. This jurisdiction would not extend to
any domain name registries existing outside of the United States.
Nor would this jurisdiction preclude the movement of any registries
to outside of the United States. Instead, providing in rem jurisdiction based upon the lack of personal jurisdiction over the
cybersquatter would provide protection both for trademark owners
and perhaps, more importantly, consumers. Finally, this jurisdiction does not offend due process, since the property and only the
property is the subject of the jurisdiction, not other substantive
personal rights of any individual defendant.
Paragraph (2)(B) limits the relief available in such an in rem action to an injunction ordering the forfeiture, cancellation, or transfer of the domain name.
Paragraph (2)(C) states that the in rem remedies under this section shall be in addition to other remedies that are applicable.
Paragraph (3) makes clear that the creation of a new section
43(d) in the Trademark Act does not in any way limit the application of current provisions of trademark, unfair competition and
false advertising, or dilution law, or other remedies under counterfeiting or other statutes, to cyberpiracy cases.
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Section 3. Damages and Remedies
Section 3 applies traditional trademark remedies, including injunctive relief, recovery of defendant's profits, actual damages, and
costs, to cyberpiracy cases under the new section 43(d) of the
Trademark Act. The bill also amends section 35 of the Trademark
Act to provide for statutory damages in cyberpiracy cases, in an
amount of not less than $1,000 and not more than $100,000 per domain name, as the court considers just. The act requires the court
to remit statutory damages in any case where the infringer believed and had reasonable grounds to believe that the use of the
domain name was a fair or otherwise lawful use.
Section 4. Limitation on liability
This section amends section 32(2) of the Trademark Act to extend the Trademark Act's existing limitations on liability to the
cyberpiracy context. This section also creates a new subparagraph
(D) in section 32(2) to encourage domain name registrars and registries to work with trademark owners to prevent cyberpiracy
through a limited exemption from liability for domain name registrars and registries that suspend, cancel, or transfer domain
names pursuant to a court order or in the implementation of a reasonable policy prohibiting cyberpiracy. The act anticipates a reasonable policy against cyberpiracy will apply only to marks registered on the Principal Register of the Patent and Trademark Office in order to promote objective criteria and predictability in the
dispute resolution process.
This section also protects the rights of domain name registrants
against overreaching trademark owners. Under a new section subparagraph (D)(iv) in section 32(2), a trademark owner who knowingly and materially misrepresents to the domain name registrar
or registry that a domain name is infringing shall be liable to the
domain name registrant for damages resulting from the suspension, cancellation, or transfer of the domain name. In addition, the
court may grant injunctive relief to the domain name registrant by
ordering the reactivation of the domain name or the transfer of the
domain name back to the domain name registrant. Finally, in creating a new subparagraph (D)(iii) of section 32(2), this section codifies current case law limiting the secondary liability of domain
name registrars and registries for the act of registration of a domain name, absent bad-faith on the part of the registrar and registry.
Section 5. Definitions
This section amends the Trademark Act's definitions section (section 45) to add definitions for key terms used in this act. First, the
term "Internet" is defined consistent with the meaning given that
term in the Communications Act (47 U.S.C. § 230(f)(1)). Second,
this section creates a narrow definition of "domain name" to target
the specific bad-faith conduct sought to be addressed while excluding such things as screen names, file names, and other identifiers
not assigned by a domain name registrar or registry.
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Section 6. Savings clause
This section provides an explicit savings clause making clear that
the bill does not affect traditional trademark defenses, such as fair
use, or a person's first amendment rights.
Section 7. Effective date
This section provides that new statutory damages provided for
under this bill shall not apply to any registration, trafficking, or
use of a domain name that took place prior to the enactment of this
act.
CHANGES IN EXISTING LAW MADE BY THE BILL, AS REPORTED

In compliance with clause 3(e) of rule XIII of the Rules of the
House of Representatives, changes in existing law made by the bill,
as reported, are shown as follows (existing law proposed to be omitted is enclosed in black brackets, new matter is printed in italics,
existing law in which no change is proposed is shown in roman):
TRADEMARK ACT OF 1946
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

TITLE VI-REMEDIES
SEC. 32. (1)

* * *

(2) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, the remedies given to the owner of a right infringed under this Act or to
a person bringing an action [under section 43(a)] under section
43(a) or (d) shall be limited as follows:
(A) ***
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

(D)(i) A domain name registrar, a domain name registry,
or other domain name registrationauthority that takes any action described under clause (ii) affecting a domain name shall
not be liable for monetary relief to any person for such action,
regardless of whether the domain name is finally determined to
infringe or dilute the mark.
(ii) An action referred to under clause (i) is any action of
refusing to register, removing from registration, transferring,
temporarily disabling, or permanently canceling a domain
name(I) in compliance with a court order under section
43(d); or
(I) in the implementation of a reasonable policy by
such registrar, registry, or authority prohibiting the registration of a domain name that is identical to, confusingly
similar to, or dilutive of another's mark registered on the
PrincipalRegister of the United States Patent and Trademark Office, or of a trademark, word, or name protected by
reason of section 706 of title 18, United States Code, or section 220506 of title 36, United States Code.
(iii) A domain name registrar,a domain name registry, or
other domain name registrationauthority shall not be liable for
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damages under this section for the registrationor maintenance
of a domain name for another absent a showing of bad faith
intent to profit from such registrationor maintenance of the domain name.
(iv) If a registrar, registry, or other registrationauthority
takes an action described under clause (ii) based on a knowing
and material misrepresentationby any other person that a domain name is identical to, confusingly similar to, or dilutive of
a mark registeredon the PrincipalRegister of the United States
Patent and Trademark Office, or a trademark, word, or name
protected by reason of section 706 of title 18, United States
Code, or section 220506 of title 36, United States Code, the person making the knowing and material misrepresentationshall
be liable for any damages, including costs and attorney's fees,
incurred by the domain name registrant as a result of such action. The court may also grant injunctive relief to the domain
name registrant,including the reactivation of the domain name
or the transfer of the domain name to the domain name registrant.
(v) A domain name registrant whose domain name has
been suspended, disabled, or transferred under a policy described under clause (ii)(I) may, upon notice to the mark
owner, file a civil action to establish that the registrationor use
of the domain name by such registrant is not unlawful under
this Act. The court may grant injunctive relief to the domain
name registrant,including the reactivationof the domain name
or transfer of the domain name to the domain name registrant.
[(D)] (E) As used in this paragraph(i) the term "violator" means a person who violates
section 43(a); and
(ii) the term "violating matter" means matter that is
the subject of a violation under section 43(a).
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

SEC. 34. (a) The several courts vested with jurisdiction of civil
actions arising under this Act shall have power to grant injunctions, according to the principles of equity and upon such terms as
the court may deem reasonable, to prevent the violation of any
right of the registrant of a mark registered in the Patent and
Trademark Office or to prevent a violation under subsection [(a) or
(c)) (a), (c), or (d) of section 43. Any such injunction may include
a provision directing the defendant to file with the court and serve
on the plaintiff within thirty days after the service on the defendant of such injunction, or such extended period as the court may
direct, a report in writing under oath setting forth in detail the
manner and form in which the defendant has complied with the injunction. Any such injunction granted upon hearing, after notice to
the defendant, by any district court of the United States, may be
served on the parties against whom such injunction is granted anywhere in the United States where they may be found, and shall be
operative and may be enforced by proceedings to punish for contempt, or otherwise, by the court by which such injunction was
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granted, or by any other United State district court in whose jurisdiction the defendant may be found.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

SEC. 35. (a) When a violation of any right of the registrant of a
mark registered in the Patent and Trademark Office, a violation
under section 43(a), (c), or (d), or a willful violation under section
43(c), shall have been established in any civil action arising under
this Act, the plaintiff shall be entitled, subject to the provisions of
sections 29 and 32, and subject to the principles of equity, to recover (1) defendant's profits, (2) any damages sustained by the
plaintiff, and (3) the costs of the action. The court shall assess such
profits and damages or cause the same to be assessed under its direction. In assessing profits the plaintiff shall be required to prove
defendant's sales only, defendant must prove all elements of cost
or deduction claimed. In assessing damages the court may enter
judgment, according to the circumstances of the case, for any sum
above the amount found as actual damages, not exceeding three
times such amount. If the court shall find that the amount of the
recovery based on profits is either inadequate or excessive the court
may in its discretion enter judgment for such sum as the court
shall find to be just, according to the circumstances of the case.
Such sum in either of the above circumstances shall constitute
compensation and not a penalty. The court in exceptional cases
may award reasonable attorney fees to the prevailing party.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

(d) In a case involving a violation of section 43(d)(1), the plaintiff may elect, at any time before final judgment is rendered by the
trial court, to recover, instead of actual damages and profits, an
award of statutory damages in the amount of not less than $1,000
and not more than $100,000 per domain name, as the court considers just. The court may remit statutory damages in any case in
which the court finds that an infringer believed and had reasonable
grounds to believe that use of the domain name by the infringer was
a fair or otherwise lawful use.
TITLE VIII-FALSE DESIGNATIONS OF ORIGIN, FALSE
DESCRIPTIONS, AND DILUTION FORBIDDEN
SEC. 43. (a)
*

* * *
*

*

*

*

*

*

(d)(1)(A) A person shall be liable in a civil action by the owner
of a trademark or service mark if, without regard to the goods or
services of the parties,that person(i) has a bad faith intent to profit from that trademark or
service mark; and
(ii) registers, traffics in, or uses a domain name that(I) in the case of a trademark or service mark that is
distinctive at the time of registrationof the domain name,
is identical or confusingly similar to such mark;
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(II) in the case of a famous trademark or service mark
that is famous at the time of registration of the domain
name, is dilutive of such mark; or
(iI) is a trademark, word, or name protected by reason
of section 706 of title 18, United States Code, or section
220506 of title 36, United States Code.
(B) In determining whether there is a bad-faith intent described
under subparagraph(A), a court may consider factors such as, but
not limited to(i) the trademark or other intellectualproperty rights of the
person, if any, in the domain name;
(ii) the extent to which the domain name consists of the
legal name of the person or a name that is otherwise commonly
used to identify that person;
(iii) the person's prior lawful use, if any, of the domain
name in connection with the bona fide offering of any goods or
services;
(iv) the person's lawful noncommercial or fair use of the
mark in a site accessible under the domain name;
(v) the person's intent to divert consumers from the mark
owner's online location to a site accessible under the domain
name that could harm the goodwill represented by the mark, either for commercial gain or with the intent to tarnish or disparage the mark, by creating a likelihood of confusion as to the
source, sponsorship,affiliation, or endorsement of the site;
(vi) the person's offer to transfer, sell, or otherwise assign
the domain name to the mark owner or any third party for financial gain without having used, or having an intent to use,
the domain name in the bona fide offering of any goods or services;
(vii) the person'sprovision of material and misleading false
contact information when applying for the registration of the
domain name or the person's intentionalfailure to maintain accurate contact information;
(viii) the person's registrationor acquisition of multiple domain names which the person knows are identical or confusingly similar to trademarks or service marks of others that are
distinctive at the time of registrationof such domain names, or
dilutive of famous trademarks or service marks of others that
are famous at the time of registrationof such domain names,
without regard to the goods or services of such persons;
(ix) the person's history of offering to transfer, sell, or otherwise assign domain names incorporatingmarks of others to the
mark owners or any third party for consideration without having used, or having an intent to use, the domain names in the
bona fide offering of any goods and services;
(x) the person's history of providing material and misleading false contact information when applying for the registration of other domain names which incorporate marks, or
the person's history of using aliases in the registration of domain names which incorporate marks of others; and
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tive and famous within the meaning of subsection (c)(1) of section 43 of the Trademark Act of 1946 (15 U.S.C. 1125).
(C) In any civil action involving the registration, trafficking, or
use of a domain name under this paragraph,a court may order the
forfeiture or cancellation of the domain name or the transfer of the
domain name to the owner of the mark.
(D) A person shall be liable for using a domain name under
subparagraph(A)(ii) only if that person is the domain name registrant or that registrant'sauthorized licensee.
(E) As used in this paragraph, the term 'traffics in' refers to
transactions that include, but are not limited to, sales, purchases,
loans, pledges, licenses, exchanges of currency, and any other transfer for considerationor receipt in exchange for consideration.
(2)(A) The owner of a mark may file an in rem civil action
against a domain name in the judicial district in which suit may
be brought against the domain name registrar,domain name registry, or other domain name authority that registered or assigned
the domain name if(i) the domain name violates any right of the registrantof
a mark registered in the Patent and Trademark Office, or subsection (a) or (c) of this section, or is a trademark, word, or
name protected by reason of section 706 of title 18, United
States Code, or section 220506 of title 36, United States Code;
and
(ii) the court finds that(I) the owner has demonstrated due diligence and was
not able to find or was not able to serve a person who
would have been a defendant in a civil action under paragraph (1); or
(II) personal jurisdiction cannot be established over
any person who would have been a defendant in a civil action under paragraph(1).
(B) The remedies in an in rem action under this paragraph
shall be limited to a court order for the forfeiture or cancellation of
the domain name or the transfer of the domain name to the owner
of the mark.
(C) The in rem action established under this paragraph and
any remedy available under such action shall be in addition to any
other civil action or remedy otherwise applicable.
(3) The civil action established under paragraph (1) and any
remedy available under such action shall be in addition to any
other civil action or remedy otherwise applicable.
TITLE X-CONSTRUCTION AND DEFINITIONS
SEC. 45. In the construction of this Act, unless the contrary is
plainly apparent from the contextThe United States includes and embraces all territory which is
under its jurisdiction and control.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

A "counterfeit' is a spurious mark which is identical with, or
substantially indistinguishable from, a registered mark.
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The term "domain name" means any alphanumeric designation
which is registered with or assigned by any domain name registrar,
domain name registry, or other domain name registrationauthority
as part of an electronic address on the Internet.
The term "Internet"has the meaning given that term in section
230(t)(1) of the Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 230(9(1)).
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

SECTION 41 OF TITLE 35, UNITED STATES CODE
§ 41. Patent fees; patent and trademark search systems
(a) The Commissioner shall charge the following fees:
(1)(A) On filing each application for an original patent, except in design or plant cases, [$7601 $690.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

(4)(A) On filing each application for the reissue of a patent,
[$7601 $690.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

(10) Basic national fee for an international application
where the Patent and Trademark Office was the International
Searching Authority but not the International Preliminary Examining Authority, [$760] $690.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

(b) The Commissioner shall charge the following fees for maintaining in force all patents based on applications filed on or after
December 12, 1980:
(1) 3 years and 6 months after grant, [$9401 $830.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Mr. HATCH, from the Committee on the Judiciary,
submitted the following

REPORT
ITo accompany S. 12551

The Committee on the Judiciary, to which was referred the bill
(S. 1255) to protect consumers and promote electronic commerce by
amending certain trademark infringement, dilution, and counterfeiting laws, and for other purposes, having considered the same,
reports favorably thereon, with an amendment in the nature of a
substitute, and recommends that the bill, as amended, do pass.
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The amendment is as follows:
Strike all after the enacting clause and insert the following:
SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE; REFERENCES.

(a) SHORT TITLE.-This Act may be cited as the "Anticybersquatting Consumer
Protection Act.".
(b) REFERENCES TO THE TRADEMARK: ACT OF 1946.-Any reference in this Act to
the Trademark Act of 1946 shall be a reference to the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the registration and protection of trade-marks used in commerce, to carry
out the provisions of certain international conventions, and for other purposes", approved July 5, 1946 (15 U.S.C. 1501 et seq.).
SEC. 2. FINDINGS.

Congress finds the following:
69-010
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(1) The registration, trafficking in, or use of a domain name that is identical to,
confusingly similar to, or dilutive of a trademark or service mark of another that
is distinctive at the time of registration of the domain name, without regard to the
goods or services of the parties, with the bad-faith intent to profit from the goodwill
of another's mark (commonly referred to as "cyberpiracy" and "cybersquatting')(A) results in consumer fraud and public confusion as to the true source or sponsorship of goods and services;
(B) impairs electronic commerce, which is important to interstate commerce and
the United States economy;
(C) deprives legitimate trademark owners of substantial revenues and consumer
goodwill; and
(D) places unreasonable, intolerable, and overwhelming burdens on trademark
owners in protecting their valuable trademarks.
(2) Amendments to the Trademark Act of 1946 would clarify the rights of a trademark owner to provide for adequate remedies and to deter cyberpiracy and
cybersquatting.
SEC. 3. CYBERPIRACY PREVENTION.

(a) IN GENERAL.-Section 43 of the Trademark Act of 1946 (15 U.S.C. 1125) is
amended by inserting at the end the following:
"(d)(1)(A) Any person who, with bad-faith intent to profit from the goodwill of a
trademark or service mark of another, registers, traffics in, or uses a domain name
that is identical to, confusingly similar to, or dilutive of such trademark or service
work, without regard to the goods or services of the parties, shall be liable in a civil
action by the owner of the mark, if the mark is distinctive at the time of the registration of the domain name.
"(B) In determining whether there is a bad-faith intent described under subparagraph (A), a court may consider factors such as, but not limited to"(i) the trademark or other intellectual property rights of the person, if any, in
the domain name;
"(ii) the extent to which the domain name consists of the legal name of the person
or a name that is otherwise commonly used to identify that person;
"(iii) the person's prior use, if any, of the domain name in connection with the
bona fide offering of any goods or services;
"(iv) the person's legitimate noncommercial or fair use of the mark in a site accessible under the domain name;
"(v) the person's intent to divert consumers from the mark owners online location
to a site accessible under the domain name that could harm the goodwill represented by the mark, either for commercial gain or with the intent to tarnish or
disparage the mark, by creating a likelihood of confusion as to the source, sponsorship, affiliation, or endorsement of the site;
"(vi) the person's offer to transfer, sell, or otherwise assign the domain name to
the mark owner or any third party for substantial consideration without having
used, or having an intent to use, the domain name in the bona fide offering of any
goods or services;
"(vii) the person's intentional provision of material and misleading false contact
information when applying for the registration of the domain name; and
"(viii) the person's registration or acquisition of multiple domain names which are
identical to, confusingly similar to, or dilutive of trademarks or service marks of others that are distinctive at the time of registration of such domain names, without
regard to the goods or services of such persons.
"(C) In any civil action involving the registration, trafficking, or use of a domain
name under this paragraph, a court may order the forfeiture or cancellation of the
domain name or the transfer of the domain name to the owner of the mark.
"(2)(A) The owner of a mark may file an in rem civil action against a domain
name if"(i) the domain name violates any right of the registrant of a mark registered in
the Patent and Trademark Office, or section 43 (a) or (c); and
"(ii) the court finds that the owner has demonstrated due diligence and was not
able to find a person who would have been a defendant in a civil action under paragraph (1).
"(B) The remedies of an in rem action under this paragraph shall be limited to
a court order for the forfeiture or cancellation of the domain name or the transfer
of the domain name to the owner of the mark.".
(b) ADDITIONAL CIVIL ACTION AND REMEDY.-The civil action established under
section 43(d)(1) of the Trademark Act of 1946 (as added by this section) and any
remedy available under such action shall be in addition to any other civil action or
remedy otherwise applicable.
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SEC. 4. DAMAGES AND REMEDIES.

(1) INJUNCTIONS.-Section 34(a) of the Trademark Act of 1946 (15 U.S.C. 1116(a))
is amended in the first sentence by striking "section 43(a)" and inserting "section
43 (a), (c), or (d)".
(2) DAMAGES.-Section 35(a) of the Trademark Act of 1946 (15 U.S.C. 1117(a)) is
amended in the first sentence by inserting ", (c), or (d)" after "section 43 (a)".
(b) STATUTORY DAMAGES.-Section 35 of the Trademark Act of 1946 (15 U.S.C.
1117) is amended by adding at the end the following:
"(d) In a case involving a violation of section 43(d)(1), the plaintiff may elect, at
any time before final judgment is rendered by the trial court, to recover, instead of
actual damages and profits, an award of statutory damages in the amount of not
less than $1,000 and not more than $100,000 per domain name, as the court considers just. The court shall remit statutory damages in any case in which an infringer believed and had reasonable grounds to believe that use of the domain name
by the infringer was a fair or otherwise lawful use.".
SEC. 5. LIMITATION ON LIABILITY.

Section 32(2) of the Trademark Act of 1946 (15 U.S.C. 1114) is amended(1) in the matter preceding subparagraph (A) by striking "under section 43(a)" and
inserting "under section 43 (a) or (d)"; and
(2) by redesignating subparagraph (D) as subparagraph (E) and inserting after
subparagraph (C) the following:
"(D)(i) A domain name registrar, a domain name registry, or other domain name
registration authority that takes any action described under clause (ii) affecting a
domain name shall not be liable for monetary relief to any person for such action,
regardless of whether the domain name is finally determined to infringe or dilute
the mark.
"(ii) An action referred to under clause (i) is any action of refusing to register, removing from registration, transferring, temporarily disabling, or permanently canceling a domain name"(I) in compliance with a court order under section 43(d); or
"(II) in the implementation of a reasonable policy by such registrar, registry, or
authority prohibiting the registration of a domain name that is identical to, confusingly similar to, or dilutive of another's mark registered on the Principal Register
of the United States Patent and Trademark Office.
"(iii) A domain name registrar, a domain name registry, or other domain name
registration authority shall not be liable for damages under this section for the registration or maintenance of a domain name for another absent a showing of bad
faith intent to profit from such registration or maintenance of the domain name.
"(iv) If a registrar, registry, or other registration authority takes an action described under clause (ii) based on a knowing and material misrepresentation by any
person that a domain name is identical to, confusingly similar to, or dilutive of a
mark registered on the Principal Register of the United States Patent and Trademark Office, such person shall be liable for any damages, including costs and attorney's fees, incurred by the domain name registrant as a result of such action. The
court may also grant injunctive relief to the domain name registrant, including the
reactivation of the domain name or the transfer of the domain name to the domain
name registrant.".
SEC. 6. DEFINITIONS.

Section 45 of the Trademark Act of 1946 (15 U.S.C. 1127) is amended by inserting
after the undesignated paragraph defining the term "counterfeit" the following:
"The term 'Internet' has the meaning given that term in section 230(f)(1) of the
Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 230(f)(1)).
"The term 'domain name' means any alphanumeric designation which is registered with or assigned by any domain name registrar, domain name registry, or
other domain name registration authority as part of an electronic address on the
Internet.".
SEC. 7. SAVINGS CLAUSE.

Nothing in this Act shall affect any defense available to a defendant under the
Trademark Act of 1946 (including any defense under section 43(c)(4) of such Act or
relating to fair use) or a person's right of free speech or expression under the first
amendment of the United States Constitution.
SEC. 8. SEVERABH31T.

If any provision of this Act, an amendment made by this Act, or the application
of such provision or amendment to any person or circumstances is held to be unconstitutional, the remainder of this Act, the amendments made by this Act, and the
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application of the provisions of such to any person or circumstance shall not be affected thereby.
SEC. 9. EFFECTIVE DATE.

This Act shall apply to all domain names registered before, on, or after the date
of enactment of this Act, except that statutory damages under section 35(d) of the
Trademark Act of 1946 (15 U.S.C. 1117), as added by section 4 of this Act, shall
not be available with respect to the registration, trafficking, or use of a domain
name that occurs before the date of enactment of this Act.

I. PURPOSE

The purpose of the bill is to protect consumers and American
businesses, to promote the growth of online commerce, and to provide clarity in the law for trademark owners by prohibiting the
bad-faith and abusive registration of distinctive marks as Internet
domain names with the intent to profit from the goodwill associated with such marks-a practice commonly referred to as
"cybersquatting."
II. LEGISLATIVE HISTORY

On June 21, 1999, Senator Abraham introduced S. 1255 as the
"Anticybersquatting Consumer Protection Act." The bill was cosponsored by Senators Torricelli, Hatch, McCain, and Breaux. A
hearing was held by the Judiciary Committee on July 22, 1999.
The Committee heard testimony from Anne H. Chasser, president
of International Trademark Association; Gregory D. Phillips, a
trademark practitioner with Howard, Phillips & Anderson in Salt
Lake City, UT; and Christopher D. Young, president and chief operating officer of Cyveillance, Inc.
On July 29, 1999 the Judiciary Committee met in executive session to consider the bill. The Chairman, Senator Hatch, and Ranking Member, Senator Leahy, offered an amendment in the nature
of a substitute, which was cosponsored by Senators Abraham,
Torricelli, DeWine, Kohl, and Schumer, and which reflected the
text of S. 1462, which was introduced the same day by the Chairman and the Ranking Member, with the same Senators listed as
cosponsors. The substitute amendment was considered and agreed
to by unanimous consent. The bill, as amended, was then ordered
favorably reported to the Senate by unanimous consent.
III. DISCUSSION
Trademark owners are facing a new form of piracy on the Internet caused by acts of "cybersquatting," which refers to the deliberate, bad-faith, and abusive registration of Internet domain names
in violation of the rights of trademark owners. For example, when
Mobil and Exxon announced their proposed merger in December,
1998, a speculator registered every variation of the possible resultexxon-mobil.com,
ing domain name, i.e., mobil-exxon.com,
mobilexxon.com, etc., ad infinitum. In another example of bad-faith
abuses of the domain name registration system, Network Solutions-the domain name registry that administers the Internet's
".com," ".net," ".org," and ".edu" top level domains-pulled on a
London computer club in May, 1999, that had registered over
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75,000 domain names using an automated computer program.'
Their aim was to lock up all available four letter domains by systematically reserving every possible combination of letters, starting
with aaaa.com, then aaab.com, aaac.com, up to zzzz.com, until
every available combination had been reserved.
The practice of cybersquatting harms consumers, electronic commerce, and the goodwill equity of valuable U.S. brand names, upon
which consumers increasingly rely to locate the true source of genuine goods and services on the Internet. Online consumers have a
difficult time distinguishing a genuine site from a pirate site, given
that often the only indications of source and authenticity of the
site, or the goods and services made available thereon, are the
graphical interface on the site itself and the Internet address at
which it resides. As a result, consumers have come to rely heavily
on familiar brand names when engaging in online commerce. But
if someone is operating a web site under another brand owner's
trademark, such as a site called "cocacola.com" or "levis.com," consumers bear a significant risk of being deceived and defrauded, or
at a minimum, confused. The costs associated with these risks are
increasingly burdensome as more people begin selling pharmaceuticals, financial services, and even groceries over the Internet.
Regardless of what is being sold, the result of online brand name
abuse, as with other forms of trademark violations, is the erosion
of consumer confidence in brand name identifiers and in electronic
commerce generally.
Cybersquatters target distinctive marks for a variety of reasons.
Some register well-known brand names as Internet domain names
in order to extract payment from the rightful owners of the marks,
who find their trademarks "locked up" and are forced to pay for the
right to engage in electronic commerce under their own brand
name. For example, several years ago a small Canadian company
with a single shareholder and a couple of dozen domain names demanded that Umbro International, Inc., which markets and distributes soccer equipment, pay $50,000 to its sole shareholder, $50,000
to an Internet charity, and provide a free lifetime supply of soccer
equipment in order for it to relinquish the "umbro.com" name. 2 The
Committee also heard testimony that Warner Bros. was reportedly
asked to pay $350,000 for the rights to the names "warnerrecords.com", "warner-bros-records.com", "warner-pictures.com",
"warner-bros-pictures", and "warnerpictures.com". 3
Others register well-known marks as domain names and warehouse those marks with the hope of selling them to the highest bidder, whether it be the trademark owner or someone else. For example, the Committee heard testimony regarding an Australian company operating on the Internet under the name "The Best Doas
names
domain
offering such
was
mains," which
"911porsche.com," at asking prices of up to $60,911, with a caption
I Run on Domain Names Foiled, Wired News, May 27, 1999, available at httpl/
www.wired.com/news/news/businesslstory/19913.html (last visited Aug. 2, 1999).
See Umbro International,Inc. v. 3263851 Canada, Inc., 1999 WL 117760 (Va. Cir. Ct., Feb.
3, 1999).
.3
Cybersquatting and Consumer Protection: Ensuring Domain Name Integrity, 1999: Hearings
Before the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 106th Cong., 1st Sess. (1999) (Statement of Anne
Chasser, President, International Trademark Association).
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4
that reads 'TORSCHE: DO I NEED TO SAY ANYTHING?" The
enterprising
similarly
a
Committee also heard testimony regarding
cybersquatter whose partial inventory of domain names-the listing of which was limited by the fact that Network Solutions will
only display the first 50 records of a given registrant-includes
names such as Coca-Cola, Pepsi, Burger King, KFC, McDonalds,
Subway, Taco Bell, Wendy's, BMW, Chrysler, Dodge, General MoRolls-Royce,
Mazda,andMercedes, Nissan, Porsche,
Jaguar,
Hyundai,
tors, Honda, Saab,
Saturn,
Toyota,
Volvo, all of which are
online offer sheet. 5
an
through
bidder
available to the highest
In addition, cybersquatters often register well-known marks to
prey on consumer confusion by misusing the domain name to divert
customers from the mark owner's site to the cybersquatter's own
site, many of which are pornography sites that derive advertising
revenue based on the number of visits, or "hits," the site receives.
For example, the Committee was informed of a parent whose child
mistakenly typed in the domain name for "dosney.com," expecting
to access the family-oriented content of the Walt Disney home
page, only to end up staring at a screen of hardcore pornography
because a cybersquatter had registered that domain name in anticipation that consumers would make that exact mistake. Other instances of diverting unsuspecting consumers to pornographic web
sites involve malicious attempts to tarnish a trademark owner's
mark or to extort money from the trademark owner, such as the
case where a cybersquatter placed pornographic images of celebrities on a site under the name "pentium3.com" and announced
that it would sell the domain name to the highest bidder.6 Others
attempt to divert unsuspecting consumers to their sites in order to
engage in unfair competition. For example, the business operating
under the domain name "disneytransportation.com" greets online
consumers at its site with a picture of Mickey Mouse and offers
shuttle services in the Orlando area and reservations at Disney hotels, although the company is in no way affiliated with the Walt
Disney Company and such fact is not clearly indicated on the site.
Similarly, the domain name address "wwwcarpoint.com," without a
period following "www", was used by a cybersquatter to offer a
competing service to Microsoft's popular Carpoint car buying service.
Finally, and most importantly, cybersquatters target distinctive
marks to defraud consumers, including to engage in counterfeiting
activities. For example, the Committee heard testimony regarding
names
domain
the
registered
who
cybersquatter
a
"attphonecard.com" and "attcallingcard.com" and used those names
to establish sites purporting to sell calling cards and soliciting 7personally identifying information, including credit card numbers. We
also heard the account of a cybersquatter purporting to sell Dell
Computer products under the name "dellspares.com", when in fact
Dell does not authorize online resellers to market its products, and
4 Cybersquatting and Consumer Protection: Ensuring Domain Name Integrity, 1999: Hearings
Before the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 106th Cong., 1st Sess. (1999) (Statement of Gregory
D. Phillips, trademark practitioner and outside trademark counsel for Porsche Cars North
America, Inc.).
56 Id.
See Statement of Anne Chasser, supra note 3.
7 See id.
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name
the
using
someone
of
account
similar
a
"levis501warehouse.com" to sell Levis jeans despite the fact that
Levis is the only authorized online reseller of its jeans. 8 Of even
greater concern was the example of an online drug store selling
pharmaceuticals under the name "propeciasales.com" without any
is
way for online consumers to tell whether what they are buying
a legitimate product, a placebo, or a dangerous counterfeit.9
The need for legislationbanning cybersquatting
Current law does not expressly prohibit the act of
cybersquatting. The World Intellectual Property Organization
(WIPO) has identified cybersquatting as a global problem and recognized in its report on the domain name process that, "[flamous
and well-known marks have been the special target of a variety of
predatory and parasitical practices on the Internet." 10 Trademark
holders are battling thousands of cases of cybersquatting each year,
the vast majority of which cannot be resolved through the dispute
resolution policy set up by Internet domain name registries.
Instances of cybersquatting continue to grow each year because
there is no clear deterrent and little incentive for cybersquatters to
discontinue their abusive practices. While the Federal Trademark
Dilution Act has been useful in pursuing cybersquatters,
cybersquatters have become increasingly sophisticated as the case
law has developed and now take the necessary precautions to insulate themselves from liability. For example, many cybersquatters
are now careful to no longer offer the domain name for sale in any
manner that could implicate liability under existing trademark dilution case law. And, in cases of warehousing and trafficking in domain names, courts have sometimes declined to provide assistance
to trademark holders, leaving them without adequate and effective
judicial remedies. This uncertainty as to the trademark law's application to the Internet has produced inconsistent judicial decisions
and created extensive monitoring obligations, unnecessary legal
costs, and uncertainty for consumers and trademark owners alike.
In cases where a trademark owner can sue, the sheer number of
domain name infringements, the costs associated with hundreds of
litigation matters, and the difficulty of obtaining damages in standard trademark infringement and dilution actions are significant obstacles for legitimate trademark holders. Frequently, these obstacles lead trademark owners to simply "pay off' cybersquatters, in
exchange for the domain name registration, rather than seek to enforce their rights in court.
Legislation is needed to address these problems and to protect
consumers, promote the continued growth of electronic commerce,
and protect the goodwill of American businesses. Specifically, legislation is needed to clarify the rights of trademark owners with respect to bad faith, abusive domain name registration practices, to
provide clear deterrence to prevent bad faith and abusive conduct,
t Cybersquatting and Consumer Protection: Ensuring Domain Name Integrity, 1999: Hearings
Before the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 106th Cong., 1st Sess. (1999) (Statement of Christepher D. Young, President and Co-founder, Cyveillance, Inc.).
9 See id.
1OWorld Intellectual Property Organization, Management of Internet Names and Addresses:
Intellectual Proerty Issues 8 (1999).
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and to provide adequate remedies for trademark owners in those
cases where it does occur.
The Committee substitute amendment
The Internet remains a relatively new and exciting medium for
communication, electronic commerce, education, entertainment,
and countless other yet-to-be-determined uses. It is a global medium whose potential is only just beginning to be understood. Abusive conduct, like cybersquatting, threatens the continued growth
and vitality of the Internet as a platform for all these uses. But in
seeking to curb such abuses, Congress must not cast its net too
broadly or impede the growth of technology, and it must be careful
to balance the legitimate interests of Internet users with the other
interests sought to be protected.
Prior to Committee consideration of the bill, the Chairman and
Ranking Member, in cooperation with the sponsors of the bill, engaged in many hours of discussions with Senators and affected parties on all sides to refine the bill and to clarify its application with
respect to noninfringing trademark uses. The result is a balanced
Committee substitute amendment to the bill that protects the
rights of Internet users and the interests of all Americans in free
speech and protected uses of trademarked names for such things
as parody, comment, criticism, comparative advertising, news reporting, etc. * * * At the same time, the amendment is true to the
aim of the underlying bill by providing clarity in the law for trademark owners and much needed protections for American consumers
online.
Balancing cybersquatting deterrence with protected trademark uses online
Like the underlying bill, the Committee substitute allows trademark owners to recover statutory damages in cybersquatting cases,
both to deter wrongful conduct and to provide adequate remedies
for trademark owners who seek to enforce their rights in court. The
substitute goes beyond simply stating the remedy, however, and
sets forth a substantive cause of action, based in trademark law,
to define the wrongful conduct sought to be deterred and to fill in
the gaps and uncertainties of current trademark law with respect
to cybersquatting. Under the bill, as amended, the abusive conduct
that is made actionable is appropriately limited just to bad-faith
registrations and uses of others' marks by persons who seek to
profit unfairly from the goodwill associated therewith. Specifically,
the bill prohibits "the registration, trafficking in, or use of a domain name that is identical to, confusingly similar to, or dilutive
of" a mark that is distinctive (i.e., had attained trademark status)
at the time the domain name is registered, "with bad-faith intent
to profit from the goodwill" associated with that mark.
The Committee intends the prohibited "use" of a domain name
to describe the use of a domain name by the domain name registrant, with the bad-faith intent to profit from the goodwill of the
mark of another. The concept of "use" does not extend to uses of
the domain name made by those other than the domain name registrant, such as the person who includes the domain name as a
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hypertext link on a web page or as part of a directory of Internet
addresses.
In addition, the bill, as amended, balances the property interests
of trademark owners with the interests of Internet users who
would make fair use of others' marks or otherwise engage in protected speech online. First, the bill sets forth a number of balancing
factors that a court may wish to consider in deciding whether the
requisite bad-faith intent is present in any given case:
(i) The trademark rights of the domain name registrant in
the domain name;
(ii) Whether the domain name is the legal or nickname of the
registrant;
(iii) The prior use by the registrant of the domain name in
connection with the bona fide offering of any goods or services;
(iv) The registrant's legitimate noncommercial or fair use of
the mark at the site under the domain name;
(v) The registrant's intent to divert consumers from the
mark's owner's online location in a manner that could harm
the mark's goodwill, either for commercial gain or with the intent to tarnish or disparage the mark, by creating a likelihood
of confusion as to the source, sponsorship, affiliation or endorsement of the site;
(vi) The registrant's offer to sell the domain name for substantial consideration without having or having an intent to
use the domain name in the bona fide offering of goods or services;
(vii) The registrant's intentional provision of material false
and misleading contact information when applying for the registration of the domain name; and
(viii) The registrant's registration of multiple domain names
that are identical or similar to or dilutive of another's trademark.
Each of these factors reflect indicators that, in practice, commonly suggest bad-faith intent or a lack thereof in cybersquatting
cases. The Committee understands that the presence or absence of
any of these factors may not be determinative. For example, while
noncommercial uses of a mark, such as for comment, criticism, parody, news reporting, etc. * * *, are beyond the scope of the bill's
prohibitions, the fact that a person uses the domain name at issue
in connection with a site that makes a noncommercial or fair use
of the mark does not necessarily mean that the domain name registrant lacked bad faith. To recognize such an exemption would
eviscerate the protections of the bill by suggesting a blueprint for
cybersquatters who would simply create criticism sites in order to
immunize themselves from liability despite their bad-faith intentions. By the same token, the fact that a defendant provided erroneous information in applying for a domain name registration or
registered multiple domain names that were identical to, confusingly similar to, or dilutive of distinctive marks does not necessarily show bad-faith. The Committee recognizes that such false
information may be provided without a bad-faith intent to trade on
the goodwill of another's mark, and that there are likely to be instances in which multiple domain name registrations are consistent
with honest business practices. Similar caveats can be made for
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each of the eight balancing factors, which is why the list of factors
is nonexclusive and nonexhaustive. Courts must ultimately weigh
the facts of each case and make a determination based on those
facts whether or not the defendant registered, trafficked in, or used
the domain name with bad-faith intent to profit from the goodwill
of the mark of another.
Second, the amended bill underscores the bad-faith requirement
by requiring a court to remit statutory damages in any case where
a defendant believed, and the court finds that the defendant had
reasonable grounds to believe, that the registration or use of the
domain name was a fair or otherwise lawful use. In addition, the
bill makes clear that the newly created statutory damages shall
apply only with respect to bad-faith conduct occurring on or after
the date of enactment of the bill.
Definition of "domain name"
The bill, as amended, provides a narrow definition of the term
"domain name" in order to tailor the bill's reach narrowly to the
problem sought to be addressed. Thus, the term "domain name" describes any alphanumeric designation which is registered with or
assigned by any domain name registrar, domain name registry, or
other domain name registration authority as part of an electronic
address on the Internet. This definition essentially covers the second-level domain names assigned by domain name registration authorities (i.e., the name located immediately to the left of the
".com," ".net", ".edu," and ".org" generic top level domains), but is
technology neutral enough to accommodate names other than second-level domains that are actually registered with domain name
registration authorities, as may be the case should Internet domain
name registrars begin to issue third or fourth level domains. The
limited nature of the definition is important in that it excludes
such things as screen names, file names, and other identifiers not
assigned by a domain name registrar or registry, which have little
to do with cybersquatting in practice.
In rem jurisdiction
As amended, the bill provides for in rem jurisdiction, which allows a mark owner to seek the forfeiture, cancellation, or transfer
of an infringing domain name by filing an in rem action against the
name itself, provided the domain name itself violates substantive
Federal trademark law, where the mark owner has satisfied the
court that it has exercised due diligence in trying to locate the
owner of the domain name but is unable to do so. A significant
problem faced by trademark owners in the fight against
cybersquatting is the fact that many cybersquatters register domain names under aliases or otherwise provide false information in
their registration applications in order to avoid identification and
service of process by the mark owner. The bill, as amended, will
alleviate this difficulty, while protecting the notions of fair play
and substantial justice, by enabling a mark owner to seek an injunction against the infringing property in those cases where, after
due diligence, a mark owner is unable to proceed against the domain name registrant because the registrant has provided false
contact information and is otherwise not to be found.
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Additionally, some have suggested that dissidents and others
who are online incognito for legitimate reasons might give false information to protect themselves and have suggested the need to
preserve a degree of anonymity on the Internet particularly for this
reason. Allowing a trademark owner to proceed against the domain
names themselves, provided they are, in fact, infringing or diluting
under the Trademark Act, decreases the need for trademark owners to join the hunt to chase down and root out these dissidents or
others seeking anonymity on the Net. The approach in the amended bill is a good compromise, which provides meaningful protection
to trademark owners while balancing the interests of privacy and
anonymity on the Internet.
Encouraging cooperation and fairness in the effort to combat
cybersquatting
Like the underlying bill, the substitute amendment encourages
domain name registrars and registries to work with trademark
owners to prevent cybersquatting by providing a limited exemption
from monetary damages for domain name registrars and registries
that suspend, cancel, or transfer domain names pursuant to a court
order or in the implementation of a reasonable policy prohibiting
the registration of infringing domain names. The amended bill goes
further, however, in order to protect the rights of domain name
registrants against overreaching trademark owners. Under the
amended bill, a trademark owner who knowingly and materially
misrepresents to the domain name registrar or registry that a domain name is infringing is liable to the domain name registrant for
damages, including costs and attorneys' fees, resulting from the
suspension, cancellation, or transfer of the domain name. In addition, the court may award injunctive relief to the domain name registrant by ordering the reactivation of the domain name or the
transfer of the domain name back to the domain name registrant.
The bill, as amended, also promotes the continued ease and efficiency users of the current registration system enjoy by codifying
current case law limiting the secondary liability of domain name
registrars and registries for the act of registration of a domain
name."
Preservation of first amendment rights and trademark defenses
Finally, the substitute amendment includes an explicit savings
clause making clear that the bill does not affect traditional trademark defenses, such as fair use, or a person's first amendment
rights, and it ensures that any new remedies created by the bill
will apply prospectively only.
In summary, the legislation is a balanced approach to protecting
the legitimate interests of businesses, Internet users, e-commerce,
and consumers.
IISee Panavisin Int'l v. Toeppen, 141 F.3d 1316, 1319 (9th Cir. 1998) (holding that NSI is
not responsible for making "a determination about registrant's right to use a domain name.");
Lockheed Martin Corporationv. Networks Solutions, Inc., 985 F.Supp. 949 (C.D. Ca. 1997) (holding registrar not liable); Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Science v. Network Solutions, Inc.,
989 F.Supp. 1276, (C.D.Ca. 1997)(holding that holder of registered trademarks could not obtain
a preliminary injunction against domain name registrar).
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IV. VOTE OF THE COMIITTEE

The Senate Committee on the Judiciary, with a quorum present,
met on Thursday, July 29, 1999, at 2:30 p.m., to consider the
"Anticybersquatting Consumer Protection Act." The Committee
considered and accepted by unanimous consent an amendment in
the nature of a substitute offered by the Chairman (for himself, Mr.
Leahy, Mr. Abraham, Mr. Torricelli, Mr. DeWine, Mr. Kohl, and
the
ordered
then
The
Committee
Schumer).
Mr.
"Anticybersquatting Consumer Protection Act" reported favorably
to the Senate, as amended, by unanimous consent, with a recommendation that the bill do pass.
V. SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYsis

Section 1. Short title; references
This section provides that the act may be cited as the
"Anticybersquatting Consumer Protection Act" and that any references within the bill to the Trademark Act of 1946 shall be a reference to the act entitled "An Act to provide for the registration
and protection of trademarks used in commerce, to carry out the
provisions of certain international conventions, and for other purposes," approved July 5, 1946 (15 U.S.C. 1051 et seq.), also commonly referred to as the Lanham Act.
Section 2. Findings
This section sets forth Congress' findings that cybersquatting
and cyberpiracy-defined as the registration, trafficking in, or use
of a domain name that is identical to, confusingly similar to, or dilutive of a distinctive trademark or service mark of another with
the bad faith intent to profit from the goodwill of that markharms the public by causing consumer fraud and public confusion
as to the true source or sponsorship of goods or services, by impairing electronic commerce, by depriving trademark owners of substantial revenues and consumer goodwill, and by placing unreasonable, intolerable, and overwhelming burdens on trademark owners
in protecting their own marks. Amendments to the Trademark Act
would clarify the rights of trademark owners to provide for adequate remedies for the abusive and bad faith registration of their
marks as Internet domain names and to deter cyberpiracy and
cybersquatting.
Section 3. Cyberpiracyprevention
Subsection (a). In General. This subsection amends section the
Trademark Act to provide an explicit trademark remedy for
cybersquatting under a new section 43(d). Under paragraph (1)(A)
of the new section 43(d), actionable conduct would include the registration, trafficking in, or use of a domain name that is identical
to, confusingly similar to, or dilutive of the trademark or service
mark of another, provided that the mark was distinctive (i.e., enjoyed trademark status) at the time the domain name was registered. The bill is carefully and narrowly tailored, however, to extend only to cases where the plaintiff can demonstrate that the defendant registered, trafficked in, or used the offending domain
name with bad-faith intent to profit from the goodwill of a mark
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belonging to someone else. Thus, the bill does not extent to innocent domain name registrations by those who are unaware of another's use of the name, or even to someone who is aware of the
trademark status of the name but registers a domain name containing the mark for any reason other than with bad faith intent
to profit from the goodwill associated with that mark.
Paragraph (1)(B) of the new section 43(d) sets forth a number of
nonexclusive, nonexhaustive factors to assist a court in determining whether the required bad-faith element exists in any given
case. These factors are designed to balance the property interests
of trademark owners with the legitimate interests of Internet users
and others who seek to make lawful uses of others' marks, including for purposes such as comparative advertising, comment, criticism, parody, news reporting, fair use, etc. The bill suggests a total
of eight factors a court may wish to consider. The first four suggest
circumstances that may tend to indicate an absence of bad-faith intent to profit from the goodwill of a mark, and the last four suggest
circumstances that may tend to indicate that such bad-faith intent
exists.
First, under paragraph (1)(B)(i), a court may consider whether
the domain name registrant has trademark or any other intellectual property rights in the name. This factor recognizes, as does
trademark law in general, that there may be concurring uses of the
same name that are noninfringing, such as the use of the "Delta"
mark for both air travel and sink faucets. Similarly, the registration of the domain name "deltaforce.com" by a movie studio would
not tend to indicate a bad faith intent on the part of the registrant
to trade on Delta Airlines or Delta Faucets' trademarks.
Second, under paragraph (1)(B)(ii), a court may consider the extent to which the domain name is the same as the registrant's own
legal name or a nickname by which that person is commonly identifed. This factor recognizes, again as does the concept of fair use
in trademark law, that a person should be able to be identified by
their own name, whether in their business or on a web site. Similarly, a person may bear a legitimate nickname that is identical or
similar to a well-known trademark, such as in the well-publicized
case of the parents who registered the domain name "pokey.org" for
their young son who goes by that name, and these individuals
should not be deterred by this bill from using their name online.
This factor is not intended to suggest that domain name registrants may evade the application of this act by merely adopting
Exxon, Ford, or other well-known marks as their nicknames. It
merely provides a court with the appropriate discretion to determine whether or not the fact that a person bears a nickname similar to a mark at issue is an indication of an absence of bad-faith
on the part of the registrant.
Third, under paragraph (1)(B)(iii), a court may consider the domain name registrant's prior use, if any, of the domain name in
connection with the bona fide offering of goods or services. Again,
this factor recognizes that the legitimate use of the domain name
in online commerce may be a good indicator of the intent of the
person registering that name. Where the person has used the domain name in commerce without creating a likelihood of confusion
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erwise attempted to use the name in order to profit from the goodwill of the trademark owner's name, a court may look to this as an
indication of the absence of bad faith on the part of the registrant.
Fourth, under paragraph (1)(B)(iv), a court may consider the person's legitimate noncommercial or fair use of the mark in a web
site that is accessible under the domain name at issue. This factor
is intended to balance the interests of trademark owners with the
interests of those who would make lawful noncommercial or fair
uses of others' marks online, such as in comparative advertising,
comment, criticism, parody, news reporting, etc. Under the bill, the
use of a domain name for purposes of comparative advertising,
comment, criticism, parody, news reporting, etc., even where done
for profit, would not alone satisfy the bad-faith intent requirement.
The fact that a person may use a mark in a site in such a lawful
manner may be an appropriate indication that the person's registration or use of the domain name lacked the required element
of bad-faith. This factor is not intended to create a loophole that
otherwise might swallow the bill, however, by allowing a domain
name registrant to evade application of the Act by merely putting
up a noninfringing site under an infringing domain name. For example, in the well know case of Panavision Int'l v. Toeppen, 141
F.3d 1316 (9th Cir. 1998), a well known cybersquatter had registered a host of domain names mirroring famous trademarks, including names for Panavision, Delta Airlines, Neiman Marcus,
Eddie Bauer, Lufthansa, and more than 100 other marks, and had
attempted to sell them to the mark owners for amounts in the
range of $10,000 to $15,000 each. His use of the "panavision.com"
and "panaflex.com" domain names was seemingly more innocuous,
however, as they served as addresses for sites that merely displayed pictures of Pana Illinois and the word "Hello" respectively.
This bill would not allow a person to evade the holding of that
case-which found that Mr. Toeppen had made a commercial use
of the Panavision marks and that such uses were, in fact, diluting
under the Federal Trademark Dilution Act-merely by posting noninfringing uses of the trademark on a site accessible under the offending domain name, as Mr. Toeppen did. Similarly, the bill does
not affect existing trademark law to the extent it has addressed the
interplay between first amendment protections and the rights of
trademark owners. Rather, the bill gives courts the flexibility to
weigh appropriate factors in determining whether the name was
registered or used in bad faith, and it recognizes that one such factor may be the use the domain name registrant makes of the mark.
Fifth, under paragraph (1)(B)(v), a court may consider whether,
in registering or using the domain name, the registrant intended
to divert consumers away from the trademark owner's website to
a website that could harm the goodwill of the mark, either for purposes of commercial gain or with the intent to tarnish or disparage
the mark, by creating a likelihood of confusion as to the source,
sponsorship, affiliation, or endorsement of the site. This factor recognizes that one of the main reasons cybersquatters use other people's trademarks is to divert Internet users to their own sites by
creating confusion as to the source, sponsorship, affiliation, or endorsement of the site. This is done for a number of reasons, including to pass off inferior goods under the name of a well-known
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markholder, to defraud consumers into providing personally identifiable information, such as credit card numbers, to attract eyeballs
to sites that price online advertising according to the number of
"hits" the site receives, or even just to harm the value of the mark.
Under this provision, a court may give appropriate weight to evidence that a domain name registrant intended to confuse or deceive the public in this manner when making a determination of
bad-faith intent.
Sixth, under paragraph (1)(B)(vi), a court may consider a domain
name registrant's offer to transfer, sell, or otherwise assign the domain name to the mark owner or any third party for substantial
consideration, where the registrant has not used, and did not have
any intent to use, the domain name in the bona fide offering of any
goods or services. This factor is consistent with the court cases, like
the Panavision case mentioned above, where courts have found a
defendant's offer to sell the domain name to the legitimate mark
owner as being indicative of the defendant's intent to trade on the
value of a trademark owner's marks by engaging in the business
of registering those marks and selling them to the rightful trademark owners. It does not suggest that a court should consider the
mere offer to sell a domain name to a mark owner or the failure
to use a name in the bona fide offering of goods or services is sufficient to indicate bad faith. Indeed, there are cases in which a person registers a name in anticipation of a business venture that simply never pans out. And someone who has a legitimate registration
of a domain name that mirrors someone else's domain name, such
as a trademark owner that is a lawful concurrent user of that
name with another trademark owner, may, in fact, wish to sell that
name to the other trademark owner. This bill does not imply that
these facts are an indication of bad-faith. It merely provides a court
with the necessary discretion to recognize the evidence of bad-faith
when it is present. In practice, the offer to sell domain names for
exorbitant amounts to the rightful mark owner has been one of the
most common threads in abusive domain name registrations.
Seventh, under paragraph (1)(B)(vii), a court may consider the
registrant's intentional provision of material and misleading false
contact information in an application for the domain name registration. Falsification of contact information with the intent to evade
identification and service of process by trademark owners is also a
common thread in cases of cybersquatting. This factor recognizes
that fact, while still recognizing that there may be circumstances
in which the provision of false information may be due to other factors, such as mistake or, as some have suggested in the case of political dissidents, for purposes of anonymity. This bill balances
those factors by limiting consideration to the person's contact information, and even then requiring that the provision of false information be material and misleading. As with the other factors, this
factor is nonexclusive and a court is called upon to make a determination based on the facts presented whether or not the provision
of false information does, in fact, indicate bad-faith.
Eighth, under paragraph (1)(B)(viii), a court may consider the domain name registrant's acquisition of multiple domain names that
are identical to, confusingly similar to, or dilutive of others' marks.
This factor recognizes the increasingly common cybersquatting
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practice known as "warehousing", in which a cybersquatter registers multiple domain names-sometimes hundreds, even thousands-that mirror the trademarks of others. By sitting on these
marks and not making the first move to offer to sell them to the
mark owner, these cybersquatters have been largely successful in
evading the case law developed under the Federal Trademark Dilution Act. This bill does not suggest that the mere registration of
multiple domain names is an indication of bad faith, but allows a
court to weigh the fact that a person has registered multiple domain names that infringe or dilute the trademarks of others as
part of its consideration of whether the requisite bad-faith intent
exists.
Paragraph (1)(C) makes clear that in any civil action brought
under the new section 43(d), a court may order the forfeiture, cancellation, or transfer of a domain name to the owner of the mark.
Paragraph (2)(A) provides for in rem jurisdiction, which allows a
markowner to seek the forfeiture, cancellation, or transfer of an infringing domain name by filing an in rem action against the name
itself, where the markowner has satisfied the court that it has exercised due diligence in trying to locate the owner of the domain
name but is unable to do so. As indicated above, a significant problem faced by trademark owners in the fight against cybersquatting
is the fact that many cybersquatters register domain names under
aliases or otherwise provide false information in their registration
applications in order to avoid identification and service of process
by the markowner. This bill will alleviate this difficulty, while protecting the notions of fair play and substantial justice, by enabling
a markowner to seek an injunction against the infringing property
in those cases where, after due diligence, a markowner is unable
to proceed against the domain name registrant because the registrant has provided false contact information and is otherwise not
to be found, provided the markowner can show that the domain
name itself violates substantive Federal trademark law (i.e., that
the domain name violates the rights of the registrant of a mark
registered in the Patent and Trademark Office, or section 43 (a) or
(c) of the Trademark Act). Paragraph (2)(B) limits the relief available in such an in rem action to an injunction ordering the forfeiture, cancellation, or transfer of the domain name.
Subsection (b). Additional civil action and remedy. This subsection makes clear that the creation of a new section 43(d) in the
Trademark Act does not in any way limit the application of current
provisions of trademark, unfair competition and false advertising,
or dilution law, or other remedies under counterfeiting or other
statutes, to cybersquatting cases.
Section 4. Damages and remedies
This section applies traditional trademark remedies, including
injunctive relief, recovery of defendant's profits, actual damages,
and costs, to cybersquatting cases under the new section 43(d) of
the Trademark Act. The bill also amends section 35 of the Trademark Act to provide for statutory damages in cybersquatting cases,
in an amount of not less than $1,000 and not more than $100,000
per domain name, as the court considers just. The bill requires the
court to remit statutory damages in any case where the infringer
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believed and had reasonable grounds to believe that the use of the
domain name was a fair or otherwise lawful use.
Section 5. Limitation on liability
This section amends section 32(2) of the Trademark Act to extend the Trademark Act's existing limitations on liability to the
cybersquatting context. This section also creates a new subparagraph (D) in section 32(2) to encourage domain name registrars
and registries to work with trademark owners to prevent
cybersquatting through a limited exemption from liability for domain name registrars and registries that suspend, cancel, or transfer domain names pursuant to a court order or in the implementation of a reasonable policy prohibiting cybersquatting. The bill anticipates a reasonable policy against cybersquatting will apply only
to marks registered on the Principal Register of the Patent and
Trademark Office in order to promote objective criteria and predictability in the dispute resolution process.
This section also protects the rights of domain name registrants
against overreaching trademark owners. Under a new section subparagraph (D)(iv) in section 32(2), a trademarkowner who knowingly and materially misrepresents to the domain name registrar
or registry that a domain name is infringing shall be liable to the
domain name registrant for damages resulting from the suspension, cancellation, or transfer of the domain name. In addition, the
court may grant injunctive relief to the domain name registrant by
ordering the reactivation of the domain name or the transfer of the
domain name back to the domain name registrant. Finally, in creating a new subparagraph (D)(iii) of section 32(2), this section codifies current case law limiting the secondary liability of domain
name registrars and registries for the act of registration of a domain name, absent bad-faith on the part of the registrar and registry.
Section 6. Definitions
This section amends the Trademark Act's definitions section (section 45) to add definitions for key terms used in this act. First, the
term "Internet" is defined consistent with the meaning given that
term in the Communications Act (47 U.S.C. 230(f)(1)). Second, this
section creates a narrow definition of "domain name" to target the
specific bad-faith conduct sought to be addressed while excluding
such things as screen names, file names, and other identifiers not
assigned by a domain name registrar or registry.
Section 7. Savings clause
This section provides an explicit savings clause making clear that
the bill does not affect traditional trademark defenses, such as fair
use, or a person's first amendment rights.
Section 8. Severability
This section provides a severability clause making clear Congress' intent that if any provision of this act, an amendment made
by the act, or the application of such provision or amendment to
any person or circumstances is held to be unconstitutional, the remainder of the Act, the amendments made by the act, and the apHeinOnline -- 1 Anticybersquatting Consumer Protection Act: A Legislative History of Public Law No. 106-113 Appendix I, 113
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plication of the provisions of such to any person or circumstance
shall not be affected by such determination.
Section 9. Effective date
This section provides that new statutory damages provided for
under this bill shall not apply to any registration, trafficking, or
use of a domain name that took place prior to the enactment of this
act.
VI. COST ESTIMATE
U.S. CONGRESS,
CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE,
Washington, DC, August 5, 1999.
Hon. ORIuN G. HATCH, CHAIRMAN,
Committee on the Judiciary, U.S. Senate, Washington, DC.
DEAR MR. CHAIIMAN: The Congressional Budget Office has prethe
1255,
cost estimate for S.
the enclosed
pared
Anticybersquatting Consumer Protection Act.
If you wish further details on this estimate, we will be pleased
to provide them. The CBO staff contacts are Mark Hadley (for Federal costs) and Shelley Finlayson (for the State and local impact).
Sincerely,
BARRY B. ANDERSON
(For Dan L. Crippen, Director).
VII. REGULATORY IMPACT STATEMENT

In compliance with paragraph 11(b)(1), rule XXVI of the Standing Rules of the Senate, the Committee, after due consideration,
concludes that S. 1255 will not have significant regulatory impact.
CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE COST ESTIMATE

S. 1255-Anticybersquatting Consumer ProtectionAct
Cybersquatting (or cyberpiracy) consists of registering, trafficking in, or using domain names (Internet addresses) that are
identical or confusingly similar to trademarks with the bad-faith
intent to profit from the goodwill of the trademarks. S. 1255 would
allow trademark owners to sue anyone who engages in such conduct for the higher of actual damages or statutory damages of
$1,000 to $100,000 for each domain name. The bill also would allow
the courts to order the forfeiture, cancellation, or transfer of domain names in such instances.
Because S. 1255 would not significantly affect the workload of
the Patent and Trademark Office or the court system, CBO estimates that implementing the bill would not have a significant effect on the Federal budget. S. 1255 would not affect direct spending
or receipts; therefore, pay-as-you-go procedures would not apply.
S. 1255 contains no intergovernmental or private-sector mandates as defined in the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act and could
benefit State, local, or tribal governments to the extent that these
governments would be able to sue and recover damages from infringement or dilution of trademarks based on the provisions of the
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bill. Any such benefits are expected to be minimal based on the potential damage awards and the costs of litigating such suits.
The CBO staff contacts are Mark Hadley (for Federal costs) and
Shelley Finlayson (for the State and local impact). This estimate
was approved by Robert A. Sunshine, Deputy Assistant Director for
Budget Analysis.
VIII. CHANGES IN EXISTING LAW

In compliance with paragraph 12 of rule XXVI of the Standing
Rules of the Senate, changes in existing law made by S. 1255, as
reported, are shown as follows (existing law proposed to be omitted
is enclosed in black brackets, new matter is printed in italic, and
existing law in which no change is proposed is shown in roman):
THE TRADEMARK ACT OF 1946
REMEDIES
SECTION 32. [15 U.S.C. § 1114](1) Any person who shall, without
the consent of the registrant-

(a) use in* * *
•

*

*

*

*

*

*

(2) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, the remedies
given to the owner of a right infringed under this Act or to a person bringing an action [under section 43(a)] under section 43 (a)
or (d) [15 U.S.C. § 1125(a)] shall be limited as follows:
•

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

(A) Where * * *
•

*

(D)(i) A domain name registrar,a domain name registry, or
other domain name registrationauthority that takes any action
described under clause (ii) affecting a domain name shall not
be liable for monetary relief to any person for such action, regardless of whether the domain name is finally determined to
infringe or dilute the mark.
(ii) An action referred to under clause (i) is any action of refusing to register,removing from registration, transferring,temporarily disabling, or permanently canceling a domain namea) in compliance with a court order under section 43(d);
or
(I) in the implementation of a reasonablepolicy by such
registrar,registry, or authority prohibiting the registration
of a domain name that is identical to, confusingly similar
to, or dilutive of another's mark registered on the Principal
Register of the United States Patent and Trademark Office.
(iii) A domain name registrar, a domain name registry, or
other domain name registrationauthority shall not be liable for
damages under this section for the registrationor maintenance
of a domain name for another absent a showing of bad faith
intent to profit from such registrationor maintenance of the domain name.
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(iv) If a registrar, registry, or other registration authority
takes an action described under clause (ii) based on a knowing
and material misrepresentation by any person that a domain
name is identical to, confusingly similar to, or dilutive of a
mark registered on the PrincipalRegister of the United States
Patent and Trademark Office, such person shall be liable for
any damages, including costs and attorney's fees, incurred by
the domain name registrant as a result of such action. The
court may also grant injunctive relief to the domain name registrant, including the reactivation of the domain name or the
transfer of the domain name to the domain name registrant.
[(D)](E) As used in this paragraphSECTION 34. [15 U.S.C. § 11161 (a) The several courts vested with
jurisdiction of civil actions arising under this act shall have power
to grant injunctions, according to the principles of equity and upon
such terms as the court may deem reasonable, to prevent the violation of any right of the registrant of a mark registered in the Patent and Trademark Office or to prevent a violation under [section
43(a)] section 43(a), (c), or (d) [15 U.S.C. § 1125(a)]. Any such injunction may include a provision directing the defendant to file
with the court and serve on the plaintiff within thirty days after
the service on the defendant of such injunction, or such extended
period as the court may direct, a report in writing under oath setting forth in detail the manner and form in which the defendant
has complied with the injunction. Any such injunction granted
upon hearing, after notice to the defendant, by any district court
of the United States, may be served on the parties against whom
such injunction is granted anywhere in the United States where
they may be found, and shall be operative and may be enforced by
proceedings to punish for contempt, or otherwise, by the court by
which such injunction was granted, or by any other United States
district court in whose jurisdiction the defendant may be found.
SECTION 35. [15 U.S.C. § 11171 (a) When a violation of any right
of the registrant of a mark registered in the Patent and Trademark
Office, or a violation under section 43 (a), (c), or (d) [15 U.S.C.
§ 1125(a)], shall have been established in any civil action arising
under this act, the plaintiff shal be entitled, subject to the provisions of sections 29 [15 U.S.C. § 1111] and 32 [15 U.S.C. § 1114],
and subject to the principles of equity, to recover (1) defendant's
profits, (2) any damages sustained by the plaintiff, and (3) the costs
of the action. The court shall assess such profits and damages or
cause the same to be assessed under its direction. In assessing
profits the plaintiff shall be required to prove defendant's sales
only; defendant must prove all elements of cost or deduction
claimed. In assessing damages the court may enter judgment, according to the circumstances of the case, for any such sum above
the amount found as actual damages, not exceeding three times
such amount. If the court shall find that the amount of recovery
based on profits is either inadequate or excessive the court may in
its discretion enter judgment for such sum as the court shall find
to be just, according to the circumstances of the case. Such sum in
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either of the above circumstances shall constitute compensation
and not a penalty. The court in exceptional cases may award reasonable attorney fees to the prevailing party.
(d) In a case involving a violation of section 43(d)(1), the plaintiff
may elect, at any time before final judgment is rendered by the trial
court, to recover, instead of actual damages and profits, an award
of statutory damages in the amount of not less than $1,000 and not
more than $100,000 per domain name, as the court considers just.
The court shall remit statutory damages in any case in which an
infringer believed and had reasonable grounds to believe that use
of the domain name by the infringer was a fair or otherwise lawful
use.
FALSE DESIGNATIONS OF ORIGIN AND FALSE DESCRIPTIONS, AND
DILUTION FORBIDDEN
SECTION 43. [15 U.S.C. § 11251 (a)(1) Any person who, on or in
connection with any goods or services, or any container for goods,
uses in commerce any word, term, name, symbol, or device, or any
combination thereof, or any false designation of origin, false or misleading description of fact, or false or misleading representation of
fact, which-

(c)(1) The owner

* * *

(d)(1)(A) Any person who, with bad-faith intent to profit from the
goodwill of a trademark or service mark of another, registers, traffics in, or uses a domain name that is identical to, confusingly similar to, or dilutive of such trademark or service mark, without regard
to the goods or services of the parties,shall be liable in a civil action
by the owner of the mark, if the mark is distinctive at the time of
the registrationof the domain name.
(B) In determining whether there is a bad-faith intent described
under subparagraph(A), a court may consider factors such as, but
not limited toCi) the trademark or other intellectual property rights of the
person, if any, in the domain name;
ii) the extent to which the domain name consists of the legal
name of the person or a name that is otherwise commonly used
to identify that person;
(iii)the person'sprior use, if any, of the domain name in connection with the bona fide offering of any goods or services;
(iv) the person's legitimate noncommercial or fair use of the
mark in a site accessible under the domain name;
(v) the person's intent to divert consumers from the mark
owner's online location to a site accessible under the domain
name that could harm the goodwill represented by the mark, either for commercial gain or with the intent to tarnish or disparage the mark, by creating a likelihood of confusion as to the
source, sponsorship, affiliation, or endorsement of the site;
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(vi) the person's offer to transfer, sell, or otherwise assign the
domain name to the mark owner or any third party for substantial consideration without having used, or having an intent to
use, the domain name in the bona fide offering of any goods or
services;
(vii) the person's intentional provision of material and misleading false contact information when applying for the registrationof the domain name; and
(viii) the person's registrationor acquisition of multiple domain names which are identical to, confusingly similar to, or
dilutive of trademarks or service marks of others that are distinctive at the time of registrationof such domain names, without regard to the goods or services of such persons.
(C) In any civil action involving the registration, trafficking, or
use of a domain name under this paragraph,a court may order the
forfeiture or cancellation of the domain name or the transfer of the
domain name to the owner of the mark.
(2)(A) The owner of a mark may file an in rem civil action against
a domain name if(i) the domain name violates any right of the registrantof a
mark registered in the Patent and Trademark Office, or section
43 (a) or (c); and
(ii) the court finds that the owner has demonstrated due diligence and was not able to find a person who would have been
a defendant in a civil action under paragraph(1).
(B) The remedies of an in rem action under this paragraphshall
be limited to a court order for the forfeiture or cancellation of the
domain name or the transfer of the domain name to the owner of
the mark.
CONSTRUCTION AND DEFINITIONS; INTENT OF CHAPTER
SECTION 45. [15 U.S.C. § 1127] In the construction of this Act,
unless the contrary is plainly apparent from the context-

A "counterfeit" is a spurious mark which is identical with, or
substantially indistinguishable from, a registered mark.
The term "Internet"has the meaning given that term in section
230(t)(1) of the Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 230(t)(1)).
The term "domain name" means any alphanumeric designation
which is registered with or assigned by any domain name registrar,
domain name registry, or other domain name registrationauthority
as part of an electronic address on the Internet.
*

**

*

*
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CYBERSQUATTING AND CONSUMER PROTECTION: ENSURING DOMAIN NAME INTEGRITY
THURSDAY, JULY 22, 1999
U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:07 p.m., in room
SD-628, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Spencer Abraham
presiding.
Also present: Senators DeWine and Leahy.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. SPENCER ABRAHAM, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF MICHIGAN
Senator ABRAHAM. We will come to order, and we welcome everybody and thank our panel that I will introduce in just a moment
or so. Senator DeWine, we appreciate his being here, too.
This is a hearing on Cybersquatting and Consumer Protection:
Ensuring Domain Name Integrity. I would like to just make a few
opening statements here, and then if any other members join us,
we will offer the minority an opportunity to respond. Senator
DeWine, if you have an opening statement, we will allow you as
well.
We are here today to hear evidence on a new form of high-tech
fraud that is causing confusion and inconvenience for consumers,
increasing costs for people doing business on the Internet, and
posting substantial threat to a century of pre-Internet American
business efforts. The fraud is commonly called "cybersquatting," a
practice whereby individuals, in bad faith, reserve Internet domain
names or other identifiers of online locations that are similar to or
identical to trademarked names. Once a trademark is registered as
an online identifier or domain name, the cybersquatter can engage
in a variety of nefarious activities-from the relatively benign parody of a business or individual, to the obscene prank of redirecting
an unsuspecting consumer to pornographic content, to the destructive worldwide slander of a centuries-old brand name. This behavior undermines consumer confidence, discourages Internet use, and
destroys the value of established brand names and trademarks.
Our economy, and its ability to provide high-paying jobs for
American workers, is increasingly dependent upon technology.
Electronic or e-commerce, in particular, has been an engine of great
economic growth for the United States. Between businesses, e-commerce has grown to an estimated $64.8 billion for 1999 alone. Ten
million customers shopped for some product using the Internet in
1998. International Data Corporation estimates that $31 billion in
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products will be sold over the Internet in 1999. And 5.3 million
households will have access to financial transactions like banking
and stock trading by the end of this year. If we want to maintain
our edge in this emerging marketplace, then we must address the
problems which endanger the continued growth of electronic commerce.
Cybersquatting has already caused significant damage in this
area. Even computer-savvy companies buy domain names from
cybersquatters at extortionate rates to rid themselves of a headache with no certain outcome.
For example, Gateway computers recently paid $100,000 to a
cybersquatter who had placed pornographic images on the website
www.gateway20,000. But rather than simply give up, several companies, including Paine Webber, have instead sought protection of
their brands through the legal system. However, as with much of
the pre-Internet law that is applied to this post-Internet world,
precedent is still developing, and at this point one cannot predict
with certainty which party to a dispute will win and on what
grounds. In fact, one of our panelists will provide us with a firsthand account of this shortly.
Whether perpetrated to defraud the public or to extort the trademark owner, squatting on Internet addresses using trademarked
names is wrong. Trademark law is based on the recognition that
companies and individuals build a property right in brand names
because of the reasonable expectations they raise among consumers. If you order a Compaq or Apple computer, that should mean
that you get a computer made by Compaq or Apple, not one built
by a fly-by-night company pirating the name. The same goes for
trademarks on the Internet.
To protect Internet growth and job production, Senators
Torricelli, Hatch, McCain, and I recently introduced an
anticybersquatting bill which has received strong public support. A
number of suggestions have convinced me of the need for substitute
legislation which addresses the issue of in rem jurisdiction and
which eliminate provisions dealing with criminal penalties, and I
have been pleased to work with Senator Leahy and Senator Hatch
to that effect.
As it now stands, the substitute legislation would establish uniform Federal rules for dealing with this attack on interstate electronic commerce, supplementing existing rights under trademark
law. It establishes a civil action for registering, trafficking in, or
using a domain name identifier that is identical to, confusingly
similar to, or dilutive of another person's trademark or service
mark, if that mark is inherently distinctive or has acquired distinctiveness.
The substitute will incorporate substantial protections for innocent parties, keying liability on the bad faith of a party. Civil liability would attach only if a person had no intellectual property rights
in the domain name identifier; the domain name identifier was not
the person's legal first name or surname; and the person registered, acquired, or used the domain name identified with the badfaith intent to benefit from the goodwill of another's trademark or
service mark.
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And just to be clear of our intent here, this substitute legislation
specifies the evidence which may be used to establish the bad faith
of an individual.
Under this legislation, the owner of a mark could bring an in
rem action against the domain name identifier itself. This will
allow a court to order the forfeiture or cancellation of the domain
name identifier or the transfer of the domain name identifier to the
owner of the mark. It also reinforces the central characteristics of
this legislation-its intention to protect property rights. The in rem
provision will eliminate the problem most recently and prominently
experienced by the auto maker Porsche, which had an action
against several infringing domain name identifiers dismissed for
lack of personal jurisdiction over the cybersquatting defendant.
Finally, this legislation provides for statutory civil damages of at
least $1,000, but not more than $100,000 per domain name identifier. The plaintiff may elect these damages in lieu of actual damages or profits at any time before final judgment.
The growth of the Internet has provided businesses and individuals with unprecedented access to a worldwide source of information, commerce, and community. Unfortunately, those bad actors
seeking to cause harm to businesses and individuals have seen
their opportunities increase as well. In my opinion, online extortion
in this form is unacceptable, it is outrageous, and it is dangerous
to both business and consumers. I believe that these provisions will
discourage anyone from squatting on addresses in cyberspace to
which they are not entitled.
With that, I welcome each member of our panel and look forward
to hearing their testimony, and to working with, really, any and all
members of this committee as we move forward to try to advance
this legislation.
At this point I would like to enter into the record the statement
of Senator Hatch, Chairman of the full Committee on the Judiciary.
[The prepared statement of Senator Hatch follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. ORRIN G. HATCH, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE
OF UTAH

Let me begin by welcoming everyone here today. As is apparent the title of our
hearing, we are here to discuss an issue that has a great impact on American consumers and the brand names they rely on as indications of source, quality, and authenticity. For the Net-savy, what we are talking about is "cybersquatting," of the
deliberation, bad-faith, and abusive registration of Internet domain names in violation of the rights of trademark owners. For the average consumer, what we are talking about is basically fraud, deception, and the bad-faith trading on the goodwill of
others.
The problem of brand-name abuse and consumer confusion is particularly acute
in the online environment. While trademarks serve as the primary means of ensuring the quality and authenticity of goods and services, consumers in the real world
may also look to other indicators. For example, when one walks in to the local consumer electronics retailer, they are fairly certain who they are dealing with and
they can tell by looking at the products and even the storefront itself whether or
not they are dealing with a reputable establishment, these protections are largely
absent in the electronic world, where anyone with Internet access and minimal computer knowledge can set up a storefront online. In many cases what the consumer
sees on the site is their only indication of source and authenticity, and the Internet
domain name that takes them there may be the primary source indicator.
Cybersquatting makes a potentially dangerous situation worse by fostering con-
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sumer confusion and deteriorating consumer confidence in brand name identifiers
and electronic commerce generally.
There are many other examples of how cybersquatting harms consumers. Take,
for example, the child who in a "hunt-and-peck" manner mistakenly types in the domain for "dosney. corn", looking for the rich and family-friendly content of Disney's
home page, only to wind up staring at a page hard-core pornography because someone snatched up the "dosney" domain in anticipation that just such a mistake would
be made. Or imagine logging on to what you is your favorite online retailer only
to find out later that the site was not that retailer at all, but rather a facade for
an unscrupulous individual who is collecting your credit card and other personal information for unknown and possibly nefarious purposes.
In addition to the consumer harm, we must also look at the harm caused to American businesses by cybersquatters. In each case of consumer confusion there is a
case of brand-name misappropriation and an erosion of goodwill. Even absent consumer confusion, there are many many cases of cybersquatters who appropriate a
brand name with the sole intent of extorting money from the lawful mark owner,
precluding evenhanded competition, or harming the goodwill of the mark. It is time
for Congress to take a closer look at these abuses and to respond with appropriate
legislation.
I look forward to hearing from our witnesses today as they relay their experiences
relating to domain name abuses and help us to understand better the problems of
online consumer confusion that are perpetuated by brand-name misappropriation in
cyberspace.

Senator ABRAHAM. I will ask Senator DeWine if he has any comments.
Senator DEWINE. Mr. Chairman, I do not have an opening statement. I just want to thank you for holding this hearing. I think it
is a very important topic, and I look forward to hearing the testimony of the witnesses.
Senator ABRAHAM. I thank you for being here, Senator.
At this point we will turn to our panel. First we will hear from
Ms. Anne Chasser, who is president of the International Trademark Association, INTA. Ms. Chasser is a recognized expert in
trademark law and is well published in the field. Her association
represents trademark owners worldwide and has been an active
participant in the WIPO and the I-CANN processes relating to domain names and Internet administration.
Our next witness is Mr. Gregory Phillips of Howard, Phillips &
Andersen, who is a trademark practitioner on the front lines of the
battle against cybersquatting. Mr. Phillips has represented a number of clients who have had problems with cybersquatters, most notably Porsche automobiles and Chanel and Calloway Golf.
Our final witness is Mr. Christopher Young, who is president
and CEO of Cyveillance-did I get that right?
Mr. YOUNG. That is close.
Senator ABRAHAM. OK; we will let you do it the right way in a
second here. It is a private company that helps trademark owners
police their marks online. Mr. Young has been featured as an expert on e-commerce issues on CNNfn and several notable magazines, newspapers, and journals.
We appreciate all three of you being here to help us to clarify
this a little bit more. We will turn to you, Ms. Chasser, and we appreciate your participation.
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STATEMENTS OF ANNE H. CHASSER, PRESIDENT, INTERNATIONAL TRADEMARK ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, DC;
GREGORY D. PHILLIPS, HOWARD, PHILLIPS & ANDERSEN,
SALT LAKE CITY, UT; AND CHRISTOPHER D. YOUNG, PRESIDENT AND CO-FOUNDER, CYVEILLANCE, INC., ARLINGTON,
VA
STATEMENT OF ANNE H. CHASSER
Ms. CHASSER. Thank you. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman. On behalf of the 3,600 members of the International Trademark Association, I want to thank you for the opportunity to appear before you
today to support the legislation designed to curb cybersquatting.
We appreciate your efforts, as well as the efforts of Senator Hatch
and Senator Leahy, to bring this issue to the attention of the Congress. I want to especially thank my fellow Buckeye, Senator
DeWine, for also attending. Thank you.
Cybersquatting can be referred to generally as the registration
and trafficking in Internet domain names with bad-faith intent to
benefit from another's trademark. It is an activity that has
emerged with the growth of the Internet and, in particular, the use
of the Internet as a vehicle for commercial activity.
There has been a lot said about the impact of e-commerce on the
global marketplace. There is no doubt that business on the Internet
is here and it is here to stay. We can, therefore, not ignore the fact
that consumers who use the Internet to purchase goods or learn
about a particular product look for some type of clarity, something
that tells them that they have reached their intended destination
in cyberspace. That something, Mr. Chairman, is trademark.
Trademarks are the link in the commercial chain.
A trademark is a basic mode of communication, a means for a
company to convey a message of quality, consistency, safety, and
predictability to the consumer in an easy-to-understand form. It is
usually one of the most significant property assets of a company.
Cybersquatters seek to capitalize on this familiarity and value by
registering or trafficking in domain names that are worded exactly
like a trademark or a variation of a trademark. They do this with
little or no investment of their own and with something significantly less than good intentions.
Some cybersquatters, Mr. Chairman, try to extract payment from
the rightful owner of the mark, essentially holding the mark as
ransom. For example, Warner Brothers reports that cybersquatters
offered to sell them such domain names as bugsbunny.net and
daffyduck.net for over $350,000.
Others offer domain names for sale publicly to third parties. The
University of California at Los Angeles, UCLA, was surprised at
one point to learn that ucla.com was on the auction block. Still
other cybersquatters use marks, particularly those famous or wellknown, as addresses for pornographic sites. Mobil Corporation reported to INTA that their MOBIL 1 trademark was used to direct
people to a site containing adult material.
Finally, there are those cybersquatters who use the domain name
to engage in commercial fraud. AT&T reports that a cybersquatter
registered attphonecard.com and then solicited credit card information for those visiting the site.
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Cybersquatting is on the rise. Moreover, remedies under traditional trademark law cannot deal adequately with the number of
instances of cybersquatting. For example, existing law does not
deal with cases where cybersquatters are warehousing domain
names, essentially holding an inventory of trademarks that he
won't use but intends to sell to the rightful owner at extortionate
prices. There are also recent cases where there is no one to initiate
legal action against because cybersquatters have given false or misleading contact information to the registration authority.
For anticybersquatting legislation to be effective and even-handed, Mr. Chairman, it must accomplish, at a minimum, four objectives. First, it must explicitly prohibit cybersquatting in all of its
forms, in particular the registration or trafficking of Internet domain names with bad-faith intent to benefit from another's trademark.
Second, there must be clear remedies for trademark holders, including the availability of injunctive relief and the ability to recover actual or statutory damages. Third, there must be a protection of the public interest, including the legitimate use of domain
names that meet fair use and freedom of expression standards,
thereby protecting the first amendment.
Finally, it should provide clear guidance in order to determine
whether an alleged case of cybersquatting is indeed a case of badfaith activity or one with good-faith and honest intentions. This
balance approach, we believe, will ultimately prove satisfactory. It
is one that we hope will be adopted in the end, and we look forward
to working with you and others, Mr. Chairman, to make this happen.
Senator ABRAHAM. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Chasser follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF ANNE H. CHASSER
INTRODUCTION

Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman. My name is Anne Chasser. I am the President
and Chairperson of the Board of the International Trademark Association ("INTA").
INTA appreciates the opportunity to appear before the Committee to offer support
for effective, yet even-handed legislation designed to curb "cybersquatting." I We
thank you, Mr. Chairman, as well as Senator Leahy and Senator Abraham, for helping to bring this issue to the attention of the Congress.
Cybersquatting is an activity that has emerged with the growth of the Internet,
and while there is no formal or established definition for the term, it can be referred
to generally as the registration and trafficking in Internet domain names with the
bad-faith intent to benefit from another's trademark. Cybersquatters seek to capitalize on the investment made by trademark owners and the goodwill associated with
the trademark. In the words of Francis Gurry, Assistant Director General for the
cybersquatting is "an abusive
World Intellectual Property Organization ("WIPO"),
2
practice" that undermines "consumer confidence."
The testimony I present here today will explain the nature of cybersquatting and
offer suggestions as to what types of provisions anti-cybersquatting legislation
should contain. In addition, I will refer to real life examples of "cybersquatting,"
many of which involve trademarks readily familiar to the average American consumer. By the end of my presentation, I am confident that you will conclude that
there is nothing entrepreneurial, enterprising, or noteworthy about being a
1

See, Intermatic, Inc. v. Toeppen, 947 F. Supp. 1227 (N.D. Ill. 1996) (referring to the defendant as a "cybersquatter").
2 Courtney Macavinta, "Domain Restrictions Target Cybersquatters," CNET News.com, (May
3, 1999) http:/www.news.comlnews/Itemo,4,35983,00.html.
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cybersquatter, and that something must be done to ensure that trademark owners
and consumers receive adequate protection from these bad-faith actors.
THE NATURE OF "CYBERSQUATTING"

getting rich quick, they don't come any faster
If the Internet is about
3
than 'cybersquatters."
That is what cybersquatting is all about-getting rich quick off of the hard work
and investment of trademark owners, and4 in the words of one intellectual property
attorney, the practice is 'just exploding." Piracy of trademarks in cyberspace has
in
been on the rise since 1996, when e-commerce itself began to evolve as a factor
5
the overall global economy. Early cases include Intermatic, Inc. v. Toeppen, in
which the term "cybersquatter" was coined. In that particular case, the defendant
registered intermatic.com based on the plaintiffs registered trademark for
INTERMATIC. The defendant, in addition to this domain registration, also had registered a pproximately 240 other domain names, many based on trademarks of wellknown businesses, including deltaairlines.com, eddiebauer.com and neimanmarcus.com.
Today, a growing number of trademarks, famous or not, are still subject to
cybersquatting. However, it is particularly the famous marks which have been
prime targets of cybersquatters, who are fast becoming the "pirates" of the new millennium. WIPO, in addition to identilying cybersquatting as a global problem, recognized in its interim report on the domain name process that, indeed, '[flamous and
well-known marks have been the special target of a variety of predatory and parasitical practices on the Internet." 6
Why do cybersquatters conduct themselves in this manner? Based on research, as
well as first-hand reports from our members, INTA has found that "cybersquatting"
takes place for a number of reasons, including the following:
(1) To extract payment from the rightful owner of the mark. These are the most
prevalent cases, since it takes only $70 to register a domain name with Network
Solutions, Inc. (the registration authority for .com, .net, and .org), and the potential financial windfall (should a trademark owner opt to purchase the domain) is
much greater.
* Warner Bros. was offered warner-records.com;warner-bros-records.com;warnerpictures.com; warner-bros-pictures;and warnerpictures.comfor the selling price
of $350,000. Another cybersquatter offered to sell to Warner Bros. 15 domain
names, including bugsbunny.net and daffyduck.net.
" Glaxo Wellcome reports that it has been contacted by various individuals concerning registrations for domain names such as zovirax.com.
* The Mobil Oil Corporation reports that when the merger between Mobil and
Exxon was announced on December 1, 1998, it was contacted by a cybersquatter
who offered to sell the combined Exxon Mobil the domain names
exxonmobil.com and exxon-mobil.com.
Orioles superstar Cal Ripken
" Although not a trademark issue per se, Baltimore
7
was asked to pay $100,000 for calripken.com.
(2) To offer the domain name for sale publicly to third parties.
hundreds of
* Omega Protein Corp. took action against persons who registered
8
trademarks as domain names for the purpose of reselling them.
" In documents filed in the United States District Court for the Eastern District
put up for sale
of Virginia, Porsche stated that www.porschgparts.com
9 had been
by the party who had registered it as a domain name.
3"High

Stakes

in

Name

Game,"

On

the

Spot-Domain Name News

http:II

www.onthespot.com/squatters.htm(quoting the FinancialTimes March 10, 1999).

4Andrew Zajac, " Domain Names @Hoard.Com: Cybersquatters Buy Up Internet Addresses
for Profit," Chicago Tribune, June 27, 1999, at Cl (quoting Keith Medansky).
66947 F. Supp. 1227 (N.D. Ill. 1996).

World Intellectual Property Organization, The Management of Internet Names and Addresses: Intellectual Property Issues, December 23, 1998.
7See, Laura Lorek, "Beware of Cybersquatters," Ft. Lauderdale Sun Sentinel, May 25, 1997,
at 1E http.//www.sun-sentineLcomlmoneyOO80008.htm.
sOmega ProteinCorp. v. Flom, No. H-98-3114 (S.D. Tex. filed September 18, 1998).
*Porsche Cars North America, Inc. and Dr. Ing. H.C.F. Porsche A.G. v. Porsch.com. et. al.,
complaint filed by Porsche Cars North America, Inc. before the Eastern District Court for the
Eastern District of Virginia, January 6,1999, http:lwww.mama-tech-comlpc.html. The magnitude of the problem for trademark owners is reflected in the district court's opinion dismissing
Continued
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" The

University of California at Los Angeles (commonly referred to as "UCLA"),
took action against a cybersquatter who registered www.ucla.com and then put
up a "for sale" sign with a number to call. Shortly after counsel for UCLA sent
a letter to the cybersquatter, it became a pornographic site. The party operating
the pornographic site was found to have several addresses and phone numbers,
none of which were legitimate.
" Right now, you can log-on and find marypoppins.com on sale for $500 and
thegodfather.com for $1,500.10
(3) To use famous and well-known marks as domain names for pornographic sites
or otherwise capitalizes on customer confusion.
" One of the best examples was given by Senator Abraham in his introductory
remarks for S. 1255, a case where Gateway recently paid $100,000 to a
cybersquatter who had placed pornographic images on the Web site
www.gateway20000.com."1
" The Mobil Oil Corporation reports that its trademark, MOBIL 1, was used in
a domain name to direct Web surfers to a pornographic site. The domain name
was mobill.com.
" On September 23, 1998, as part of the WIPO study on trademarks and domain
names, a representative of Intel Corporation reported that a cybersquatter had
registered www.pentium3.com, placed nude photos of celebrities on the page,
and stated that he was willing to sell the domain name to the highest bidder.
At the time Intel's representative testified, the highest bid was $9,350.12
(4) To engage in consumer fraud, including counterfeiting activities.
* AT&T reports that a cybersquatter registered the domain names
attphonecard.com and attcallingcard.comand established a Web site soliciting
credit card information from consumers. AT&T was concerned because its brand
name was being used to lure consumers to a Web site that might be used fraudulently to obtain financial information from unsuspecting consumers.
The problem of cybersquatting has expanded beyond the generic top level domains
("gTLDs"), such as .com, to the country code top level domains ("ccTLDs"). For example, Bell Atlantic reports that another party registered and offered telecommunications services to the public using www.bellatlantic.uk (.uk is the country code for
the United Kingdom). Some of the lesser known ccTLDs have actually become piracy
havens in which the local agent offers to sell domain names to the highest bidder,
without any consideration of trademark rights. Other ccTLD registration authorities
"reserve" names of famous marks and offer to sell them back to the rightful trademark owner.
Despite the problems it presents to trademark owners and consumers,
cybersquatting, is not illegal per se. In other words, there are no laws in any jurisdiction, national or otherwise, that explicitly prohibit the practice. Courts, particularly those in the United States where cybersquatting is an especially pressing
issue, have typically utilized traditional concepts in trademark law to provide some
trademark owners with remedies for harm caused by piracy on the Internet. For example, in one case, the court ruled that the defendant's attempt to sell a domain
in commerce" and
name to the owner of a famous trademark was akin to a "use
13
was therefore covered by the Lanham Act's dilution provision.
Unfortunately, some cybersquatters have read these cases carefully and have
taken the necessary precautions to insulate themselves from liability.
Cybersquatters register famous trademarks in bulk, but in most cases, do not post
an active Web site. This activity is traditionally referred to as "warehousing." In adthe action on procedural grounds. See, Memorandum Opinion of the court delivered on June 8,
1999. Decision can be found at http:lwww.mama.tech.com/pc.html#mo and can be cited as 1999
WL10378360 (E.D. Va..).
See generally, http:lwww.GetYourOwnName.com.
11145 Congressional Record, S. 7334 (daily ed. June 21, 1999) (statement of Senator Spencer
Abraham on the introduction of S. 1255, 106th Congress (1999)).

12Anne Gundelfinger, "Testimony before the WIPO Panel of Experts" (September 23, 1998)
http:I /wipo2.wipo.intlprocesslenglsf-transcript5.html.

13See, PanavisionInt'l, L.P. v. Toeppen, 945 F. Supp. 1296 (C.D. Cal. 1996) (Defendant's attempt to arbitrage the panavision.com domain name constitutes commercial use under the
Lanham Act).
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9
dition, cybersquatters are now careful not to offer the domain
4 name for sale in any
manner that could result in liability under current case law.'
contact information,
misleading
and
false
provide
cybersquatters
Finally, some
making it impossible for the trademark owner to initiate legal action. We know, for
example, Mr. Chairman, that Chanel, Inc. has written to you about the
www.chanelparis.com domain name. For the benefit of all Senators, in that instance,
a fictitious name and street address in Cairo, Egypt were given to the registrar. As
a consequence of false information being given to the registration 15authority, many
courts have been unable to provide assistance to trademark owners.
For many trademark owners, the lack of clear anti-cybersquatting mechanisms
have left them without adequate and effective judicial remedies. Even though
cybersquatters are trafficking in domain names, trademark owners in many cases
cannot sue without proof of use or an offer of sale or because in rem actions against
domain names are not permitted. Consequently, trademark owners are forced to engage in a continual monitoring program-waiting to see if the cybersquatter begins
to use their domain name, offers it for sale to the public, provides legitimate contact
information to the registration authority, or fails to renew the registration with the
registration authority.
Itsis also important to keep in mind that even in cases where a trademark owner
can sue, costs associated with litigation, and the difficulty of receiving damages in
standard trademark infringement and dilution actions have a chilling financial effect. Frequently, trademark owners weigh the costs and choose to pay off a
cybersquatter in exchange for the domain name registration. Instances of
cybersquatting continue to grow each year because there is little risk for
cybersquatters who continue their abusive practices.
ANTI-CYBERSQUATTING LEGISLATION

According to Commerce Secretary William Daley, "electronic commerce will be the
engine for the economic growth in the next century." 16 Recently released numbers
suggest that the future cited by Secretary Daley may already be upon us. A study
by the University of Texas' Center for Research in Electronic Commerce, which was
sponsored by Cisco Systems and cited by the Department of Commerce in its report
Emerging DigitalEconomy II, indicates that 1998 total e-commerce was
entitled The 17
$102 billion.
INTA believes that the progress made thus far, as well as that which is anticipated, will not be truly realized unless there is a legal mechanism in place that specifically addresses cybersquatting. The objectives of this mechanism should be the
limitation of consumer confusion in cyberspace, the protection of the investment
made by trademark owners, and the maintenance of goodwill associated with the
trademark. If adequately protected, Mr. Chairman, trademarks can serve as road
maps for the "information superhighway," helping to build a sound global marketplace for the 21st Century.
Prior to receiving your invitation to testify, INTA had begun to consider the question of an anti-cybersquatting statute. In a resolution adopted May 26, 1999, the Association's Board of Directors indicated that anti-cybersquatting mechanisms, including national legislation, should, at a minimum, include the following:
1. Provisions that explicitly prohibit cybersquatting, specifically, the registration
and trafficking of an Internet domain name with the bad-faith intent to benefit
from another's trademark.
2. Clear remedies for trademark holders, including the availability of injunctive
relief and the ability to recover actual or statutory damages.
3. Protection of the public interest, including allowing for legitimate uses of domain names that meet fair use/freedom of expression standards.
The legislation should focus on trafficking in or registration of even a single domain name with the bad-faith intent to benefit from another's trademark, and the
remedies included therein should be available to all trademark owners, whether
"See, Juno Online Services v. Juno Lighting, Inc., 979 F. Supp. 684 (N.D. Ill. 1997) (mere
registration of a domain name is not trademark infringement or misuse even if the use of antrademark is deliberate).
other's
15 See, Porsche Cars North America, Inc. and Dr. Ing. H.C.F. Porsche A.G. v. Porsch.com. et.
al. (the court said that the Trademark Dilution Act cannot be read to permit in rem actions).
'6Umited States Department of Commerce, The Emerging Digital Economy II, http:I/
www.ecommerce.gov/ede/secretary.html.
1"See, Anitesh Barua, Jay Shutter, & Andrew Whinston, "The Internet Economy Indicators,",
Initial report results issued June 10, 1999 (http://www.internetindicators.com);see also, The
Emerging DigitalEconomy II, supra note 17.
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they be large or small. In addition, there must also be carefully crafted language
that helps to guide a court in making a determination as to who is a bad-faith
cybersquatter and who adopts a domain name in good faith. This will help to ensure
that the new law is fair and equitable.
CONCLUSION
Thank you again, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to appear today to talk about
an issue which is so vitally important to both the trademark community and consumers who use trademarks as a means for identifying products in an increasingly
crowded marketplace. This marketplace, incidentally, as we have shown here today,
now exists both in the real world, as well as in cyberspace. We look forward to working with you, Senator Leahy, and others both in the Congress and in the private
sector, on effective, yet even-handed anti-cybersquatting legislation.
THE INTERNATIONAL TRADEMARK ASSOCIATION
INTA is a not-for-profit membership organization, which just recently celebrated
its 121st anniversary at its annual meeting in Seattle, Washington. Since the Association's founding in 1878, membership has grown from 17 New York-based manufacturers to approximately 3,600 members from the United States and 119 additional countries.
Membership in INTA is open to trademark owners and those who serve trademark owners. Its members are corporations, advertising agencies, professional and
trade associations, and law firms practicing trademark law. INTA's membership is
diverse, crossing all industry lines and spanning a broad range of manufacturing,
retail and service operations. All of INTA's members, regardless of their size or
international scope, share a common interest in trademarks and a recognition of the
importance of trademarks to their owners, to the general public, and to the economy
of both the United States and the global marketplace.

Senator ABRAHAM. Mr. Phillips.
STATEMENT OF GREGORY D. PHILLIPS
Mr. PHILLIPS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Porsche Cars appreciates the opportunity of providing testimony to this committee. My
other clients support this as well.
Porsche is a member of the Private Sector Working Group, which
is a diverse group of famous trademark holders who are concerned
about consumer fraud, counterfeiting, and other confusion on the
Internet. Members in the Private Sector Working Group include
Bell Atlantic, AT&T, Disney, Microsoft, Viacom, America Online,
and Dell Computer, and they all support this legislation.
WIPO recently concluded in its report that existing mechanisms
for resolving conflicts between trademark owners and domain name
holders are often viewed as expensive, cumbersome and ineffective.
The sheer number of instances precludes many trademark owners
from filing multiple suits in one or more national courts.
I will focus my remarks on the plight of Porsche, but I want this
committee to know that Porsche's situation is not unique; it is illustrative and typical of what other people are facing on the Internet.
I think the best description of the reason for what I call
cyberpiracy and the need to capitalize on the goodwill and reputation of famous trademarks recently appeared in a front-page article
in the "Wall Street Journal" on April 13, 1999.
The article wrote,
With the rapid explosion of Web sites hawking everything from pornography to bibles, competition for the
world's estimated 147 million Web users is fierce. Site creators spare no strategy to get noticed, and trading on fa-
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mous names which are queried relentlessly by Web surfers
is a key one.
I think more powerful than anything I could say is some exhibits
that I have attached to my testimony that I think demonstrate this
problem very graphically. First of all, Exhibit 1 is a list of over 300
domain names that have been registered that use Porsche or a variation of Porsche. We had 128 on January 6 of this year when we
filed our lawsuit. Every week, we get between 5 and 25 new domain names. Porsche is a very unique and famous name. People
seem to want it out there.
Exhibit 2, which I understand has been censored, is the Web site
that appears at porschecar.com. It is a pornographic Web site. We
have had many of our customers complain about that Web site and
wonder why Porsche isn't doing something about it. And I will explain that we haven't been able to find the registrar of that domain
name.
Exhibit 3 to my testimony is a Web site from bestdomains.com
in Australia, where they sell domain names. It starts out, "What's
in a name? Ask Coca-Cola." The first domain name that is listed
is 911porsche.com. "Porsche. Do I need to say anything more?"
$60,911-that is what they are selling it for, almost as much as the
price of a new Porsche.
If you look at Exhibit 4, you will see the "who is" page for a company that operated a porn site, porsch.com, without the "e." The
registrant there was so brazen that he registered the domain name
under "Domain 4 sale & company." He also provided a fictitious address when he registered that domain name so that we could not
find him to effect service of process in trying to get that domain
name back.
Exhibit 5 is a three-page list of domain names that were recently
up for auction that we received from one of our dealers, including
domain names from Acura through Volkswagen or Volvo, offering
them for thousands of dollars.
Exhibit 6 is a good example of a warehouser. This is a gentleman
down in Texas, and we were only able to print out 50 domain
names because the "who is" stops at 50. But as you can see by looking at that, he has got everything from Pepsi Bottler, McDonald's
Restaurant, Mercedes Benz USA, McDonald's Corp. And if you look
at the next page, Exhibit 7, that is where you go to his Internet
Web site and you make an offer to purchase these domain names.
The list goes on and on.
I think, Mr. Chairman, you hit the nail on the head when you
talked about the need for in rem and statutory provisions.
Cyberpirates are sophisticated. They know how to insulate themselves from legal process. They register domain names using fictitious information. The cyberpirate who had porsch.com used an address for a Federal office building up in New York. Companies use
offshore companies. They transfer these to people in Iran, to
Belarus. Malaysia is now a favorite address of cyberpirates.
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, the cost of cybersquatting and
cyberpiracy is enormous. Companies like Porsche, Chanel and
Pfizer have much better things to do with their resources than to
chase cyberpirates. They can make better cars, better perfume, and
they can make better drugs.
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The Internet is no longer the domain of the academics, the
tekkies; it is becoming a major player in the commercial world. It
needs to be subject to the rules of the commercial world. The same
way that Congress recently amended the copyright laws to protect
against new forms of digital infringement provides a good example
of what Congress needs to do. It needs to amend the trademark
laws to outlaw cyberpiracy.
Senator ABRAHAM. Mr. Phillips, thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Phillips follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF GREGORY D. PHILLIPS
INTRODUCTION

Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of this Committee. My
name is Gregory D. Phillips. I am outside trademark counsel for Porsche Cars North
America, Inc.
In my testimony, I will be focusing on the intolerable and unbearable problems
faced by Porsche Cars and its consurs s with cybersquatting, cyberpiracy, and
cyberabuse. Porsche Cars' problems, however, are not unique, and are similar to
problems faced by other famous trademark holders and their consumers. Porsche
Cars is a member of the Private Sector Working Group on Trademarks and Domain
Names. The Private Sector Working Group consists of a diverse group of leading
companies and associations representing famous trademark holders from a broad
cross section of the world's economy. Companies like Porsche, Bell Atlantic, AT&T,
Disney, Viacom, Chanel, Warner Lambert, American Express, Ford, Microsoft, AOL,
and many others. Our consumers rely on the Internet to find the genuine brands
they are seeking and to communicate and engage in electronic commerce. The unprecedented formation of the Private Sector Working Group occurred because we
cannot permit United States consumers, our clients, to continue to be subject to the
fraud and confusion from the ever increasing problems caused by cyberpiracy.
Porsche and other members of the Private Sector Working Group are currently
battling many thousands of infringement matters in which their famous trademarks
have been misappropriated by pirates who seek to defraud the public in hopes of
exploiting trademarks on the Internet.
Cyberpiracy damages brand equity, increases consumer fraud, causes customer
confusion and is linked to other serious problems such as counterfeiting and pornography. Consumers of these companies are being confused and defrauded as they attempt to purchase genuine products from brand-name companies, or as they are diverted away to pornographic and other unrelated web sites.
Not only are consumers and society being harmed by consumer fraud and confusion resulting from cyberpiracy, but consumers and society are also being harmed
because companies such as Porsche are being forced to devote a dramatically increasing share of their resources to battle cyberabuse. Companies such as Porsche
are now spending more of their legal budgets on dealing with cyberabuse than all
other legal expenses combined. Rather than devoting their resources to making better cars, perfume, or drugs that will benefit society, companies such as Porsche,
Chanel, and Pfizer are needlessly wasting resources in fighting fraud, monitoring
the Internet, and in litigation.
THE REASON FOR CYBERPIRACY

As the Internet has grown in commercial importance, the theft of Internet domain
names diluting world famous trademarks such as Porsche® has increased dramatically. The Wall Street Journal recently described the reason for this phenomenon:
With the rapid explosion of Web sites hawking everything from pornography to Bibles, competition for the attention of the world's estimated 147
million web users is fierce. Site creators spare no strategy to get noticedand trading on famous names, which are queried relentlessly by Web surfers, is a key one.
Wall Street Journal, "Net of Fame," p. 1, April 13, 1999.
Recently, the World Intellectual Property Organization ("WIPO"), an entity organized under the auspices of the United Nations to protect intellectual property,
noted that "[flamous and well-known marks have been the special subject of predatory and parasitical practices by a minority of domain name registrants acting in
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bad faith." WIPO Interim Report on the Internet, December 23, 1998, at p. iii .1
'These practices include the deliberate, bad faith registration as domain names of
well-known and other trademarks in the hope of being able to sell the domain
names to the owners of those marks, or simply to take unfair advantage of the reputation attached to those marks." Id. at p. 6 (emphasis added).
The trademark Porsche® is a perfect example of the types of trademarks that are
misappropriated by cyberpirates. Because Porsches is one of the most famous and
unique trademarks in the world, countless registrants have included Porsche® in
their Internet domain names. Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a partial list of the
over 300 Internet domain names that have been registered without Porsche's permission or consent. As you can quickly see from the list, the sheer number of domain names misappropriating the trademark Porsches is overwhelming.
Porsche has determined that registrants misappropriate Internet domain names
that include Porsche® for a variety of purposes, including, but not limited to,
(1) To Use Such Names For PornographicSites. For example, the Internet domain
name PORSCHECAR.COM is presently being used as a pornographic web site.
The home page of this pornographic web site depicts a naked woman and a snake
in the "Sex Zoo," advertises the infamous Pamela Anderson-Tommy Lee Honeymoon video, and also depicts a woman copulating with an ape. A copy of the home
page of the web site is attached as Exhibit 2.
(2) To Extract Payment From Porsche. For example, the registrant of
PORSCHESALES.COM recently offered to sell this domain name to Porsche for
and
PORSCHECREDIT.COM
of
registrant
The
$25,000.
PORSCHECREDITCORP.COM recently called the President of Porsche Cars
North America, Inc. and attempted to extort a substantial sum from Porsche for
transferring the names to Porsche.
(3) To Offer The Domain Name For Sale to Third Parties. For example, several
domain names using Porsche® were recently being sold by The Best Domains, an
Australian company. The domain name 911PORSCHE.COM was being offered for
sale for $60,911, the domain name 996PORSCHE.COM was being offered for sale
for $15,500, and the domain name PORSCHEAUTOPARTS.COM was being offered for sale for $20,500. The Best Domains Web Site states:
What's in a Name? ASK COCA-COLA. A domain-name is your own Internet address. This address, [sic] should say it all. When advertising it should
be catchy and easily recognizable like all your other advertising. There are
10,000 NEW addresses registered every day. When those addresses listed
below are gone THEY'RE GONE it [sic] will be even harder. REMEMBER
your Internet address IS a business asset and has value. All these addresses listed below WILL go up in value." Id. (emphasis in original).
A copy of the print out of this home page is attached hereto as Exhibit 3.
Some of the cyberpirates are so blatant that they actually register the name with
a for sale sign in their domain name registration with Network Solutions. For example, the domain name PORSCH.COM, another hardcore pornographic site was
registered under the fictitious name "Domain 4 sale & company." A copy of the
Network Solutions Whois listing for the registrant of this domain name is attached as Exhibit 4. As discussed more fully below, the address listed for this registrant is fictitious. Also attached as Exhibit 5 is a copy of a domain name auction
sheet that Porsche recently received offering for sale numerous Internet domain
names involving famous and well known automobile companies, including
Porsche.
Instances of cyberabuse are not limited to car companies. Recently, Porsche discovered that one Beswick Adams had registered the Internet domain name
DRINGHCFPORSCHE.COM, the correct name of Porsche AG. In addition to this
domain name, Mr. Adams had registered numerous other famous trademarks as
domain names ranging from MCDONALDSRESTAURANT.COM to COCACOLACORPORATION.COM. A partial list of Mr. Adams' Whois listing is attached hereto as Exhibit 6. The list is only partial because Network Solutions'
Whois listing only lists the first 50 registered domain names for any particular
at
names
domain
these
sells
Adams
Mr.
registrant.
WWW.BESWICKADAMS.COM where one can make an offer to purchase these
IWIPO's Final Report was recently issued and is available at <http://wipo2.wipo.int>. The
WIPO Final Report's explication of the problems faced by famous trademark holders is virtually
identical to that set forth in the WIPO Interim Report.
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Internet domain names. A copy of Mr. Adams' offer sheet is attached hereto as
Exhibit 7.
(4) To Divert Traffic to The Registrant'sInternet Web Site Selling Products Unrelated to Porsche Products by Capitalizing on Consumer Confusion. For example,
the domain name PORSCHE-CARRERA.COM directs Internet traffic to the web
page for Marv-Stev Sales & Promotions Inc. where Power Rangers, Beetleborgs,
Tamagotchi, and Mystic Knights toys are being sold. A copy of the web site at
PORSCHE-CARRERA.COM is attached hereto as Exhibit 8.
(5) To Divert Internet Traffic to Unauthorized Web Sites Selling Porsche Related
Products. The domain name EVERYTHINGPORSCHE.COM, for example, diverts
Internet users to an unauthorized web site that sells parts for Porsche automobiles. The operator of the web site is not an authorized Porsche Dealer and
sells both genuine and non-genuine Porsche 5 parts. The web site uses a counterfeit of the world famous Porsche Crest® in the wallpaper of the web site. The
wallpaper is not visible from the printed hard copy. A copy of this web site is attached hereto as Exhibit 9.
(6) To Engage in Consumer Fraud,Including the Sale of Counterfeit Porsche Products. For example, the domain name BOXSTER.NET, another famous Porsche
trademark, directs Internet users to a web site that advertises and sells shirts
and coffee mugs that bear counterfeits of Porsche's trademarks and trade dress.
A copy of this web site is attached hereto as Exhibit 10. This type of site associated with counterfeiting activities defrauds consumers, harms electronic commerce and deprives trademarks owners like Porsche of substantial revenues that
should be associated with genuine goods and services.
THE NEED FOR CYBERABUSE LEGISLATION THAT INCLUDES IN REM JURISDICTIONAL
PROVISIONS

In many ways, Porsche feels like Sysyphus, the ancient King of Corinth, condemned to roll a heavy rock up a hill in Hades only to have it roll down again.
Porsche will successfully halt the misappropriation of the trademark Porsche® in
one situation, only to have several new misappropriations surface. Legislation that
will deter cyberpirates is absolutely essential to lessen the intolerable and unnecessary burden on society caused by cyberabuse. Legislation that allows famous trademark holders to have an effective remedy is also essential. One necessary component of any effective legislation is an in rem jurisdictional provision where a trademark holder can file a lawsuit against the domain name itself, rather than the registrant.
Not surprisingly, cyberpirates and cybersquatters often provide false and fictitious
information as to their identity when they register a new domain name diluting or
infringing a famous trademark. Cyberpirates do so in order to insulate themselves
from liability and to make it impossible for trademark holders to effect service of
process. As WIPO recently recognized, such registration practices and the "absence
of reliable and accurate contact details leads to a situation in which the intellectual
property rights can be infringed with impunity, on a highly visible public medium."
WIPO Interim Report at 14-15.
As a result of the exponentially escalating problem of cyberpiracy, and the practice of false and fictitious registration of domain names, WIPO has concluded that:
existing mechanisms for resolving conflicts between trademark owners
and domain name holders are often viewed as expensive, cumbersome and
ineffective. The sheer number of instances precludes many trademark owners from filing multiple suits in one or more national courts.
Id. at 33.
Porsche's difficulties in locating cyberpirates is illustrative of how easy it is for
cyberpirates to use the anonymity of the Internet to harm Porsche and insulate
themselves from liability for their actions. With electronic registration of a domain
name just a push of the button away, and with the registration process being completely automated, cyberpirates are able to register domain names with false and
fictitious contact information making service of process on such cyberpirates impossible. The cyberpirate who registered PORSCHE.COM is a perfect example. In 1996,
Porsche discovered that PORSCHE.COM and several similar domain names had
been registered by Heinz Porsche Langeneckert Consulting of New York, a subsidiary of The Zone One Group Ltd. This corporate name was completely fictitious, and
the mailing address and telephone number for this entity were also fictitious. Indeed, the mailing address was for some federal offices in New York City. Porsche
was contacted by one Lee X. Chen who informed Porsche that he would transfer
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PORSCHE.COM to Porsche for a substantial payment plus an ongoing monthly payment of $2,400.
Porsche attempted to send several letters to Mr. Chen and/or Heinz Porsche
Langeneckert Consulting of New York at the address on the Network Solutions, Inc.
application. These letters were all returned. Porsche then filed suit against Mr.
Chen, Heinz Porsche Langeneckert Consulting, and Network Solutions, Inc. in the
United States District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia. Of course, Porsche
was unable to serve Mr. Chen with legal process because the information that he
had provided to Network Solutions, Inc. was false.
Finally, Porsche and another company whose trademark had been pirated by Mr.
Chen, NUSKIN, located in Provo, Utah, hired a private investigator to locate Mr.
Chen and these fictitious entities. Service of process was finally effected upon Mr.
Chen's father. After Porsche had spent several thousand dollars in unsuccessfully
locating Mr. Chen, the District Court finally determined that notice of the lawsuit
sent to Mr. Chen's false address provided to Network Solutions, Inc., to Mr. Chen's
E-mail address provided to Network Solutions, Inc., to the facsimile number provided to Network Solutions, Inc., and service of process on Mr. Chen's father was
sufficient for the Court to enter both a preliminary and permanent injunction.
Other examples that Porsche has encountered further illustrate the problem.
Some registrants create offshore corporations which then register the domain
names. For example, several of the domain names using the trademark 'PORSCHE"
2
were
(e.g., "PORSCHE944.COM," 'TORSCHE993.COM .PORSCHE996.COM")
originally registered by a law firm in Seattle for an offshore company, Holler Enterprises, Inc., Apartado Postal 4818, San Pedro Sula, Honduras, and then sold to
third-parties. Other registrants located in the United States have transferred their
Iran (e.g.,
such
as
countries
i
to
en ttiies located
registrations
The registrants of pornographic Web Sites (e.g., PORSCH.COM and
P0RSCHEDEALERS.COM).
PORSCHECAR.COM) use fictitious addresses (e.g., a non-existent suite number) to
insulate the registrants from service of process. Several of the Domain Names used
false or incorrect information when the Domain Names were registered with NetFORUMULAPORSCHE.COM,
including
Inc.
Solutions,
work
PORSCHEMAIL.COM,
PORSCHESALES.COM,
PORSCHEDIRECT.NET,
PORSCHE944.COM, and
PORSCHELYNN.COM,
PORSCHECARSALES.COM,
PORSCHEPHILES.ORG.
Porsche respectfully submits that the only effective way to deal with problems
such as false and fictitious information is through legislation that makes the act of
cybersquatting illegal, provides for statutory damages, and, importantly, recognizes
the concept of in rem jurisdiction whereby Porsche can sue the Internet domain
names themselves, rather than file suit against the registrants personally.
Porsche recently filed such an in rem lawsuit in the Eastern District of Virginia
against 128 Internet domain names on the theory that Porsche is entitled to cancellation and forfeiture of domain names that dilute Porsche's world famous trademarks in violation of the Federal Trademark Dilution Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1125(c). By
proceeding in rem, Porsche voluntarily limited itself to claims to the res itself, and
agreed to forego any claims for damages and attorneys' fees against the cyberpirates
who registered the domain names.
Unfortunately, the court dismissed Porsche's lawsuit because the court could find
no specific in rem jurisdictional provision in the Lanham Act allowing such a lawsuit. Porsche Cars North America, Inc. et al. v. PORSCH.COM,-F.Supp.-,1999
WL 378360 (E.D.Va. 1999). Although the court recognized the "dilemma" Porsche
faced in battling cyberpiracy and acknowledged that "the mere act of registration
[of unauthorized domain names] creates an immediate injury by preventing Porsche
from utilizing those domain names itself in order to channel consumers to its own
web site," the court in effect held that the Lanham Act would need to be amended
by Congress to allow for such in rem jurisdiction. Porsche has appealed the ruling
to the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals.
CONGRESS MUST PROVIDE WORLD-WIDE LEADERSHIP IN PROTECTING CONSUMERS FROM

CYBERABUSE

Some critics assert that Congress has no business enacting legislation to protect
commerce on the Internet, a world-wide resource. Companies such as Porsche AG
and Chanel, who have United States affiliates, employ thousands of United States
Citizens, and whose largest market is the United States, but who do business
throughout the world, are looking for the United States Congress to provide leader2944, 993, and 996 refer to specific Porsche model numbers.
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ship in providing protection on the Internet. Moreover, the Internet was created in
the United States by citizens of the United States. Network Solutions, Inc., the registrar of Internet domain names and the entity that maintains and controls the
master computer that contains all Internet domain names is located in the United
States. In a very real sense, the Internet is a United States resource over which
the United States has jurisdiction.
United States consumers, United States companies and foreign companies doing
business in the United States, and electronic commerce as a whole must be protected from malicious and willful acts of cyberpiracy that occur over this valuable
world-wide resource. This problem demands that the United States Congress provide guidance and leadership in high tech, cutting edge, intellectual property matters throughout the world. As the Internet increases in commercial importance, the
United States must ensure that commerce can be safely and appropriately be conducted on the Internet throughout the world.
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1800PORSCHE.COM

DRINGPORSCHEAG.COM

1999PORSCHE.COM

E-PORCHE.COM

1PORSCHE.COM

E-PORSCHE.COM

4-PORSCHE.COM

EPORSCHE.COM

91 IPARTSFORPORSCHE.COM

EPORSCHEPARTS.COM

928PORSCHE.COM

EVERYTHINGPORSCHE.COM

996PORSCHE.COM

EXTREMEPORSCHE.COM

ACCESSORIES4PORSCHE.COM

FINDPORSCHE.COM

ALLPARTSFORPORSCHE.COM

FORDPORSCHE.COM

ALLPORSCHE.COM

FORDPORSCHENET

ARIZONAPORSCHE.COM

FORDPORSCHE.ORG

BESTPORSCHE.COM

FORMULAPORSCHE.COM

BESTPORSCHE.NET

FREEDOMPORSCHECOM

BEVERLYHILLSPORSCHE.COM

GMPORSCHE.COM

BUY-PORSCHE.COM

GO-PORSCHE.COM

BUYAPORSCHE.COM

IANPORSCHE.COM

BUYMYPORSCHE.COM

IDOPORSCHE.COM

BUYPORSCHE.COM

ILOVEPORSCHE.COM

BUYSELLPORSCHE.COM

[NTERNETPORSCHE.COM

CALPORSCHE.COM

INTRO2PORSCHE.COM

CANADAPORSCHE.COM

ISELLPORSCHE.COM

CASINOPORSCHE.COM

JUSTPORSCHE.COM

CONTEMPORARYPORSCHE.COM

LAPORSCHE.COM

CYBERPORSCHE.COM

LEASE-PORSCHE.COM

DOVERPORSCHE.COM

LEASEPORSCHE.COM

DOWNTOWNPORSCHE.COM

LYNCHPORSCHE.COM
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MICHAELPORSCHE.COM

PORSCHE-911.NET

MYBOXSTER.COM

PORSCHE-944.COM

MYPORSCHE.COM

PORSCHE-ACCESSORIES.COM

NEWPORSCHE.COM

PORSCHE-AFFARICOM

NEWPORTBEACHPORSCHE.COM

PORSCHE-AUTOS.COM

OGNERPORSCHE.COM

PORSCHE-BOOKS.COM

OPRSCHE.COM

PORSCH-E-CARRERA.COM

OWNAPORSCHE.COM

PORSCHE-CARS.COM

OWNAPORSCHE.NET

PORSCHE-CITY.COM

P-O-R-S-C-H-E.COM

PORSCHE-CLASSIC.COM

PARTS4PORSCHE.COM

PORSCHE-CONNECTION.COM

PARTSFORPORSCHE.COM

PORSCHE-DEALERS.COM

PASSION-PORSCHE.COM

PORSCHE-EXCHANGE.COM

PLANETPORSCHE.NET

PORSCHE-LEASE.COM

PORACHE.COM

PORSCHE-LEASING.COM

PORCHE.NET

PORSCHE-LYNN.COM

PORS.NET

PORSCHE-MODELLCLUB.COM

PORSCE.COM

PORSCHE-MUNICH.COM

PORSCEH.COM

PORSCHE-NET.COM

PORSCH.COM

PORSCHE-NL.COM

PORSCHAGIRLS.COM

PORSCHE-ONLINECOM

PORSCHE.COM

PORSCHE-OWNERS.COM

PORSCHE.NET

PORSCHE-RS.COM

PORSCHEORG

PORSCHE-SALES.COM

PORSCHE-2000.COM

PORSCHE-SERVICE.COM

PORSCHE-911.COM

PORSCHE-SUPERCUP.COM
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PORSCHE-UK.NET

PORSCHEACCESSORIES.COM

PORSCHE-US.COM

PORSCHEAG.COM

PORSCHE-USA.NET

PORSCHEATERFORSALEJARE.COM

PORSCHE-WEB.COM

PORSCHEAUCTION.COM

PORSCHE! .COM

PORSCHEAUDIPARTS.COM

PORSCHE356.COM

PORSCHEAUTOPARTS.COM

PORSCHE356.NET

PORSCHEBARGAINS.COM

PORSCHE356.ORG

PORSCHEBILCOM

PORSCHE4ME.COM

PORSCHEBILAR.COM

PORSCHE4SALE.COM

PORSCHEBOOKS.COM

PORSCHE4U.COM

PORSCHEBOXSTER.COM

PORSCHE91 I.COM

PORSCHEBOXTERCUP.COM

PORSCHE91 I.NET

PORSCHEBYTEL.COM

PORSCHE91 1.ORG

PORSCHECANADA.COM

PORSCHE9I 1PARTS.COM

PORSCHECAR.COM

PORSCHE91I PORSCHE.COM

PORSCHECARRERA.COM

PORSCHE91 1TURBO.COM

PORSCHECARRERACUP.COM

PORSCHE9 1TURBO.NET

PORSCHECARRJNGTON.COM

PORSCHE9 1TURBO.ORG

PORSCHECARSALES.COM

PORSCHE914.COM

PORSCHECARSFORSALE.COM

PORSCHE924.COM

PORSCHECASINO.COM

PORSCHE944.COM

PORSCHECHAT.COM

PORSCHE986.COM

PORSCHECITY.COM

PORSCHE993.COM

PORSCHECLASSIFIED.COM

PORSCHE996.COM

PORSCHECLUB.NET

PORSCHEACCESSORIES.NET

PORSCHECLUB.ORG
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PORSCHECOMPANY.COM

PORSCHEHEAVEN.NET

PORSCHECONNECTION.COM

PORSCHELEASE.COM

PORSCHEDEALER.COM

PORSCHELEASING.COM

PORSCHEDEALERtNET

PORSCHEL[NE.COM

PORSCHEDEALERSCOM

PORSCHELIST.COM

PORSCHEDEALERS.NET

PORSCHELIST.ORG

PORSCHEDEALS.COM

PORSCHELOAN.COM

PORSCHEDESIGNS.COM

PORSCHELOANS.COM

PORSCHEDIRECT.COM

PORSCHELYNN.COM

PORSCHEDIRECT.NET

PORSCHEMAIL.COM

PORSCHEDOCTOR.COM

PORSCHEMALL.COM

PORSCHEDOT.COM

PORSCHEMINDER.COM

PORSCHEEXCHANGE.COM

PORSCHEMOTORSPORTS.COM

PORSCHEEXCHANGE.NET

PORSCHENAUT.COM

PORSCHEFI.COM

PORSCHENETT.COM

PORSCHEFACTORYPARTS.COM

PORSCHENETWORK.COM

PORSCHEFAN.COM

PORSCHENEWCARS.COM

PORSCHEFANS.COM

PORSCHENOW.COM

PORSCHEFLEET.COVf

PORSCHENUT.COM

PORSCHEFORFREE.COM

PORSCHEOFNEWPORTBEACH.COM

PORSCHEFORFREE.NET
PORSCHEFORMULACOM

PORSCHEONLINE.COM

PORSCREFORMULAI.COM

PORSCHEOWNERS.COM

PORSCHEFX.COM

PORSCHEOWNERSCLUB.COM

PORSCHEGT.COM%

PORSCHEPARADE.COM

PORSCHEHAUS.COM

PORSCHEPARTS.COM

PORSCHEOWNER.COM
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PORSCHEPARTS.NET

PORSCHESFORSALE.COM

PORSCHEPARTSSTORE.COM

PORSCHESHOWROOM.COM

PORSCHEPARTTRADERS.COM

PORSCHESITECOM

PORSCHEPHILE.COM

PORSCHESONLINE.COM

PORSCHEPHILES.ORG

PORSCHESPARES.COM

PORSCHEPRODUCTS.COM

PORSCHESPECIALS.COM

PORSCHERACING.COM

PORSCHESPLAYHOUSE.COM

PORSCHERESOURCE.COM

PORSCHESPOKENHERE.COM

PORSCHERIMS.COM

PORSCHESTORE.COM

PORSCHES.COM

PORSCHESTORE.NET

PORSCHES-4-SALE COM

PORSCHESTUFF.COM

PORSCHES-USA.COM

PORSCHESUCKS.COM

PORSCHES4LESS.COM

PORSCHESUCKS.NET

PORSCHES4SALE.COM

PORSCHESUCKS.ORG

PORSCHESALES.COM

PORSCHESUK.COM

PORSCHESALESCENTER.COM

PORSCHESUPERCUP.COM

PORSCHESALESTODAY.COM

PORSCHESUPERSTORE.COM

PORSCHESALVAGE.COM

PORSCHESWAP.COM

PORSCHESCAPE.COM

PORSCHETALK.COM

PORSCHESCENE.COM

PORSCHETECHNICAN.COM

PORSCHESCOTTSDALE.COM

PORSCHETODAY.COM

PORSCHESDIRECTCOM

PORSCHETOYS.COM

PORSCHESERVICE.COM

PORSCHETRADE.COM

PORSCHESERVICENET

PORSCHETRADER.COM

PORSCHESERVICEINFO.COM

PORSCHEUS.COM

PORSCHESEX.COM

PORSCHEUSA.COM
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PORSCHEUSEDCARS.COM

TURBOPARTSFORPORSCHE.COM

PORSCHEVEHICLES.COM

ULTIMATEPORSCHE-COM

PORSCHEVIDEO.COM

USEDPARTSFORPORSCHE.COM

PORSCHEWEB.COM

USEDPORSCHE.COM

PORSCHEWORLD.COM

USEDPORSCHES.COM

PORSCHEWORLD.NET

VWPORSCHE.COM

PORSCHEZENTRUM.COM

VWPORSCHE.NET

PORSCHEZENTRUMNET

VWPORSCHE.ORG

PORSCHEZONE.COM

WALTERSPORSCHE.COM

PORSHCE.COM

WINAPORSCHE.COM

PORSHEN.COM

WINPORSCHE.COM

PORSHEN.NET

WWWPORSCHE.COM

PORSHEN.ORG

YOURPORSCHE.COM

POSCHE.COM

1-800-PORSCHE.COM

POSRCHE.COM

PORSCHE-PARTS.NET

PREOWNEDPORSCHE.COM

PORSCHE2000.COM

PRISTINEPORSCHE.COM

PORSCHEAUTOPARTS.COM

PROSCHE.COM

PORSCHEPARTSNETWORK.COM

PRSCHE.COM

PORSHCHA.COM

PURCHASEPORSCHE.COM

PORSHE.NET

PURCHASEUSEDPORSCHE.COM

PORSHE.ORG

QUICKPORSCHE.COM

E-PORCHE.ORG

ROADSPORTPORSCHE.COM

E-PORCHE.NET

SEEPORSCHE.COM

PORSCHECREDITCORP.COM

STEVENSCREEKPORSCHE.COM
THINKPORSCHE.COM
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hup:',W WW.THEBESTDOMANS COM

A doinain-namc is %ourotsn Internet address.This address. should say it alL.,Whn advertising it should
be catchy and casil recognisable like all ) our other ad%ertising. There are 10.000 .NW addresses
registered e'.er. day.Wlhen those addresses listed below are gone THEY'RE GONE it will be even
harder. REMEMBER your Internet address IS a business asset and has %-lue.AIl these addresses listed
belon WILL go up in value.You should be able to deduct these costs of purchase from your tax.
.. all these Domain nams can hae SUB-DOMAINS to: ,ith 91 lporsche.com ) ou can
add a sub-topic in front of this ie: ivssw.partL91 Iporscie.com or ivww.sales.91 lporsehe.canm, this can
be done to all of these Domain names and dramatically increases their use and value!

Lii

21119 4 47 PM
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25
h tp:J'WWVW.TIIE.BESrDOMAIN ;.COM

i*',-Ad
1,:laivt:,

Interested In purchasing any of the domains above? just E-MAIL us. We are the
owners&seiiers and will send you a response as soon as possible. Please include full
name and email address where we can reach you.

4 1,,k

211/1

4.47 PM
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Acura
Acont-Leas."om
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aturax.com
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go-Acuraxo¢
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go.Chrysf.carn
goChrja(lwprnpouth.com

Buy.Audl.com
........
DdvvAud4.c.
go-Aual.co
HotAu8uys.cOrt
Lo-*SA-d.0cm

lodgeTruck-Slos."om
$695
$395- TwCodgecOm
quDodg..orn
$695
go~odgeToclcon
$695
Ferrari
$69

Le-acoMW.cor
Buick

$1,295
$1,295
5685
$1,285
$85
$65

Cadillac
alcadffc.corn
C;alae.De"lIrcom
Cadclc.LaoIht.onM
Cd,6c.Sa .om
C;diacloasv.cm
9o-C6lUa,€ora
Le*CafItc.0om

$1.295
$1,295
$69
$1,29
$688
$695
$695

$5
$666
$1.295
51,295

Th-C-GuyLoom
TonSOfC.0.com
Hummer

$695

$695
-

$685
$1.295
5695

Infinitl

$1,295
$1,295
$696
8685
$65
$665

atflnfitLcon,
Driv.onfrdtLcom
g$onflrll.com
Infimid-Deab.com
In$f9ltaasa.com
nfingd-Loaxing.com
Ls.oinfintLcorn

SFord.com

$695

Isuzu

GoFcrdTrucko.com
HotForduy.wm

$1,295
$695

alhuzucom
go-lszu.cos
go9louGecorn
lsuwoD.ealor.co=
hIut-Deao.om
. Iu u-Salc.com

GaoDealor.com
GSo1S.les~coo
-

.

$1,295
01.285
065.

$695

HoIGo-uysxcom

$69

Jaguar

$688
.1,285
$685
$685
$695

tJaguar.oA
go°Jagslr.com
Jeogua.Lel. g.co
J.guaLeu-scom'"
La.cJguaroom
Jeep

$1,295
$695

aIJ.ePoom
9-Je"p'om
20opEalht_-on

$65

JeeoMasEeee-.c'

GIIC
at-GL4C.uom
MCCgalor.wn
GMTtutkSewI.coro
6

G0$00

Honda
LCm
.o
$1,295
AtChayroleLoOm
Chcwo!¢t-Dnmisr.comC~aJrop-D.Oxeer~corn
$1.255
qa-.r-d.tom
00.28

c.,..,...g....or...oo.,

ChavyTruck-SaLcom
go-CheoreleLom
SSO,4Coe

Mod.I 5

$ ,295

Honda.tear.xo

$685
$65

RoioondoGUYLCMo

Cor Disfers Web-0 Dom.

$695
$695

$,6
$1,29

.. ,..r4

BidShet

-

31.295
05""
$1.295
$1,295
$695
$1,295
5695
$1,296
$685
5085
$695
$695
$1,295
$695
$695
$685
$695
695

S1,295
$695
0S95
5695
$695
$1.295
$6895
EX-HIBU
|

Jin
5

J..p
N-olo Aucton

$1,295
$695
$1.285
$1,265
$1:25
$1,288
$695
$685
$685

-u

-go-Ge==rn

Chevrolet

Chevy'.0-6ao.con

alHUmmer.com
go-Hurnmei.corn
Hummr-DexJer.com
Huwmec-S&eT.eows
Huo-rnLeng.€in

Ferrari-Leulg.oom
MyFortarl.co.
Ford
atFod.com
dheFor~com
Ford.Leadng.com
FordToughTrbcktcom
Fo.dTruo-Sl.eo.on
9

atliukck.com
Mock.Oeaw co
Mt6.o*
Bud(-Lch
Buck-Salos.con
skng.co'
5dckd~ea
goBulch.cOrn

HLe

AME

mco
.. srCGSav
Gar-gu.core Car uyersMartcor
Houkualo~uysonom
HoICarBuys.com
HotTrukSuys.co
Purh eoCw
oerjo*

$1.295
$1,285
$6895
$1.295

-

Dodge
tzDodge.corn
Codgo...com

$1.2S5
$695

$1.25
$60
$695
$1295
$695
0685
$665

MA

L e-Hod.&com
LeowJ-bL~non

**HOT SALES

atucLcorm
Le.com
Aud-..

BMW
aISMW.¢ M
BAIWl..eaoe.0
BMW-LLaswg.cofn
BMW-Servic.corn
DONIcMW.cOm
go-BKLWxorM

PRCI

D9MAXLHAMN
N&lV.
gwChey.cam

310-

.- 7

a.

6Zd0doma,0.oo0
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"UE

nQMAIANMHA

PI

DOMAIN NAME

$695

JewL..sncg.co
Kin
atKitcom
go.Ki.com
Ho8K9Auys1
KnaD.ler.corn
KIA-al-es.com

....

Mitsubishi
atMitsubishi corn
go-Mtsublsh..com
goMisubishl.eo
Mirubjshl-Dal.r.com Mimlubilsh]-Sals.corn
Misub bLnse..eom

31,295
$695
$610orm
$1,295
$1,595

laaLelsng.corn
LandRover
LanRover-Satasorn

$695

LandRoarBuys.com

$605

$1,595

Lexus
$1.295

51.295
$699
$695
$695

Mercedes-Benz

$695

Subaru

$695
$1,295

go-Subarucmon
HctSubmrBuysorm
Suban,-Dealar.cos

$695
$695
$695

atOsmobe.coc
Oidsrmcili-Leask.com
Oldsrmobdl-Sales.
Peugeot
atieugeotc
euyPaugeoLcom
Gopsou.

PortsacLesOng.com
Porsche
tP.,..h..cm
go-Porsche.com

--

t.ae-Po'schf.crr -

$1,295
$695

LeaxsPochv.coo
Porsche-Leae.com
Poascha.Leasig.com
RangeRover
a utRa.RoveCrcrm

Merzedas.Leasei.coei

3 5$

Mercedes-Servie.com
Ma:edeeBmuL~sase.ooI

$1,295
$69s

51,295
$695
$699

$1,295
$695
$695
$695
$5.295

alMercury.com,
DriveMarcury.ceom
Mercury-Dealer.com
Mrcury-LeaSe.com
Mocury-Sala.om

II

lu

. L

agFlvs
RingeRovor.mei
S.Ra;eRovsr.Sales.co
.Racvmar.ale.co m

-"

-

Raog RovrnLeameca
Saab
atSb cor'
gu-Saab.coc
Leses$aab Ocl

P p n QJp WA....
Car 0

S696

g.ca,

HoI~isumnBuyscom
Nismn-Leamcm
Nix-n-Truck .com

lMerados.corn
go.SMarcedeo.cm
goMmeced.ersez.om
LIese-Memrcdesc'.
Mercedes-Leaae.cor

St-Cuff M

Saab-lAaI
Saturn

$695'
$1,295
$595
$1,295
$695

Ponlaz-$ales~com

a3Mnd&com
go Mazdtcom
HmMuzdauysc.om
Mazda.Leasing.com

I ........

$695
$695

$1.295
$695

is.corn
geissmon

31.295
PeugeotLaass
uo
$695
lOontlac
$6a9tPs:i-com
$695
go-Ponfac.corn
$695
Ponjaz-Dealer.co

Mazda

vo

HAUT;

Suab-D.r.com
Sub-Lease.cn

iaSaI7dntco"
t
-c o n
go-Sal
goSan.cocm
HoIS.aurnSuycom
Seturn-Loms.com
Salum-Leaslig.corm

Paugeol-OaIalr.com

aILcoln.cooi
gs-Uklo cmns
.
kcsln-aaIl.tcm
Lrcste.Leasirfl 9 com
onbn-Sales.com

I

DMAIN

$1,295

.... O ldsm obile
$695
$1,295
$1.295
$695
695
$695
$695

Lincoln

Mercury

.RIC

Nissan
6

aIL.u.com
Dnv#Lsxus.cos8
go.L.xve.com
goex.us.corn
HodLexuaBuys.corm
Lase-Leas.com
LeaseeLonS
LeJs-Lest.cora
Lexs-Lesaling.com

IRALTESAUMi' SALES

ars Websele -

.......

$1,295
"695
$695
$695
$695
5695

Su~ieDeali~crn

$6OS

$6 5

SubaruL*Longco

$695

$1.295

Suzuki

$1.295

atSuzui.ctom
Suzukl-Dsalarom

$1,295
$1,295

$1,295

Suzuki-SaluSxorm

$1,295

$66

Toyola

$695
$695
.
,

atToyot.com
SuyToyolaTruckt.com
o-Toyota.com '

$1,255
$695

goToyoaTrmcks.corn
HtToyotEfuy.zor
Loesa-Toyots.ocm
LeaeToyot.com

$1 295
$1,:96
569$
5695

Toyota-Deal.r.com
Toyta-Leas.com
Toyotz-Loung cor
ToyotaTvuckSsies.om
Volkswagen

$1.295
$695
$695
$1,295

aivolkswageacom
BuyVoflswagen.com
9 o'Votwa9ecnccei

$1.295

go.VW.coc
qoVo ,w ge,.csm
oVW.c=poISuGscm

5695
$659
$1.295
$995

lHoVWBugeom
VW-S$a1s.coms

$,55
$1.295

I

-

ses5
$699

$695

$1,295
$695
$6"5
$695
$695
5695

$1,295
$695

1.29
$1,295

$t.295
$695

_

$1,295
$1,295
- .6,5

1,295
5695

Volvo

atVolvo.com
go-Vclvo.om

.

$1,295
4695

$1.299

LeaoVol-o.coo

$695

5695
$695

Vovo-Dlalcr.om
Volvo-Leulog.ccs

$1.295
$695

Bid Sh at

310459-AS57
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Alois,Q)cy Resulu

NETiWORK SOLUTIONS

wwsdsrJflfUPmJ/r ,e-wodu.luisms com.'q-birwhiorLwhos
*4

,,

__l ,

Brand every e--mail you sn
Aborting search 50 rconrds found.
PE18130LEA.
Besrick Ad&.$ (PS1tS-rLR-DflhI
NCDCNALDSRESTAIPrn-T.
BesuieC Adams (M.COQSALDSRESTA'JRANr-OOM)
ROLLSROYCEPLC.
Beswick Adams (RC:.LLS.OYCEPLCDO)
SUBWAYSUCKS..
-DOM)
Besw.ck Adams (dnm$Ry34 S2cS3
COCA-COACO P.
Besaick Adams (COCA-COLACORP-DOMI
BURGERKING HOPPER.
BEsWek Adams UUWLO.CIOW LR-DOM )
JAGUARCARSLIMITED.
Adams (JAGUARCA4LSL1MrT9&-DC\)
Leswick
DRINGHCFPORSCREAG.
Bseswck Alan (DRIG.C -OASCREAG-DC*)
WWDYS•
aeswck Adams (WENYS6-YOM)
CCCA-COLAM.STLS.
iswsick Adam (CoCCA-COLAOTTLER-DOY)
BURGERxINGCORPoLY0ION.
n:R:NGCORPORATION-CM)
esswick Adams IBUd
0ACOBEflCORP.
Esswick Aams cTAZCIELLCORP-EOM)
AUMTORCORPCOR7UON.
Easaick Alams (MAZiCCAMORCORRORAION- ',)
KECRESTA::AN .
Beswick Adams (KFCRES7AURANT-OM)
WSDYSRESTA-AWT.
Besick Adams (WKNDYSYSTAOANT-rC-)
THESAURGROU
DC)
'SAY'JRNGROOPBeswick Adam (
TOYOTAOTORCO.PtOArION.
Sssw ck Adams TOYOTAa.TORCOMPOBATLON-DCM)
SUBWAYRESTAM-RATS.
esick Adams (SUBWAYRESTAURANTS-Drfl)
BUAGZRKINGRZSTAURANT.
Beswick Adams jEURGER-(NGRESAURANT-DOM
WENDYSSUCKS.
Besw.ck Adams (WENtY5SU-S-OM)
KFCAZSTALUMTS,
Beswick Adams (KFCRE$7TAWT- Da)
THEDODGECOAPORATION.
T'JDG--COKPOPATICN-OOM)
Bsw3. 1 Adas
flW.PON
NISSAMTORCO R
Adams (SISSANMC-ORCOEPORATIOK-DOM)
Besck
VIRG'COP.
BsLck Adams (VIRG:NCCkP-O)
MERCEDES-BIZSSA.
Bsick
Adams (MERCDE:S-5BZCSA-DCfF)
HCDONALCSRP.
Be swick Adams (MCDChAALZSCORP-DOM)
SUBWAYSmlDWECHES.
W"CES-DCM)
Beswtck Adams (S 3SaY
B-W-AG.
Beswick Adams (1MW-AG-M
HYCSDAIMOTORCCL-ANY.
Besick Adams CMyO-A.OTORCOMPANY-DOM
PEPSICORPOIATXCW.
Besaick Adams ( ?PSCCPOUATIJOJ-DO)
VOLVCOUP.
Seswick Adams f'OAOGRCUP-CB)
"
CCCA-COLACORPO='X C
Adams ICOCA-ZCIACORPO-ATION-CCM)
:S-ick
SAARAUTCBSILE.
Beswick Adams CdX;32AJ-CMO31-DCH)
7TICN
MCDONALDSCORPOY
Less
k Adams CONA(2 COROATId5N-OM)
MDCASY :M-C.
*Sessick Adams C-DO%.ALZS3-GI4AC-OM)
TACOBELLCORPOU,.flION:
Besick Ada"s cACoEzLCO.PORATON-DOMI
BURGERKNGRESAM--WNTS
-DOM)
V
Bmeswick Adams Ct.k R.:R.ESTAURAMTS
VtRdMCORPrO-AfON.
Seswick Adams (""A.:NCRPAT ION-BGI
PEPS:CORP.
Beaick Adams (?E?$:CC.P-DMI
LOTUSCPSUSA.
Esawnk Adam" COT'JSCk'LSUSA2-ZC4)
AMERSCANKODAMSORCO.
'S ONDA $OTORCO-OM)
C2[
.BesLck Adas
a SWICX;DAMS.
Se.sick Adams (mn-:CAZA3CS-DM] - D
SUBWAYRESTM=AlT.
CM)
Sewick Adas (SVSHAY-ESTAURART2
0
WENDYS rLIWC.
W-NDYSL.-TLINC-D M)
Beswick Adas
CXRYSLZURCORPCUAUION.
Besiwck Adams CHRTSLERCORPcRATroM2-DOM)
GENERAL OAOFCAAU
isaick Adads fGENS5A-LOTORSOFCANADA-DOMI
S
Bessick Adams (PE?$:-30TTLR-DM)
MIGCRP
URG
Bswick Adams [BURGS.RXIUNGCCRP-D0t4)
CuM-SOr- 14G,
Basick Adams [CCK-35OWLING-DO )
CLADLR
EXHIBIT 1 PP
Basick Adams (?SI-C0LA3OTTLER-00H2 1

I

sf24M
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.Of Fdrm

aw kkadam oarolwfam=u

OFFER FORM
Please complete and submit the following form to make an offer for one of
Beswick Adam's domain names. Be certain that your contact information is
correct. Also, please be certain that your chosen domairrname-is'spelled

correctly because once submitted, THIS FORM CONSTITUTES A LEGALLY

BINDING OFFER TO PURCHASE THE DOMAIN YOU HAVE LISTED FROM

BESWICK ADAMS CORPORATION. Ifyou have any questions regarding this
form or process, please e-mail them to icchembeswickadams.com or surf to
Contact Us in the navagation bar for further Beswick Adams contact information.
First

Lest

_

Name:

Name:
I
Title:
Company: I

I

I
Email:
IAddress:
State /

City:
Code:stal

Province:
Country: I

Telephone: I

IFacsimile: 1

Domain

Name:

I

Offer (in

,

US dollars)
os. certain
responding
to this
anyproblems
youvritexpedence
it ismost uiey that
Please note:Althugh
anydirmcutes. (ordyu arenotusinga
experience
Ifyou
wi not respod p"oer,'.
non-standard browsers
coM.
l
totils formto.scembesywcadarns
forms-capable bowser) youmay emal yourresponse

I
bs
Is.,cer

lofl

~oo=

4120.991t2MPM
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hit '.iA,, .portd.e

Bmd i Toys Dittnrutos TOYS,TOYS. toys (Wckomc to MNf-sv)

tMR-STE
SALES

P00IOG

c1

NEW !!!

,asivCa-d

BaaPrcoduMt

m ic -t

Visa. A',ncan Express

1,

OtSrProdeUs

1-888-627-7838

VIS

L~c

416916A
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t nI
c m, htis
'h ody-toy lihs
htp -/w p o nd -e.rre

Tey ut

MYSTIC KNIGHTS of TIR NA NOG
#7833 MYSTIC KNIGHTS BATTLE FURY DEFENDERS - $11.25
Mystic Knights
ablity. thus
creating
andlighbrig
even more
The WMs
armor. Battl
weapons
andthe
addisonal
figure comes
wonprojectie
Fulygain
poseable,
eachwizardry
fury
Defienc:Knight
Stud Luged.the EvilWarriorofTarm' For Age~s4 am up.
# 7850 JOUSTING MYSTIC KNIGHTS **$18.12
The undauntedMystic Knightstake on the EvilSentinelsin some real jousting action, Eachset comes
with oneMysbcKnight, an Enl Sentinel, and their respective jousting handles. Who wins? Youdecde!
Forages 4 andup.
# 7900 BATTLE BIKES AND BATLLE SIDE CARS - $13.76
Muscularloohing blileswith fearsome detailsThe Batel Bikesire prqjectle whilethe Battle Side
togh
evAlerror, Each BattleBikeandBarte Side Car comes wit poseable Mystic Knight
Care dries
Car and
Batte SideCar.Rohans BattleBie. Ivars Battle SxOe
figure, Garetts BattleBke, Dekdnres
Ang i; Battle Bke Forages 4 and up.

# 7855 DELUXE ATTACK MACHINES-

$27.50

The Deluxe
Attack Machine; are power packed wh cool weapons for fight aganst evil. Clear theway
with its
with the p-otA spike iades, or firegiant flnie mssiles. EachDekre Attack Maclanecomes
own poaeablefigure.Forages 4 and up.
# 7770 MYSTIC DEFENDERS ACTION FIGURES " $9.40
detail anddecorationl The
ThigSpring we add theBabyDragon.The Dragesnfeaturng amazing
Drageen can flaphi wngs and apply his jaw oninching chomp. Forages 4 andup
# 7880 DELUXE MICRO PLAYSETS - $13.60
Theworld of Mystic Kights comes alivewith theseincredibly detadedplaysets. Each set comeswith
workig features.hiddenareas & minature .igre Open and dscove the mysticalsecrets kimideNot
soonisRohan's,Mystic Knight ofFie Helmet Playse Forages 4 and up.
pictured, but coming
# 7910 MOBILE ARMOR ELIMINATOR - $20.00
Lugad,the Warrior of Temra.
aidthe Mystic KEgtits Intheir battles against
Mobie Armor Eleninators
slashig swords, or pinching ciaws.
Comescompleteswithwo action features likefiringProjectiles.
Bonus Mic Knight poseable ftgure Included. Notpictured, tut comig soon are Anguss andIvars
Motile Ant- Elminators. For ages 4 and up.
#7800 8" DELUXE ARMOR DEFENDERS - $15.00

POWER RANGERS LOST GALAXY
#4265 ASTRO CYCLES -$15.00
These cyces are the frst vehicles of the Lost Galaxy season, and come in Red.Green, Blueand
Black. o thi Stealth Defender. Eachcustom cycle resembles eachPower Rangers Zord andis
Power Ranger. SpeOal pleces can be raoved from the cycle and
packaged with a S"articulteled
snapped onto thePower Ranger to create anarmored look. Assortment of 4. Ages 4 and up.
I o1"7

4r6M9:16 AM
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Toy it

oyjislhn=

#4290 DELUXE GALAXY MEGAZORD - $54.37
Battle
e with this imposing
Megazord. comprised-oLsive
IndIvidual
Zords. Eachartlculated.Zord can
the Deluxe Galaxy Megazord. The Condor
beplayed with indryidaky or conined to reate
Galectazord can either bestored on the back ofthe Megazord or used as bow-and-arrow weapon, with
action.
Ages4 andup.
head. tail andwing movements
# 4291 DELUXE DEFENDER TOROZORD - $41.25
This second Megazord
the Ei Space Aiens.
his Zord tobattle
The StealthDefender hassumm'noned
DetenderTorozord. The
insidetheDeluxe
includes aStealth defender artculated figure which fits
Ages 4 and up.
Stealth Defendercan alsorideon theback of theTorozord.Two weapons included.
# 4295 DELUXE MICRO PLAYSETS - $13.64
and a Galaxy Megazord head.
This new playset aesortent IScomp,'ised of a GalaxyPower Range'r
neS,arndfeatur the own
Each pl1ayetIScomplete with two 1 Power RangersandtwoEv Space
to fodthe EvlSpace aliens.Forstorage,place thefgure inside, dose the
unique actions and traps
front and the toyIs instantly portable. Assortment of2. Ages 4 andup.
# 4280 WEAPON ASSORTMENT

$20.00

Space MAe. The
The Quasar Saber is usedbyan the PowerRangers todefend Eathfrom Evil
saber features fights andsound and comeswith fiveamber medallions that snap on to math your
assortment also includes the Galaxy Blaster. a two piec weapon featunng lights
favonte Zord.This
and soundAssortment of 2.Ages 4 andup.
# 4275 MORPHER ASSORTMENT - $13.75
favorte Power Ranger bystrapping theTransmorpher on theirwdist to
Now Idds can becometheir
summon torvery own Zord. The moMher has ightsand sounds.By rotatingthe dinl to metch the five
cr. A included in
button
andbear eachzordsbatte
colors
kkids
can press te siver
PowerRanger
a twopiece morpher with light ed our.
is theStealthDefender Morpher,
the assortment
Aortment of2. Ages 4 andup
# 4283 TRANSDAGGER

$13.75

each
This role play Itemisextrame versatile andcan changeinto five different modes,one modefor
'anger badge included. Ages 4 andup.
Power Ranger Bonus Power
# 4240 5" GALAXY POWER RANGERS-

$8.75

EachPower Ranger speaks a unique phrase at the touch ofa uton. Thesefty articulated action
figres cane seh spedat weapons and acssones. Thi assortment includesthe SPower Rangers
SpaceAeenscomplete the mix andhave unique weapons
Stealth Delender. TwoEdit
and thespecial
andactionfeatures. Assortment of 8.Ages4 endup.
# 4255 5i"ACTION ZORDS " $8.75
new acionZords eachhave their ownsignature action featureand accessories. The
These excihng
Defender Tomzord andthe MegaDefender (not included).
theGalaxyMegazord,
assortment Includes
Assortment of3. Ages 4 andup.

#4285 INTERMEDIATE ZORD ASSORTMENT - $20.00
back andthe head
The GalaxyMegazordcomeswith a swordandcondorweapon Puttthebirds tail
stands a fu 12' tag Also included in the
snape forvard ustliea realbow-and-arrow[ Eachzord
the StealthDefender inthe Zord mode.Assortment of2 Ages
easrlent is the MegaDefender Zord,
4 and up
4r2655P;tOAM
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ToyHeo

# 3200 DIGIZORD

porchc-wozconvlfarbodytoy jisass

$13.75

Thi season's Diglzod m ihe form oftheGalaxy
Megazod. cmplate wth condor
bow-and-arrow.
This
eletronic
game canbe pyed on 93own or hooked upto a friends Dgizord for battle.Themoe
youtrain
your Digaord. the3
or Cbecome&Asso'nent of 3. Ages 4 andup.
# 4300 5" CONQUERING POWER RANGERS - $11.25
These aweso=e 5' lgures have removable transkocent
armorand a bonusspacebeast weapon.
The
beest can be dismantled
and snapped onto figurefor animalarmortookAsortment of 4.Ags 4 ad
up.

FLUFFY'S
#75000ASSORTMENT

$4.27
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Senator ABRAHAM. Before we turn to you, Mr. Young, we have
been joined by our committee's ranking member, Senator Leahy,
and I will turn to him for an opening statement. I also just would
indicate, by, I gather, prior agreement, that we will leave the
record open for any other members who couldn't be here today to
submit any opening statements or comments they want.
And we would also request if anybody wishes to submit questions
for the witnesses who couldn't be here today that they do so by the
close of business tomorrow so that you all would have a chance to
respond. We are hoping to get the responses done by the close of
business Tuesday.
So with that said, I will turn to our committee ranking member,
Senator Leahy, of Vermont.
STATEMENT OF HON. PATRICK J. LEAHY, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF VERMONT
Senator LEAHY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Like you
and the rest of us, we have about four hearings going on at the
same time, but this is an important issue and one I have thought
a lot about.
We know that trademarks are an important tool of commerce. In
fact, the exclusive right to the use of a unique mark helps companies compete in the marketplace. It can distinguish their goods and
services from their competitors. It helps consumers identify the
source of a product and they can link it with a particular company.
The use of trademarks by companies and the reliance on trademarks by consumers is just going to become that much more important as the global marketplace becomes bigger, and it is becoming
bigger and more accessible with electronic commerce. The reason is
obviously simple. When you have a trademarked name, if it is used
as a company's address in cyberspace, well then a customer, whether they are in Michigan or Vermont or Sri Lanka, will know where
to go online to conduct business with that company.
The growth of electronic commerce is having a positive effect on
small rural States like mine. A Vermont Internet Commerce report
I commissioned earlier this year found that Vermont gained over
1,000 new jobs as a result of Internet commerce, with the potential
that there would be another 24,000 jobs over the next 2 years. Mr.
Chairman, for a State the size of Michigan, that may not seem like
a large number, but for a State of only 600,000 people, 24,000 new
jobs just from this one source in 2 years is an enormous difference
for us.
But along with that good news, the same report identified a
number of obstacles. One obstacle is that, "Merchants are anxious
about not being able to control where their names and brands are
being displayed." The report also says, consumer confidence in
shopping online has to be bolstered.
Both merchant and consumer confidence is undermined by
cybersquatters or cyberpirates who abuse the rights of trademark
holders by purposefully and maliciously registering as a domain
name the trademark name of another company. It diverts and confuses customers. It denies the company the ability to establish an
easy-to-find online address.
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Enforcing trademark law in cyberspace can help. I have long
been concerned about this. In fact, when the Congress passed the
Federal Trademark Dilution Act of 1995, I said, 'Although no one
else has yet considered this application, it is my hope that this
antidilution statute can help stem the use of deceptive Internet addresses taken by those who are choosing marks that are associated
with the products and reputations of others." Last year, I authored
an amendment that was part of the Next Generation Internet Research Act on this same issue.
These are serious matters. Both the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers, I-CANN, and WIPO are also making
recommendations. The Federal Trademark Dilution Act has been
used as I predicted to stop misleading uses of names, but we have
a long way to go. Cybersquatting is an important issue both for
trademark holders and for the future of electronic commerce on the
Internet.
But we also have to tread very carefully to ensure that any remedies do not impede or stifle the free flow of information on the
Net. Because the United States has been the incubator in many
ways of the World Wide Web, the world is going to watch very
carefully what we do.
So I am hopeful, Mr. Chairman, that you and I and Chairman
Hatch, Senator Torricelli and all can work together on this. I will
put my whole statement in the record, but I think that we will find
on this issue especially the rest of the world is going to watch very
carefully what we do, so we want to make sure we do it right.
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Senator Leahy follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF PATRICK J. LEAHY, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF VERMONT

Trademarks are important tools of commerce. The exclusive right to the use of
a unique mark helps companies compete in the marketplace by distinguishing their
goods and services from those of their competitors, and helps consumers identify the
source of a product by linking it with a particular company. The use of trademarks
by companies, and reliance on trademarks by consumers, will only become more important as the global marketplace becomes larger and more accessible with electronic commerce. The reason is simple: when a trademarked name is used as a company's address in cyberspace, customers know where to go online to conduct business with that company.
The growth of electronic commerce is having a positive effect on the economies
of small rural states like mine. A Vermont Internet Commerce report I commissioned earlier this year found that Vermont gained more than 1,000 new jobs as a
result of Internet commerce, with the potential that Vermont could add more than
24,000 jobs over the next two years. For a small state like ours, this is very good
news.
Along with the good news, this report identified a number of obstacles that stand
in the way of Vermont reaching the full potential promised by Internet commerce.
One obstacle is that "merchants are anxious about not being able to control where
their names and brands are being displayed." Another is the need to bolster consumers' confidence in online shopping.
Both merchant and consumer confidence in conducting business online are undermined by so-called "cybersquatters" or "cyberpirates," who abuse the rights of trademark holders by purposely and maliciously registering as a domain name the
trademarked name of another company to divert and confuse customers or to deny
the company the ability to establish an easy-to-find online location. A recent report
by the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) on the Internet domain
name process has characterized cybersquatting as "predatory and parasitical practices by a minority of domain registrants acting in bad faith" to register famous or
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well-known marks of others-which can lead to consumer confusion or downright
fraud.
Enforcing trademark law in cyberspace can help bring consumer confidence to this
new frontier. That is why I have long been concerned with protecting registered
trademarks online. Indeed, when the Congress passed the Federal Trademark Dilution Act of 1995, I noted that:
[A]lthough no one else has yet considered this application, it is my hope
that this antidilution statute can help stem the use of deceptive Internet
addresses taken by those who are choosing marks that are associated with
the products and reputations of others.
(Congressional Record, Dec. 29, 1995, page S19312)
In addition, last year I authored an amendment that was enacted as part of the
Next Generation Internet Research Act authorizing the National Research Council
of the National Academy of Sciences to study the effects on trademark holders of
adding new top-level domain names and requesting recommendations on inexpensive and expeditious procedures for resolving trademark disputes over the assignment of domain names. Both the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and
Numbers (I-CANN) and WIPO are also making recommendations on these procedures. We should make sure that any anti-cybersquatting legislation we pass does
not frustrate these efforts.
The Federal Trademark Dilution Act of 1995 has been used as I predicted to help
stop misleading uses of trademarks as domain names. One court has described this
exercise by saying that "attempting to apply established trademark law in the fastdeveloping world of the Internet is somewhat like trying to board a moving bus
* * *" [Bensusan Restaurant Corp. v. King, 126 F.3d 25 (2d Cir. 1997)] Nevertheless, the courts appear to be handling "cybersquatting" cases well. As Professor Michael Froomkin notes in his written testimony, "[i]n every case involving a person
who registered large numbers of domains for resale, the cybersquatter has lost."
For example, courts have had little trouble dealing with a notorious
"cybersquatter," Dennis Toeppen from Illinois, who registered more than 100 trade"neimanand
"deltaairlines.com,"
"yankeestadium.com,"
marks-including
marcus.com"--as domain names for the purpose of eventually selling the names
back to the companies owning the trademarks. The courts reviewing his activities
have unanimously determined that he violated the Federal Trademark Dilution Act.
Enforcing or even modifying our trademark laws will be only part of the solution
to cybersquatting. Up to now, people have been able to register any number of domain names in the popular ".com" domain with no money down and no money due
for 60 days. Network Solutions Inc. (NSI), the dominant Internet registrar, announced yesterday that it was changing this policy, and requiring payment of the
registration fee up front. In doing so, the NSI admitted that it was making this
change to curb cybersquatting.
In light of the developing case law, the ongoing efforts within WIPO and I-CANN
to build a consensus global mechanism for resolving online trademark disputes, and
the implementation of domain name registration practices designed to discourage
cybersquatting, we should be precise about the problems we need to address before
we legislate in this area.
I am concerned that the S. 1255, the "Anticybersquatting Consumer Protection
Act," introduced by Senators Abraham, Torricelli, Hatch and McCain, would have
a number of unintended consequences that could hurt rather than promote electronic commerce. This bill would make it illegal to register or use any "Internet domain name or identifier of an online location" that could be confused with the trademark of another person or cause dilution of a "famous trademark."
" The definition is overbroad. The bill covers the use or registration of any "identifier," which could cover not just second level domain names, but also e-mail
addresses, screen names used in chat rooms, and even files accessible and readable on the Internet. As Professor Froomkin points out, "the definitions will
make every fan a criminal." How? A file document about Batman, for example,
which uses the trademark "Batman" in its name, which also identifies its online
location, could land the writer in court under this bill. This bill is simply
overbroad; cybersquatting is not about file names.
" The bill threatens hypertext linking. The Web operates on hypertext linking, to
facilitate jumping from one site to another. S. 1255 could disrupt this practice
by imposing liability on operators of sites with links to other sites with trademark names in the address. One could imagine a trademark owner not wanting
to be associated with or linked with certain sites, and threatening suit under
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this proposal unless the link were eliminated or payments were made for allowing the linking.
* The bill would criminalize dissent and protest sites. A number of Web sites collect complaints about trademarked products or services, and use the
trademarked names to identify themselves. For example, there are protest sites
named "boycott-cbs.com" and "www.PepsiBloodbath.com." While the speech contained on those sites is clearly constitutionally protected, S. 1255 would criminalize the use of the trademarked name to reach the site and make them difficult to search for and find online.
The bill would stifle legitimate warehousing of domain names. The bill would
change current law and make liable persons who register domain names similar to
other trademarked names, whether or not they actually set up a site and use the
name. The courts have recognized that companies may have legitimate reason for
registering domain names without using them and have declined to find trademark
violations for mere registration of a trademarked name. For example, a company
planning to acquire another company might register a domain name containing the
target company's name in anticipation of the deal. This bill would make that company liable for trademark infringement.
Cybersquatting is an important issue both for trademark holders and for the future of electronic commerce on the Internet. Yet the Congress should tread carefully
to ensure that any remedies do not impede or stifle the free flow of information on
the Internet. In many ways, the United States has been the incubator of the World
Wide Web, and the world closely watches whenever we venture into laws, customs
or standards that affect the Internet. We must only do so with great care and caution. Fair use principles are just as critical in cyberspace as in any other intellectual
property arena. I am hopeful that Chairman Hatch and I, along with Senators Abraham and Torricelli, will be able to work together to find a legislative solution that
works.

Senator ABRAHAM. Senator Leahy, I want to just thank you, and
we have enjoyed working with you and your staff, as we do on a
lot of projects, to move the legislation from its initial form to the
substitute we are working, and look forward to continue doing that
through the committee and hopefully onto the floor and beyond.
We stopped with Mr. Young and so I will return to you, and appreciate your patience as we address the always challenging scheduling dilemmas of members here as they come and go from the
committee. Thank you for your patience and we will turn to you.
STATEMENT OF CHRISTOPHER D. YOUNG

Mr. YOUNG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Senator Leahy, for the
opportunity to give this committee a perspective on cybersquatting
from the front lines of the Internet.
Cyveillance is in support of legislation to prevent cybersquatting

on the Internet. In fact, for nearly 2.5 years, which is a long time
in Internet years, Cyveillance has been scouring the Internet on behalf of our clients, who represent market leaders across several in-

dustries. Some of our clients include the likes of Bell Atlantic, Levi
Strauss, Dell Computer, Chanel, companies like that. And we have
confirmed through many of our investigations that cybersquatting

and other types of fraud are rapidly growing on the Internet.
During the course of our work, we have encountered countless

cybersquatters who are preying on the public and leveraging the
goodwill of major brands that consumers know and trust. The very
fact that Cyveillance is a growing company exemplifies how prevalent cybersquatting and other Web-related issues have become.

Cyveillance has helped market leaders in telecommunications, computers, apparel, pharmaceuticals, among other industries, deal
with cybersquatting and other Internet issues that impact their ebusinesses.
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The act of cybersquatting, as it is commonly know, began its ascent as early as 1993, when a host of major corporations including
Coca-Cola, Hertz Rentals, Delta Airlines, among others, learned
that third parties had already registered their domains and would
gladly sell them back to the rightful owners for a substantial fee.
Today, the Web is still the wild, wild west, with few rules or
guidelines. "Cybersquatting" was coined as an analogy to the situation in the mid- to late 1800's when people attempted to lay a claim
to land on which they were living or on which they squatted. On
the Internet, which is today's new frontier, cybersquatters are trying to stake their claim on domain names that do not belong to
them for their own personal or financial gain.
Cybersquatters essentially do this for two main reasons. The first
is they want to sell it back to the original owner for a profit. The
second reason they do it is to drive traffic, meaning users, to their
Web sites to sell them goods or services, whether those services be
counterfeit, unauthorized, or even pornographic in nature.
Many of you may be familiar with an infamous called
www.whitehouse.com. It is a pornographic site that uses a popular
name to attract unsuspecting consumers trying to reach
whitehouse.gov, which is the legitimate White House Web site.
Businesses are affected by all these different objectives. Consumers are the real victims, however, of cybersquatters who aim to do
business on the Internet. Cybersquatters really intentionally use
popular brand names or slight misspellings of these names to capture site traffic from confused Internet users.
What I would like to do today is I actually brought some examples from the Internet itself so that I could illustrate some of the
things that are taking place out there on the Internet. The first example that I have for you is an example of a popular male baldness
drug. It is called Propecia.
If you look in the upper left-hand corner of the monitor, you will
see that the domain name is www.propeciasales.com. That address
has been registered by a company called KwikMed, which is not
the manufacturer nor the owner of the trade name Propecia, and
they are doing so to sell that drug.
The second example that I have is www.dellspares.com. Now,
this site is intentionally put up to confuse consumers that are
searching for products that are manufactured by Dell Computer
Corporation. And based on feedback that we have gotten from our
client, Dell, this particular site is not an authorized reseller of Dell
Computer products. Another example that I have got is another
Dell example, dellbackup.com, a second example of a site that is
not an authorized reseller of Dell products or peripherals.
The fourth example that I have is www.bellatlantics.com, and
this site is selling Internet domain name hosting services, et cetera.
It is put up there to compete with Bell Atlantic's Internet-hosting
services. And as you can see, and as Bell Atlantic will tell you, this
is not an affiliate or reseller of Bell Atlantic products or services.
These are just a few examples of the kinds of cybersquatting that
takes place on the Internet that could be used to draw
unsuspecting consumers who are seeking to purchase the products
or services of legitimate branded companies.
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In conclusion, Cyveillance supports legislation that allows consumers and corporations to conduct e-business safely on the Web.
My only caution is that in adopting such legislation, we do so in
a manner that doesn't stifle the growth of the Internet.
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Young follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHRISTOPHER D. YOUNG

MR. CHAIRMAN, My name is Christopher Young, and I'm the president and cofounder of Cyveillance TM, the leading provider of e-Business intelligence. We provide
critical market feedback that Internet-savvy companies need to survive in today's
competitive e-Business world. We use our proprietary technology called
m
NetSapienT to look deep within sites across the Internet and extract key business
information for our customers. Our NetSapien technology is operational around the
clock, downloading and analyzing over one million pages of data from the Internet
each day, seven days a week, to provide comprehensive coverage of Internet activity
to our clients. For nearly two and a half years, Cyveillance has been scouring the
Internet on behalf of our clients, who represent the market leaders across several
industries, and we have confirmed through our many investigations that
cybersquatting and other types of fraud are proliferating on the Internet.
I appreciate very much the opportunity to appear before this Committee and to
voice our support for the Hatch-Leahy substitute bill. With more than 800 million
pages of data, the World Wide Web is a priceless resource for nearly 70 million
Americans. According to a study released this month by Navidec, 53 percent of U.S.
Internet consumers have made an online purchase this year. This figure is up from
26 percent in 1997. Last year's holiday season was infused with stories on the
record numbers of consumers turning to the Web for their shopping needs, and the
forecasts are even more optimistic for the upcoming online holiday shopping season.
Consumers are clearly taking full advantage of the instant access to goods, services and other resources afforded by the Internet. But during the course of our work,
we have encountered countless cybersquatters who are preying on the public by
leveraging the goodwill of major brands that consumers know and trust. The very
fact that Cyveillance is a growing company exemplifies how prevalent
cybersquatting and other Web-related issues have become. Cyveillance has helped
market leaders in telecommunications, computers and apparel manufacturing,
among other industries, deal with cybersquatting and other Internet issues that impact their e-Businesses.
The act of cybersquatting, as it is commonly known, began its ascent as early as
1994, when a host of major corporations, including Coke, Hertz, MTV and many others learned that third parties had already registered their domains and would gladly sell them back to the rightful owner for a substantial fee. Today, the Web is still
the "wild West" with few rules or guidelines. Cybersquatting was coined as an analogy to the situation in the mid- to late- 1800s when people attempted to lay claim
to land on the new frontier by "squatting" on the land. On the Internet, today's new
frontier, cybersquatters are trying to stake their claim on domain names that do not
belong to them, for their own personal/financial gain. Typically, the most soughtafter domains are well-known brands that companies have spent decades and billions to build and establish. Additionally, because the Internet is the great equalizer, an individual or a small, no-name company can look as big on the Internet as
any market leader. For these very reasons consumers are at risk and must always
be on guard when using the Internet. Cybersquatters have been working quicklyand effectively-to buy addresses and put up sites to ultimately confuse the consumer.
Cybersquatters essentially hijack a well-known company's name so they can
(1) sell it for a profit;
(2) drive traffic to sell goods or services [counterfeit, unauthorized, ancillary or unrelated sales and pornography] or
(3) voice an opinion.
Businesses are affected by all three of these objectives, but consumers are the real
victims of the cybersquatters who aim to do business on the Internet.
Cybersquatters intentionally use popular brand names or slight misspellings of
these names in an attempt to capture site traffic from confused Internet users.
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47
To better illustrate these points, please permit me to show a few examples of
cybersquatting. These examples, which Cyveillance has uncovered using our
NetSapien technology, show blatant abuse of household brand names.
The examples I will shown are just a small sample of what is on the Web today.
The Web is a constantly changing medium with hundreds of thousands of pages
being added and deleted every day. Consumers, who are embracing the Web in
record numbers, deserve adequate protection against cybersquatters who are trying
to swindle them and create confusion by associating brand names with undesirable
or illegal activity. Cyveillance estimates that more than 80 percent of Fortune 1000
companies suffer from some type of brand abuse. Moreover, in a recent Cyveillance
study on counterfeiting, we found that between 10 percent and 20 percent of Web
sites selling luxury goods are peddling counterfeit wares. With odds like these, it
is the consumer who will ultimately suffer.
Cyveillance supports legislation that allows consumers and corporations to conduct e-Business safely on the Web. Thank you gentleman for your time and consideration on this issue.
[See exhibits.]
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Senator ABRAHAM. I thank all three panelists. Let me just try to
maybe give each of you a chance to elaborate perhaps on this. One
of the things that probably members would want to know is the extent to which this is happening. Can any of you really comment on
that in terms of a sense of whether the cybersquatting crime, if you
would-if people are increasing the frequency of this behavior? Is
this something that is mushrooming or is it something where a few
people kind of did this and are now kind of being chased around
by your organizations or companies, or is this something that is a
growing problem?
Mr. Young.
Mr. YOUNG. Our perspective is that the issue is increasing tremendously. What you used to see was that someone would register
just the correct spelling of a popular company's name. Now, what
you are seeing is that individuals or groups will seek to register
every possible combination of a name, whether there be
misspellings or spaces between words, et cetera, so that they can
stake claim to some of these names. I think Greg can give you
some great examples from Porsche and the numerous different
combinations that take place.
Mr. PHILLIPS. Back in 1997, it was frequent, but infrequent. In
1998, it started growing, maybe 2 to 5 a week. In January of this
year, we had 128. Now, we are up over 300, and I think it is just
growing exponentially. People out there realize that they can make
a lot of money by cyberpiracy and cybersquatting and it is very
easy money for them, and there is no deterrent out there so they
are doing it in droves.
Ms. CHASSER. And we are seeing also an increase, but we are
also seeing a greater sophistication among the cybersquatters that
they are identifying ways to insulate themselves from liability and
getting around the safeguards that have been established.
Senator ABRAHAM. Is the principal profit just the idea that you
kind of sell back these names or you can extort money out of the
person whose domain you really have invaded?
Ms. CHASSER. I think "ransom" or "extortion" is a good term for
that, yes.
Mr. PHILLIPS. And porn operators love famous trademarks because they are easy to remember. They divert a lot of traffic to
those sites. A lot of these sites, you find counterfeit products. On
porschecarrera.com, they settle Beetle Borgs, Power Rangers, and
what not. But they know people will want to go to
porschecarrera.com and that is an easy name to remember. So a lot
of it is extortion, but there are all kinds of other consumer fraud
out there that people are able to benefit from.
Mr. YOUNG. The extortion piece doesn't really hurt consumers as
much because if I don't put a site there and I just want to sell that
address back to a large company, that doesn't hurt the consumer.
But what hurts the consumer is if you look at an example like the
one I showed, which was the Bell Atlantic example, I mean this
site is actually seeking to sell a service to consumers, but it is not
a Bell Atlantic service.
We don't know whether this company is even a legitimate company. In fact, if I look at the language on the site, the money is
in British pounds, so therefore the site is not even located in the
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United States. So, that is a problem for consumers and that is
what is really going to hurt them when these sites leverage these
popular names to drive traffic there and ultimately get consumers
to purchase something from that site.
Senator ABRAHAM. Is it your experience that most of them are
cleverly enough put together to prevent consumers from being able
to distinguish the difference between them? In mean, in other
words, are most of them well-masked?
Mr. YOUNG. I will give you a great example. About 2 months ago,
there was an individual at a company called Pairgain Technologies
who went to a Yahoo message board and posted a rumor that said
Pairgain was going to be purchased by an Israeli-based company.
That individual subsequently on that message board put the address of a site that he had constructed that looked exactly like the
Bloomberg financial markets Web site.
Investors went to that site, saw that the rumor was legitimized
by Bloomberg, which is a reputable financial information and news
provider, and the next day the stock was bid up 31 percent because
of that rumor and because that site legitimized what was happening on the Internet.
Senator ABRAHAM. That example seems to me to be perhaps the
most telling in the sense that when we started this discussion one
thought in terms of specific sites. Somebody thinks they are getting
A and they get B, and maybe they make an incorrect choice of
some type. But here you are talking about utilizing multiple sites,
in a sense, to really sort of confuse and benefit.
Mr. YOUNG. That is absolutely right. They have really figured
out a number of different ways. Greg used pornographic sites. Pornographic sites are at the forefront of the ability to confuse consumers and drive traffic to their own Web sites. They do everything
they can possibly do in terms of registering different combinations
of domain names; medi-tagging, which is a whole different issue
that I am sure we don't even want to get into today-medi-tagging
popular brand names all in an attempt to drive unsuspecting consumers to their Web sites.
Senator ABRAHAM. Back to you, Ms. Chasser, in terms of the
Trademark Association, how many members-you said about
3,600?
Ms. CHASSER. We have 3,600 members, yes. We represent most
of the major trademark owners.
Senator ABRAHAM. Any feel for the percentage of them that are
now engaging Cyveillance-types of firms, or maybe doing it internally? Are they all engaged in some form of this?
Ms. CHASSER. If I may ask my colleagues behind me, they probably have that answer. I don't have that answer.
Senator ABRAHAM. Sure.
Ms. CHASSER. The short answer is there are a significant number.
Senator ABRAHAM. Well, that is a significant answer, then.
Thank you.
Ms. CHASSER. It is a significant number and it is growing very
quickly. When you actually look at the amount of e-commerce being
conducted, it was quoted last year, in 1998, that there was over
$102 billion of business conducted through e-commerce, and that is
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being led primarily by the business on e-commerce, but also the
major trademark owners are represented in that business.
Senator ABRAHAM. Well, in terms of your Association, this is, I
assume, therefore, probably the thing you are hearing the most
about.
Ms. CHASSER. Well, actually one of our priorities this year is
Internet issues, and the amount of committee work that we have
involved in the Internet, not only legislative issues but other issues
involved in the Internet, is significant. So it is one of our major
thrusts.
Senator ABRAHAM. Mr. Phillips, I noticed there were countless
Porsche references here. How many different problems has the
company got to deal with out here? I mean, I just am looking at
all these.
Mr. PHILLIPS. Too many for the legal budget is the short answer
to that. It grows tremendously, and the thing that we are finding
is that cyberpirates are becoming more sophisticated. I just had a
case for Calloway Golf where the cyberpirate understands commercial use aspects of the Dilution Act, so what he was going to do was
put a picture of himself with a Calloway golf club on his Web site
saying Calloway has lowered my handicap by 10, and wait for
Calloway to come and try to get that domain name from him and
make the argument, I am not engaged in commercial use, I am just
telling my friends and family how wonderful Calloway is. Why are
you beating up on me?
That is how sophisticated they are getting now. They know what
the rules are. They know how to engage in false and fictitious registration so that we in many cases can't even find them, and that
is why the in rem provision that you talked about is so important.
Senator ABRAHAM. So the person doing that is basically trying to
sell the site back, essentially?
Mr. PHILLIPS. They know eventually the trademark holders will
come and ask for the site, and some of them now say, well, we
would sure like to resolve this amicably. And we say, OK, we will
send you the domain name transfer agreement, please sign that.
And they say, well, there is something else. And they won't even
go so much as to ask for money because they know the minute they
ask for money, you have got a commercial use. So they are getting
more sophisticated all the time, trying to get around the trademark
laws as they exist now.
Senator ABRAHAM. In putting together this hearing, we offered
members of the committee the opportunity to find witnesses who
might speak in opposition to perspective legislation. We really
didn't find much of that out there. I assume that there isn't a lobbying organization that is trying to protect cybersquatting.
But I just wonder, without getting into all the details, have those
people who are engaging in these practices-you imply there is a
sophistication. Is there a network of sorts that has developed, or
some other type of defensive maneuvering going on that the committee should be aware of among those who are engaged in these
practices?
Mr. PHILLIPS. I think there is an underground network, and I
think sometimes they use some other organizations to legitimize
what they are doing under the umbrella of free speech or some-
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thing else. But when you ask the leaders of those organizations
who their members are or who they represent, they can never tell
you.
Senator ABiAHAM. Well, as I said, I am sure other members of
the committee would like to participate, can't be here today, but
will want to submit questions. And we may have a few additional
ones ourselves, but we did want to make sure we got the hearing
moving here because our goal is to try to expedite the passage of
the legislation to the extent we possibly can here in the Senate. So
let me just thank all of our panelists and our audience for their
participation. To the groups and organizations who have helped us
put together today's hearing, I also say thanks. If we get questions,
those submitted by the end of the day will be submitted to the
panel for your response and we would appreciate it if you could get
them back to us by Tuesday just so that we can be in a position,
we hope, next to perhaps bring this legislation to the committee for
consideration.
With that, the hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 2:48 p.m., the committee was adjourned.]
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APPENDIX

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

RESPONSES OF ANNE H. CHASSER TO QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR HATCH

Question 1. If a bad actor is using a famous name, an online consumer is at serious risk of being defrauded, are they not?
Answer 1. Yes, absolutely. Trademarks have been an integral part of e-commerce.
With the "World Wide Web" becoming ever so tangled, consumers, researchers, and
typical "Net surfers," need some type of assurance that they have reached their intended destination in cyberspace. That assurance, that sign, Mr. Chairman, is a
trademark. Trademarks, in the form of domain names (i.e. www.oreo.com) are the
street and house signs on the "information superhighway" and the awning of the
"cyber-shop" as well. Ultimately, for the benefit of the consumer, trademarks must
be safeguarded in cyberspace.
Question 2. How big of a problem is warehousing? Could you comment on whether
the registration of a single domain name might ever be so harmful as to merit a
remedy?
Answer 2. Instances of warehousing are on the rise. Cybersquatters are getting
smarter. Bad faith warehousers know that if they do not "use" the mark in commerce, courts will not allow trademark owners to bring an infringement action
against them. However, this in turn is preventing the legitimate mark owner from
using the mark on what has undoubtedly become a new form of media.
We find that even one action of cybersquatting should incur liability, and that a
bill should not be limited to patterns of cybersquatting. Our findings are based on
the following:
" A cybersquatter may be sitting on a single domain name that is a "gold mine"
(imagine exxon.com);
* A mark owner may not be aware that the cybersquatter has engaged in a "pattern" of misbehavior and thus never know that the remedies of the bill are
available; and
" A cybersquatter may initially register multiple domain names, then sell individual names to other cybersquatters to diffuse the ownership.
Question 3. We were to prohibit multiple registrations, but exempt single instances, and not require truthful information to be provided when registering a domain name, wouldn't this provide a blueprint for avoiding liability by encouraging
people to register each domain name under a different alias.
Answer 3. Mr. Chairman, I can answer this question very simply by stating that
a "false information" provision is essential if we are to move forward with an anticybersquatting bill. These days, in order to avoid liability, cybersquatters provide
false and misleading information to registration authorities. Congress should send
a message that if false information is provided, it can be used as a factor by the
court in determining whether cybersquatting has taken place.
Question 4. Do you read the Porsche case as an invitation to Congress to provide
this sort of remedy [in rem] for these cases? Can you also comment on the need for
this type of remedy and how this will help trademark owners better police their
marks on the Internet? Can you also share with the Committee your thoughts with
respect to the court's discussion of due process issues related to in rem proceedings
and whether the Hatch-Leahy draft adequately addresses the concerns expressed in
the Porsche case?
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Answer 4. I can tell you, Mr. Chairman, that since the Porsche decision there
have been trademark owners calling for some type of "fix" to the problem. As for
how an in rem provision will help trademark owners, I can say that it will help
trademark owners take action against the nameless and faceless cybersquatters
(particularly those who provide false and misleading information to the registration
authorities). We are comfortable with the in rem provision in the June 28 HatchLeahy draft.
Question 5. Can you give us an example, if there is one, of a case where the registration of a trademark as a domain name is done for noncommercial purposes yet
should be actionable under cybersquatting?
Answer 5. There have been cases where the cybersquatter wanted to use the
trademark to direct traffic to a Web site that contains pornography. Such an action
works towards the destruction of the goodwill associated with the trademark. For
a specific example, I direct your attention to the case of the MOBIL 1 trademark
which was identified in my written statement.
Question 6. Can you comment on the suggestion that service providers and registrars and registries should similarly be immune from liability to the trademark
owner for the registration of the offending domain name in the first instance, absent
some sort of bad faith?
Answer 6. I can comment only to the extent that we are aware of the desires of
select ISPs to incorporate such a provision into the anti-cybersquatting bill. We are
working with them on acceptable language and look forward to an equitable and
sensible resolution.
RESPONSES OF ANNE H. CHASSER TO QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR LEAHY
Question 1. NSI has changed its policy, which used to allow people to register domain names without paying for up to 60 days. What effect, if any, do you think this
policy change will have on the cybersquatting problem?
Answer 1. NSI's move is one which we have been advocating for some time. We
support it. Paying up front will help in some cases of eybersquatting. However,
there are still a great number of eybersquatters for whom $70 is not a lot of money,
especially when they may try and ransom it off to a trademark owner for even larger sums.
Question 2. WIPO and other experts have defined the cybersquatting problem as
the abusive registration of another person's trademark as a second level domain.
a. Should legislation intended to address the problem of cybersquatting limit itself
to dealing with the registration of second level domain names and, if not, why not?
Answer 2. The definition should not be limited to second-level domains. We must
account first for changes in technology that could make a restrictive definition of
"domain name identifier" obsolete. Second, cybersquatters are nothing if they are
not clever. Once they realize that the statute only covers the second level, they will
begin moving beyond, more to the left, in order to confuse the public and extort
money from legitimate trademark owners.
b. Please identify any other way in which a domain name may be used that could
infringe a trademark and lead to consumer confusion?
Answer b. The Hatch/Leahy bill is not designed to address the problem of "use"
of another's trademark or service mark over the Internet. If someone "uses" another's mark in electronic commerce, the current statute provides a remedy under
both Sections 32(1), trademark infringement, in the case of registered marks and
43(a), unfair competition, in the case of unregistered marks. The Hatch-Leahy bill
addresses the situation where a third party registers another's mark as a domain
name and holds it for ransom or simply blocks the rightful owner from using the
mark. If this third party does not actually "use" the mark in commerce, under current law, the mark owner has no remedy.
Question 3. Should we make sure that First Amendment free speech rights are
fully protected and that we in no way chill the right of Internet users to both post
and access so-called "protest sites" that are set up to protest or complain about a
particular company's products, services or business practices?
Answer 3. INTA believes that protection of the public interest, including allowing
for legitimate uses of domain names that meet fair use/freedom of expression standards, should be included in an anti-cybersquatting bill.
Question 4. Do you support S. 1255, the Anti-cybersquatting and Consumer Protection Act, as introduced or would you recommend that changes be made to this
bill? If so, what changes would you suggest?
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Answer 4. INTA supports the overall intent of S. 1255, which is to help stem the
tide of cybersquatters and to protect consumers who "surf' the Internet. However,
we find that we cannot support a number of its provisions, especially the call for
criminal sanctions.
We find that a bill targeted towards the bad-faith registration and trafficking of
domain names is the better way to go. The bill should provide a list of factors by
which a court can determine whether the activity was done in bad-faith or with
good faith intentions. There should also be means for trademark owners to recover
the costs of prosecuting a cybersquatter. The bill should permit actual, as well as
statutory damages. As noted in our answer to Question 3, there should also be protection for legitimate uses of domain names that meet fair use/freedom of expression
standards.
Senator Abraham noted that S. 1255 will be amended to account for these recommendations.
Question 5. Professor Froomkin states in his written testimony that, 'In every
case involving a person who registered large numbers of domains for resale, has
lost." Do you dispute that statement?
Answer 5. While there have in fact been a number of cases where litigation has
stopped a cybersquatter, instances of cybersquatting are clearly on the rise. Trademark owners are forced to spend a great deal of time and effort chasing them.
Cybersquatters are clever; they know how much litigation costs, and often set offering prices for their pirated domain names at levels low enough to make litigation
unattractive. It is cheaper to pay the ransom to these thieves than it is to litigate.
The Hatch/Leahy legislation is designed to "chill" the practice of cybersquatting and
to short circuit litigation. Claimants now must somehow demonstrate that the
cybersquatter is somehow "using" the mark, and after some examination, most
courts are able to find "use." This new provision would allow courts to dispense with
that time-consuming and sometimes expensive procedure. The mere act of registering another's mark as a domain name in bad faith would incur liability.
Question 6a. Do you support a change in the law that would make the mere registration of a domain name that is another's trademark, without more, illegal?
b. There are situations where a company plans to purchase another company and,
in contemplation of the deal, registers a domain name with both companies' names.
This name is warehoused until the deal is completed. Would a law that makes the
mere registration of a domain name, which is also another's trademark, illegal and
also make legitimate business practices such as the one I described illegal?
Answer 6 a and b. Senator, I think I can answer both parts of your question at
once. INTA believes that anti-cybersquatting legislation should cover only instances
of bad-faith registration or trafficking in domain names. So, is it the "mere registration" that should be illegal? We say "No". It is bad-faith registration that should
be prohibited. Should the example you provided in sub. "b" be prohibited? Again,
we would say "No," because it appear that the registration was done in good faith
as part of a legitimate business activity.
RESPONSES OF ANNE H. CHASSER TO QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR ABRAHAM
Question 1. If a bad actor is using a "famous name" as a domain name, how would
an online consumer determine whether or not the Web site is authentic? What problems do you foresee for consumers if famous marks are not protected from infringement of domain names?
Answer 1. It may be difficult for the online consumer to determine whether the
site is genuine, since once the cybersquatter has the domain name and has set up
a site, he or she can do anything they want with it. This includes placing on the
site whatever material they so desire.
Famous marks have helped to generate the significant numbers we see in e-commerce today. To leave them vulnerable to cybersquatters will result in consumer
confusion and damage to the online economy.
Question 2. Would you highlight for us how big a problem warehousing is, and
explain the harm to trademark owners caused by someone registering a mark and
then simply letting it sit?
Answer 2. Warehousing is becoming more prevalent as cybersquatters figure out
ways to circumvent existing forms of trademark law. It harms trademark owners
by preventing them from using the trademark to help sell their product or to provide services on the World Wide Web.
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Question 3. In your view, could the registration of a single domain name ever be
so harmful so as to merit a remedy? Would you please comment on whether you
think the prohibition only of "multiple registrations" would be workable in practice?
Answer 3. If the Senator will permit me, I refer you to the answer I provided to
Chairman Hatch on a similar question. It is as follows:
We find that even one action of cybersquatting should incur liability, and
that a bill should not be limited to patterns of cybersquatting. Our findings
are based on the following:
" A cybersquatter may be sitting on a single domain name that is a "gold mine"
(imagine exxon.com);
* A mark owner may not be aware that the cybersquatter has engaged in a "pattern" of misbehavior and thus never know that the remedies of the bill are
available; and
* A cybersquatter may initially register multiple domain names, then sell individual names to other cybersquatters to diffuse the ownership.
Question 4. Would you please comment on the positives and negatives of a false
information provisions, and explain the impact such a provision would have on
cybersquatting?
Answer 4. Senator, as I indicated to Chairman Hatch, "a 'false information' provision is essential if we are to move forward with an anti-cybersquatting bill." To
avoid prosecution by trademark owners, cybersquatters provided false and misleading information to registrars. This is a loophole which must be closed. Congress
should permit courts to consider the provision of false information when determining whether cybersquatting has taken place. In our opinion, there are no negatives
to such a provision.
HowARD, PHILLIPS & ANDERSEN,

Salt Lake City, UT, July 27, 1999.
Re: "Cybersquatting and Consumer Protection: Ensuring Domain Name Integrity"
The Honorable ORRIN G. HATCH,
Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary,
The Honorable PATRICK LEAHY,
Ranking Member,
The Honorable SPENCER ABRAHAM,
U.S. Senator, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington, DC.
DEAR SENATORS HATCH, LEAHY, AND ABRAHAM: Thank you for allowing me to testify on behalf of Porsche Cars North America, Inc. at the July 22, 1999 hearing.'
Thank you also for submitting additional questions, which I have answered:
RESPONSES OF GREGORY D. PHILLIPS TO QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR HATCH

Question 1. Trademarks help consumers discern quality goods from inferior ones
and to ensure the source and authenticity of those goods through brand-name association. In a brick and mortar environment, these brand names are supplemented
by additional protections, like the fact that the storefront serves as a strong indication of legitimacy. On the Internet, however, these additional protections disappear.
In cyberspace, the only indication of source or authenticity a consumer has is what
they see on the website when they log on, and legitimate and illegitimate sites may
be indistinguishable in cyberspace. In fact, a famous mark in a domain name may
be the primary source indicator for the online consumer. So if a bad actor is using
that famous name, an online consumer is at serious risk of being defrauded, are
they not?
Answer 1. Absolutely. When consumers walk into a typical store or business, consumers can often tell by the storefront and by looking at the tangible products
whether they are dealing with a reputable business. This is not so on the Internet
'In my written testimony of July 22, 1999 I stated that the registrant of
PORSCHESALES.COM offered to sell that domain name to Porsche for $25,000. I need to correct that testimony. I inadvertently left the hyphen out of PORSCHE-SALES.COM and Bill
Hodges the registrant of PORSCHESALES.COM has received several inquiries regarding this
testimony. Bill Hodges currently has our permission to use the domain name
PORSCHESALES.COM. The registrant of PORSCHE-SALES.COM is not authorized to use that
domain name. Porsche and I apologize to Mr. Hodges and to this committee about the inadvertent omission of the hyphen.
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where any huckster with Internet access and a little knowledge about computers
can set up a storefront online and sell counterfeit products.
Many cyberpirates set up storefronts like PORSCHECAR.COM and then sell
hardcore pornography when consumers enter. For example, there is a website that
uses a variation of the trademark Disneyr. This website is especially pernicious because it lures unsuspecting children who may misspell Disney and then be trapped.
Some porn sites employ technology, which refuses to allow Internet users to exit
once they unknowingly enter the site until the user turns off the computer.
Domain names are much like storefront signs or even company names. Recent
court decisions have begun to recognize that an Internet domain name is the functional equivalent of a company name. For example, the Eastern District of Virginia
recently held: 'Thus, a domain name is more than a mere Internet address. It also
identifies the Internet site to those who reach it, much like * * * a company's name
identifies a specific company." Cardservice International,Inc. v. McGee, 960 F.Supp.
737, 741 (E.D.Va. 1997), afid, 129 F.3d 1258 (41 Cir. 1997). The law is well settled
that the misappropriation of a trademark, or a variation of a trademark, in a business name dilutes and infringes trademarks. See, e.g., Porsche Cars North America,
Inc. v. Manny's Porshop, Inc., 972 F.Supp. 1128 (N.D.Ill. 1997) (enjoining use of the
name "Manny's Porshop" because it diluted and infringed the world famous trademark Porshe®); Cardservice, 950 F.Supp. at 741 (minor differences in a domain
name between the registered mark and the unauthorized use of the mark do not
preclude liability under the Lanham Act).
Even if a consumer goes to a web site and then is able to determine that the web
site is not affiliated with the trademark holder, the consumer is still defrauded. A
good example is a consumer traveling along the Interstate. The consumer sees a
huge sign for a Chevron gas station at the next exit and takes the exit to fill up
his or her car with his or her Chevron credit card. When the consumer takes the
exit and goes over to the sign, the consumer is surprised to learn that there is no
Chevron gas station, but rather finds Joe Schmoe's Gas & Repair. The consumer is
still defrauded, inconvenienced, and harmed, even though the consumer quickly figures out that it is not a real Chevron gas station. Joe Schmoe has taken advantage
of both the consumer and Chevron. This is exactly what cyberpirates do on information superhighway.
Moreover, the trademark laws strongly condemn the practice of 'initial consumer
confusion," where infringers use famous trademarks to attract the consumers' attention to their business, even if the consumer ultimately determines that the infringer's business is not sponsored by or affiliated with the trademark holder. The law
is well settled that the use of a trademark or trade dress as an "attention getting
symbol" or device is not fair use. E.g., Sands, Taylor & Wood Co. v. Quaker Oats
Co., 978 F.2d 947, 954 (7th Cir. 1992), cert. denied 507 U.S. 1042 (1993) (quoting
McCarthy § 11:46, at p. 11-82). As Judge Barry recently held in Liquid Glass Enterprises v. Dr. Ing. h.c.F. Porsche AG, 8 F.Supp.2d 398, fn 4 (D.N.J. 1998):
Analysis of consumer confusion may be based upon initial confusion, not
necessarily whether, after closer examination, the consumer would likely
figure out that [the infringer] is a separate company. See Ferrari S.p.A
FabricheAutomobili E Corse v. Roberts, 944 F2d 1235, 1245 (6th Cir. 1991)
(Lanham Act intended to do more than protect consumers at the point of
sale), cert. denied, 505 U.S. 1219 (1992); Mobil Oil Corp v. Pegasus Petroleum Corp., 818 F.2d 254, 260 (2d Cir. 1987) (likelihood that "potential purchasers would be misled into an initial interest" justifies finding of infringement); Clinique Laboratories, Inc. v. Dep Corp., 945 F.Supp. 547, 551
(S.D.N.Y. 1996) (a "court may find infringement has occurred based on confusion that creates initial customer interest, even if no final sale is completed as a result").
Question 2. Each of the witnesses raised the issue of warehousing of domain
names. Can you highlight for us how big a problem warehousing is and exactly what
the harm to trade mark owners is from someone registering a mark and then simply
sitting on it? Second, could you also comment on whether the registration of a single
domain name might ever be so harmful as to merit a remedy?
Answer 2. Warehousing of domain names is an enormous problem. Cybersquatters
warehouse hundreds, and sometimes thousands of Internet domain names.
Warehousing causes several problems to trademark holders even though the
cyberpirate may not have an operational web site. First, warehousing domain names
prevents the trademark holder from using that domain name. The cyberpirate who
registered PORSCHECLUB.NET claims that Porsche is not being harmed by his
"mere registration" of the domain name. Porsche, however, cannot use
PORSCHECLUB.NET in connection with the many authorized Porsche Clubs
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around the world who want to use this particular domain name. The cyberpirate
who misappropriated CALLAWAYGOLFBALL.COM at one time had over 20,000
names. If Callaway Golf wants to launch a new line of products such as Callaway
Golf Balls, Callaway Golf will be precluded from using this domain name even
though the cybersquatter is just sitting on the name.
Recently, William Finkelstein, General Counsel of Pepsico, Inc. reported to me the
following experience. Pepsi was going to launch a new star wars theme and wanted
to keep the name of one of the characters that Pepsi intended to use on a website
confidential. Thus, he registered the Internet domain name by using his own name,
his home address, and his home telephone number. Within hours of Pepsi announcing the theme and character, he received a telephone call from a cyberpirate at
home who told him that Pepsi had just launched an advertising campaign using
that exact domain name, that the cyberpirate had attempted to register the domain
name and discovered that Mr. Finkelstein had already registered the domain name,
and would Mr. Finkelstein like to join with the cyberpirate in extorting money out
of Pepsi. If that domain name had not been registered and Pepsi had gone to register the domain name later, Pepsi would have been precluded from using the domain name for its Star War campaign even though the cyberpirate may not have
put an operational website at the domain name.
Second, warehousing causes intolerable monitoring problems. Famous trademark
holders must constantly monitor such warehoused domain names to make certain
that they are not being used for an improper purpose. It takes only the stroke of
a key on a computer to activate a domain name with an operational web site. I actufrom a cyberpirate who told me to type in a domain name
ally received a phone call
that included Porsche ®. When I typed the domain name in, the screen was blank.
He asked what I could see and I said the screen was blank. He then said, watch
this, and instantaneously put up a porn site. He then said, watch this, and took it
down. He then put it up again and asked how much Porsche was willing to pay to
stop him from using the domain name. Within seconds, a cyberpirate can turn a
warehoused domain name into a website that can irreparably harm a famous trademark holder throughout the world.
Third, many savvy Internet consumers use databases such as Whois, Saegis, and
others to look up and locate companies and organizations through reverse searches.
Thus, if an Internet user wanted to find information about a Porsche Club and used
Whois database to try to contact the Porsche Club who had registered
PORSCHECLUB.NET, the user would discover not a Porsche Club, but the fictitious
address of a cyberpirate.
Finally, the registration of even a single domain name could be very harmful. If
the cyberpirate of PORSCHE.COM had only registered PORSCHE.COM and not the
names that he had registered including the
many other domain
NEWYORKYANKEES.COM, Porsche would have been irreparably harmed because
Porsche could not use this web site for itself. One particular cyberpirate registered
one domain name-BELLATLANTICMOBILE.COM and refused to transfer ownership back to Bell Atlantic. Bell Atlantic was forced to file suit and currently, the
registration of this one domain name has prevented Bell Atlantic Mobile from doing
business under its rightful name. If a cybersquatting law applied only to infringers
who registered multiple domain names, these sophisticated criminals would simply
use a different name and address for each domain name they register to avoid liability.
Question 3. One of the issues that has been discussed in the context of
cybersquatting legislation is the provision of false information by domain name registrants when registering domain names and what weight, if any, should be given
to such conduct in determining whether the registrant should be liable to the trademark owner as a cybersquatter. Some would suggest that the provision of false information is a strong indicator of bad faith and should be explicitly stated as such
in the legislation. Others express concern that to do so might unintentionally extend
the penalties of the bill to those who provide such false information mistakenly or
for reasons unrelated to cybersquatting. Following up on the previous question,
then, if we were to prohibit multiple registrations, but exempt single instances, and
not require truthful information to be provided when registering a domain name,
wouldn't this provide a blue print for avoiding liability by encouraging people to register each domain name under a different alias?
Answer 3. Absolutely. As set forth in the previous answer, cyberpirates are sophisticated and will simply use a different name and address for each domain name.
Because cyberpirates can pay for domain names with credit cards, real names and
street addresses are not necessary for registering domain names. For example, the
cyberpirate who registered PORSCHEDESIGN.COM uses the following fictitious address:
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netcross.com.
P.O.BOX 1178
SANDAKAN, SABAH 90713
MY
This cyberpirate could change the name to Dr. David Porsche and change the address to the UK for the next domain name and so on.
With regard to the unintentional error such as the innocent transposition of numbers in a telephone number, we must remember that a court will be applying the
statute on a case-by-case basis. I find it hard to believe that a court would impose
liability based upon an innocent transposition of a telephone number by an innocent
registrant. If the court, however, concluded that the cybersquatter inserted materially false information in the application, the court could then correctly conclude that
the cybersquatter provided fictitious information and was acting in bad faith. This
factor would also be considered along with others, including the possibility that the
cybersquatter had inserted false information in other domain name applications for
trademarks belonging to third parties.
Question 4. Mr. Phillips mentioned the recent Porsche case, in which the court
failed to find authorization for in rem jurisdiction under the Lanham Act for trademark dilution cases. Do you read the Porsche case as an invitation to Congress to
provide this sort of remedy for these cases? Can you also comment on the need for
this type of remedy and how this will help trademark owners better police their
marks on the Internet? Can you also share with the Committee your thoughts with
respect to the court's discussion of due process issues related to in rem proceedings
and whether the Hatch-Leahy draft adequately addresses the concerns expressed in
the Porsche case?
Answer 4. The Porsche case invites Congress to provide for in rem Jurisdiction.
The Eastern District of Virginia recognized the "dilemma" that Porsche was facing
with cybersquatting, and held that "the mere act of registration [of domain names
using the trademark Porsche®] creates an immediate injury by preventing Porsche
from utilizing those domain names itself in order to channel consumers to its own
web site. Customers might try to contact Porsche through 'PORSCHE.NET,' for example, only to find that they have reached a 'dead end' on the Web and then to
conclude that the strength of Porsche's brand name is not as great as they first
thought." Porsche Cars North America, Inc. et al. v. PORSCH.COM, et al.,F.Supp.2d-, 1999 WL 378360 (E.D.Va. 1999).
The court, however, ruled that because the Lanham Act does not have a specific
in rem provision, Porsche could not proceed in rem. In other words, the court held
that until Congress enacted an in rem provision in the Lanham Act, the court could
not allow such jurisdiction.
In rem jurisdiction is absolutely essential to battling cyberpiracy. As cyberpirates
continue to use fictitious information in registering domain names, register domain
names through offshore companies, transfer domain names to persons or entities in
Libya, Iran, Belarus, or register domain names using addresses in such locations,
famous trademark holders are left without a remedy. In its Interim Report, WIPO
noted: "such registration practices and the "absence of reliable and accurate contact
details leads to a situation in which the intellectual property rights can be infringed
with impunity on a highly visible public medium." WIPO Interim Report at 14-15.
In addition, the sheer number of instances of cyberpiracy prevents famous trademark holders from filing hundreds of in personam lawsuits. In this regard, WIPO
recently concluded:
existing mechanisms for resolving conflicts between trademark owners
and domain name holders are often viewed as expensive, cumbersome and
ineffective. The sheer number of instances precludes many trademark owners from filing multiple suits in one or more national courts.
WIPO Interim Report at 33 (emphasis added).
Porsche is a perfect example. Porsche simply does not have the resources to file
300 in personam lawsuits throughout the world against the 300 cyberpirates who
have misappropriated the trademark Porsche® in domain names. Nor would such
suits be successful in many cases because the defendants cannot be found. By proceeding against the infringing domain names directly, Porsche hoped to avoid the
intractable problems associated with pursuing in personam actions against hundreds of defendants who would be difficult, if not impossible, to identify and locate.
Indeed, Porsche submits that if Porsche were confined to the traditional mechanism
of filing hundreds of in personam lawsuits throughout the world, its federally pro-
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tected rights against dilution would be thwarted and it would be left without a remedy.
In rem jurisdiction would also benefit the judicial system. Rather than clog the
court system with hundreds of in personam. lawsuits throughout the country, famous trademark holders could file a single in rem lawsuit against hundreds of domain names at a time and resolve the issues in a single proceeding.
Finally, the court's purported due process concerns were illusory and simply a
half-hearted attempt to justify the court's decision. In an in rem lawsuit, the plaintiffs claims are necessarily limited to only the property. Thus, in the Porsche lawsuit, Porsche did not, and could not, assert claims for damages or attorneys' fees
against the registrant. Porsche's claims were strictly limited to cancellation and/or
transfer of the domain names. Nothing more was, nor could be, at stake.
Specifically, the court asserted that "courts generally cannot exercise in rem jurisdiction to adjudicate the status of property unless the Due Process Clause would
have permitted in personam jurisdiction over those who have an interest in the res."
Id. at 11-12 (citing Shaffe, 433 U.S. at 207). Despite this initial premise, the court
stopped short of actually concluding that accepting jurisdiction under these circumstances would violate due process, preferring instead to warn that it "might" do
sO.On closer analysis,
the constitutional concern raised by the district court
is a
windmill of its own making for several reasons. First, the district court's constitutional doubt is resolved in the very opinion that the court cites for its concern. Thus,
while the Court in Shaffer v. Heitner, 433 U.S. 186 (1977), generally suggested that
the "minimum contacts" test applicable in in personam proceedings would also apply
in some proceedings quasi-in rem, the Court went on to identify several "circumstances in which the presence of property alone might support * * * jurisdiction
consistently with the requirements of due process." James Wm.Moore, 16 Moore's
Federal Practice § 108.80[2] [a], at 108-109-108-110. Shaffer expressly held that
such circumstances include cases like this one where "claims to the property itself
are the source of the underlying controversy between the plaintiff and the defendant." 433 U.S. at 207-08. In such true in rem actions, Shaffer clearly indicated that
due process would be satisfied. Id.
Consistent with this clarification in Shaffer, the Fourth Circuit and other courts
consistently have held that due process is satisfied in true in rem proceedings designed to resolve the parties' competing claims to property within the district. In
R.M.S. Titanic, Inc. v. Haver, 171 F.3d 943, 957-58 (4th Cir. 1999), for example,
the Fourth Circuit sustained the district court's "constructive" in rem jurisdiction "to
adjudicate salvage rights" with respect to the R.M.S. Titanic wreck site. In so doing,
the Fourth Circuit indicated that "personal jurisdiction need not be exercised in a
pure in rem proceeding because, in the simplest of terms, a piece of property and
not a person serves as the defendant." Id. at 957. The R.M.S. Titanic court further
explained that " [iun rem actions only require that a party seeking an interest in
a res bring the res into the custody of the court and provide reasonable, public notice of its intention to enable others to appear in the action to claim an interest in
the res." Id.
The district court reached a similar conclusion in Chapman v. Vande Bunte, 604
F. Supp. 714, 716-17 (E.D. N.C. 1985). Plaintiff in Chapman had entered into a contract with defendant (while both parties resided in Michigan) under which each
party would acquire "a one-half undivided interest in artifacts theretofore and thereafter removed by Treasure Salvors, Inc. * * * from the shipwreck believed to be the
Santa Margarita." Id. at 715. After plaintiff subsequently moved to North Carolina
and took with her property removed from the shipwreck, she filed an in rem action
in North Carolina "seeking sale of personal property * * * belong[ing] equally to the
parties and the division of the proceeds thereof." Id. at 714. In rejecting defendant's
argument that the court "should not be allowed to inconvenience him and cause him
attendant expense absent any contact by him with the North Carolina forum," the
district court clearly indicated that true in rem actions are consistent with due process:
North Carolina has a legitimate governmental interest in the title to any
chattel brought within its borders. Each state has the constitutional authority to make its own laws with respect to persons and events within its own
borders, [citation omitted], and any dealing with the artifacts in question
in North Carolina is an event within said state. The presence of this governmental interest in the context of an in rem proceeding insures compliance with the Due Process Clause. * * * In rem jurisdiction must exist, at
times, without regard to the contact of individuals to the jurisdictional
forum. In a true in rem proceeding, in order to subject property to a judg-
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ment in due process requires only that the property itself have certain minimum contacts with the territory of the forum. * * *
Id. at 716; accord James Win. Moore, 16 Moore's FederalPractice § 108.80[2][a], at
108-109-108-110 ("Presence of property within the forum state, by itself, generally
will be a sufficient basis for jurisdiction in actions to determine interests in that
property."); Wright & Miller, 4 Federal Practice and Procedure § 1072, at 440-41
(noting that the presence of property within a state is itself a sufficient contact to
satisfy due process "when the property within the state is itself the subject matter
of a dispute," and that "the Shaffer opinion suggests that the Court had no intention
to disturb the assertion of jurisdiction in in rem or quasi-in-rem, actions of this
type").
Question 5. I think we can all agree that abusive domain name registrations,
when done for commercial gain, should clearly be actionable. Can you give us an
example, if there is one, of a case where the registration of a trademark as a domain
name is done for noncommercial purposes yet should be actionable under a
cybersquatting statute?
Answer 5. As I explained above, cyberpirates are becoming more sophisticated,
read the case law and then figure ways around it. Cyberpirates attempt to dress
up their cyberpiracy in the cloak of noncommercial use. For example, the
cyberpirate who had registered CALLAWAYGOLFCLUBS.COM told me that he had
intended to put up a web page showing a picture of him with his Callaway Golf
Clubs and letting his family and friends know how much his Callaway Golf Clubs
had lowered his handicap. He would then wait for Callaway Golf to approach him
to get the domain name. If Callaway Golf sued him before offering to buy the domain name, he would then argue that he was not engaged in any commercial activity, and that this was simply a "fan site" for Callaway Golf.
Many times, cybersquatters simply put an "under construction" web site at the
domain name, and will argue that there is no commercial activity on the site, the
site is going to be a "fan site," or other noncommercial speech site and the Lanham
Act is not triggered.
Even though the Eastern District of Virginia dismissed Porsche's in rem lawsuit,
"the mere act of registration [of domain names using the
the court did hold that
]
trademark Porsche, creates an immediate injury by preventing Porsche from utilizing those domain names itself in order to channel consumers to its own web site."
Porsche Cars North America, Inc. et al. v. PORSCH.COM, et al.,-F.Supp.2d-, 1999
WL 378360 (E.D.Va. 1999).
Question 6. i think we can also agree that an Internet service provider or a domain name registrar or registry that cancels or freezes a domain name pursuant
to a court order or a reasonable policy prohibiting abusive domain name registrations should not be liable to the domain name holder for such actions. Some have
suggested that service providers and registrars and registries should similarly be
immune from liability to the trademark owner for the registration of the offending
domain name in the first instance, absent some sort of bad faith. Can you comment
on this suggestion?
Answer 6. A registrar should not be required to monitor the registration of domain names. As a general matter, unless the registrar is engaged in bad faith or
actively participates in the infringing conduct, the registrar should not be liable. As
the number of registrars increases, there are certain to be some bad actors. Already,
certain registrars for cyberpiracy havens such as Tonga encourage the registration
of domain names using famous trademarks in country codes such as .TO or .CC.
If registrars engage in such conduct, such registrars should be liable.
The law, however, must preserve the incentives for Registrars to cooperate with
trademark holders by creating and enforcing a policy designed to prohibit the act
of cybersquatting. For example, when I contacted Network Solutions about the porn
site at PORSCHECAR.COM, Network Solutions refused to cancel the domain name
because it feared a lawsuit by the registrant, and even though Network Solutions
acknowledged that the Porn site was damaging Porsche. If the registrar were required to adopt a policy prohibiting cybersquatting and was at the same time immune from claims by the registrant or trademark holder, Network Solutions could
then cancel the domain name without risking of liability.
RESPONSES OF GREGORY D. PHILLIPS TO QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR LEAHY

Question 1. Network Solutions Inc. announced this week that it is changing its
policy, which has been in place for over five years, allowing people to register domain names without paying for up to 60 days. Many have suggested that this policy
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encouraged cybersquatting because people could register for dozens of domain
names without any investment or payment of any money. What effect, if any, do
you think this policy change will have on the cybersquatting problem?
Answer 1. Prepayment is certainly a step in the right direction but it will not
have any appreciable impact on cybersquatting. Cybersquatters are well funded and
usually pay for the domain names up-front. The low fee of $70, which will likely
continue to decrease as competition is introduced, ensures that it is still highly profitable for cybersquatters to misappropriate well known trademarks. Although the
will knock out some of the cybersquatters, without appropriate legislanew
tion, policy,
the practice
will continue. There is just too much money to be made in
cybersquatting to risk having a domain name canceled because of non-payment.
Moreover, most cybersquatters recognize that they will be holding on to the domain
names for longer than 60 days. It simply takes longer than 60 days to obtain a return on the investment of cybersquatting.
Question 2. The World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) and other experts have defined the cybersquatting problem as the abusive registration of another person's trademark as a second level domain name.
a. Should legislation intended to address the problem of cybersquatting limit itself
to dealing with the registration of second level domain names and, if not, why not?
T3b. Please identify any other way in which a domain name may be used that
could infringe a trademark and lead to consumer confusion.
Answer 2a. The legislation should not be limited strictly to second-level domain
names, but should include an appropriate definition of the term "domain name identifier." If cybersquatting is limited only to second level domain names, cyberpiracy
will just move to the left of the dot. The narrow definition could imply that all other
forms of creative misappropriation are permissible. Cybersquatters will then use
this loophole to find creative ways to continue confusing the public and extorting
trademark owners.
Answer b. For example, if a cybersquatter was selling counterfeit Porsche parts
to U.S. consumers at Porsche.co.il (the country code for Israel), this use would not
technically qualify as a second level domain. All Israeli Internet addresses are structured in this manner. It would not be sensible to prohibit the use of getchanel.com,
yet permit get.chanel.com. Cyberpirates will also start registering domain name
identifies such as PORSCHE@GEOCITIES.COM etc as sites in which to freely perpetrate cybercrimes.
Question 3. As we consider legislation to address the cybersquatting problem,
should we make sure that First Amendment free speech rights are fully protected
and that we in no way chill the right of Internet users to both post and access socalled "protest sites" that are set up to protest or complain about a particular company's products, services or business practices?
Answer 3. The First Amendment is a vital concern and must absolutely be considered. To engage in protected speech or even anonymous speech, the Chinese dissident, however, need not use a famous trademark such as Porsche® to make his
or her point. In fact, a Chinese dissident could register, even after the proposed legislation with a false information provision is enacted, the domain name
CHINESEDISSIDENT.COM using fictitious information. That domain name does
not infringe on any trademark and no trademark holder would ever any reason to
attempt to pursue the Chinese dissident. The Chinese dissident can also register an
anonymous e-mail address through any service provider such as AOL and send
anonymous messages. Such an e-mail account in no way involves the use of a trademark in a domain name.
Many times, cyberpirates use the First Amendment to shield their cyberpiracy.
Porsche recently encountered a porn site at PORSCHESUCKS.NET. The
cyberpirat said that the First Amendment protected his right to put hardcore porof
his usethat
PORSCHESUCKS.NET
argued that
was protected
by the "fair
further
use doctrine.
He asserted
The cyberpirate
nography at the website.
the domain name was simply descriptive of the activity that took place at the porn
Porsche.
star Lynn
of the porn
exploits
featured
purportedly
site
which tadem
critisatire,
to parody,
objection
have
canthe
ark holders
Famous
of
oreditorial,
make fun
to criticize
wants
Ifno
a person
of expression.
cism
and other forms
a company such as Porsche at his own web site HOLMGREEN.COM, Porsche cannot object.
The law, however, is well settled that one cannot use a trademark to identify the
source of the criticism. Planned Parenthood, 1997 WL 133313, *11 (' hen another's
trademark * * * is used without permission for the purpose of source identification,
the trademark law generally prevails over First Amendment. Free speech rights do
not extend to labelling [sic] or advertising products in a manner that conflicts with
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the trademark rights of others."') (quoting Yankee Publishing,Inc. v. News America
Publishing,Inc., 809 F.Supp. 267 (S.D.N.Y. 1992)). In short, registrants may disparage and criticize famous trademark holders, but they do not have the right to use
the famous trademarks to identify their potential web sites. See Dallas Cowboy
Cheerleaders, Inc. v. Pussycat Cinema, Ltd., 604 F.2d 200 (2d Cir. 1979) (the right
to convey a message does not entitle defendant to appropriate plaintiffs trademark
in conveying that message); Walt Disney Prod. v. The Air Pirates,581 F.2d 751, 758
(9th Cir. 1978) ('Because the defendants here could have expressed their theme
without copying Disney's protected expression, Sid & Marty Krofit requires that
their First Amendment challenge be dismissed."); San FranciscoArts & Athletics v.
United States Olympic Committee, 483 U.S. 522 (1987) (the First Amendment does
not give defendant the right to appropriate plaintiffs statutorily granted "Olympic"
designation in the name "Gay Olympics" for an event not sponsored by plaintiff).
"[T]he cry of 'parody!' does not magically fend off otherwise legitimate claims of
trademark infringement or dilution." Dr. Seuss Enterprises, L.P. v. Penguin Books
USA, Inc. 109 F.3d 1394, 1405 (9th Cir. 1997). "A defendant's claim of parody will
be disregarded where the purpose of the similarity is to capitalize on a famous
mark's popularity for the defendant's own commercial use." Grey v. Campbell Soup
Co., 650 F. Supp. 1166, 1175 (C.D.Cal.1986), affd, 830 F.2d 197 (9th Cir. 1987).
Moreover, one cannot use the trademark of another in the context of parody or disparagement. Mutual of Omaha Ins. Co. v. Novak, 648 F. Supp. 905, 910 (D.Neb.
1986), afrd, 836 F.2d 397 (8th Cir. 1987), cert. denied, 488 U.S. 933, 109 S. Ct. 326,
102 L.Ed.2d 344 (1988) (enjoining 'Mutant of Omaha" as violation of the "Mutual
of Omaha" mark); Coca-Cola Co. v. Gemini Rising, Inc., 346 F. Supp. 1183 (E.D.N.Y.
1972) ("Enjoy Cocaine" held to violate COCA COLA trademark when used in same
style as COCA COLA logo); American Exp. Co. v. Vibra Approved Laboratories
Corp., 1989 WL 39679, 10 U.S.P.Q.2d 2006 (S.D.N.Y., Apr. 19, 1989) (image of
American Express card and phrase "don't leave home without it" on condoms held
to dilute distinctiveness of AMERICAN EXPRESS marks).
Question 4. Do you support S. 1255, the Anti-cybersquatting and Consumer Protection Act, as introduced or would you recommend that changes be made to this
bill? If so, what changes would you suggest?
Answer 4. I understand from the hearing that changes will soon be made to S.
1255. I would support a number of changes to the bill, including the inclusion of
explicit recognition for the in rem cause of action and further clarification on the
types of factors a court can consider to determine bad faith.
Question 5. I am interested in your views about how well the courts have been
handling the cybersquatting problem under current trademark law. Professor
Froomkin states in his written testimony that, "In every case involving a person
who registered large numbers of domains for resale, the cybersquatter has lost." Do
you dispute that statement?
Answer 5. While courts have recognized in several cases that cybersquatting violates the trademark laws, the issue is not at all settled. In many cases, the courts
have had to stretch existing concepts such as "commercial use" to address the problems associated with cybersquatting. Professor McCarthy has described this stretching as follows:
When a company reserves its competitor's trademark as a domain name,
a court may overlook the legal niceties and enjoin use of the domain name
even though defendant has as yet no web site identified by the domain
name. The thinking apparently is that it is only a matter of time until such
a defendant opens a web site under the domain name and that web site
will inevitably be deceptive.
McCarthy on Trademarks § 25:76 (emphasis added)
Of significant importance is the Porsche lawsuit. In that lawsuit, the Eastern District of Virginia ruled that even though Porsche was being harmed by the mere registration of domain names using the world famous trademark Porsche®, and even
though Porsche could not find many of the registrants of the domain names to effect
service of process, Porsche was not entitled to proceed in rem because the Lanham
did not allow such in rem jurisdiction. The court invited Congress to amend the
Lanham Act to provide for such in rem jurisdiction. Even if a trademark owner can
prevail after spending tens of thousands of dollars in each case against a
cybersquatter, it has been extremely rare for the trademark holder to recover damages or even its costs. This problem combined with the hundreds of infringement
matters that well known trademark owners face each year has discouraged the use
of litigation as an effective remedy. The legislation will help provide an important
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deterrent to the act of cybersquatting and will enable the trademark holder to recover losses associated with the damage to the goodwill of its valuable trademarks.
Question 6. S. 1255 would make the registration of a domain name that is the
trademark, or similar to the trademark, of another person illegal per se. This could
make the warehousing of domain names illegal in many instances, and would make
a significant change in current law.
(a). Do you support a change in law that would make the mere registration of a
domain name that is another's trademark, without more, illegal?
(b). There are situations where a company plans to purchase another company
and, in contemplation of the deal, registers a domain name with both companies'
names. This name is warehoused until the deal is completed. Would a law that
makes the mere registration of a domain name, which is also another's trademark,
illegal and also make legitimate business practices such as the one I described illegal?
Answer 6 (a). As set forth above in answer to Senator Hatch's question 2, mere
registration of an Internet domain name in bad faith causes irreparable harm to
the trademark holder and should be illegal. First, such bad faith registration prevents the trademark holder from using the domain name itself or to link to its official website. Second, such registration requires the trademark holder to constantly
monitor the domain name. As set forth above, the cyberpirate who was displaying
hardcore pornography at an inoperable website using Porsche® could turn the
website on and off with the stroke of a key. Finally, mere registration causes consumer confusion and dilution as Internet users use the various databases to locate
trademark holders through reverse searches.
Answer 6 (b) No. A trademark holder would not object to the registration of a domain name for a proper business purpose. Thus, in the example that you mention,
both companies would most likely encourage the registration of such a domain
name, particularly with the realization that if one of the two companies did not immediately register the domain name, a cyberpirate would beat them to it.2 If the
company that was being purchased objected to the registration of the domain name
and filed a lawsuit, which it most likely would not, the purchasing company would
have a good "fair use" defense: We registered this domain name in anticipation of
the acquisition and to prevent a cyberpirate from beating us to the punch.
RESPONSES OF GREGORY D. PHILLIPS TO QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR ABRAHAM

Question 1. If a bad actor is using a "famous name" as a domain name, how would
an online consumer determine whether or not a website is authentic? What problems do you foresee for consumers if famous marks are not protected from infringement in domain names?
Answer 1. As set forth above in Porsche's answer to Senator Hatch's Question No.
1, it sometimes is impossible for a consumer to determine whether a website is authentic. Some porn sites that use famous trademarks make it virtually impossible
to even exit the website attempting to lure in and keep unsuspecting Internet users,
particularly children.
Moreover, as set forth above in the Chevron example in my answer to Senator
Hatch's Question No. 1, even if the consumer eventually determines that the
website is counterfeit, the consumer has been deceived, has wasted his or her time,
and the trademark holder has been damaged. The trademark laws strongly condemn the practice of "initial consumer confusion."
Question 2. Would you highlight for us how big a problem warehousing is, and
explain the harm to trademark owners caused by someone registering a domain
name and then simply letting it sit idle?
Answer 2. As set forth above in Porsche's Answer to Senator Hatch's Question No.
2, warehousing is an overwhelming problem and trademark holders are harmed by
the mere registration of domain names. Warehousing prevents trademark holders
from using the domain names to direct traffic to their sites. Warehousing forces
trademark holders to constantly monitor the domain names because a website can
be put up and broadcast throughout the world in a matter of seconds. Finally, Internet users use databases such as Whois to conduct reverse searches to locate companies.
2
Dan Noonan, in-house counsel for Dell Computers, reports that on July 19, 1999, Dell Computers announced the commencement of DELLAUCTIONS.COM. Within hours, cyberpirates had
registered several variations of this domain name including DELL- AUCTIONS.COM and
DELLAUTIONS.COM.
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As the Eastern District of Virginia recently held: "the mere act of registration [of
domain names using the trademark Porsche® creates an immediate injury by preventing Porsche from utilizing those domain names itself in order to channel consumers to its own web site. Customers might try to contact Porsche through
'PORSCHE.NET,' for example, only to find that they have reached a 'dead end' on
the Web and then to conclude that the strength of Porsche's brand name is not as
great as they first thought." Porsche Cars North America, Inc. et al. v.
PORSCH.COM,et al.,-F.Supp.2d-, 1999 WL 378360 (E.D.Va. 1999).
Question 3. Some have suggested that Congress should prohibit multiple registrations of another's trademark, but exempt single instance, allowing a cybersquatter
"one free bite at the apple." In your view, could the registration of a single domain
name ever be so harmful so as to merit a remedy? Would you please comment on
whether you think a prohibition only of "multiple registrations" would be workable
in practice?
Answer 3. See Answer to Question 2 of Senator Hatch. If a cyberpirate registered
IBM.COM,
PEPSI.COM,
COCACOLA.COM,
as
such
name
a
single
DELLCOMPUTER.COM, AOL.COM etc., such registration would cause tremendous
harm to these companies because these companies would be prevented from using
these domain names themselves. A remedy would certainly be warranted in such
a situation.
Giving one free bite at the apple and only prohibiting multiple registrations will
simply cause cyberpirates to register one domain name per fictitious name and address to avoid liability. Cyberpirates are sophisticated and will figure out ways to
beat the system.
Question 4. The substitute draft does not require that a domain name registrant
provide accurate identification information. Would you please comment on the
positives and negatives of such a provision, and explain the impact such a provision
would have on cybersquatting?
Answer 4. Accurate identification information is absolutely essential, for both
trademark holders and also in the area of copyright piracy. Copyright holders, for
example, need to be able to locate immediately who is operating websites where
Internet users can download pirated copies of computer software, music, movies,
and other counterfeit products.
Moreover, as set forth above in Answers to Senator Hatch's Questions 3 & 4,
cyberpirates use fictitious identification information to insulate themselves from
legal recourse. As WIPO recently noted: "such registration practices and the "absence of reliable and accurate contact details leads to a situation in which the intellectual property rights can be infringed with impunity on a highly visible public medium." WIPO Interim Report at 14-15.
CONCLUSION

As technology advances, and intellectual property rights in such technology develop, the law protecting and governing such technology and property rights must
also advance and develop. The United States Senate must provide guidance and
leadership in high tech, cutting edge, intellectual property matters throughout the
world. As the Internet increases in commercial importance, the United States must
ensure that commerce can be safely and appropriately conducted on the Internet
throughout the world.
Again, thank you for allowing Porsche to bring these important matters to your
attention. We sincerely hope that the information provided in this letter assists you
in enacting legislation that protects the invaluable rights of famous trademark holders such as Porsche Cars. Please let me know if we can provide any additional information.
Sincerely yours,
GREGORY D. PHILLIPS.
RESPONSES OF CHRISTOPHER D. YOUNG TO QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR HATCH

Answer 1. Yes. If a so-called "bad actor" is using a famous name, consumers are
bound to be confused. You need only to refer to the examples in my testimony to
see how easily this could happen.
Answer 2. Warehousing is a major issue on the Internet. My fellow witness from
INTA is better equipped to answer the legal questions regarding harm to the trademark owners and remedies needed.
Answer 3. Again, I defer to the witness from INTA to answer this question.
Answer 4. NA (Question is directed specifically to Mr. Phillips)
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Answer 5. Cyveillance encounters many forms of abuses on the Internet, however
our clients are most concerned with abuses that are connected to commercial uses.
Because we typically focus almost totally on commercial uses, at the request of our
clients, I am not equipped to discuss examples of a domain name being used for
noncommercial purposes.
Answer 6. Our clients have found service providers to be very cooperative. I cannot comment specifically on whom the liability should fall. This is being debated by
my counterparts within INTA and throughout the industry.
RESPONSES OF CHRISTOPHER D. YOUNG TO QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR LEAHY

Answer 1. This is a positive change and may serve to dissuade some would-be
cybersquatters.
Answer 2(a). This is a legal question that I am not qualified to answer.
Answer 2(b). As per my testimony, cybersquatters will essentially hijack a wellknown company's name so they can:
(1) sell it for a profit;
(2) drive traffic to sell goods or services [counterfeit, unauthorized, ancillary or unrelated sales and pornographic] or
(3) voice an opinion.
Answer 3. It is important that freedom of speech not be hindered on the Internet.
Answer 4. I am in support of S. 1255 and the Hatch-Leahy substitute bill.
Answer 5. Since I am not an attorney, I defer this question to the other two witnesses.
Answer 6 (a) and (b). Since I am not an expert in trademark, law, I wish to defer
this question to the two other witnesses.
RESPONSES OF CHRISTOPHER D. YOUNG TO QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR ABRAHAM

Answer 1 . As technology improves and people become more proficient at Web site
development, it becomes more and more difficult to tell whether a site is authentic
or not. Unlike a street corner in any major city where you might see a person selling
watches from a card table, on the Internet, any small retailer or "bad actor" can
look as professional and legitimate as known companies. They can also disguise
themselves so that they actually appear to be a company the consumer knows and
trusts. Additionally, these "bad actors" are using tools like metatags, hidden text
and other techniques (coupled with cybersquatting) to lure consumers surfing the
Web for well-known brands. Our advice to online consumers is to stick to names
they know. If famous marks are not protected from infringement in domain names,
the abuses will only proliferate and might ultimately undermine consumer trust and
hinder the growth of e-Commerce. At the same time, we need to be certain that any
legislation enacted is done so in a manner that does not in and of itself hinder eCommerce growth.
Answer 2. Warehousing is a major issue on the Internet. My fellow witness from
INTA is better equipped to answer the legal questions regarding harm to the trademark owners.
Answer 3. Again, I defer to the witness from INTA to answer this question, with
regard to the legal ramifications of multiple versus single registrations.
Answer 4. It is my view that requiring a domain registrant to provide accurate
information would be a benefit to trademark holders who are trying to take action
against cybersquatters.
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ADDITIONAL SUBMISSIONS FOR THE RECORD

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JESSICA LITMAN
Thank you for the invitation to submit written testimony on "Cybersquattingand
Consumer Protection: Ensuring Domain Name Integrity." My name is Jessica
Litmam I am a professor of law at Wayne State University. I have been teaching
trademark and unfair competition law since 1988 and Internet law since 1996. I am
a co-author of the second edition of JANE C. GINSBURG, JESSICA LITMAN,
DAVID GOLDBERG AND ARTHUR J. GREENBAUM, TRADEMARK AND UNFAIR COMPETITION LAW: CASES AND MATERIALS (1996 & ANNUAL Supplement). This testimony reflects my personal views, as a scholar and teacher of trademark and Internet law, and in no way represents the views of Wayne State Universitfwould like to express deep reservations about S. 1255, the AntiCybersquatting
Consumer ProtectionAct. S. 1255 seeks to address the problems created by what the
courts have come to term "cybersquatting"--the bad faith registration of multiple
domain names with the intention of selling them to businesses who failed to register
them, often at inflated prices. The practice is especially troubling when the domain
names include trademarks owned by businesses that want to operate Internet domains or websites. Although only a small minority of cases have actually caused
consumer deception,' cybersquatters have been a major annoyance to trademark
owners and to at least some individuals browsing the World Wide Web.
Cybersquatting has in fact been, so troubling that it has attracted a significant
number of efforts to solve it, not all of which have been consistent with each other.
It is important to realize that the problem is well on its way to resolution without
any legislative intervention. Even if It were not, however, the measures included in
S. 1255 would not be very useful.
When most cybersquatters accumulated their warehouses full of domain names,
doing so wasn't criminal. Indeed, it wasn't even believed to be actionable. During
the early years of the World Wide Web, many businesses had not yet considered
doing business on the Internet, and had not investigated registering domain names
corresponding to their trademarks, so amassing a large number of trademark domain names was easy. See Joshua Quittner, Billions Registered, Wired 2.10, October
1994, at 50. Business speculators registered a bunch of potentially valuable domain
names as a simple business proposition. Many of the speculators did not view their
activities as extortion; rather, they saw themselves as investors in commodities that
they believed would turn into valuable business assets.
The problem of domain name speculators' bad faith registrations of domain names
incorporating other businesses' trademarks, however, has been substantially reduced as a result of efforts by the Internet community and the World Intellectual
Property Organization to make domain name speculation unprofitable. Network Solutions, the entity that registers.com domains, has adopted a trademark dispute policy under which it will suspend a domain name identical to a registered trademark
upon complaint from the trademark owner, and has recently adopted a policy requiring domain name registrations to pay the registration fee in advance, thus discouraging speculative registration. The U.S. Department of Commerce has insisted
repeatedly that the redesigned Internet Domain Name System must incorporate a
dispute resolution
process that gives trademark owners effective remedies against
cybersquatters. 2 At the request of the United States Government, the World Intellectual Property Organization has put together the contours of a dispute resolution
policy that will permit expeditious administrative resolution of disputes between
trademark owners and cybersquatters. See FINAL REPORT OF THE WIPO INTERNET DOMAIN NAME PROCESS ON THE MANAGEMENT OF INTERNET
NAMES AND ADDRESSES: INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ISSUES (April 30,1999).
' One notable exception was Internic Technology's site at <www.intemic.com>, which apparently defrauded a significant number of domain name registrants. The Federal Trade Commission launched a consumer fraud investigation, which resulted in the Australian Competition and
Consumer Commission's charging Internic Technology with deceptive conduct. Internic Technology aeed to surrender the domain name and pay monetary reparation to its customers for
any deception.
ee Memorandum of Understanding Between the U.S. Department of Commerce and the
Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers, Nov. 25, 1998, URL: <http'/
www.ntia.doc.gov/ntiahomeldomainnamelicann-memorandum.htm>; United States Department
of Commerce, Management of Internet Names and Addresses, June 5, 1998, URL: <httpi/
www.ntia.doc.govlntiahome/domainname/6-5-98dns.htm>.
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While representatives of
The details of the WIPO plan have been controversial.
3
trademark owners have been generally enthusiastic, others have criticized the
for being unfairly slanted in favor of owners of registered
WIPO recommendations
4
trademarks. There seems to be little doubt, however, that the WIPO plan or one
much like it will be implemented in all generic top level domains within a matter
of months.
Many of the problematic domain name registrations have been the subject of litigation. The courts have been merciless to defendants perceived as cybersquatters,
inding trademark infringement and trademark dilution even in cases where, but for
the domain name conflict, no reasonable court would be likely to find a violation
of the Lanham Act. See, e.g., Panavision International v. Toeppen, 141 F.3d 1316
(9th Cir. 1998); Intermatic Inc. v. Toeppen, 40 U.S.P.Q.2d 1412 (N.D. Ill. 1996). Anyone who feels held up by a cybersquatter can file suit, secure in the knowledge that
the cybersquatter will lose. Further, courts have been quick to impose liability for
bad faith registrations of domain names on individuals who, rather than
warehousing domain names, have used them in competition with trademark owners
or in the hope of diverting web traffic from a trademark owner's site. See, e.g.,
CardserviceInternational,Inc. v. McGee, 950 F. Supp. 737 (E.D. Va. 1997). Finally,
some businesses have registered domain names that are confusingly similar to
trademarks or personal names in order to use them for pornographic web sites.
Those businesses have without exception lost suits brought against them. See, e.g.,
Hasbro, Inc. v. Internet Entertainment Group, 40 U.S.P.Q.2d 1479 (W.D. Wash.
1996). Thus, people who have not already invested in domain names that may be
valuable precisely because of their similarity to other businesses' trademarks have
little incentive to do so now, and trademark owners aggrieved by the bad faith registration of their trademarks as domain names have reliable remedies under the
trademark law.
The courts have imposed civil liability for bad faith registration even in some
cases in which defendants used the domains to engage in expressive conduct motivated by sincere political convictions. In PlannedParenthoodv. Bucci, 42 U.S.P.Q.2d
(BNA) 1430 (S.D.N.Y. 1997), affd mem., 152 F.3d 920 (2d Cir. 1998), for example,
had
registered
activist,
anti-abortion
a
Catholic
Bucci,
Richard
plannedparenthood.com and operated a website at www.plannedparenthood.com.
The page opened with the greeting "Welcome to the Planned Parenthood Home
page', but otherwise contained anti-abortion material. In a preliminary injunction
decision, the court held that these acts constituted trademark infringement, trademark dilution and false designation of origin. In ews for Jesus v. Brodsky, 993 F.
Supp. 282 (D.N.J. 1998), af'd mem., 159 F.3d 1351 (3d Cir. 1998), Brodsky registered jewsfoijesus.org and jews-for-jesus.com. He put up a website that he hoped
would attract websurfers seeking the Jews for Jesus organization, in order to protest that organization's activities, and to lead potential strays back into the fold of
traditional Jewish organizations. The Jews for Jesus organization successfully
brought suit for trademark infringement and trademark dilution.
Most of the actual disputes over trademarks and domain names don't involve bad
faith registration of multiple domain names. Instead, there are two parties, both of
whom want a particular domain name. One of them registered the domain name
in good faith, and has either been using it or intends to do so. The other one is,
typically, someone who has a trademark registration for a different business. See.
e.g., Interstellar Starship Services Ltd. v. Epix, Inc., 1999 U.S. App. LEXIS 16536
(9th Cir. 1999); Brookfield Communications v. West Coast Entertainment. 50
U.S.P.Q.2d 1545 (9th Cir. 1999); Gateway 2000 v. Gateway.com, 1997 U.S. Dist.
LEMS 2144 (W.D.N.C. 1997). Such situations we common, in part because U.S.
trademark law permits multiple businesses to register the same trademark for different classies of products. Although courts have been quick to impose liability for
bad faith registration, they have been far more cautious in disputes involving a domain name registrant who has a legitimate claim to use a domain name and registered it in good faith. See. e.g., Data Concepts. Inc., v. Digital Consulting, Inc., 150
F.3d 620 (3d Cir. 1998). In a number of cases, courts have refused to impose liability
where there is no significant likelihood that anyone will be misled, even if there is
3
See, e.g. American Intellectual Property Law Association et. al., Response to WIPO Report
(May
4 20, 1999), URL: <http://www.icann.org/comments-mallcomment-iptmsg00046.html>.
See, e.g., Diana Cabell, Comment on WIPO Final Report (May 10, 1999), URL: <httpl(/
www.icann.orgcomments-mallcomment-ip/magOO019.html>; A. Michael Froomkin, A commentary on WIPO's The Management of Internet Names and Address: Intellectual Property
Issues (May 19, 1999), URL: <http/www.law.miami.edu/amffcommentary.htm>; Carl Oppedahl,
Comments on WIPO Report (May 7, 1999), URL: <http'/www.icann.org/comments-mal/comment-ipmag00006.html>.
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a significant possibility of trademark dilution. See, e.g.. Gateway 2000 v. Gateway.com, 1997 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 2144 (W.D.N.C. 1997); Toys "R" Us v. Feinberg, 26
F. Supp.2d 639(S.D.N.Y. 1998).
S. 1255 takes the approach of assimilating cybersquatting to trademark counterfeiting, amending the criminal trademark counterfeiting law to make anyone who
knowingly and in bad faith registers or uses a domain name or other identifier that
is identical to, confusingly similar to or likely to dilute someones trademark guilty
of a misdemeanor. Subsequent offenses are felonies.
S. 1255 treats bad faith registration and use as a species of counterfeiting. Yet,
bad faith registration of a domain name, however annoying, is not trademark counterfeiting. Bad faith registration and use of a domain name have nothing to do with
trademark counterfeiting as that offense is commonly understood. The essence of
counterfeiting is using spurious trademarks to defraud consumers into believing
that defendant's products are the genuine article marketed by the trademark owner.
Bad faith registration and use of domain names typically does not involve that sort
of deception. Many people have speculated in domain names to sell them to businesses likely to want them, but those people would have no reason to use the domain names to fraudulently traffic in counterfeit products or products bearing counterfeit trademarks. Others have speculated in domain names in order to put pornographic material on the web at sites likely to be discovered by casual browsers.
Those businesses would also have no reason to sell counterfeit products, or to represent even by implication that their adult material is affiliated with or approved
by any legitimate business-they are just trying to get eyeballs by any possible
means. They be bad people, but they are not trademark counterfeiters, and S. 1255
does not require that they do anything that the courts have recognized before now
as trademark counterfeiting; instead, it imposes criminal liability for the bad faith
registration or use of any domain name or identifier of an online location that is
confusingly similar to or likely to dilute a trademark.
S. 1255 does not draw a workable line between cybersquatting and other activities. The bill would impose criminal penalties for the knowing or bad faith registration of a domain name or other "identifier" that is identical to, confusingly similar
to or likely to dilute a registered trademark. That liability would fall on both conventional cybersquatters and other bad faith registrants. It would also fall on people
like Richard Bucci and Steven Brodskey. Both gentlemen may have engaged in unwise protests, but I know of nobody who argues that their behavior should be treated as criminal. In Addition, the term "identifier" is defined, so broadly that it could
be read to cover file names and email addresses as well as domain names. Thus,
even if Richard Bucci were to relocate his abortion protest site to <http'/
www.bucci.com/-plannedparenthood/protest.htm>, the bill as it is currently drafted
would apply to his activity: he would be guilty of knowing and bad faith use of "an
identifier of an online location." Anthony Bartolo's disparagement of the GoPed®
brand scooter at <httpi//www.idiosync.com/goped/> was held by the court to be a
premissible non-trademark use, in significant part because Bartolo's use of the mark
"GoPed" was as a file name rather than a domain name. See Patmont Motor Werks
v. Gateway Marine, 1997 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 20877 (N.D. CA). S. 1255 does not distinguish between them, thus potentially subjecting expressive activity like Anthony
Bartolo's to liability.
Although section 4(aXDXiiXIII) attempts to exclude some good faith registrants
from criminal liability, the exclusions are so narrow as to be of little use. For example, if the Dell Computer Corporation, which operates a website at <httpi//
www.dell.com>, were accused of bad faith registration of a domain name that was
the trademark of Bantam-Doubleday-Dell, it could not avail itself of the exception
in 4(a)(DXiiXIII). Dell Computer owns a registered trademark, but its first use of
that mark in commerce was in 1988. Bantam-Doubleday-Dell's registration of the
Dell mark (for paperback books) issued in 1959 based on a use-in-commerce date
of 1943.
The international efforts to devise an administrative dispute resolution process
have struggled to draw an appropriate line between cybersquatting, which involves
multiple bad faith registrations, and honest trademark disputes where the domain
name has been registered and is being used in good faith. It is a difficult line to
draw, and the WIPO domain dispute resolution process went through multiple
iterations of a standard in 5an attempt to devise an appropriate definition for abusive
domain name registration. An appropriate standard must exclude businesses with
legitimate competing rights to use a domain name, registrants of coincidentially
similar domain names, and individuals who, without any intent to confuse or de5

See generally WIPO Internet Domain Name Process, URL: <http'/wipo2.int/process/eng/
processhome.html>.
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ceive, operate fan sites or sites intended to criticize trademark owners or their products. WIPO's ultimate product remains controversial, but the United States government has worked hard to assure that the recommended dispute resolution process
is adopted by all generic top level domain registrars. Because the standard reflected
in S. 1255 is very different from the one adopted as a result of the WIPO process,
there is a significant risk that the enactment of this bill will destabilize that effort
just as it is beginning to bear fruit. The worldwide adoption of a uniform trademark
domain name dispute resolution policy would be of more benefit to US trademark
owners in the long run than this bill.
In addition to treating bad faith domain name registrants as trademark counterfeiters, the bill would impose enhanced, arguably punitive, civil penalties in many
cases on good faith domain name registrants with legitimate claims to their registered domains. Section 3 of the bill permits a plaintiff to elect substantial statutory damages and attorneys fees in lieu of actual damages for any trademark infringement or dilution involving the registration of a domain name or other identifier that is either identical to a trademark or likely to cause confusion or dilution,
even if the registration and operation of the domain was undertaken in good faith.
(Statutory damages have until now been available in trademark actions only for
trademark counterfeiting.) The attorney fee awards is available only to plaintiffs at
plaintiffs' election. Unlike the attorney fee provision in the copyright law, see 17
.S.C. §505; Fantasy v. Fogerty, 510 U.S. 517 (1994), a prevailing defendant in a
domain name trademark case is given no opportunity to recover attorney's fees. The
combination of substantial civil damages requiring no proof of actual harm with the
provision threatens
to greatly exacerbate the increasingly significant
attorney fee"reverse
domain name hijacking."
problem of
Reverse domain name hijacking involves an attempt by a trademark owner to
take a domain name from a legitimate good faith user, typically by threatening legal
action. The well-publicized cases of two-year-old Veronica Sam's "little Veronica"
website at <http://www.veronica.org> and 12 year-old Chris 'Pokey" Van Allen's web
page at <http//www.pokey.org> pitted trademark owners against children whose
parents had registered their children's names in the .org domain, the registration
and operation of the web sites was unquestionably innocent, and there was no plauthe
sible likelihood that consumers would be misled. Nonetheless, in both cases,
s
trademark owners demanded that the children's web sites be taken down. A flood
of negative publicity persuaded the trademark owners in both cases to back down.
Every week, though, I hear of a different domain name owner who just has received
a cease and desist letter from a trademark owner that he's never heard of. Many
of them abandon their domains rather than risk litigation, even when no court
would be likely to hold them liable. If the trademark statute is amended to expose
them, at plaintiffs election, to substantial statutory damages even where plaintiff
suffers no harm, and to a one-way award of attorneys fees, few responsible attorneys would advise even those domain name holders whose legitimate claim to their
domains seems inarguable to take that risk.
Section 5 of S. 1255 would amend section 39 of the Lanham Act to provide a liability shield for any Internet service provider, domain name registrar or domain
name registry who removes a domain from service in response to a complaint from
a trademark owner or transfers control of that domain to the trademark owner,
whether or not the domain registrant is ultimately found liable for infringement or
dilution. Section 5 does not, however, codify the holdings of recent cases that domain name registrars can not be held liable for registering domain names that are
infringing or dulitive. See, e.g., Lockheed v. Network Solutions, 985 F. Supp. 949
(C.D. Cal. 1997). The provision in S. 1255 would give service providers, registrars
and registries an irresistible incentive to do anything a trademark owner asks them
to do, whether the trademark owner's claim has merit or not, since that is the surest way to avoid being liable to anyone. In addition, the provision would leave the
wrongfully ousted domain name registrant without any legal remedy. The result
would be to further exacerbate the reverse domain name hijacking problem.
This bill would in many ways be bad for electronic commerce, by making it hazardous to do business on the Internet without first retaining trademark counsel.
The bill imposes draconian penalties on any business that is found to have registered a domain name, or used any "Internet identifier," in bad faith. Faced with
that risk, many start-up businesses may choose to abandon their goodwill and move
to another Internet location, or even to fold, rather than risk liability. The bill would
6ArchieO Comics operated a web site® at www.archiecomics.com and owned the veronica.com
domain. Prema toys, maker of Gumby , did not and still does not operate a website devoted
to the GumbyO line of toys and licensed merchandise. Neither company, thus, wanted the
website for itself; instead, they were concerned about the risk of trademark dilution.
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also impede the U.S. Commerce Department's efforts to encourage the worldwide
adoption of a uniform trademark domain name dispute resolution policy, which
would be of more benefit to US trademark owners in the long run.
I thank you again for this opportunity to submit written testimony. I would be
happy to respond by mail or by email to any questions that you might have.
UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI,
SCHOOL OF LAw,

Coral Gables, FL, July 22, 1999.
Hon. ORRIN G. HATCH,
Chairman, Senate Judiciary Committee, Dirksen Office Building, Washington, DC.
DEAR SENATORS HATCH AND LEAHY: I regret that family commitments make it impossible for me to come testify in person regarding S. 1255. I would like to request
that the following commentsbe submitted as testimony for the hearing on S. 1255
today:
I am a Professor law at the University of Miami. I have been specializing in Internet Law for the last seven years. I teach courses in Internet Law, E-commerce, and
Intellectual Property in the Digital Era. During the past year I have been intimately
involved in cybers uattin policy debates, serving as the sole "public interest representative" to the orld ntellectual Property Organization Panel of Experts on domain name issues.
I believe S. 1255, while well-intentional, is very badly flawed in its current form
and will do far more harm than good.
* It attempts to "solve" a problem that is very temporary. To a large extent it
is already being solved by the courts, and domain name pre-payment and mandatory arbitration will take care of the rest.
" The bill purposes a solution that will cause harm to large numbers of innocent
people.
" The definitions are badly drafted-it will criminalize file names (they are "identifiers"). It will also criminalize third and fourth level domain names which cannot, by any commonly held definition (or logic), be part of cybersquatting.
" The penalties are vastly in excess of the harms in most cases.
* As a result, the main consequence of this bill were it to become law, is that it
will provide a new tool for the unscrupulous to use to intimidate the blameless.
CYBERSQUATTING IS A TEMPORARY PHENOMENON

Cybersquatting is generally understood to have these elements:
(1) registration [and sometimes use]
(2) for speculative purposes, and without another legitimate purpose or claim of
right, of
(3) a second-level domain name which
(4) is identical to a trademark held by another.
there is no hand data on the extent of the cybersquatting problem. Testimony of
hearings held by the World Intellectual Property Organization suggested that even
accepting the complainants' definition of the problem, far fewer than 1 percent of
all domains were alleged to involve cybersquatting. Other data from NSI, the .com
registrar, suggest that the original burst of cybersquatting has peaked and its declining-probably because the courts have made cybersquatting unattractive.
To the extent that the cybersquatting problem is not solved by requiring pre-payment or an on going relationship, it will be eliminated by the proposed WIPO rules
on mandatory arbitration which are almost certain to become the standard for all
global registrars and registries.
EVERY CYBERSQUATTER WHO HAS GONE TO COURT HAS LOST

There is now an impressive and growing body of case law in the US and other
nations regarding speculative registrations of domains corresponding to other people's trademarks. In every case involving a person who registered large numbers of
domains for resale, the cybersquatters has lost.
On the other hand, the courts have rightly taken a more careful approach than
S. 1255, as they are also conscious of the danger of "reverse domain name hijacking"-cases where the plaintiff seeks to take a domain name held by a legitimate
user. Several courts have correctly refused to find for plaintiffs where the defendant
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was making legitimate use of a domain name for purposes which in no way infringed on the claimant's trademark.
THE BILL TO TAKE ACCOUNT OF "REVERSE DOMAIN NAME HIJACKING"

One of the major effects of enacting statutory damages of $100,000 is that the fear
of this large number will be used to intimidate honest people who happen to have
an attractive domain name. Students in my Internet Law class have received demand letters from lawyers representing trademark holders whose claims for their
domain names, insofar as I was able to work out the facts, were worthless. Nevertheless, the letters were threatening and frightening, and I am sure that many nonlawyer, or non-law students would be intimidated. This bill will make that intimidation worse.
THE BILL FAILS TO TAKE ACCOUNT OF MANY LEGITIMATE NON-TM INTERESTS IN A NAME

Not all of the threats will be baseless. The bill fails to protect a large number
of perfectly legitimate uses of domain names. Among the groups left out are holders
of common law trademarks, "doing business as" names, middle names, stage names,
pen names, names of pets. The bill also fails to make provisions for first amendment
uses of names-e.g. critics of a corporation whose purpose may be to attract attention associated with the company, but whose aims are political rather than unfair
competition. Unfair competition, incidentally, is actionable, and there is no exception for unfair competition carried out with a misleading domain name.
It is important that the committee understand that these concerns are far from
fanciful. Consider the following example. Suppose I had been clever enough to register "cars.com". Cars is a generic term for automobiles, but it is trademarked in
many other context. Suppose a person having a trademark on hypothetical cars
brand umbrellas wants the domain name. They would have a trademark, I would
not, and they would have a good arguable case for confusion, or even (given the very
broad interpretation of the Anti-Dilution Act) for dilution. My lawyer would be hard
pressed to promise me I would win a case, and if I were running a small company
or a startup, I might need to give in rather than fight.
THE DEFINITIONS WILL MAKE EVERY FAN A CRIMINAL

The definition of an identifier in this bill is vastly over-broad. I will concentrate
on two issues: file names, and portions of the domain name itself.
File names
The bill appears crafted to reach the name of every file readable on the Internet.
The "identifiers" to which sec. 3(a) applies is not defined. Section (3Xa)(2XA) refers
to "the registration or use of an identifier described in subparagraph (B)". In turn,
sub-paragraph (B) does not provide much of a definition at all.
We do find a definition in section 4, subpara C, which speaks of "an Internet domain name or other identifier of an online location," a definition which sweeps far
too broadly. Thus, for example, http-//www.mydomain.net/froomkin/thingsllove/
NYYankees or http-//www.mydomain.net/froomkin/thingsIlove/StarTrek would both
involve "an Internet domain name or other identifier of an online location" which
is arguably dilutive.
Cybersquatting is not about file names. At most that is a standard Lanham Act
issue, and a rather unlikely one in most cases. Cybersquatting is about domain
names and only second (or first and second) level ones. The legitimate interests
worth being protected here are (1) consumers' interest in not being misled; and (2)
goodwill in the mark. There is simply no evidence whatsoever that either of these
interests is affected by third, fourth or fifth level domain names. Would anyone
think that stimpy.ir.miami.edu has anything to do with the cartoon character of
that name? Is there any potential for confusion there? Or even dilution? I rather
doubt it, and there is certainly no evidence of this, anywhere.
Nth-Level domain names
To understand why third, fourth, and Nth level domain names are not
cybersquatting, one needs to understand how domain registrations work. It is impossible for anyone to register "trademark.yahoo.com" in the DNS. The "registrations" are limited to second level domains. Yahoo has yahoo.com. It thus has full
control over what third level domains it wishes to create in the yahoo.com hierarchy.
It may be that yahoo contracts with someone else to allow them to use trademark.yahoo.com, but that's between them and yahoo, and isn't a DNS issue at all.
The registry and registrar are not involved. The use of "trademark.yahoo.com" is not
cybersquatting by yahoo against the owner of "trademark"and is at most garden va-
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79
riety trademark infringement covered by the Lanham Act. The decision by the
owner of yahoo.corn to run a machine with the name trademark.yahoo.corn does not
in any way obstruct the owner of the trademark from having and enjoying trademark.com. The use of trademark.yahoo.com thus lacks an essential element of
cybersquatting blocking the legitimate use of the trademark holder.
This is a key point: not every intellectual property violation on the Internet is
cybersquatting. Cybersquatting is the (repeated) registration of other people's trademarks in a manner designed to block them from having the second level domain
that corresponds to their trademark, done for the purpose of holding it for ransom.
That is not what is happening in "trademark.yahoo.com"-although the Lanham Act
on the Anti-Dilution Act may well have something to say to the owners of yahoo.com
if they tried this.
CONCLUSION

This bill is too much, too late. The courts have taken a big bite out of the real
cybersquatting on their own, and pre-payment and soon-to be-adopted mandatory
will do the rest.
arbitration
sincerely,
Yoursrules
A. MICHAEL FROOMKIN.

0
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asan internet domain name or other identi-istration to the trademark owner or other
At the request of Ms. LANDRIEU. the
r entity for soonething of value; and
poros
hier ofan online location.".
tihe defendant's
ls no
(0) the idntier
name of the Senator from Virginia (Mr.
CONSUER POTEC- legal first name or surname or the defendant ROBB) was added as a cosponsor of S.
TH- ANiOcYBERsQuo,'cINO
had not used the identifier in legitimuto
-SEcTlN AiLYSIS
TIONAcT-SEcTION-BY
25,a bill to provide Coastal Impact Asand promorc commerce before the earlier cf either she sistance to State and local governto
protect
consumers
A bill
elnstronic oummerce by amending certain firot me of the registered trademark or the ments, to amend the Outer Continental
date
of
its
registration.
effective
and coundilution,
trademark infringement,
Shelf Lands Act Amendments of 1078,
)t) Smnrcningguidebnw
rerfeiting las. and forother purposes.
the Land and Water Conservation Fund
(1) In general
SECTON i: SHORTTITfL
Act of 1935. the Urban Park and RecreThe United Staten Senrering Commission
This Act may be cited as the
ation Recovery Act, and the Federal
"Anticybersquatting
Consumer Protection hail provide for penalties for the crinnal
Aid in Wildlife Restoration Act (comsr of counterfeit trademarks by amending
Act."
monly referred to as he Pittman-Robthe sentencing guidelines In accorduce widi
SE ON : FiNCSx
ortson Act) to establish a fund to met
This sectionsets out Congr-slonal find' the guidelines for crimes against intellectual
U.S.C.
2320).
property
(10
outdoor conservation and recrethe
the effect of "unothnried
legs concerning
ation needs of the American people,
ideration
(2) F ri for
registration or useof trademarksasInternet
domain names or other Identiriers o olie
and foroher purposes.
The United Scatms Sentencing Commission
Cyer- squat'- thall take into account the Findings promllocations" ("eybersquatting').
s.27
sing (1) results Inotnsuoer fraud, (2) iopai
goted In Section 2 and ensue that the
At tho request of Mr. GRASSLEY, the
electrnicinterstate cone-re, and (3)de' amendments to the sentencing guidelines names of the Senator from Minnesota
prLves trademark ownersof revenueand con- adequately provide penalties forthe cri-m
(Mr.GRAMs) and the Senator from
smer goodwill.
described is tbis Act.
HELMS) were added
North Carolina (Mr.
SECTION3:TRAEMARK REMEDIES
StCTIO 05: LitfrATIONOFLIABILITY
as cosponsors of S. 37, a bill to auend
ofrights
(a) Recoery for vlaiaion
An internet service provider (ISP) or doSecurity Act
of
the
Social
title
XVIII
The Trademrk Act of 1946(1 U.S.C. 1117) nnaiiiianoe reglstrar shall not be liable for
shall Incorporate tloe definition of "Inter- monetary damages to any person If it re- to repeal the restriction on payment
net" usedin theCommunications Act of1934 moves an infringing identifier from domain for certain hospital dischargesto postacute care imposed by section 4407 of
(41 U.S.C.230() (I).
eame server (DNS) service or from regitro'
An "Identifier" reors to an Internetdo- rise, ercronoers It to the tradem rk
,he Balanced Budget Act of 1997.
main name oranother identifier o an online (1) upon written notice from the trademark
leaftin hatis(I) the plaliiff's trademark. owner and (2) In compliance with either a
At the request of Ms. MIKULSKI the
or (ii) so sufficiently similar to the plein- roort order o the reasable
implemenatifl's trademark as to be likely to ,cause ton of a policy prohibiting the, nauthoraed name of the Senator from Nevada (Mr.
confusno. or mistake," "deIv-." or 'caue registration or use of another'. registered REID) was added as a cosponsor of S. 57,
qualityof a fa. trademark.
of the distinctive
a bill to amend title 5. United States
dilution
Code. to provide for the establishment
moos trademark."
shall apply without regard
This lmoltan
This sectionexpands civilpenalties for to whether the domain name or other identi- of a program under which long-term
cybersquattlng by providing that before fial fier is ultimately determined to be infring- care insurance is made available to
the registraion ing or dilutive.
judgment ina caseInvolving
Federal employees and annuitants, and
or use of an identifier, a plaintiff may-Infor other purposesstead of seekingactual damages or profitsINORmATlOS TCoHNOLOOY
electto reoer snuomry damages of at
INDUSTRYCOUNCI.,
(at
least .I,000, but nut more than s10.00
At the request of Mr. DEWINE, the
Wahlgron, DC, Jue 21, 1,99.
least$3.0M. but not more than $300,000 if Hoo. SPENCERABRAHAM,
name of the Senator frum Illinois (Mr.
courtfinds thatthe registration oruseof die U.S. Senate, Dirkoen Senate Ofice Builldng. FIrTzGERALD)was added as a cosponsor
trademark was willful) per trademark per
O
W shfngTov DC,
of S. 61,a bill to amend the Tariff Act
as the courtconsidernjest. Fr- DEAR SoNsAsR AoRHAMi fib behoif of ITI's of 1930 to eliminate disincentives to
Identifier,
Lhermore, doe plaintiff may recover full member companis. I am writing to thank
fair trade conditions.
costs and easonbleattorneysfees.
Torricelli
(b)Reiesleo for dillodon efJeamom oarkt
amends the Trademark Act of
This section
1946(1 U.S.C. 1125 (c)(2)) by making the

you. Senator Hatch and Senator
for your leadership in introducing the AntiCyhersquatting Consumer Prototion Act
today.

At the request of Ms- SNOW , the
name of the Senator from Arkansas
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Quick action is needed, In my view.
We must maintain a healthy high-tech
sector if we are to maintain a healthy. to prevent the Y2K problem from becoming a disaster. It Is a matter of
growing economy.
This is not special pleading for one simple conmon sense that we establish
industry, Mr. President. It is a simple rational legal rules to encourage corecognition of the fact that computer operation and repair rather than con7
ADDITIONAL STATEMENTS
technology is an integral part of nu- flict and lawsuits in dealing with YK.
merous industries Important to the Indeed, for my part, Mr. President. I
workers of this country. That being the have made no secret of my desire to
THE HIGH-TECH AGENDA
case, it Is in my view critical that we apply common sense rules, encouraging
* Mr. ABRAHAM. Mr. President, I rise secure the health and vitality of the cooperation rather than conflict, to
to address the importance of the high- high-tech sector through policies chat our legal system as a whole. I would
tech Industry for working families in encourage investment and competi- view our response to the Y2K problem
America. and in my state in particular, tion. In my view it also is critical that as really an extension of the idea of
and to set out what I believe should be we empower more Americans to take common sense legal reform to the
the high-tech agenda for this body in part in the economic improvements high-tech arena.
made possible by high-tech through
the coming months.
High-technology related commerce,
Employment In our high-technology proper training and education.
and commerce over the internet in parEntrepreneurs and workers have ticular, Is subject to the same dangers
sector is vast and growing. According
to the American Electronics Associa- made our high-tech sector a success al- as other forms of commerce. And that
tion, about 4,825,000 Americans were ready. That means that Washington's
means government must make certain
employed in the high-tech sector dur- first duty is to do no harm. The federal that the basic protections needed to
ing 1998. That reflects a net increase of government must maintain a hands-off make commerce possible are applied to
extra
taxes
and
refusing
to
lay
policy,
852.000 jobs since 1990. And these jobs
the high-tech sector. In particular. se
pay very well. The average high-tech regulations on the people creating jobs should keep in mind that commerce is
worker in 1997 made over $53,000 per and wealth through technology.
possible only if all parties can be asdecisive
area
in
particular
But
in
one
year-a 19% increase over the levels of
sured that their property will be reaction is required. We have all heard,
199.
spected and protected from theft.
My state of Michigan Is playing an Mr. President. about the impending
introduced the
I
have
important part in the expansion of year 2000 or 'Y2K' computer problem. Anticybersquatting Consumer Protechigh-tech industry in America. Ann Because most computers have been tion Act to combat a new form of fraud
only
the
last
to
recognize
programmed
Arbor has among the largest conthat is increasing dangers and costs for
centratins of high-technology firms two digits of a given year. for example people doing business on the internet.
and employees in the nation. The Uni- assuming the number 69 to refer to The culprit is "cybersquatting."
a
with
It
2000
will
bring
1969,
the
year
versity of Michigan is a leader in chis
practice whereby individuals reserve
potential problems. Computers
field, and we have integrated cutting many
internet domain names similar or idento
have
not
been
re-programmed
that
edge technology throughout our manu.
tica to companies' trademark names,
register the new century may assume.
facturing and services sectors.
Some of these sites broadcast porno1. that we have enAs of 199l, 96,000 Michiganians were come next January
graphic images. Others advertise merbe
The
results
may
the
year
1900.
tered
employed in high-tech jobs. The total
chandise and services unrelated to the
payroll for these Michigan workers minor, or they may include computer crademarked name. Still others have
affecting manufacturing,
malfunctions
reaches $4.5 billion annually, and the
purchased solely for the purpose
been
water supplies and
average employee makes an impressive transportation.
of forcing the trademark owners to
even medical care.
$46,76 per year.
Clearly such a result would be in no purchase them at highly inflated
High-tech is of critical importance to one's interest. Whether large or small. prices. All of them pollute the internet,
my state. In addition to those who arc and whether producers or users of com- undermine consiroer confidence and didirectly employed in this sector, thou- puter systems, all businesses have a lute the value of valid trademarks,
Trademark law Is based on the tersands of others depend on the health of stake in making the computer transiognition that companies and individour high-tech industry for their liveli- tion to the 21st century as smooth as
hood, Just as an example, 21 percent of
uas
build a property right in brand
possible. But. as in so many other
Michigan's total exports consist of areas of our lives. progress in dealing names because of the reasonable expechigh-tech goods. Clearly, whether in with the Y2K problem is being slowed tations they raise among consumers. If
International trade, automobile manu- because companies are afraid that act- you order a Compaq o a DEC comfacturing, mining, financial services. ing at this time will simply expose puter, that should mean that you get a
or communications, Michigan's work- them to big-budget lawsuits. After all, computer made by Compaq or DEC, not
ers depend on a healthy high-tech in- why get involved in a situation that one built by a fly-by-night company
dustry in our state.
might expose you to expensive litiga- pirating the name. The somo goes for
trademarks on the Internet. And if it
And the same goes for America. Mr. tion?
President, The internet is transforming
It was to help prevent these problems doesn't, if anyone can just come along
the way we do business. Electronic or that I joined a number of my col- and take over a brand name, then com"E" commerce between businesses has leagues to sponsor legislation pro- nirce will suffer. If anyne who wants
grown to an estimated 354.8 billion for viding incentives for solving technical to steal your product can do so with
19W 10 million customers shopped for issues before failures occur, and by en- impunity, then you won't be in busisome product using the internet in 1998 couraging effective resolution of YK
ness for long. If anyone who wants to
alone. International Data Corporation problems when they do occur.
steal company trademarks for use on
estimates that $31 billion in products
This legislation, which the adminis- the internet can do so with impunity,
will be sold over the Internet in 1999. tration has finally signed into law, then the internet itself will lose its
And 1.3 million households will have contains several prmvisions that would value as a marketplace and people will
access to financial transactions like encourage parties to avoid litigation in stop using it for e-commerce. It's realbanking and stock trading by the end dealing with the Y2K problem. In addi- ly as simple as that.
We must, in my view. extend the
tion, Mr. President, this legislation
of 1999.
All this means that our economy, contains provisions to prevent unwar- basic property rights protections so
and its ability to provide high paying ranted, profit-seeking lawsuits frnm central to the purpose of goseinnnt.
jobs for American workers, is increas- exacerbating any Y2K problem, provi- to the realm of e-commerce.
I have argued, Mr. President. that we
ingly wrapped up in high-tech. Indeed, sions making sure that only real damour nation's competitive edge in the ages are compensated and only truly must extend the basic, structural rules
global marketplace rests squarely on responsible parties are made defend- and protections of commerce to the
high-tech arena. To be successful this
our expertise in the high-tech sector. ants in any YK lawsuit.
hearing on "Official Dollarization in
Latin America."
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

r
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effort requires recognition of the need
for reasoned innovation. If they are to
continue fulfilling their vital function
of protecting commerce, pre-existing
rules must be modified at times to
meet the challenges of new technologies. Nowhere is this more true
than in the instance of electronic rignatures,
authentication
Secure
electronic
methods, or electronic signatures." can
allow organizations to enter into contracts without having to drive across
town or fly thousands of miles for personal meetings or wait for papers to
make several trips through the mail.
They can allow individuals to pusitively identify the person with whom
they are transacting business and to
ensure that shared information has not
been tampered with.
Electronic signatures are highly controlled and are far more secure than
manual signatures, They cannot be
forged in the same. relatively easy way
as manual signatures. Electronic signatures are verifiable and become invalid
if any of the data inthe electronic doeument is altered or deleted. They can
make c-commerce the safest as well as
the most convenient commerce available.
We made great strides in this Congross toward expanding the use of electronic signatures with the Abraham
Government Paperwork Elimination
Act. That legislation requires federal
agencies to make versions of their
forms available online and to allow
people to submit those forms with electronic signatures instead of handwritten ones. Italso set up a process by
which commercially developed alectronic signatures can be used in submitting forms to the government, and
federal documents could he stored electronically.
By providing individuals and companieswith the option of electronic filing
and storage, this legislation will reduce
the paperwork burden imposed by government on the American people and
the American economy. It also will
spur electronic innovation. But more
must be done, particularly in the area
of electronic signatures, to establish a
uniform framework within which innovation can be pursued.
More than 40 states have adopted
roles governing the use of electronic
signatures. But no two states have
adopted the same approach. This
means that, at present, the greatest
barrier to the use of electronic signscures is the lack of a consistent and
national framework of
predictable
rules.Individuals and organizations are
not willing to rely on electronic signscures when they cannot be sure that
they will be held valid.
I have joined with my colleagues,
Senators MCCAIN and WYEN,to author
the Millennium DigitalCommerce Act.
This legislation, which was recently
passed out of the Senate Commerce
Committee, will ensure that individuals and organizations in different
states are held to theiragreements and

obligations even if their respective
states have different roles concerning
electronicallysigned documents. It
provides that electronic records produced in executing a digital contract
shall not be denied legal effect solely
because they were entered into over
the Internet or any other computer
network. This will provide uniform
treatment of electronic signatures in
all the states until such time as they
enact uniform legislation on their own.
Our bill also lets the parties who
enter into a contract determine.
through that contract, what technologies and business mnethods they
will use to execute it. This will give
those involved in the transaction the
power to decide for themselves how to
allocate liability and fees as well as
registration and certification requirements, In essence, this legislation empowers individuals and companies involved in e-commerce to decide for
themselves whether and how to use the
new technology of electronic signatures.It will encourage further growth
in this area by extending the power of
the contracting parties to define the
terms of their own agreements.
And another piece of legislation, the
Electronic Securities Transaction Act
will remove a specific barrier in the
law thsat is slowing the growth of online commerce in the area of securities
trading. As the law now stands. Mr.
President. anyone wishing to do business with an online trading company
must request or download application
materials and physically sign them.
then wait for some form of surface mail
system to deliver the forms before conducting any trading. Such rules cause
unneeded delays and will be eliminated
by this legislation.
Control over theiragreements is crucial to allowing companies and individuals to conduct commerce in and
through the iceans of high-technology.
But we must do more to ensure the
continued growth of high-tech commetre, Perhaps most important. we
must make certain that companies involved in high-tech can find properly
trained people to work for them.
During the last session of Congress I
sponsored the American Competitiveness Act, This legislation, since signed
into law, provides for a limited increase in the number of highly skilled
fteigo-bore workers who can come to
this country on temporary worker
visas. It also provides for scholarships
to students who elect to study in areas
important for the high-tech industry.
including computers, math and science.
In my view we should build on the
Amenican Competitiveness Act by ertending training and educational assistance to the millions of elementary
and secondary school children who can
and should become the high-tech workor5 of tomorrow.
It is projected that 60 percent of all
jobs will require high-tech computer
skills by the year 2000.But 32 percent
of our public schools have only one
classroom with access to the Internet.

July 15, 1999

The Educational Testing Service reports that, on average, in 1997 there
was only one multi-media computer for
every 24 students in America, That
makes the line to use a school computer five times longer than the Education Department says it should be.
Not only do our classrooms have too
few computers, the few computers they
do have are so old and outdated that
they cannot run the most basic of today's software programs and cannot
even access the Internet. One of the
our
common computers in
more
schools today is the Apple lIc.a model
so archaic it is now on display at the
Smithsonian.
The Federal government recently attempted to rectify this situation, with
little success. The 21st Century Classrooms Act of 1997allows businesses to
take a deduction for donating cornputer technology, equipment and software. Unfortunately, that deduction
was small and businesses had difficulty
qualifying for it. Thus the Detwiler
Foundation, a leading clearinghouse
for computer-to-school donations, tports that they have not witnessed the
anticipated increase in donation activity" since its enactment.
I strongly believe that we must
change that, That is why I havejoiined
with Senator RON WYDEN (D-Ore.) to
offer the New Millennium Classrooms
Act. This legislation will increase the
amount of computer technology donated to schools, helping our kids prepare for the high-teoh jobs of the future.
The earlier tax deduction failed to
produce donations because it was too
narrowly drawn. It allowed ony a lirited deduction (one half the fair mar-

ket valueof the computer). It also applied thisdeduction only to computers
less than two years old, And only the
original user of the computer could donate it to the school.
Under the New Millennium Classrooms Act, however, businesses will be
able to choose either the old deduction
or a tax credit of up to 30 percent of
the computer's fair market value,
whichever reduces their taxes most.
donating computers to
Businesses
schools located in empowerment oones,
enterprise communities and Indian reservationswould be eligible for a 50 percent tax credit because they are bringing computers to these who need them
most.
In addition, the New Millennium
Classrooms Act would eliminate the
two year age limit- After all, many
computers more than two years old
today have Pentium-chip technology
and can run programs advanced enough
to be extremely useful in the classroom. Finally, the new legislation
would let companies that lease computers to other users donate those
computers once they are handed in.
These provisions will expand the
availability of useful computers to our
schools. They will allow our classrooms
to become real places of high-tech
learning. preparing our children for the
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challenges of the future and providing
our economy with the skilled workers
we need to keep us prosperous and
moving ahead. They are an Important
part of an overall high-tech agenda
that emphasizes expanding opportunities for all Americans.
Of course we must do more, We must
extend the Research and Development
tax credit so important to high-tech innovation. We must extend the 3 year
moratorium on any taxing of the internet. We must update our encryption
laws so that American companies can
compete overseas and provide con
sumers with state-of-the-art protection
for their c-commerce. We must increase high-speed internet access. I
will work to support each and every
one of these reforms.
Mr. President. these are some of the
legislative initiatives a number of my
colleagues and I are working on to ensure the future of high-tech growth in
this country. It is an important agenda
because high-tech is an important sector of our economy. I hope members of
both houses of Congress and the Administration will recognize the need to
support this agenda so that American
Lworkers can continue to prosper.4

ball program which had been discontinued for several years due to World
War II. Within 5 years of beginning his
tenure at Pine Hill, lie had established
a perennial football powerhouse at the
school. During this time, Coach Daniel
lead his team to an undefeated season.
while outscoring opponents 232-32 and
receiving a Birmingham News regional
championship.
Following his tenure at Pine Hill.
Coach Daniel moved on to coach at
Luvorne High School in Luverne, Alabama. While coaching at the school for
38 years, Coach Daniel's teams finished
with an astonishing 34 winning seasons.
In I1 of his last 12 years. his team
earned a spot in the state playoffs, ineluding three semi-finals appearances.
His remarkable 19S1 team reached the
ultimate promise land, winning the
state 3A championship, the first in
Luverne High School's history. Coach
Daniel retired in 1993 and did not coach
during the 1993 and 1994 Sason, However, he returned as an assistant coach
for the 1995 season as Defensive Coordinator and helped his team earn a state
championship in 1997.
Coach Daniel was named Alabama's
Coach of the Year in 1981. 1987. and 1191
by various major newspapers in the
state. In a coach's poll conducted in
1985 he was ranked by his peers as one
of the ten bet coaches in the state. In
addition to these accolades, Coach
Daniel served as head coach of the Alabama team in the annual Alabaesa!Mississippi All-Star Football Classic in
1192, and was named as Alumni Coach
of the Year in 1992 by the University of
West Alabama. In a fitting honor to
cop his distinguished career. Coach
Daniel was chosen as a member of the
inaugural class of inductees into the
Alabama High School Sports Hall of
Fame in 1991. Mr. President. if a coaching career has ever proven deserving of
these many distinctions, it is Coach
Glenr Daniel..
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LEGISLATIVE SESSION

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
the previous order, the Senate will resume legislative session.

FEDERAL FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
IMPROVEMENT
MANAGEMENT
ACT OF 1999
Mr. JEFFORDS. I ask unanimous
consent the Senate now proceed to the
consideration of Calendar No. 199, S.
468.
OFFICER. The
The PRESIDING
clerk will report.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
A bill (S. 463) to improve the effeetiveness
of Federal financial assistand perran
ancse programs. simplify Federal financial assistance application and reporting requirerients. and improve the delivery of services
to the public.
There being no objection. the Senate
proceeded to consider the bill.which
had been reported from the Committee
on Governmental Affairs. with amendments; as follows:
(The parts of the bill intended to be
stricken are shown in boldface brackets and the parts of the bill intended to
be inserted are shown in italic.)
S. 4i8
TRIBUTE TO COACH GLENN
Be t enacted by the Secare andaHocse of Rep
DANIEL
reaentate of the United State ofAmenrca in
Congressaa eibied
SMr. SHELBY, Mr. President, I rise
SECTIONi. SHORTTITLE.
today to pay tribute to Coach Glenn
This Act may be cited as the "Federal FiDaniel, a dedicated man and an inspiranancial Assistance Management Improvetional leader to the many football
ment Act of 1999".
teams which he has led. The state of
SMe.2. FINDINGS.
Alabama has been blessed with a very
[Thl Congress finds thatrich football heritage. The thought of
(1) thee ore over 6Ot different Federal fl.
the sport conjures images of Bear Brynancil assistane programs to implement
ant leading his famed University of
domesticPolicy;
Alabama teams to glory on the grid(2)while the assistance descrihed in paraIron. Between interstate colleges and
graph (1) has been directed at critical pobhigh school rivalries, there is no argulems. some Federal administrative requiremay be duplicative, buridensome or
mes
met
that the State's roots are firmly
conflicting, thus impeding cost-ffective deentrenched in the game of football.
lisery of servies at the local level;
It Is from these roots that I pay trib,.
toDanmoiscel.*oos
n n
ate
(3) the Nation's State, local, and tribal
ate
to theo
SuccessfulI
the
governments and private, nonprofit organischool infootof most
Alabama
high coach
history
zatiom are dealin with increasingly comball, Coach Glenn Daniel. With a lifeples problems which reqoir the delivery and
EXECUTIVE SESSION
time record of 2N2 wins, 167 loses and 16
coordination of many kinds of services: and
ties, Coach Daniel has stood the test of
(4) streamlining and simplification of Federal financial assistance administrative protime and climbed countless obstacles
cedures and reporting requirements will Icin his relentless assault on the record
EXECUTIVE CALENDAR
prove the delivery of services to the public.
books. Coach Daniel's 50-yeur career,
Mr. JEFFORDS. Mr. President, I ask see. 3. PURPOSES.
spanning six decades, servcs as a inspiThe purposes of this Act are toration to the young people he coaches unanimous consent that the Senate im(1) improve the effectiveness and performand as an example of the internal for, mediately proceed to executive session
of Federal financial assistance protitude and a strength of character to consider Executive Calendar No. 164 one
grams:
which few possess. He is truly the on today's Executive Calendar.
(2) simplify Federal financial assistance
consent
the
ask
unanimous
I
further
standard bearer for a high school
application and reporting requimenits;
coaching legend and the definition of a nomination be confirmed, the motion
(3) improve the delivery of services to the
man dedicated to the sport of football. to reconsider be laid upon the table, public; and
to
the
nominastatements
relating
any
Born on December 2. 1925, in Mont(41 facilitate greater coordination among
gomery. Coach Daniel attended Albert tion appear in the RECORD, the Presi- those responsible for delivering such semG. Parrish High School in rustic dent be immediately notified of the ies.
SEC.
4. DEFINITOS.
Selma, Alabama. He earned a Bach- Senate's action, and the Senate then
In this Act:
elor's Degree in Education at Living- return to legislative session.
(I)
DIRECTOR. The term "Director" means
OFFICER.
Without
The
PRESIDING
ston University (now the University of
the Director of the Office of Management
West Alabama) and a Master's Degree objection, it is so ordered.
The nomination considered and con- and nudget.
from the University of Alabama in 1956.
(2) FEDERAs ACENOY.-Tha term "Federal
It was in 1947 that Glenn Daniel began firmed is as follows:
agency" means any agency as defined under
OF COMMERCC
DEPARTNIENT
his coaching career at the rural Alasection 551(1) of title 5, United Strtes Code,
(3) FEDERAL FINANCIALASSIsTANCE,-The
Johnnie E. Frazer, of Maryland, to be In
bama school of Pine Hill High. He was
term "Federal financial assistance" has
able to successfully resuscitate a foot- spector General. Department of Commerce.

J

~~

~ ~ ~
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paragraph (i)(A) or the skilled nursing tacli- construed to pruempt any provision of State
to benelaw that affords greater protections
and
Ity described In paragraph (1)(3);
"(i1) lects to receive servicesfrom the ficiaris with regard to covurage of Items
nursingfaskilled nursingfacility after the hospitalie- and services provided by a skilled
tion, whether or not, in the case of a skilled cslay than is afforded by such provisions of
nursing faclty describedis paragraph this subsotiot.
D(FINITIOINS,-Inthis subsecticn:
T
,)l(A). theIndividual resided In suchfacility
(A) CovicoiNst _sac orTIREMEN co abefore entering the hospital.
(C) The skilled nursing favility has the citY.-The term 'continuing care retirement
capacity to provide the services the indi- community' means an organluatian that posidesor arranges forthe preision of hnusiig
vldcal requires
to an older per"(D)The skilled nursingfacility agreesto and health-related services
similar payment under on uederan agreoment.
amept substantially
"(B) SiL-D NUSING FACILtt.-Thu term
thatapply to
the same teus and conditions
has the moaning
skillednursingfacilitles 'skilled nursing facility'
similarly situated
1819(a)'".
the given such term In section
under contract with
that art
(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendments
Medicre+Choice organzation.
"() COVRAGE OF 5 SERICES TOFREVENT made by thissection shall apply with respect
MedicaranChaice orga- to contracts entered into or renewedon or
HOSPITALiLATION.-A
nitation may notdeny payment for sorvics after thedate of enautmnut of this Act.
prsidud Loan enrollee ora MedicarenCholce
By Mr. HATCH (for himself, Mr.
plan (affered by such organiation by a "
ABRAHAM, Mr.
LoAHY, Mr.
skilled nursingfacility in which theenrollee
TORRICELLI. Mr. DEWINg, Mr.
resides, without a preceding hospital stay,
KOHL, and Mr.SCHUMR):
regardless of whether the MedicareCi.1ce
organlation has a contract with such facilS. 1461.A bill to amend the Tradeily to provideusck sersi . ifrganaLtieo ks mark Act of 194) (15U.S.C. 1051et Sec.)
"(Al the MedirarCeihoic
determined that theservice is necessary to to protect consumers and pronote elecof theenrollee;tronic commerce by prohibiting the
preventthe hospitalization
bad-faith registration, trafficking or
and
"(B) thefactors specified Insbperegrphs use of Internet domain names that are
identical to. confusingly similar to, or
IA),(C).and ID)of paragraph (2)exist.
SNP
PROVIDED
IN
COVERAoE
OF
SERVICES
'(4)
eRE SPoUSE nEsicEs.-A Mcd'carenChice dilutive of distinctive trademarks or
organitation may not deny paymentfor serv_ service marks: to the Committee on
to an enrolice of a the Judiciary.
ices provided
eOMAisNAE pivACYPREVENTIONaCt OF l55
Medicareehoice plan (offered by such orgaMr. HATCH. Mr. President. I am
oluion) by a skilled nursingfacility in
which the enrolleeresides, regardless of
whether the MedliareChoire oganiatin pleaed to riot today, along with my
has . cotractwith such facility to provle colleague, the Ranking Member on the
if the spouseaftheenrollee is Judiciary Committee, Senator LEAHY,
suchservices.
a resident of such facility and the factors to introduce legislation that will ad(A). (C), and (D) of d-ess a growing problem for consumers
specified 1nsubparagraphs
and American businesses online. At
paragraph (2)exlst.
'(5) bSILLEDNURSINGFACILTYVMUST MET issue is the deliberate, bad-faith, and
abusive registration of Inernet domain
MEDICARE PARTCIPATION REUIEENfTSfThis subsection shall not apply unlessthe
skilled nursingfacility Involvedmets all names in violation of the rights of
under trademark owners, for the Net-savy.
applicable participation requiremenes
this burgeoning form of cyber-abuse is
this title.
"I PROHISITIONS.-A
MedicaroChoice or- known as "cyberoquatting."forthe avganlimtion Offering a MedicareChoice plan orage consumer, it is basically fraud.
deception. and the bad-faithtrading on
5m
in"(Al deny to an individual eligibility, or the goodwill of others. Wlatever you
all it is an issue that has a groat
continuedeligibility, to enrollor to renew
coverageundersuch plan. solely for the pat- c
pose of avoiding the requirements of this impact on American consumers and the
brand
names they rely on as tndicasubsection;
"(B) provide monetary payments or to- tions of source. quality, and authento encourage sach enroll- ticity.
bates to enrollees
ens to accept less than the minimam praten- As anyone who has walked down the
aisle in the grocery store knows, tradetionsavailable underthis subsection;
or otherwis reduce or limit marks serve as the primary indicators
"(C) penalime
the reimbursement ofa healthcareprovider
becausesuch provider or - of source,quality,and authenticity in
or organilation
ganliatln provided services to the ndi- the minds of consumers. How else do
or you explainthe price disparity between
with thissubsection:
vidual in accordance
(D)provide incentives (monetaryor oth various brands of toothpaste, laundry
detergent, or even canned beans. These
e=se) to a health care provider ur organiztin
to inducesuchprovider or organirationbrand names are valuable in that they
or beaconvey to the consumer reliable inforto provide rte to a participant
flciayIn a mannor inconsistent with this mation regarding the source and qual"(7) COSTr-SoAlC.Nothing in this suh ity of goods and services, thereby tosection shll he construed a preventing a cilitating commerce and opurring cona fidence in the marketplace. UnauthorMsedicae+Choice orgaistimniff,esg
plan
from
imposing ied uses of others' marks undertuts
Medicare+Choice
or othercost-sha- the market by eroding consumer comdeductibles, coinsurance.
Ig for services covered under this sub- fidenee and the communicative value
or of the brand names we all rely on. For
ceinsurance.
section if such deductibles.
would have applied ifthe that very reason. Congress has enacted
othercost-shartig
skilled nursingfacility in which the enrollee
a number of statutes addressing the
cosrat
Under
was
services
such
reacused
problems of trademark infringement.
wish the Miedica Chisergauisation.
LW-The false advertising and unfair competiOF stre
"(8)NaNPREEirPTION
provisions of this subsectionshall not be lion, trademark dilution, and trade-
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mark counterfeiting. Doing so has
helped protect American businesses
and, more Importantly perhaps, American consumers.
As we are seeing with increased frequency, the problems of brand name
abuse and consumer confusion are particularly acute in the online environment. The fact is that a consumer in a
"brick and mortar' world has the luxury of a variety of additional indicators of source and quality aside from a
brand name. For example, when one
walks in to the local consumer electronics retailer, he is fairly certain
with whom he is dealing, and he can
often tell by looking at the products
and even the storefront itself whether
or not he is dealing with a reputable
establishment. These protections are
largely absent in the electronic world,
where anyone with Internet access and
minimal computer knowledge can set
up a storefront online.
In many cases what consumere see
when they log on to a site is their only
indication of source and authenticity.
and legitimate and illegitimate sites
may be indistinguishable in ryberspace. In fact, a well-knowns trademark
in a domain name may be the primary
source indicator for the online consumer. So it a bad actor is using that
name, rather than the trademark
owner, an online consumer is at serious
risk of being defrauded, or at the very
least confused, The result, as with
other forms of trademark violations, is
the erosion of consumer confidence in
brand name identifiers and in electronic commerce generally.
Last week the Judiciary Committee
heard testimony of a number of exampies of consumer confusion on the
Internet stemming from abusive domain name registrations. For example,
Anne Chasser, President of the International Trademark Association, testi
fied that a cybersquatter had regnames
domain
the
istered
and
"'attphonecard.com"
"attallingcard.cem" aid used those
names to establish sites purporting to
sell calling cards and soliciting personally identifying information, including
credit card numbers. Chris Young,
President of Cyveillance. Inc-a company founded specifically to assist
trademark owners police their marks
online-testified that a cybersquatter
the
name
registered
had
"dellspares.com" and was purporting
to sell Dell products online, when In
online nofact Dell does not authori
selleis to market its products. We
heard similar testimony of an offshore
eybersquatter selling web-hns lng servname
under
the
ices
'bellatlantics.com". And Greg Phillips, a Salt Lake City trademark practitioner that represents Porsche in protrademark
their
famous
vetting
against what is now more than 300 instances of cybersquating, testified of
several examples where bad actors have
registered Porsche marks to sell monterfeitgoods and non-genuine Porsche
parts.
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Consider also the child who in a clarifying the rights of trademark ownto
respect
with
online
"hunt-and-peck" manner mistakenly ers
cybersquatting. by providing clear detyped in the domain for "dosney.com",
looking for the rich and family-friend- terrence to prevent such bad faith and
ly content of Disney's home page, only abusive conduct, and by providing adeto wind up staring at a page of hard- quate remedies for trademark owners
core pornography because someone in those cases where it does occur.
snatched up the 'dosney" domain in While the bill shares the goals of. and
anticipation that just such a mistake has some similarity to, legislation inwould be made. In a similar case, a 12- troduced earlier by Senator ABRAHAM,
year-old California boy was denied it differs in a number of substantial reprivileges at his school when he en- spects.
First, like Senator ABRAHAM's legistered "zealdacom" in a web browser at
his school library, looking for a site he lation, our bill allows trademark own
expected to be affiliated with the com- ers to recover statutory damages in
puter game of the same name, but cybersquatting cases. both to deter
wrongful conduct and to provide adeended up at a pornography site.
In addition to these types of direct quate remredies for trademark owners
to consumers, cybersquatting who seek to enforce their rights in
hare
harms American businesses and the court. Our bill goes beyond simply
goodwill value associated with their stating the remedy, however. and sets
names, In part this is a result of the forth a substantive cause of action,
fact that in each case of consumer con- based in trademark law, to define the
fusion there is a case of brand-name wrongful conduct sought to be deterred
misappropriation and an erosion of and to fill in the gaps and uncertaingoodwill. But, even absent consumer ties of current trademark law with reconfusion. there are many many casts spect to cybersquatting.
Under our bill. the abusive conduct
who appropriate
of cybersquatters
brand names with the sole intent of ex- that is made actionable is approtorting money from the lawful mark priately limited to bad faith registraowner, of precluding evenhanded com- tions of others' marks by persons who
petition. or even very simply of harm- seek to profit unfairly from the goodwill associated therewith. In addition,
ing the goodwill of the mark.
For example, a couple of years ago a the bill balances the property interests
small Canadian company with a single of trademark owners with the interests
shareholder and a couple of dozen do- of Internet users who would make fair
main names demanded that Umbra use of others' marks or otherwise enInternational. Inc., which markets and gage in protected speech online. Our
equipment, pay bill also limits the definition of domain
distributes soccer
$50,000 to its sole shareholder, $50,000 to name identifier to exclude such things
a charity, and piovide a lifetime supply as screen names, file names, and other
of soccer equipment in order for it to identifiers not assigned by a domain
relinquish the "umbra.cem" name. name registrar or registry. it also
Warner Bros. was reportedly asked to omits criminal penalties found in Senpay $350,000 for the rights to the names ator ABRAHAM's earlier legislation.
Second. our bill provides for in rem
"warner-bros"warner-records.com",
records.cam". "warner-pictures.com". jurisdiction, which allows a mark
and owner to seek the forfeiture, cancella"warner-bros-ptctures",
'warnerpictures.com". And Intel Cor- tion, or transfer of an infringing doporation was forced to deal with a main name by filing an in rem action
the against the name itself, where the
registered
cybersquatter who
"pentiumlcom" domain and used it to mark owner has satisfied the court
post pornographic images of celeb- that it has exe-csed due diligence in
trying to locate the owner of the do
rItles.
It is time for Congress to take a clos- main name but is unable to do so- A
er look at these abuses and to respond significant problem faced by tradewith appropriate legislation. In the mark owners in the fight against
f04th Congress, Senator LEAHY and I tybersquatting is the fact that irany
sponsored the "Federal Trademark Di- cybersquatters register domain names
lution Act," which has proved useful in under aliases or otherwise provide false
assisting tie owners of famous trade- information in their registration applimarks to police online uses of their cations in order to avoid identification
marks that dilute their distinctive and service of process by the mark
quality. Unfortunately. the economics owner. Our bill will alleviate this difof litigation have resulted in a situa- ficulty, while protecting the notions of
tion where It is often more cost-effec- fair play and substantialjustice, by ena abling a mark owner to seek an injunc"pay
off'
to
simply
tive
cybersquatter rather than pursue cost- tion against the infringing property in
ly litigation with little hope of any- those cases whero, after due diligence.
thing more than an injunction against a mark owner is unable to proceed
the offender. And cybersquatters are against the domain name registrant bebecoming more sophisticated and more cause the registrant has provided false
creative in evading what good case law contact Information and is otherwise
has developed under the dilution stat- not to be found.
Additionally, some have suggested
ute,
The bill I am introducing today with that dissidents and others who are onthe Senator from Vermont is designed line incognito for legitimate reasons
to address these problems head an by might give false information to protect
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themselves and have suggested the
need to preserve a degree of anonymity
on the Internet particularly for this
reason, Allowing a trademark owner to
proceed against the domain names
themselves, provided they ace, in fact,
infringing or diluting under the Trademark Act, decreases the need for trademark owners tojoin the hunt to chase
down and root out these dissidents or
others seeking anonymity on the Net.
The approach in our bill is a good compromise, which provides meaningful
protection to trademark owners while
balancing the interests of privacy and
anonynity on the Internet.
Third, like the Abraham bill, our bill
encourages domain name registrars
and registries to work with trademark
owners to prevent eybersquatilng by
providing a limited exemption from li
ability for domain name registrars and
or
registries that suspend. cancel
transfer domain names pursuant to a
court order or in the implementation
of a reasonable policy prohibiting the
domain
of
infringing
registration
names. Our bill goes further, however,
in order to protect the rights of domain
name registrants against overreaching
trademark owners. Under our bill, a
trademark owner who knowingly and
materially misrepresents to the domain name registrar or registry that a
domain name is infringing is liable to
the domain name registrant for damages resulting from the suspension,
cancellation, or transfer of the domain
name. Our bill also promotes the continued ease and efficiency users of the
current registration system enjoy by
codifying current case law limiting the
secondary liability of domain name
registrars and registries for the act of
re istrotion of a domain name.
Final y, our bill includes an explicit
savings clause making clear that the
bill does not affect traditional trademark defenses, such as fair use, or a
person's first amendment rights, and it
ensurs that any new remedies created
by the bill will apply prospectively
. President, this bill Is an important piece of legislation that will promote the growth of online commerce
by protecting consumers and providing
clarity in the law for trademark owners in cyberspace. It is a balanced bill
that protects the rights of Internet
users and the interests of all Americans in free speech and protected uses
of trademarked names for such things
as parody, comment, criticism, comparative advertising, news reporting.
etc. It reflects many hours of discussiens with senators and afferted parties
on all sides. I want to thank Senator
LoA1Y for his cooperation in crafting
this particular measure, and also Senator ABRAHAM for his cooperation in
this effort. I expect that the substance
of this bill will be offered as a Committee substitute to Senator ABRAHAM's legislation when the Judiciary
Committee turns to that bill tomorrow, and I look forward to broad bipartisan support at that time. I similarly
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(I) in the matter preceding subparagraph
"(iv)the peron's legitimate noncommerlook forward to wrking with my other
43(a)" and In,
colleagueshere in the Senate to report ialor fair use ofthe mark in a sit, accs- (A) by striking ".uder section
serting "under section 43 (a) or (d)"; and
this bill favorably to the House, and I sible endue the domain name;
(2) by redeigratig subparagraph (D)
v)
the person's intent to divert conurge theirsupport in this regard.
cnars fromi-the mark owners oaln ima- subparagraph (E) and Inserting after subI ask unanimous consent that the neon to a site accassible under the domain paragraph (C) the following:
text of the bill and a section-by-section
"'(D)(i) A domain name registrar, a domain
name that eold har
the goodwill repanalysis of the bill be printed in the renotcd by the mark, either forcommercial name registry, or other domain name reggain or with the intentto tarnish or dispar- Istration authority that takes any action deRECORD.
of setied under clause (11) affecting a domain
There being no objection, the mate- age the mark, by creating a likelihood
rial was ordered to be printed in the confuiona to the seorce, sponsorship, of- name shall not he liable for monetary relief
filiation, orendorsement ofthe site;
to any person for such action. regardless of
RECORD, as follows:
whether the dern
name It finally deter.
to
transfer,
sell.
or
person's
offer
"(v) the
S.1461
otherwiseassign the domain name to the mined to infringe or dilute the mark.
Be Itenacted by theSeasteend ouseofRep- mark Owner or any third party forsubstan-(i() An action enferced to under dace (i)
retentacires of the UoitedStatmofAcrofca in oial consideration withouthaving used. or is any action of refusing ts register, removCongreessaemhlae
havingan intent to use,the domain name in ing from registration, transferring, tempo.
SECTION1. SHORT TfTE, REFERENCES.
the bona fide offering
of any goodsor scrv- racily disabling. or perneently canceling a
iceo;
domain name(a) SHORTTITLE-This Act may be cited as
"(1) in compliance with a court order under
prevision of
the pereon's intentional
-'(vii)
the 'Domain Name Piracy Prevention
Act of
material and misleading false contactinfor- section 43(d); or
1999'
maciso
when
applying
for
the
registration
of
"(D in the implementation a a reasonable
(b)RksEkCEccs TO THE TRicmAlo
AoT oF
policy by such registrar, registry, or author194.-Any reference in this Act to the the domain name; and
-(viii) the persons registration or acquisi- icy prohibiting the registration of a domain
Tradeiiark Act of 1946shall be a reference to
the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the tien of multipledomain names which are name that is identical to. confusingly similar to. or dilutive
of aiotcher's mark regregistration and protection of trade-marks Identical to, confusingly shnilar to,or dilused in commerce. to carryout the provi- nice of trademarks or service marks of oth- istered on the Principal Register of the
at the time of rog- United States Patent and Tradeark Office.
sions of certain international
Conventions,ers thatare distinctive
"(iii) A domaie eame rgistrar, a domain
and forother purposes",approved July 5: Istratieo of oach domain nos,without regeod to thegoeds orscries ofsuchprsns. name registry, o other domain name reg1941(I5U.S.C. 1051
et seq.).
actioninvolving the reg- istratian authority shall not be liable for
"(C) In any civil
SEC,a. FIND
iGS.
istration, trafficking, or use of a domain damages under this section fer the registraCongrtss finds thefollowing
name under this paragraph, a court may Lion or maintenloce af a domain saue for
(1) The registration,
trafficking
in. or use order theforfeiture orcaerllation of thedo- another absent a showing of bad faith intent
of a domainname that is Identical to,con- main name or the transfer of the domain to profit from such registration or mdntefusiogly similar to. or dilutive aofe sad
noie to theowner of the mork.
ace of the domain mame.
mark or service mark ofanother chat is des"(2)(A) The canesr of a mark may fileanin
'(iv) if a registrar. registry. or other regtnctre atthetime ofregistration ofthe do- rm civil
actino against a do'as -ame ifistration authority takes at anction described
,nai name, without "egardto thegoods or
"(I) the domain name violates any right of under clause fill based on a knowing and maservices of the parties, withthe bad-faith in- the registrant of a mark registered in the terial misrepresentation
by any person that
tentto profit from the goodwill of anothern Patentand Trademark Office. orsection 43 a domain nam is identical to, confusingly
mark
(commonly
referred
to
as (a)or (e):
and
similar to. or dilutive of a mark registered
'yberpiracy *and "cybeoquatting")'(n) the courtfindsthat the owner has an the Principal Register of tire Uniitrd
(A)resuit. in consumer fra.dand publi demonstrated duediligence and was notable States Patent and Trademark Office, such
confusion as to tie true sourceor sposer- to finda personwho wosld have beena de- person shall be liable for any damages. Inship ofgoods ond services:
fendant in a civil
actionunder paragraph (i). cluding rests and attorney's fees. incurred
10)impoirs electronic
commerce.which Is
(B)The remedies of an in rem action by the domain name registrant as a result of
important to Interstate commerce and the under this paragraph shall be limited to a such action. The mou may also grant in...r ordor for the forfeitue
orccallstiln Junrtcte relief to the domain name regUnited States economy:
(C)deprives legitimate trademark owners of thedomain name or the transfer of ihe do- istrant. including the -activation of the doo substantial revenuesand consumer good- maionname to the Owner of the mark.",
main nae or the transfer of thn domain
(b) ADDITIONALCivil, AcTiON pAD R
will; and
regincrant.".
actionestablished under sec- iiasr to the dmainae
(D) places unreasonable,
intolerable, and EDY.-The civil
SEC.5. DEFINIfIONS.
tion
43(d)(1)
of
the
Trademark
Act
of
1946
(as
overwhelmingburden 0 trademark osnem
Section 41 of the Trademark Act of 194 (15
added by this suction) and any romedy sailinprotecting
their valuable
trademarks.
U.S.C.
1127)
Is
amended
by
inserting after the
() Amendments to the Trademark Act of ahleunder suchaction shallbe inaddition to andesignated paragraph defining the teem
1941would clarify the rights ofa trademark any other civil action or reslady otlirisa
counterfeit" the following:
applicable.
owner to provide for adequate remedies and
"Time sen ntelrelc' has the meaing
SEC.4. DANIAGW ANDREEDIES.
todeter eyberpiracy and cyberequatting.
(a) RoEMIES IN CAco or DO-c NPi- given that terrm in section 230(f)(1) of the
SEC.3.CYBERPIRACYPREVENTION.
Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C.
RACY.(a)IN GENtRAL,-Seotian43 or theTrade(If) IttJuvcTiOS.-Section 34(a) of the
aerk Act of 1946(5 U.S.C. 1125)
is amended Trademark Act of IS46 (15U.S.C. 11t(a))
"The term 'domain name' means any alis
by inserting atthe end the following
amended in the first sentence by Striking phanamerin designation which is registered
"(d)(1)(A)
Any person who, with bad-faith"veccion 43(o)" and iserting"section
43(a), with at assigned by any domain name raginte to profit from the goodwil of , trade
istr,
drunain ceme registry. or other door (d)".
mark or neicmark of another, registers,(c).
(2) DAMAES.-Sectlon
ofthe Trade- main name registration authority as part of
traffics in, or uses a domain name that is mark Act of 1046(15U.S.C.35(a)
li(a)) isamend- an electronic address en the Internet.".
SEW.S
7.S
NGSCLAUSE
Identical to, confusingly similar to, or diu- ed In thefirst seatnce by inserting ".(c),
or
tireof such trademark or service mark, (d)"nfner "section
Nothing in this Act shall affect any de43()'
withoutregard to the goods or services of
(b)Si'A'i
TORY DooAos.-Secton 35 of the fese available to a defendant under the
theparties, shallbe liable in a civil action Trademark Act of 1946(15U.S.C. 1ll?) is Trademark Act of IG4 (including any defensc
by theowner ofthemark, ifthe mark Isdis- amended by adding at the end she following:endn section 43(c)(4) of such Actor relating
",(d)
tinctive an the time ofthe registration of the
In a-coseinvolving a violation of sec- to fair use) or a person s right of free speech
domein tome.
tion43(d)().
theplaintiff
may elect, of aeiy or expression under the first amendment of
f"l)Indetermining whether there ia. bad- time before final judgment is rendered by the United States Constitution.
BIUI.
faith intent described under subpargraph the trial court, to recover,
instead of actual SEC.S.S EVERA
(A), a courtmay consider factors
such as, damages andprofits,
an award of statutory
If any provision of this Act. an amendment
bat not limited
tod
a..
a
i. the amont of rot los than made by this Act. or the application of such
"I) the trademark or other intllecoal SI.060 sod noc moe than 100,000
perdomain poacision or amndrdment to any peton or
property rights of the person, ifany, in the name, as the court considers just. The court circumstances is held to be unconstitutional,
domain name;
shallremit statutory
damagesinany casein the remainder of this Act, the amendment
which
an
infringer
believed
and
had
rsemade by this Act. and the application o the
,(if theextentto whichtie domain name
consists of the legal name of theperson or a able groundsin believe thatuse of the do- provisions of such to any person or airname that Is otherwisecommonly used in mal name by thn infringer
sas a fair or oth cumstance shall not be affected thereby.
identify that person;
erwiselowful o'e.'.
SEC.e. tFECTlIVE
DATS.
ON LIAB1LITY.
This Act hall apply to all dam air names
"(il)
thc person's
prior use,if any. of the SEC s. LIMITATfION
domain name in connectionwith the bona
Section 32()of the Trademark Act of 1119 registered before, on, or after the date of an
fide offeing of any goodsorservices;
(15U.S*C.1114) is aendedaetment of this Act. except that statutory
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parody, news reporting, fair use,etc. The bill 141 F,3d 1316 (9th Cir. 19). a well hknw
saggests a iotai of eight factors a courtmay cybersquaaaer had registered a hast of dowish to consider. The frstfoursuggestcr- main names mirroring famous trademarks.
cumstancs that may tendto indicate an ab- including names for Panavision, Delta Airsenceof bad-faith intentto profit from the lines. Neiman Marcus. Eddie Daer. Luftgoodwill ofa mark, and the lastfoursuggest hansa, and more than ie0 other marks, and
circumstancesthat may tend to indicate had attempted to sell them to the mark ownoe for amounts in the range of $10,00 to
ShCTIONBY SECTIONA SALIS-S 1451, THE that suchbad-faith intentexists.
First, under paragraph (1)(3)(i),
a court S15,000each. His me o the "panavision.com"
"DOMANNAMEPIACY PREVENiiONACT OF
may otasider whether thedomain name rg- and "panafiex.om" domain names was
1999."
istrant has trademark or any other iateicisoemingly more innocuous. however, as they
SECTION
I. SHORTTITLE: RFERENCES
tualproperty rights in the name. This factor served as addresses for iates that merely disThis section provides that the Act may be recogneis. as doestrademark lo Ingeneral, played pictures of Pae Illinois and the word
cited as the "Domain Name Pitney Preven; that the ro
ae concurringnoes of the "Hello" respectively. This ill would not
ci Act af II9 and that amp reforentes tame rome that are naninfringing, such as allow a person to evade the holding of that
within the bill to the Trademark Act of 946 the use of the "Delta" mark forboth air cea-whih found that Mr. Toeppen bad
shall be a reference to the Act entitled "An traveland sink faorets Similarly,
the rag- made a commercialuse of the Panavisien
Act to provide for the registration and pro- ftration
name marks and that such us were. in face. diof
the
domain
aection of trademarks used in commerce, to "deltafaoe.cam" by a movie studiowould luting under the Federal Trademark Dilucarry out the previsions
of certaininter not tend toindicate a bad Faith intent on the tion Act-merely by posting noninfringieg
.atIfal to nctins, and for other puri part ofthe registrant to trade on Delta Air- mes of the trademark on a site accessible
posts", approved July 5, Li9l (i5 U.S.C. 1051 line or Delta Faucets'
trademarks.
under the offending domain name. as Mr.
et seq;), also commonly referrad to as the
Second, underparagraph (i)fB)(ii). a court Toeppan did. Rather, the bill gives courts the
Latnan Act,
may consider the extentto which the do- lfibility to weigh appropriate factors in deSECTIO
0N 2. F]NDWG
S
main mame isthe same as the ragistranas termining whether the name wan registered
This section sets forth Congres' findings awn legal name cr a nicknameby whichthat or used iin bad faith, and it recognizes tiat
I commonly Identifid. This factor one such factor may be the use the domain
tat eybersquatting and cyberpiray-de' perto
recognizes,
again as does theconceptof fair name ragistrant mates at thc mark,
in, ar
fed as the registration, trafficking
Fifth. nder paragraph (1)(B)(v). a court
use of a domain name that Is identical to, use in trademark law, that a person should
to
be
Identified by their own nare, may conider whether, in registering or
be
able
confusingly similar to. or diutiveof a dis- whether intheir
businessor on a wet sit. oning the domain nam,. the registrant intirtive trademark -r sersie mark of another with the had lab latent an prbist tram Similarly, a personmay bear a legitimate teded to divert aonmers away From the
that is identical or similar to a trademark owner' weltite toa webtte that
the good.ill of that mark-harms rho pubia nickname
well-heawn trademark, sch as in the well- could harm the goodwill of the mark. either
by causing consamer frond ad paths canfa
who registered for purposes of commercial gain or with the
sion as to the true satto or sponsrship of publicizedaseof the parents
domain name "pokey.org" for their intent to tarnish or disparage the mark, by
goodn and servicas, by impairing eleotronis the
young daughter who goesby that eame,. and areating a Ilklihood at caf oan as to the
commerce, by depriting trademark aenrs of
affiliation. or endorsesubstantial revenues and consumer goodwill, these individuals should not be deterred by source, sponsorship. factor recognizes that
this bill from usingtheir name online. This meat of the site. This
intolerable,
and by placingunreasonable,
use
and orerwihelmig hardens on trademark tartar is not intended to Suggest that do- one of the main reasonscybersquatters
main name ragistrants toy erode the appli- other people's trademarks is to divert Interowners In protecting their awn marks cationof thisactby merely adopting Eaona, net users to their own sites by creating anAmendments to the Trademark Act would Ford. or other well-known iarks as their fusion as to the snurce. sponsorahlp. affiliclarify tie rights of trademark owners to nicknames.It merely provides a court with
aion, or endorsement of the site. This Is
provide for adequate remedies for the abueppropriate discretion to determine done for a number of reasons. including to
sie and bad faith registration of their the
pass off inferior goods under the name of a
marks as Internet domain natins and to whether or oatthefact thata person bear
mark holder, to defraud cona nicknamesimilar toa mark at issueis an ssell-kani
deter cyberpiracy and cybersquat lag.
indication
ofan absenceofbad-faith on the somers into providing personally identifiable
SEIMON3. CYBE RfAcyEVENIO
information, such as credit card numbers, to
part oftheregistrant.
Third, Hnder palagiaph (lXB3)(lii). a court attract eyeballs to sites that price online adSubsection (a). En General. This subsection
amends section the Trademark Act to pro- may consider the domain name registrant's vertising according to the number of "hits"
ride an explicit trademark remedy for prior me, if any, of the domain name in con the sit mcives, or even just to harm the
43(d).
aection
with thebona fideoffering of goods value of tie mark. Uider this provision. a
cybersquatting under a new setao
Again, this factor recognizescourt may give appropriate weight tC eviUnder paragraph (1)(A) of the new section or services.
43(d). actionable
conduct weuld Includethe thatthe legitimate use ofthe domain name dence that a domain name registrant inregistration. trafficking is. or ae of . do- in nline omreerce may be a good indicator cended to cftause or decile cite public iii
main name that is identical to. confusingly of the intentof the person registering
that this manner when making a determination
similar to, or dilutive oF the trademark or name. Where theperson has usedthe domain of bad faith intent.
withoutcreating a likeli- Sixth, under paragraph (I)(B)(vi). a court
service mark of another, provided that the name in comnmnerce
mark was distincrive (ie. enjoyed trade- hood ofconfusionas to the souree or origin may tursidr a domtain tinn restrl nt's
mark status) at the time the domain name of the goodsor service and has nt other- offer to transfer, sell, or otherwise a..ig the
was registerod. The bill is cart fully and nr- wiseattemptedto use tet
oneIn order to domain name to the mark owner or any
rawly tailored, however, to extend only an profit from the goodwill of the trademark third party for substantial consideration,
cases where the plaintiff can demonstrate owner's name, a courtmay look to this w an where the registrant has not used.and did
ofthe absenceofbad faith on the not have any intent to use, the domain name
that thedefendant registered. trafficked in, indication
in the bona fide offering of ay goods oraeror used the affEading domain name with tad- part ofthe registrant.
(iv). a court ices. This Factor is consistent with the court
Fourth,underparagraph (I)(B)
faith intent to profit from the goodwill of a
mark belonging to someone else. This, the may consider the person's legitimate non- cases, like the Panaiuon case mentioned
bt does nceteod roi n t..d.rnahi commercial or fair useof themark in a web above, where courts have found a defendant's
n- site that is accessihie under the domain offer to sell the domain name to the legitiname registrations by those who aro
name at issue.
This factor
is intended to bal- mate mark owner at being indicative of the
aware of another's use of the name, or eae
to trade on the value of a
of trademark ownerswith defendant's intt
to orenH slto is aware of the trademark ancethe interests
ofthosewho world make law- trademark owner's marks by engaging in the
a domain the interests
statusof the name ht registers
am cmontaining the mark far any reason rulnoeaommciad or lair uses of others' business of registering those marks and sellother than with bad faith intesnt to profit mrks onie, suchas In comparativeadvr- ing them to the rightful trademark oeers.
ising, commrent, criticism. parody. arms re- It dos ant suggest that a court should tanfrom the goodwill associated with that
porting. etc.The factthat a person may use sider the mare offer to sell a domain name to
mark.
ace a amn in
Paragraph (L)(1) of the new section 43(d) . mark In e ste in s.. a amful mona-r a mark owner or the fail.-e an =
ses forth . nmher of .ae.cinsie. non- may be an apprpriae indiatin that the the bono fide offering of goads or serices is
exhaustive factors to assist a court in deter- person's registration or use of the domain sufficient to indicate bad faith. Indeed. thet
mining whether the required bad-faith ele- tame lacked the required element of bad- are cases in which a person registers a name
ment xi ts In any given sate. These factors faith. This factor isnot intended to createa In anticipation of a businessventurethat
are designed to balance the property Inter- loophole thatotherwise might swallowthe simply never pans out. And someone who has
by allowing a domain name registrant to a legitimate registration of a domain name
a s of trademark owners with the legiti- bill
mate interests of Internet users and others evade application of the Act by merely put- that mirrorn someone else's domain name,
who seek to make lawful uses of others' ting up a nontnfringing site underan mfring- stch as a trademark owner that Is a lawful
matts, including for purposes such as com- ig domir name. For e.ompl., In the -11 concurrent user of that name with another
v. Toeppena. trademark owner, may, in fact, wish to sell
parailve advertising. comment. criticism, known case of Paravcon fnt'l
damages under section 35(d) of the Trademark Act of 1946 (15 U.SC. 1117),as added by
section 4 of this Act, shall not be available
with respect to the registration. trafficking.
or use of a domain name that occurs before
the date of enactment of this Act.
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that name to the other trademark owner. forisation
and is otherwise not to be found. fair use. or a person's first amendment
This bill does not imply that these facts are provided the mark owner can show thatthe rights.
SECfION8. SEVEssBnLffY
an indication of bas-falth. It merely provides domai name itselfviolate shstatie
a court with the necessary discretion to ret- trademark law.Paragraphs (2)() limits the
This section provides a severbility cloose
available in such an in rem action to making clear Congress' Intent that if any
ognize the evidence of had-faith when it is relief
ordering the forfeiture, can- provision of this Act, an amendment made
present. In practice. the offer to sell domain an Injunction
of the domain ame.
mnes for exorbitant amounts to the rightful collation. crtransfer
by the Act, or the application of such proviSubsction (b). Additional Civil Actioc and sion or amendment to any person or clmark owner has been one of the most cooumakes clearth=c cumstancesis held to be unconstitutional,
men threads in abusive domain name reg- Remedy. This subsection
the creation of a new sction 43(d) in the the remaindm of the Act, the amendments
Istration.
Seventh. under paragraph llll}lliil. a Trademark Act does not in any way limit made by the Act. mad the application of the
of current provisionscf provlsioas of such to any person or circourt may cosider the reglstrants loten- the application
tionail provision of material and misleading trademork. unfair competition
and false ad- cumstance shall not be affected by suh dofalse contact information in an application vertising. or dilution law, or other remedies termination.
to
for the domain ame registration. Falsifica- under councerfeiting or other statutes.
SECTION9. EFFETlvc DATE
tion of contact information with the intent cybersquattng cases.
This section provides that new statutory
to ada identification and service of precs
damages prodded for under this bill shall
by trademark owners is also a common
trademark
This
section
applies
traditional
not apply to any registration, traffickhig, or
thread in cases of cybrsqeattlng. This fec- remedies, including
injunctive relief, recostr reognirs that fact, whiie still recog- try of defendant's prefits, actualdamages, use of a domain name that tank place prior
nizng that there may he circumstances in aid costs, to cybersquatting casesunderthe to the enactment of this Act.
may
false
infociratlion
the
provision
of
which
Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President, I am
section 43(d) of the Trademark Act- The
be due to other factors, such as mistake or, new
35 of theTrademark pleasedtojoin Senator HATCH, and othas some have suggested in the case of polit- bill alsoamends section
ical dissidents, for purposes nf nconymity. Act to provide for statutorydamages in ers. today in introducing the "Domain
This hill hlancrs those factors by timiting cybersquatingcases,e an amount of nat Name Piracy Prevention Act of 1999."
and not more than SITtmhj We have worked hard to craft this legconsideration to the persons contact infoc- less than Sl,ctt
=ourt rosidert
mation, and cen then requiring that tht per domain name. as the
islation in a balanced fashion to prothe court in rwiit
pros ison of false inforimation be materlal Just-The hill requiresany casewhere the in- tect trademark owners and consumers
and misleading. As with the other factors, statutory damages in
doing business online, and Internet
had
reasonable
grounds
belseved
and
fringer
is
and acourt
this factoris nonexclusive
of the doman name users who want to participate in what
called upon to make a determination based to blieve ilatthe uselawful
use.
the Supreme Cotrt has described "'a
on the facts presented whether or not the was a fair orotherwise
ONLIAILIT
5. I.1N1YATlON
SECrION
unique and wholly new medium of
provision of false information do-, in fact,
worldwide human communication.~"
section
32(2)
of
the
This
section
amends
indicate bad-faith.
a Trademark Act to extend the Trademark Renov. ACLU, 521U.S. 844 (1997).
Eighth, oder paragraph (lfi)li),
limitations on liability to the
court may consider the domain name reg- Ant'oexisting
Trademarks are important tools of
istrant's acquisition of multiple domain cybersquatting
context.Thin oection lo
commerce. The exclusive right to the
names that are identical to. confusingly treaes a new subparagraph (to) in section use of a unique mark helps companies
This
of
others'
marks.
similar tn. or dilutise
32(2)to encourage domain name registrars
factor recognizes the increasingly common and registries to work with trademarkown- compete in the marketplace by distinas ersto prevent cybesquatting through a lim- guishing their goods and services from
practice
known
nybersquatting
"wariiousisg*. In which a cybersquatter ited e.mption frm liability for domain those of their competitors, and helps
registers multipie domain names-some- name registrars and registries
that uprd, consuoers identify the source of a
nimes hundreds. even thousands-that mirror cancel. or transfer domain names pursuant product by linking it with a particular
to acurtorder or In the implemsentation of company. The use of trademarks by
tir trademarks of others. By sitting o the
prohibiting companies, and reliance on trademarks
reasonable policy
marks and not making the first move to a
offer to sell them to the mark osner. dhcte cybersquatting. This sectionalso protects by concsumers, will only become more
cybersquattecs tove been largely successfal the rights of domain sian registants important as the global marketplace
In evading the case law developed ceder the against overreaching trademark owners.
Federal Trademark Dilution Act, This bill Under a new section subparagraph
in becomes larger and more accessible
(D)(iv)
a trademark eter who knew- With electronic commerce. The reason
cton 32(2).
does not suggest that the mere registration
of multiple domain names is an indication of inglyand materially misrepresents
to the is simple: when a trademark name is
bad faith, but allows a court to weigh the domain name registerr or registry that a do used as a company's address in cyberfact that a person has registered multiple do- main name Is infringing shall beliable to the space, customers know where to go onmain names that infringe or dilute the trade- domain name registrant for damages result- line to conduct business with that commarks of others an part of its consideration ing from the suspenuioa, cancellation, or ponyof whether Userequisite bad-faith intent ex- transfer of thedomir name. I addiio, sie
The grorwth of lectronic commerce
,iss
court may grantinjunctive relief to the dois having a positive effect on the
Paragraph (1)(C) makes cler that in any men name registrant by ordoring thcreaeconomies
of small rural states like
civli brught under the new section 43(d), a ticatin of the domain came or the trasfer
court may order the forfeiture, cancellatio.
of the domain name back to the domain mine. A Vermont Internet Commerce
or transfer of a domain name to the owner of name registrant. Finally,
in creatinga new report I commissioned earlier this year
themark.
subparagraph 0D))(li) of section 3Zt). this found that Vernount gained more than
Paragraph (2)(A) provides for In remjuris section codifies currentrose law limiting the 1,000 new jobs as a result of Internct
dictioti, which allows a mark owner to seek secondaryliability of domain name reg
the forfeiture, cancellation, or transfer of an Istrars and registris forthe actof registra- commerce, with the potential that
infringing domain name by liliag an in rem tion of a domain name, absentbad-faith on Vermont could add more than 24.000
jobs over the next two years. For a
acio against the name itself, where the thepart ofthe registrar and registry.
small state like ours, this is very good
mark owner has satisfied the eoor that it
has exercised due diligence in trying to lonews.
Act's
Thissectini asemidodie Trademark
cate the owner of the domain name but is
45)to add deflni- Along with the good news, this report
(section
unable to do so. As indicated above, a signifi- definitions section
identified a number of obstacles that
First.
used
in
this
Act.
for
key
terms
ions
cant problem faced by trademark owners In
term "lteret" is defined consistentstand in the way of Vermont reaching
the fight against cybersquatting Is the fact the
potential promised by Internet
register damain with the meaning given that term In the the full
that many cybermqoatte
commerce. One obstacle is that "mernames under aliases or otherwia preside Communications Act (47 U.S.C. 230(f)()).
a
narrow
definithis
section
creates
Second.
chants
are anaious about not being
uppli
false information in their registration
catins In order to asoid identification and tionof "'rybersquattlog to target the spe- able to control where their names and
service of process by the mark owner. This cific bad faithconductsought to be ad- brands are being displayed." Another is
excluding suchthingsasscrcn
bill will alleviate this difficulty, while pro drened while
other idnifinro not the need to holster consumers' cunLetLting the nations of fair play and ouhsan- names, tile names. aedname
registrar or reg- fidence in online shopping.
tial Justite. by enabling a mark owner no aosignd by a domain
Cybersquattes hurt electronic comIstry.
seek an injunctionagainst the infringing
merce. Both merchant and consumer
7. SAVL-GSCLAUSE
SECTIONM
property in those caseswhere, after due dilisavings confidence in conducting business onThis section provides an explicit
gence, a mark owner is unable to proceed
against the domain name registrant because cianse makig clearthat thebill does not af- line are undermined by so-called
the registrant has provided false contact in- feettreditional trademark defenses, such as "cybersquatter " or -eyberpirates,"
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who abuse the rights of trademark help stop misleading uses of trade- important matter. They introduced S.
holders by purposely and maliciously marks as domain names. One court has 1255, the "Anticybersquatting Conregistering as a domain, name the described this exerciseby saying that sumer Protection Act," which proposed
to
apply established making it illegal to register or use any
trademarked name of another company "attempting
to divert and confuse customers or to trademark law in the fast-developing "Internet domain name or identifier of
deny the company the ability to estab- world of the Internet is somewhat like an online location" that could be conlish an easy-to-find online location, A trying to board a moving bus -.. fused with the trademark of another
recent report by the World Intellectual "Bensusan RestaurantCorp. v. King, 1i person or cause dilution of a "famous
Property Organization (WIPO) on the F.3d 25 (2d Cir. 197). Nevertheless, the trademark." Violations were punishto
be
handling able by both civil and criminal penappear
Internet domain name process has courts
"rybersquatting" cases well. As Uni- alties.
characterized cybersquatting as predI voiced concerns at a hearing before
atory and parasitical practices by a mi- versity of Miami Law Professor Minority of domain registrants acting in chael Froomkin noted in testimony the Judiciary Committee last week
bad faith" to register famous or well- submitted at the Judiciary Commit- that S. 1255 would have a number of un
known marks of otherswhich can tee's hearing on this issue on July 22. intended consequences that could hurt
lead to consumer confusion or down- 1999,"[i]nevery case involving a per- rather than promote electronic conson who registered large numbers of morce, including the following specific
right fraud.
Enforcing trademarks in cyberspace domains for resale, the cybersquatter problems
The definition in S. 1255 is overbroad,
will proiote global electronic com- has lost."
For example, courts have had little S. 1255covers the use or registration of
merce, Enforcing trademark law in
any
"'identifier," which could cover net
with
a
notorious
cyberspace can help bring consumer trouble dealing
confidence to this new frontier. That is "cybersquatter," Dennis Toeppen from just second level domain names, but
also
e-mail addrcsses, screen names
more
than
I00
Illinois,
who
registered
why I have long been concerned with
" yankeesta- used in chat rooms, and even files acprotecting registered trademarks on- trademarks-including
cessibla and readable en the Internet.
line. Indeed, when the Congress passed dium.com," "deltaairlines.com." and
domain As one witness pointed out, " the defithe Federal Trademark Dilution Act of "neiman-marcus.com"-as
names for the purpose of eventually nitions will make every fan a crimi1995. I noted that:
to
the
compa- na." How? A file document about Batthe
names
back
selling
[Allthough no one else has yet considered
this appli-cion. i is my hope that this nies owning the trademarks, The var- man. for example, that uses the tradeanttdilution statute can help stein the use of ious courts reviewing his activities mark "Barman" in its name, which
deceptive Internet addresse taken by those have unanimously determined that he also identifies its online location,
who are chaosing marks that are associated violated the Federal Trademark Dilu- could land the writer in court under
with the products and reputations of others. tion Act.
that bill-Cybersquatting is not about
(Congressiool Record, Dec. 29. 1995. page
Similarly. Wayne State University file names.
S19312)
& 1255 th-resas hlypertext linking.
Law Professor Jessica Litman noted in
In addition, last year I authored an testimony submitted at the Judiciary The Web operates on hypertext linking,
amendment that was enacted as part of Committees hearing that those busi- to facilitate jumping from one site to
the Next Generation Internet Research nesses which "have registered domain another. S. 1255could disrupt this pracAct authorizing the National Research names that are confusingly similar to
tice by imposing liability on operators
Council of the National Academy of trademarks or personal names in order of sites with links to other sites with
Sciences to study the effects on trade- to use them for pornographic web sites trademark names in the address. One
mark holders of adding new top-level ... have without exception lost suits could imagine a trademark owner not
domain names and requesting rec- brought against them."
wanting to he associated with or linked
oimendations on expensive and apehnforcing or even modifying our with certain sites, and threatening suit
ditious procedures for resolving trade- trademark laws will be only part of the under this proposal unless the link
mark disputes over the assignment of solution to cybersquatting. Up to now. were eliminated or payments were
domain names. Both the Internet Cor- people have been able to register any made for allowing the linking,.
S, 1255 would criminalize dissent and
poration for Assigned Names and Num- number of domain names in the pophers (I-CANN) and WIPO are also mak- ular ".cam" domain with no money protest sites. A number of Web sites
ing recommendations on these proce- down and no money due for 60 days. collect complaints about trademarked
dures. Adoption of a uniform trade- Network Solutions Inc. (NSI). the dom- products or services, and sue the
mark domain name dispute resolution inant Internet registrar, announced trademarked names to Identify thempolicy will be of enormous benefit to just last week that it was changing selves. For example, there are protest
American trademark owners.
this policy, and requiring payment of sites named "boycotts-ebs.com" and
"www.PepsiBloodbath.om." While the
The "Domain Name Piracy Preven- the registration fee up front- In doing
tion Act of 1999." which we introduce so, the NSI admitted that it was mak- speech contained on those sites is
today, Is not intended in any way to in this change to curb cybersquatting. clearly constitutionally protected. S.
In light of the developing case law, 1255would criminalizes the use of the
frustrate thsse global efforts already
underway to develop inexpensive and the ongoing efforts within WIPO and trademarked name to reach the site
expeditious procedures for resolving ICANN to build a consensus global and make them difficult to search for
domain name disputes that avoid cost- mechanism for resolving online trade
and findonline.
stifle
legitimate
S. 1255 wold
ly and time-consuming litigation in mark disputes, and the implementation
the court systems either here or of domain name registration practices warehousing of domain names. The bill
abroad. In fact, the bill expressly pro. designed to discourage cybersquatting, would change current law and make
vides liability limitations for domain the legislation we introduce today is liable persons who merely register doother
similar
to
names
name registrars, registries or other do- intended to build is intended to build main
main name registration authorities upon this progress and provide con- trademarked names, whether or not
when they take actions pursuant to a structive guidance to trademark hold- they actually set up a site and use the
reasonable policy prohibiting the reg- ers, domain name registrars and reg- name. The courtshave recognized that
istration of domain names that are istries and Internet users registering companies may have legitimate reason
for registering domain names without
identical, confusingly similar to or di- domain names alike,
Other Anti-cybersquatting Legisla- using them and have declined to find
lutiveof another's trademark. The ICANN and WIPO consideration of these tion Is Flawed, This is not the first bill trademark violations for mere regissues will inform the development by to be introduced this session to address istration of a trademarked name. For
the problem of cybersquatting, and I example, a company planning to acdomain came registrars and registrie
appreciate the efforts of Senators quire another company might register
of such reasonable policies.
The Federal Trademark Dilution Act ABRAHAM, TORIcELLI, HATCH, and a domain name containing the target
MCCAIN,to focus our attention on this company's name in anticipation of the
of 1995has been used as I predicted to
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deal. S. 1255would make that company
liable for trademark iniringement,
For these and other reasons, Professor Litman concluded that this "bill
would in many ways be bad for electronic commerce, by making it hazardous to do business on the Internet
without first retaining trademark
counsel." Faced with the risk of criminal penalties, she stated that "many
start-up businesses may choose to
abandon their goodwill and move to another Internet location, or even to fold,
rather than risk liability-"
The Hatch-Leahy Domain Name Piracy Prevention Act is a better solution. The legislation we introduce
today addresses the cybersquattlng
problem without jeopardizing other important online rights and interests.
This bill would amend section 43 of the
Trademark Act (15 U.S.C. §11125) by
adding a new section to make liable for
actual or statutory damages any person, who with bad-faith Intent to profit
from the goodwill of another's trademark, registers or uses a domain name
that Is Identical to. confusingly similar
to or dilutive of such trademark, without regard to the goods or services of
the parties. the fact that the domain
name registrant did not compete with
the trademark owner would not be a
bar to recovery. Significant sections of
this bill includeDefinition, Domain names are narrowly defined to mean alphanumeric
designations registered with or assigned by domain name registrars or
registries, or other domain name registration authority as part of an electronic authority as part of an electronic address on the Internet. Since
registrars only second level domain
names this definition effectively excludes file names, screen names, and email addresses and. under current registration practice, applies only to second level dcmain names.
Scienter requirement. Good faith, innocent or negligent uses of domain
names that are identical or similar to,
or dilutive of, another's mark are not
covered by the bill's prohibition. Thus,
registering a domain name while onaware that the name is another's
trademark would not be actionable.
Nor would the use of a domain name
that contains a trademark for purposes
of protest, complaint, parody or commentary satisfy the requisite scienter
requirement, Bad-faith intent to profit
is required for a violation to occur.
This requirement of bad-faith intent
to profit is critical since, as Professor
Litman pointed out in her testimony,
our trademark laws permit multiple
businesses to register the same trademark for different classes of products.
Thus, she explains:
lallthough courtshave been quick to impose liability for bad faith registration. they
have been far more cautious in disputc involving a domain name registrant who has a
legitimate claim to use a domain ame and
registered it in good faith.
In a number of
cases, courts have refused to imspose liability
where there is no significant likelihood that
anyone will be misled, even if there i
Mg'e
nifieant possibility of trademark dilution.

S9755

The legislation outlines the following jacking is an effort by a trademark
non-clusive list of eight factors for owner to take a domain name from a
courts to consider in determining legitimate good faith domain name
whether such bad-faith intent to profit registrant. There have been some wellis proven: (i) the trademark rights of publicized cases of trademark owners
the domain name registrant in the do- demanding the take down of certain
main name: (ii) whether the domain web sites set up by parents who have
name is tie legal or nickname of the registered their children's names in the
registrant; (iii) the prior use by the org domain, such as two year old
registrant of the domain name in con. Veronica Sams's "Little Veronica"
nection with the bona fide offering of website and 12 year old Chris "Pokey"
any goods or services; (iv) the mg- Van Allen's web page.
istrant's legitimate noncommercial or
In order to protect the rights of do.
fair use of the mark at the site under main name registrants in their domain
the domain name: (v) the registrant's names the bill provides that regintent to divert consumers from the istrants may recover damages, includmark's owner's online location in a ing costs and attorney's fees, incurred
manner that could harm the mark's as a result of a knowing and material
goodwill. either for commercial gain or misrepresentation by a person that a
with the intent to tarnish or disparage domain name is identical or similar to.
the mark, by creating a likelihood of or dilutive of, a trademark. In addiconfusion as to the source, sponsorship. tion, the domain name or the transfer
affiliation or endorsement of the site: or return of a domain name to the do
(vi) the registrant's offer to sell the do- main name registrant.
main name for substantial considerCybersquatting is an important issue
ation without having or having an in- both for trademark holders and for the
tent to use the domain name in the future of electronic commerce on the
bona fide offering of goods or services; Internet. Any legislative solution to
(vii) the registrant's international pro- cybersquattlng must tread carefully to
vision of material false and misleading ensure that any remedies do not imcontact information when applying for pede or stifle the free flow of informathe registration of the domain name; tian on the Internet. In many ways, the
and (viii) the registrant's registration United States has been the incubator
of multiple domain names that are of the World Wide Web. and the world
identical or similar to or dilutive of closely watches whenever we venture
another's trademark,
into laws, customs or standards that
Damages. In civil actions against affect the Internet. We must only do so
cybersquattars, the plaintiff is author- with great care and caution. Fair use
i2ed to recover actual damages and principles are just as critical in cyberprofits, or may elect before final judg- space as in any other intellectual propmeet to award of statutory damages of erty arena.
not less than $1.5ff and not more than
I am pleased that Chairman HATCH
$100,000 per domain name, as the court and I, along with Senators ABRAHAM,
considersjust. The court is directed to TORRICELLI, and KOHL have worked toremit statutory damages in any case gether to find a legislative solution
where the infringer reasonably believed that respects these considerations. We
that use of the domain name was a fair also stand ready to make additional rear otherwise lawful use.
finements to this legislation that prove
In Rem actions. The bill would also necessary as this bill moves through
permit an in rem civil action filed by a Lthe legislative process.
J
trademark owner in circumstances
where the domain name violates the
By Mr. JEFFORDS:
S. 1412. A bill to amend the Federal
owner's rights in the trademark and
the court finds that the owner dem- Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act to peronstrated due diligence and was not mit importation in personal baggage
able to find the domain name holder to and through mail order of certain cosbring an in persona civil action. The ered products for personal use from
remedies of an in rem action are lim- Canada. and for other purposes; to the
ited to a court order for forfeiture or Committee
on Health, Education,
cancellation of the domain name or the Labor, and Pensions.
transfer of the domain name to the
PERS0NALonSEPRESCierN DRUG
ACTOF
IMPORTATlON
trademark owner.
Liability limitations- The bill would
Mr- JEFFORDS- Mr. President, today
limit the liability for monetary dam- I am introducing legislation that takes
ages of domain name registrars, rag- another positive step toward the goal
istries or other domain name registra- of providing access to affordable pretion authorities for any action they scription drugs for patients in my state
take to refuse to register. remove from of Vermont, and many other patients
registration, transfer, temporarily dis- across the United States.
able or permanently cancel a domain
The high cost of prescription drugs is
name pursuant to a court order or in an issun that faces many Americans
the implementation of reasonable poli- every single day, as they try to decide
ties prohibiting the registration of do- how to make ends meet, and whether
main names that are identical or simi- they can afford to fill the prescription
lar to, or dilutive of, anothers trade- given to them by their doctor- Unfortmark.
nately. it is not uncommon to hear of
Prevention of reverse domain name patients who cut pills in half. or skip
hijacking. Reverse domain name hi- dosages in order to make prescriptions
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On page 17. line II. ntnke "$lii03,00i" and
insert in lIeu thereof "1l.153,000".
On page 82, line 13, strike "SZ.135.61,0gf'
and insert in lieu thereof "'ll.13.00e5,40o".
On page 90. line 3. strike "$354.562,000" and
insert in lieu thereof "$369.56e000".

August 5 1999

AUTHORIZING CONSTRUCTION AND rANTICYBERSQUAflING CONSUMEP
PROTECTION ACT
OTHER WORK ON THE CAPITOL
GROUNDS
HATCH (AND LEAHY) AMENDMENT
NO. 1109
MCCONNELL AMENDMENT NO. 1608

Mr. GORTON (for Mr. MCCONNELL)
proposed an amendment to the concurrent resolution (H. Con. Re. 167) athorizing the Architect of the Capitol
to permit temporary construction and
other work on the Capitol Grounds
that may be necessary for construction
Avenue
on Constitution
a building
of
2nd Street Northbetween
Northwest,
west and Louisiana Avenue Northwest;
fellow:
follows:
lines 3 nd 4, inset
. betw
On page
ninatioe
the following.
OP CRUDE e. FOR ROY. At the appropriate piece:
SEC. I . VALUATION
Page 1. line 4, delete all through line s on
ALTYPURPOSES.
None of the funds made oilable by this page 2 and insert the following:
"The Architect of the Capitol may permit
Act shall be used to issue a notice of final
rulemaking with respect to the valuation of temporary construction and other work on
trude oil for royalty parpnses (including a the Cepitol Crounds as follows:
"(a) As may be necessary for the demolirulemaking derived from proposed rules published at 62 red. Rag. 3742 (Jenuary 24. 1093), itn of the existing building of the Car6 Fed. Reg. 36030 (July 3. 1997). and 53 Fed. penters and Joiners of America and the conatruction of a new building of the Carpener
Reg. 1113(I998)) until Septomber 30. 2000.
and Joiners of Amterica n Coestisetion Avenue Northwest between 2r1 Street Northwest
aed Locina Avenue Northwest in a manSESSIONS .AIENDMENT NO. 1604
ner consistent with the terms of this resoletin Sech work may Inrlude notitcs
(Ordered to lie an the table.)
Mr. SESSIONS submittd an airend- sulting in temporary obstruction of the
ment intended to be proposed by him curbside parking lane on Louisiana Avenue
Avenue
Costitution
betwen
to the bill, H.R. 2466. supra; as follows! Northwest
On page 16. line 12, after "of which". insert Northwest and lst Street Northwest, adjathe following: "not less than 3IN,000 Shall cent to the side of the existing building of
be used for operation of the Rosa arks Li- the Carpteetrs and Joiecrs of America on
brary and Museum in hMtgomery Alabama. Louisiana Avenue Northwest. Such obstructice:
ofwhich".
"(i) shall be consistent with the terws of
subsections (b) and (r) below;
"ii) shall nt extend In width more thaor
LEVIN AMENDMENTS NOS. 1605-1606
to the enistiag
adjacent anmain
curb
from thethe
feet
table.)
lie en
(Ordered taOrdredto
Crpeter
he
cod Joiners of
Carpenters
beuildieg ci builingof
o the
thetabe.)
le
HUTCHISON (AND OTHERS)
AMENDMENT NO. 1603
(Orderd to lie on the table.)
Mrs. HUTCHISON (for herself, Mr
DOMENICI.Mr. LOTT. Mr. EREAUX,Mr.
submitted
MURKOWSKI, Ms. LANDRIEU)
an amendment intended to be proposed
ly
as
foelem
to the bill. N.E. 246. 5pr;

Mr. BROWNBACK (for Mr. HATCH (for
himself and Mr. LEAHY)) proposed an
amendment to the bill (S. 1255) to protect consumers and promote electronic
commerce by amending certain trade
mark infringement, dilution, and Counterfelting laws, and for other purposes:
a follows:
On page 10. line 4, beginning with "to"
strike all through the comma on line 7 and
insert "or ronfusingly sielar to a trademark eriio week of another that is disof the
at the or
time
sa famious tradedllie
e of the registration
domte name
mark or srvice mark of another that is inmous at the time of the registration ef the
dmain nae,".
On page 11. strike lines 5 through 12and Insert the following:
-(d)(l)(A) A persot shall he liable in a civi
action by the owner of a trademark or serice mark if, without regard to the goods or
sercirm of the parties, that person"(i) has a bad faith intent to profit from
that trademark or serie mark: and
"(i) regiatera traffim in. or uses a domain
mers that"(I) in the case if a trademark or service
mark that Is distinctive at the time of registration of the domain oame, Is identical or
confusingly similar to such mark; or
"(10) In the case of a famous trademark cr
serIte mark that is famous at the time of
regiseration of the damala name, is dilutive
of Such mark.
On page 12.lie 19.strike all beginning
with "so" through the comma on line CZand
insert "or confusingly similar to trademarks
te marks of others that are diainc
e at
do
of such
registration
h time
minTa--.
tradeof famous
dilutive
or of
works cr service works of othern that ore fa-

man r the rimema registraton f oth dAmreica; and
n"c
e
"(O) shall extend in length along the curb mae nm
On page 13. insert hetween ties 3 and 4 tha
of Leosiana Avenue Northwest adjacent to
the existing building of the Carpenters and folloing:
name describod
"(D) A use of a domain
from a point 56 feet from
Jolners of America.
eabpragraph (A) rhell he limited ann
the intersection of the curbs of Constitution nder
Norcthtest cd Loisiana Avenue rse of the domain name by the domain name
orthet adjacent to the existing building registrant or the domain name registrant's
authorized licensee.
ic tto550s000enaorfeave
pnters and Jincere or America
f
On page 16, line 24, strike the quotation
point to 0 feat from the intersection of the
the Lotisiano Avenue Northwest marks and the second period.
tn page 1I. add after bce 14 the following;
and Ist Street Nerthawst adjacent to te robilding of the Corpener and inetwrs (v) A domain name registrant whose domain name has been suspended, disabled, or
Americas
Suhof
ch co nsion shall inclcde a tot' transferred under a policy described under
"b)
A EETN
the mienc rtered walkway for pedestrian access, includ- clause (fit)(i) may. uptn ottice to the mark
Or ENDl
ENT
0.
it1 access for disabled iedividuas, on Con- awae, file a civil action to establish that
the
Insert i1,,,
a,
On page 17- line 2 before
Avenue Northwest hetwern 2ad the registration or use of the down.n name
the folowing ".and of which nt less than atiautim
S,450.0O shall be available for the acquisi' Street Northwest and Laisiana Avenue by schugistrant is tot unlawful under this
Act. The court may grant injunctive relief to
Northwest. to be coruttcted within the etion of properties in Kewerraw National isinoluding the
isling sidewalk area on Constittiior Avenee the domnin nama regirat,
torical Park. Michigan".
cf the doeino cnm orern-sfer
iainothdoanamorrnse
18. line 15, strike "S84.525.000" and Northwest adjacent to the existing buildig reacticacino
On page
"386.,975,000".
insert
On page 2 , line 1. strike $$13.243000 and of the Carpenters and Joiners of America, to of the domain name to the domain name regconstred in accordance with specific- lieant.".
ibe
e
n S81,73.l0
tns
approved by the Architect of the Capinsert ll1.743.000
Mr. LEVIN submitted two amendmen..s intended to be proposed by him
to the bill, H.E. 2466. supra: as follows:
No. 1605
AMENDMENT
nd
0a page 18, line is. Serike "584.5e5,000"
.0
s
.6
Incre l line
line I. altrAe
"8.
ie page
g "nf whith eeless cinSe the o
.. than
at
,err E0ie followin
property Ia leeping eaar Dueos National
Lakeshore, Michigan. and".
On page 20, line 18. strike "813,243,005" ard
cisting

itol.

ROBB (AND OTHERS) AMENDMENT
NO. 1607
(Ordered to lie on the table)

Mr. ROBE (for himself. Mr. CLELAND,
and Ms. BOXER) submitted an amendment intended to be proposed by thew
to the bill, H.R. 2466. supra: as follows:
Beginning o page 1i, strike line 8 and all
that follows through line 21

(at Such construction shall ensure access
to any roosting tire hydrants by keeping
clear a minimem radius of 3 fet mound any
fire hydrants, or according to health and
safety requirements as approved by the Archect at she Capital"
C page 3, line 4. add the tollowsig
l
on
"(c) No construction shall extend into the
United States Capitol Grounds except as othersise provided in section I".

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
AND RELATED AGENCIES APPROPRIATIONS ACT, 200
HATCH AMENDMENT NO. 1610
Nn
(Ordered to lie n the table.)
Mr. HATCH submitted an amendment intended to be proposed by him
to the bill. H.R. 2466. supra; as follows;
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Now . part orTitle VT of RSEA, President TOWARDPEcROc NCE-BASEDFEDERALEDU- these men clearly aem outstanding in
their home towns, they also have conreduction ini- CATION uxeiO: RAUctionizAT[ONOF 1e
Clinton's 51.2billion class-sin
EcENTARY N D SECONDARY EDUCAoON cributed greatly to the freedom of all
Washingtlotive. passed In 1998.illustrateo
Americans.
Act
ton's obsession with means at the eopeoe of
results and io the triumphof symbolism
These great men put everything aside
(By Andrew Rotherhosa)
over sound policy. The goal of raining stu- TACsEQUALITY, CLASSSIZe, AND cvUDE-'
for their country. They put their famident achievementis re soa.be and msenlies and education aside for the good of
AciVEsiENT
by
however, mandating localities do it
tial;
sizesprecludes localdecision- Reducing class ize is obviously not a bad democracy.
reducing class
Some of them even gave their lives.
making and cnnecesarily involve Waoh- idea. Quite the contrary, substantial reOn August 14, 1999. there will be a
search Indicates it can be an efective stratingtonin localaffairs.
egy to raise student achievement. As the WWII Monument Rededicasion henProgressive Policy Institute has pointed it.W
Mr. Rotherham goes on to state.
the Whitehall and Montague Vetoring
probably
are
teachers
equal,
being
all things
During the debate en the Clintonclass-siemore effective with fewer students. Hwever. trans. At that time. their communities
pointed out that achieving smaller class sizes is often prob- will, in a small but significont way,
proposal, it was correctly
thatteacherquality isa lamatic. For example, as a result of a teach- thank them for the sacrifices they
research indicates
,noe important variable in student achieve- er shortage exacerbated by a mandate to e- made to keep us free.
ment than Clas sine. Tn fact, this crucial do. close si-m, 1.000 at Caiiforolau 25e.ti
I would like to take this opportunity
finding was even huried in theU.S. Depart- teachers are working with emergency per- to join the people of Whitehall and
own litertoreon the mrits in the states most troubled aheS.
meant of Education'*
Mlnt
issue.
The Committee so the Prevention of
ogue in honering oil of their elti
No a part of Title VI of RSEA, President
Reading Difficulty in Young Children stated, Clinton's $1.2 billion clots-sioe redotioniizen who fought for our country. For"[Although]the quantity and quality of tiative, passed in Ills, illustrates washing- thermore. I would like to pay special
teacher-snudent lnteractions ara necessatily con's obession with nieans at the expenseof tribute to those men who gave their
sie, bst instructionalresults and also the triumph of symbolism lives for our country by listing them in
limited by largeclass
practices are notguaranteed by small class over sound policy. The goal of raising stu- the CONGRESSIONALRECORD.
sloe." In fact.one study of 1000school dis- de-t aCdevemut is reasonable and essenMr. President. I yield the floor
trics f.ard thateserydollarspent an mor tiah however, mandating localities do it by
watt uFstOetst-JLLED ci ACTION
highly qualified teachers "nettedgreaterim reducing elms sins preciudes local deision- Rob
preements in studentachievement than did siaking mid unnecessarily involves Washbert Andrew
any other use of school resorces" Yet de- ington in local affairs.
Bayn
Jes
initiative allows
spite this,the class-size
During the debate on the Clinton class-sin Thomas Buchanan
billion appropria-proposal. it was correctly pointed out that A, Christensen
onlyIt percent of the $L.2
development
tie tobe spent on professional
research Indicates that teacher quality is a Russell Cripe
Insteadof allowingstates and localities
more Important variable in student achieve- Earl Gingrich
flexibllity to address their own particular rent than class nie. If fact, this crucial Otto Grunewald
Washington created a one- finding was even hured in the U.S Depart- Walter Haupt
circumstances.
sle-fits
ol1approach.
ment of Education's own literature on the Harry Johnson
on the Prevention of
Mr. Rotherhae ends this section of issue. The Committee
Diffculty in Young Children stated, Raymond Ki5sling
the paper by asking the following in- Reading
'Atheogh] the quantity and qality cf Robert LaFaunce
sightful question,
teacher-sdent interaction, are ecessrly Kenneth Leighton
Considering the crucialimportance of limited by large classsize. best lnstrctional Edward Lindsey
teacherquality. the current ahortage of pracciens are not guaranteed by small class Taure Maki
teachers,
and the factthat class- size." In fact, one study of 100 school dis- Roger Meinert
qualified
problem throughout trics found that every dollor spent on more Dr D.W. Morse
sie is not a universal
highly qualified teachers "Netted greater Robert Pulsipher
the country, shouldn'tstates and localities
have the optionof osing morn thoe 15 per- improvements in student achievement than John Radics
centofthisfunding on professional develop- did any other ce of school resourcm" Yet Lyle Rolph
ment?
despite this, the class-size initiative allows Raymond Runsel
only 15 percent of the S1,2 billion approp riaI am hopeful that Mr. Rotherhae
tion to be spent on professional developmet. Wayne Stiles
will prevail upon President Clinton to instead of allowing states and localities H. Strandberg, Jr.
work with Congress to pass education flexibility to address their ow particular Robert Zatzke.
reform legislation that allows states tircmctanics. Wasingtan Created a onethe crand local commeonites the flexibilitysize-fits all approach. Coesidering
CONSUMR
NTICYEERSQUATTINi
cial importance of teacher quality. the curthey need to provide a quality edu- rent shortage of qualified teachers, and the
PROTECTION ACT
ensuring
while
for
all
children.
cation
Mr. BROWNBACK. Mr. President. I
fact that class-sa is not a universal prabthat they are held accountable for the lea throughout the country. shouldn't states ask unanimous consent that the Senresults of the education they provide. and itiltins have tim optio. of using mom ate now proceed to tle consideration of
As Mr. Rotherham states, the federal than 15 percent of this funding on profes- Calendar No. 240, S. 1255.
OFFICER. The
The PRESIDING
government should not concentrate on sienal development?,
means at the expense of results
clerk will report the bill by title,
the
.2', and should not allow ".
The legislative clerk read as follows'
TRIBUTE TO WHITEHALL AND
triumph of symbolism ever sound polA bill (S. I255) to protect consumers and
MONTAGUE VETERANS
icy," which the President's class size
* Mr. ABRAHAM. Mr. President, I rise promote electronic commere by amending
reduction program represents.
today to pay tribute to the Veterans of certain trademnark Infringement, dilution,
My best wishes go out to Mr. WWII from Whitehall and Montague,
endes.cerfeie las end for cther forRotherham, and It is my sincere hope Michigan. on the occasion of the Res- pie
that he will be able to have some influThere being no objection, the Senata
toration and Dedication of the WWII
ence with this administration and that
proceeded to consider the bill, which
Monument In Whitehall, Michigan
he is able to convince them that WashWe as a country cannot thank had been reported from the Committee
ington does not know best. It's time we
enough the men and women of the on the Judiciary. with an amendment
put children first,and change the em- a-tied forces who have served our to strike all after the enacting clause
phasis of the federal government from
country. The very things that make and inserting in lieu thereof the folprocess and paperwork to kids and
America great today we ose in large lowing:
learning.
l'i EF.ENCtS.
part to the Veterans of WWII as well as sE=Ow I. SHORT
ra) StORT TitLE.-This Act may be oted as
I ask to print in the RECORD the sec- our Veterans of other wars. The braythe "A ticybegsquatting Consmer Protectio
tion from Mr. Rotherham's report that ey aod courage that baeseyoung pee- Act.'"
discusses his views on the administra- pie showed in defending our nation is a
Acr c,
(b) ReeENCrS To nea 7lAeoenc
tion's class size initiative.
tribute to the upbringing they received 11,--Any reference in tos Act to the Tradein Whitehall and Montague. While maek Act of 1916shall b& a reference to the Act
The material follows:
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entlded"An Act to provide for the regTistratirn
andprotection of trade-morks moedIncommerce,
ert tieprovision, of certain inte,
to c
orry
notional ¢onventiotr. and for other porposest
approvedJuly5 1946(15U,SC. 1051et seq).

'(B) The redies of on in reo, action under
to a court order
that paragraphshai belimited
of the domain
for the forfeiture or cancellation
name or die transfer ofdie domain nameIn tth
otoer of thimark".
(b)ADDITfONALCIVILACTIONAND REMEDY.-

August 5, 1999

Including the reatedvado of the domain nome
or the transfer of the domain nie to the domain name registrant.
SEC a -EnITIONS.
Section 45 of theTradoemark Act oi 1000 (i5

after the
1127) in arneodedby inserting
U.C.
SEC.A crNDtCtS.
The civil actionertabhohd under sction undesignated paragraph definitgthe ter
Congress findsthefoliowlng:
"'contriIt'"
thefohoo'g:
traoilting in,or ne cf a 43(d)(1) of rte Trademork Act of 1940(as added
(I) The reglstration,
has the meaning gitrn
"'The term 'Internet'
domain name that i, identical withoutregard to by this secon) and any remrdy available under
230(19(1)of the Coomnicathe goods or services of the paltle, withthe such action shal be in addition to any other that trom insection
bon Act of jisi (Of USC. 230(0(1)).
lpile
bad-faith intent to pot
from thegoodwill of civil action orremedy otier
means any alpha"The term 'domainlame
or SgC - DAMaGES ANDREMEDIES.
saothers mark (commonly referred to
NAME Pa- numoricdesignation which Isregiotered with or
(a) REMitOgs tIc CASES r DOtv
•"yberpiraey" and 'cybersquattng')assigned
by any domainname registrar.domain
fraudand publiccon. RACy.(A)result
In consumer
rmie
coglsry, or other domain nait rogistra(1)IVIUNCTOrS-Section 34(a) of the Tradefusionas to the true sourceor sponorhlp of
mark Act c1946 (15u.S.C.1116(a)) isamended don authorityas part of an electronic address
goodsand services,
".
by striking "'setion4(a)'" on theInternet.
which Is ItIn the first sentence
electronic cnmmerce,
(B)Impairs
SEC. . SAVINGSCAUS.
porteant to interstate commerce and thoUnited and Inserting "etion 43(a), (c), or (d)'".
Nothing in this Act shallaffect any defense
(2) DatA
Section 35() of th Tradirark
States ectaomy
of Att of 1940(t5US.C. 1117(a))isanondd in the available to a defendant under the Trademark
(C)deprives legitimate trademak ooe
under nedon
any defense
or (d)"after Act of 194 (includng
by insertlng ", (c),
revenues and consoere goodwil; flit sentence
substantial
43(c)(4) of suchAct orrelating to fair toe) Ora
'section
43 (a) -0
and
1k) STATOtoRy DA.tAGES.-Seotion 35 of the person's right of fiee eprch or onpreion under
(D3) placesunreasonable, intolerable, and
in
Trademark Act of 1946 (15 U.S.C.1117) Is the firtamendment of te United statesConoverhelmi g burdens on tradeearko-t
stitution.
mended by adding at te endthefollowig:
valuable trodemark,
protectingtheir
"(d) in a caseinvolcing a violanon of section SEC g SEvsAmrnn
(2) Amendmnt to theTrademarkAct of 19t
Ifany proviston of this Art, an amendment
at any time bea liect,
er to 43(d)(1),
the plaintiff
o
woold
larify
the rights of a trademark
by the trialmado by this Act,or the application oftoh pro
v,ndt
and to deter lire final Judgment
provide for adeqoate eedias
of actualdamages and visionor ameindment to any penon or clrcourt,
to recover, Instead
cyberpiracyand oylmrootting
damages In the cuestancns tsheld to be unrontitodnal., the
prolis, on award of Statutory
rcv
0reolVNei"
SEC-. Ca.e.r
made by
ofthin Act, the amend-ts
oainder
ont
of not lessthan $1,000 and not morr
(a) Is GRiOAL .- Section 43of the Trademark
of
this Act,and the applicationofthe provitions
in anended by In- than SI00,00per domain na ne, ns the vort
Act of 1146(15USC.1125)
not he
anra esl
person crt
each tny
The court half weit ntatuoy
eoidojoot.
soertng
at the end thefoliawing'
lctd tohereby.
which an ltfringore(') In determining whether there isa bad- damages in any -canein
DATo
faith
Intentdescribed onder subparagraph (A), heved and had reasonable grounds to believe SEC 9.EMFECTIVE
ah opply eoad domain nats rag
Tin Act
such as but ne that useof the domain name bythe Infringer
a o-rt may consider factoar
y tor th domn of
A so o a
lawfTl se.
othws
wa a faier
mited to
orate the date ofgenaet
Aor,
onrp
isthned
O r LaIlit
s . LirTATIoN
"()the trademark or other intellectual proprights of the peso
nthat
stattorydamages der
ert;rty
Secdon 32(2) of tin Tnadenark Act ofil46 (15 sotion .5(d) of the Tradmark Act
of 1000 (15
4 of this Act,
uS.C. l117.as added by oection
amedtd-USc. i1id)
" (11)
the extentto which the domain namo
with rspeci to the rogte
available
erll
net
(A)
subparagraph
i)in the matterpreceding
of the legal name of theperon or a
consists
or ere of a domain namo
name that Is othewIse commonly osed toIde- bystraicg "underoection 43(a) and iosrrting istrotion, traficking,
of this
that Oceesbefore thedateof enaetnent
and
"'undersection43(a) er(d) "';
tify that prers;
Alt.
(D)an sub
(2) by rodttgnatingnbparagaph
"(11)
theperson,prior cs, If ony, of the doNn. Jer
miauEt
subparagraph
and
inoerting
after
of'
paragraph
(r)
with
the
bona
Pde
noae
in
connection
main
fotiowing
the
(C)
feting of aneygons or services;
the rlghts of domain
To clarify
(Purpose:
A domain nane cogirar,a din
'(D)(1)
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Despite the protections of existing
-(1) inthe case of a trademark or service
mark that is distinctive at the time of reg- trademark law, cyber-pirates and onofthedomain name, isIdentieal or linebad actors are increasingly taking
istration
to suchmark; or
coefosingly similar
ll) in thevase of a famous trademark or advantage of the novelty of the Internet and the online vulnerabilities of
service mark thatisfamous at the time af trademark owners to deceive and de.
name, is dilutive
of
the
domain
registration
fraud consumers and to hijack the valof tuchmark.
On page 12.line 19.strike all beginning uable trademarks of American busiwith "to"throughthe comma on lineZZand nesses. In some cases these bad actors
insert "orconfusingly similar to trademarks register the well-known marks of othor service marks of others that are distinc- ers as domain names with the intent to
tileat the time of registration ofsuch do- extract sizeable payments from the
main names, or dilutive of famous trade- rightful trademark owner in exchange
marks or service marks of others thatart fa- for relinquisling the rights to the
mous at the timeof registration ofsuch doname in cyberspace. In others they use
main names,".
to
divert
name
domain
On page 13.Inaert between Lines3and 4 the the
unsuspecting Intornet users to their
following:
'(D)A use of a domain name described own sites, which are often pornoUnder ubparagraph (A) shall be limitedto a graphic sites or competitors' sites that
useof the domain name by the domain name prey on consumer confusion.Still othregistrant or the domai mname registrant's
ers use the domain name to engage in
aoehoriaed leensee.
On page 16,line 24.strike the quotation counterfeiting activities or for other
fraudulent or nefarious purposes.
itarks andthe secondperiod.
In considering this legislation, the
On page it. add after line 24the following:
whose do- Judiciary Committee has seen exam'(v)
A domain onme registrant
main name has beensuspended, disabled, or plesof many such abuses. For example.
uder a policy described under we heard testimony of consumer fraud
transferred
clause 1i)01) may. upon noticeCS themark being perpetrated by the registrant of
owner, file a civil actionto ctablish that the "atphonecard.com" and "attcallor use of thedomain name
the registration
is not unlawfulunderthis ingcard.com" domain names who set
by suchregistrant
relief to tip Internet sites purporting to sell
Act. The court may grantinjunctive
the domain name registrant, including the callingcards and soliciting personally
including
information,
reactivation of the domain name or transfer identifying
of the domain name to the domain name reg- credit card numbers. We also heard exretract'"
amples of counterfeit goods and non,
Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, today the genuine Porsche parts being sold on a
Senate considerslegislation to address number of the more than 300 web sites
the serious threats to American con- found using domain names bearing
sumers, businesses. and the future of Porsche's name. The risks posed to
electronic commerce, which derive consumers by theseso-called "dot.con"
from the deliberate, bad-faith, and abu- artists continue to escalate as more
sive registration of Internet domain people go online to buy things like
names in violation of the rights of pharmaceuticals, financial services,
trademark owners, For the Net-savvy, and even groceries.
I was also surprisod to learn that the
this burgeoning form of cyber-abuse is
known as "cybersquatting." For the "dosney.com" domain was being used
average consumer, it is simply fraud, for a hard-corepornography websit--a
deception, and the bad-faith trading on fact that was brought to the attention
of the Walt Disney Company by the
the goodwill of others.
Our trademark laws have long recog- parent of a child who mistakenly arniced the communicative value of rived at that site when looking for
brand name identifiers, which serve as Disney's main page. In a similar case, a
the primary indicators of source, qual- 12-year old California boy was denied
Ity.and authenticity in the minds of privileges at his school when he enconsumers. These laws prohibit the un- tred "zoldacom'" in a web browser at
authorized usesof other people's marks his school library, looking for a site he
because such uses lead to consumer expected to be affiliated with the popconfusion, undermine the goodwill and ulas computer game of the same name,
communicative value of the brand but ended up at a pornography site.
names they rely on, and erode con- Young children are not the only vicsumer confidence in the marketplace tims of this sort of abuse. Recently die
the
had
Corporation
generally. Such problems of brand- Intel
name abuse and consumer confusion "pentiuml.com" domain snatched up
are particularly acute in the online en- by a rybersquatter who used it to post
vironment, where traditional indica- pornographic images of celebrities and
tors of source, quality, and authen- offered to sell the domain name to the
ticicy give way to domain names and highest bidder.
The Committee also heard numerous
digital storefronts that take little
more than Internet access and rudi- example of online bad actors using domentary computer skills to erect, In main names to engage in unfair commany cases, the domain name that petition. For example, one domain
used the name
registrant
takes consumers to an Internet site name
"wwwcarpoint.com," witlout a period
and the graphical interface that greets
them when they get there are the only following the "www, to drive conindications of source and authenticity, sumers who are looking for Microsoft's
and legitimate and illegitimate sites popular Carpoint car buying service to
may be indistinguishable to online con- a competitor's site offering similar
services. Other bad actors don't even
sumers.
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bother to offer competing services, opting instead to register multiple domain
names to interfere with companies'
ability to use leir own trademarks online. For example. the Committee was
told that Warner Bros. was asked to
forthe rights to the names
pay $350,000
"warner-bros"warner-records.com,"
"warner-pictures.com."
records.com."
"warner-bros-pictures", and "warnerpictures.com."
It is time for Congress to take a closer look at these abuses and to respond
with appropriate legislation. The bill
the Senate considers today will address
these problems by clarifying the rights
of trademark owners with respect to
cybersquatting, by providing clear deterrence to prevent such bad faith and
abusive conduct, and by providing adequate remedies for trademark owners
in those cases where it does occur- And
while the bill provides many important
protections for trademark owners, it is
important to note that the bill we are
considering today reflects the text of a
substitute amendment that Senator
LEAKY and I offered In the Judiciary
Committee to carefully balance the
rights of trademark owners with the
interests of Internet users.The text is
substantively identical to the legislation that Senator LEAHY and I introduced as S. 1461, with Senators ABRAHAM, TOuRicELLi, DaWINE, KOHL, and
ScnuMeR as cosponsors. In short, it
represents a balanced approach that
will protect American consumers and
the businesses that drive our economy
while at the same time preserving the
rights of Internet users to engage in
protected expression online and to
make lawful uses of others' trademarks
in cyberspace.
Let me takejust a minute to explain
some of the changes that are reflected
in the bill as it has been reported to
the Senate by the Judiciary Coosmittee. While the current bill shares
the goals of, and has some similarity
to' the bill as introduced, it differs In a
number of substantial respects. First,
like the legislation introduced by Senator ABRAHAM, this bill allows trademark owners to recover statutory damages In cybersquatting cases, bath to
deter wrongful conduct and to provide
adequate remedies for trademark owners who seek to enforce their rights in
court. The reported bill goes beyond
simply stating the remedy, however,
and sets forth a substantive cause of
action, based in trademark law, to define the wrongful conduct sought to be
deterred and to fill in the gaps and ancertainties of current trademark law
with respect to cybersquatting.
Under the billas reported,the abusive conduct that ismade actionable is
appropriately limited to bad faith registrations of others' marks by persons
who seek to profit unfairly from the
goodwill associated therewith. In addition, the reported bill balances the
property interests of trademark owners
with the interests of Internet users
who would make fair use of others'
marks or otherwise engage in protected
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speech online. The reported bill also
limits the definition of domain name
identifier to exclude such things as
screen names, file names, and other
Identifiers not assigned by a domain
name registrar or registry. It also
omits criminal penalties found in Senator ABRAHAM's original legislation.
Second, the reported bill provides for
In rem jurisdiction, which allows a
mark owner to seek the forfeiture, cancellation, or transfer of an infringing
domain name by filing an in rem action
against the name itself, where the domain name violates the mark owner's
and
substantive trademark rights
where the mark owner has satisfied the
court that it has exercised due diligence in trying to locate the owner of
the domain name but is unable to do
so, A significant problem faced by
trademark owners in the fight against
cybersquatting is the fact that many
cybersquatters register domain names
under aliases or otherwise provide false
information in their registration applications In order to avoid identification
and service of process by the mark
owner. The bill, as reported, will alleviate this difficulty, while protecting the
notions of fair play and substantialjus.
tire, by enabling a mark owner to oeek
an injunction against the infringing
property in those cases where, after
due diligence, a mark owner is unable
to proceed against the domain name
registrant because the registrant has
provided false contact information and
Is otherwise not to be foundAdditionally, some have suggested
that dissidents or others who ate online incognito for similar legitimate
reasons might give false information to
protect themselves and have suggested
the need to preserve a degree of anonymity on the Internet particularly for
this reason. Allowing a trademark
owner to proceed against the domain
names themselves, provided they are.
in fact, Infringing or diluting under the
Trademark Act, decreases the need for
trademark owners to join the hunt to
chase down and root out these dissidents or others seeking anonymity on
the Not. The approach in this bill is a
provides
which
good compromise,
meaningful protection to trademark
owners while balancing the interests of
privacy and anonymity on the Internet.
Third. like the original Abraham bill,
the substitute amendment encourages
domain name registrars and registries
to work with trademark owners to prevent cybersquatting by providing a
limited exemption from liability for
domain name registrars and registries
that suspend, cancel. or transfer domain names pursuant to a court order
or in the implementation of a reasonable policy prohibiting cybersquatting.
The bill goes further, however, in order
to protect the rights of domain name
registrants against overreaching trademark owners. Under the reported bill, a
trademark owner who knowingly and
materially misrepresents to the domain name registrar or registry that a

domain name is infringing is liable to
the domain name registrant for damages resulting from the suspension,
cancellation, or transfer of the domain
name, In addition, the Court may
award injunctive relief to the domain
name registrant by ordering the mactivation of the domain name or the
transfer of the domain name back to
the domain name registrant. Finally,
the bill also promotes the continued
ease and efficiency users of the current
registration system enjoy by codifying
current case law limiting the secondary liability of domain name rag
istrars and registries for the act of regLstration of a domain name.
Finally, the reported bill includes an
explicitsavings clause making clear
that the bill does not affect traditional
trademark defenses, such as fair use, or
a person's first amendment rights, and
it ensures chat any new remedies created by the bill will apply prospectively only,
In addition, the Senate is considering
today an amendment I am offering
with Senator LEAHY to make three adFirst, our
clarifications.
ditional
amendment will clarify that the prohibited "uses" of domain names contemplated by the bill are limited to
uses by the domain name registrant or
his authorized licensee and do not include uses by others, such as in hypertext links, directory publishing, or
search engines.
our amendment clarifies
Second,
that, like the Federal Trademark Dilution Act, uses of names that dilute the
marks of others are actionable only
where the mark that is harmed has
achieved the status of a "famous"
mark. As reported by the Committee,
the bill does not distinguish between
famous and non-famous marks. I supported this outcome because I believe
the bill should provile protection to all
mark owners against the deliberate,
bad-faith dilution of their marks by
cybersquatters-particularly given the
proliferation of small startups that are
driving the growth of electronic commerce on the Internet. Nevertheless, in
the interest of moving the bill forward
to provide much needed protection to
trademark owners in a timely fashion
and to build more closely on the pattern set by established law, I agreed to
support an amendment limiting the
scope of the bill to famous marks in
the dilution context. Thus, our amend
ment clarifies that. like substantive
trademark law generally, uses of others' marks in a way that causes a liketihoed of consumer confusion is actionable whether or not the mark is famous, but like under the Federal
Trademark Dilution Act. dilutive uses
of others' marks is actionable only if
the mark Is famous.
Finally, our amendment clarifies
that a domain name registrant whose
name is suspended in an extrajudicial
dispute resolution procedure can seek a
declaratory judgment that his use of
the name was, in fact. lawful under the
Trademark Act. This clarification is
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consistent with other provisions of the
reported bill that acek to protect donain name registrants against overreaching trademark owners.
Let me say in conclusion that this is
an important piece of legislation that
will promote the growth of online commerce by protecting consumers and
providing clarity in the law for trademark owners In cyberspace. It is a balanced bill that protects the rights of
Internet users and the interests of all
Americans in free speech and protected
uses of trademarked names for such
things as parody, comment, criticism.
comparative advertising, news reporting, etc. It reflects many hours of disrcssions with senators and affected
parties on allsides. Let me thank Senator LEAHY for his work in crafting
this particular measure, as well as Senator ABRAHAM for his cooperation in
this effort. and a1 the other cosponsors
of the bill and the substitute amendment adopted by the Judiciary Committee last week. I look forward to my
colleagues' support of this measure and
to working with them to get this Important bill promoting e-commerce and
online consumer protection through
the Senate and enacted into law.
Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President. I am
pleased that the Senate is today passing the Hatch-Leehy substitute amend1255, the "Anticyberment to S.
squatting Consumer Protection Act'"
Senator HATCH and I,and others, have
worked hard to craft this legislation in
a balanced fashion to protect trademark owners and consumers doing
business online, and Internet users who
want to participate in what the Supreme Court has described as "'a
unique and wholly new medium of
worldwide human communication."
Reno v.ACLU. 521U.S.844 (197).
On July 29, 1999,Senator HATCH and
I, along with several other Senators,
introduced S. 1461,the -Domain Name
Piracy Prevention Act of 1999."This
bill then provided the text of the
Hatch-Leahy substitute amendment
that we offered to S. 1255at the Judic!ary Committee's executive business
meeting the same day. The Committee
unanimously reported the substitute
amendment favorably to the Senate for
consideration. This substitute an-endment, with three additional refinements contained in a Hatch-Leahy
clarifying amendment, is the legislation that the Senate considers today.
Trademarks are important tools of
commerce-The exclusive right to the
use of a unique mark helps companies
compete In the marketplace by distinguishing their goods and services from
those of their competitors, and helps
consumers identify the source of a
product by linkingit with a particular
company. The use of trademarks by
companies, and reliance on trademarks
by consumers, will only become more
important as the global marketplace
becomes larger and mom accessible
with electronic commerce. The reason
is simple: when a trademarked name is
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ment of domain names. Both the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names
and Numbers (ICANN) and WIPO are
also making recommendations on these
PTh growth of electronic commerce procedures. Adoption of a uniform
is having a positive effect on the trademark domain name dispute resoeconomies of small rural states like lution policy will be of enormous benmine. A Vermont Internet Commerce efit to American trademark owners.
The "Domain Name Piracy Prevenreport I commissioned earlier this year
found that Vermont gained more than tion Act," S. 1461, which formed the
1.10 new jobs as a result of Internet basis for the substitute amendment to
commerce, with the potential that S. 1255 that the Senate considers today,
Vermont could add more than 24,010 Is not intended in any way to frustrate
jobs over the next two years. For a these global efforts already underway
small state like ours, this is very good to develop inexpensive and expeditious
procedures for resolving domain name
news.
Along with the good news, this rcport disputes that avoid costly and timeidentified a number of obstacles that consuming litigation in the court sysstand in the way of Vermont reaching tems either here or abroad. In fact, the
the full potential promised by Internet legislation expresslyprovides liability
commerce- One obstacle is that "mer- limitations for domain name regchants are anxious about not being istrars, registries or other domain
able to control where their names and name registration authorities when
brands are being displayed." Another is they take actions pursuant to a reasonthe need to bolster consumers' con- able policy prohibiting the registration
of domain names that are identical or
fidence in online shopping.
Cybraquatters hurt electronic com- confusingly similar to another's trademerce.-Both merchant and consumer mark or dilutive of a famous tradeconfidence in conducting business on- mark. The ICANN and WIPO considerline are undermined by so-called ation of these issues will inform the de"cybersquatters"
or "cyberpirates,"
velopment by domain name registrars
who abuse the rights of trademark and registries of such reasonable poliholders by purposely and maliciously cies.
The Federal Trademark Dilution Act
registering as a domain name the
trademarked name of another company of 1995 has been used as I predicted to
to divert and confuse customers or to help stop misleading uses of tradedeny the company the ability to estab- marks as domain names. One court has
lish an easy-to-flnd online location. A described this exercise by saying that
established
to
apply
recent report by the World Intellectual "attempting
Property Organization (WIPO) on the trademark law in the fast-developing
like
is
somewhat
of
the
Internet
has
world
process
domain
name
Internet
characterized cyberaquatting as -pred- trying to board a moving bus . ,'"
atory and parasitical practices by a mi- Bensusan Restaurant Corp. v. King, 126
noriy of domain registrants acting in F.3d 25 (2d Cir. 197). Nevertheless, the
be
handling
to
appear
bad faith" to register famous or well- courts
known marks of others-which can "cyberoquatting" cases well. As Unilead to consumer confusion or down- versity of Miami Law Professor Michael Proorokin noted in testimony
ri ht fraud.
Wnforcing trademarks in cyberspace submitted at the Judiciary Commitwill promote global electronic com- tee's hearing on this issue on July 22.
merce-Enforcing trademark law in 1999, '[i]n every case involving a percyberspace can help bring consumer son who registered large numbers of
confidence to this new frontier. That is domains for resale, the cybeesquatter
why I have long been concerned with has lost."
For example, courts have had little
protecting registered trademarks online. Indeed, when the Congress passed trouble dealing with a notorious
the Federal Trademark Dilution Act of cybersquatter. Dennis Toeppen from Il1195. 1 noted that: "fAIlthough no one linois, who registered more than 100
"yankee staelse has yet considered this applica- trademarks-including
and
is
my hope that this dium.com," "deltaairlines-com.
tion, it
domain
antidilution statute can help stem the "neiman-marous.com"-as
use of deceptive Internct addresses names for the purpose of eventually
taken by those who are choosing marks selling the names back to the compathat are associated with the products nies owning the trodemarks. The varand reputations of others." (CONCRFx- ious courts reviewing his activities
SIONAL RECORD, Dec. 29, 1995. page have unanimously determined that he
violated the Federal Trademark DiluS19312)
In addition, last year I authored an tion Act.
Similarly, Wayne State University
amendment that was enacted as part of
the Next Generation Internet Research Law Professor Jessica Litmian noted in
Act authorizing the National Research testimony submitted at the Judiciary
Council of the National Academy of Committee's hearing that those busiSciences to study the effects on trade- nesses which "have registered domain
mark holders of adding new top-level names that are confusingly similar to
domain names and requesting rec- trademarks or personal names in order
ommendations on inexpensive and ex- to use them for pornographic web sites
for resolving ... have without exception lost suits
peditious procedures
trademark disputes over the assign- brought against them."
used as a company's address in cyberspace. customers know where to go on,
line to conduct business with that corn-
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Enforcing or even modifying our
trademark laws will be only part of the
solution to cybersquatting. Up to now.
people have been able to register any
number of domain names in the popular ".com" domain with no money
down and no money due for 60 days.
Network Solutions Inc. (NSI), the dominant Internet registrar, announced
just last month that it was changing
this policy, and requiring payment of
the registration fee up front. In doing
so. the NSI admitted that it was making this change to curb cybersquatting
In light of the developing case law,
the ongoing efforts within WIPO and
ICANN to build a consensus global
mechanism for resolving online trademark disputes, and the implementation
of domain name registration practices
designed to discourage cybersquatting.
the legislation we pass today is intended to build upon this progress and
provide constructive guidance to trademark holders, domain name registrars
and registries and Internet users registering domain names alike.
Commercial sites are not the only
ones suffering at the hands of domain
name pirates. Even the Congress is not
immune: while mpan.org provides detailed coverage of the Senate and
House. espon.net is a pornographic site.
Moreover, Senators and presidential
hopefuls are finding that domain
and
bush2O0O.org
like
names
hatchlOi.org are being snatched up by
cyber poachers intent on reselling
these names for a tidy profit. While
this legislation does not help politicians protect their names, It will help
small and large businesses and consumers doing business online.
As introduced, S. 1255was flawed.-I
appreciate the efforts of Senators
HATCH and
ABRAHAM. TORRICELLI.
MCCAIN to focus our attention on this
important matter. As originally introduced, S. 1255 proposed to make it Illegal to register or use any "Internet domain name or identifier of an online location" that could be confused with
the trademark of anotlrei persan or
cause dilution of a "famous trademark," Violations were punishable by
both civil and criminal penalties.
I voiced concerns at a hearing before
the Judiciary Committee that, in its
original form, S. 1255 would have a
number of unintended consequences
that could hurt rather than promote
electronic commerce. including the following specific problems:
The definition was overbroad.-As Introduced, S. 1255 covered the use or
registration of any "identifier," which
could cover not just second level domain names, but also e-mail addresses,
screen names used in chat rooms, and
even filesaccessible and readable on
the Internet, As one witness pointed
out, "the definitions will make every
fan a criminal." How? A file document
about Batman, for example, that uses
the trademark "Batman" in its name,
which also identifies its online location, could land the writer in court
under that hill. Cybersquatting Is not
about file names.
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The original bill threatened hyprtext linking.-The Web operates on
hypertext linking, to facilitate jumping from one site to another, 'Die origieal bill could have disrupted this practice by imposing liability on operators
of sites with links to other sites with
trademark names in the address. One
could imagine a trademark owner not
wanting to be associated with or linked
with certain sites, and threatening suit
under this proposal unless the link
were eliminated or payments were
made for allowing the linking.
would
have
bill
The
original
and
protest
dissent
criminallzed
sites-A number of Web sites collect
complaints about trademarked prodand
use
the
or
services,
ucts
trademarked names to identify themselves. For example, there are protest
and
sites named "boycott-cbs.com"
"www.PepsiBloodbath.com." While the
speech contained on those sites is
clearly constitutionally protected, as
originally introduced, S. 1255 would
have criminalized the use of the
trademarked name to reach the site
and made them difficult to search for
and find online,
The original bill would have stifled
warehousing of domain
legitimate
nacmes-The bill, as introduced, would
have changed current law and made
liable persons who merely register doto
other
names
similar
main
trademarked names, whether or not
they actually set up a site and used the
name. The courts have recognized that
companies may have legitimate reasons for registering domain names
without using them and have declined
to find trademark violations for mere
registration of a trademarked name.
For example, a company planning to
acquire another company might register a domain name containing the
target company's name in anticipation
of the deal. The original bill would
have made that company liable for
trademark infringement.
For these and other reasons, Professor Litman concluded that. as introduced, the "bill would in many ways be
bad for electronic commerce, by making it hazardous to do business on the
Internet without first retaining trademark counsel." Faced with the risk of
criminal penalties, she stated that
"many start-up businesses may choose
to abandon their goodwill and move to
another Internet location, or even to
fold, rather than risk liability."
The Hatch-Leahy Domain Name Piracy Prevention Act and substitute
amendment to S. 125b are a better solu141. the "Domain Name Piton-S.
racy Prevention Act," which Senators
HATCH and I, and others, introduced
and which provides the text of the substitute amendment to S. 1255, addresses
the cybersquatting problem without
Jeopardizing other important online
rights and interests. Along with the
Hatch-Leahy clarifyling amendment we
consider today, this legislation would
amend section 43 of the Trademark Act
(15 U.S.C. § 11125) by adding a new see-

tion to make liable for actual or statutory damages any person, who with
bad-faith intent to profit from the
goodwill of another's trademark, without regard to the goods or services of
the parties, registers, traffics in or uses
a domain name that is identical or confusingly similar to a distinctive trademark or dilutive of a famous trademark. The fact that the domain name
registrant did not compete with the
trademark owner would not be a bar to
recovery,
Uses o infringingdomain names that
support liability under the legislation
are expressly limited to uses by the domain name registrant or the reg
istrant's authorized licensee. This limitation makes clear that "uses" of domain names by persons other than the
domain name registrant for purposes
such as hypertext linking, directory
publishing, or for search engines, are
not covered by the prohibition,
Domain name piracy is a real prob1cm. Whitehouse.com has probably gotten more trafficfrom people trying to
find copies of the President's speeches
than those interested in adult material. As I have noted, the issue has
struck home for many in this body.
with aspiring cyber-poachers seizing
domain names like bush200org aid
trying to extort political candidates
ti
for their use.
While the problem is clear, narrowly
defining the solution is trickier. The
mere presence of a trademark is not
enough. Legitimate conflicts may arise
between companies offering different
services or products under the same
trademarked name, such as Juno lighting inc. and Juno online services over
thejuno.com domain name, or between
companies and individuals who register
a name or nickname as a domain name,
such as the young boy nicknamed
"pokey"
whose
domain
name
"'pokey.org" was challenged by the toy
manufacturer who owns the rights to
the Gumby and Pokey toys. In other
cases, you may have a site which uses
a trademarked name to protest a
group, company or issue, such as
pepsibloodbath-com, or even to defend
one's reputation, sufh as wwi.civil-aection.com, which belongs not to the mtion picture studio, but to W.R. Grace
to rebut the unflattering portrait of
the company as a polluter and child
poisoner created by the movie.
There Is a world of difference be.
tween these sorts of sites and those
which use deceptive naming practices
to draw attention to their site (e.g.,
whitchouse.com), or those who use domain names to misrepresent the goods
(e.g..
they
offer
or
services
dellmemory.com, which may be confused with the Dell computer cainpony).
We must also recognize certain technological realities. For example, merely mentioning a trademark is not a
problem. Posting a speech that mentions AOL on my web page and calling
the page aol.html, confuses no one between my page and America Online's
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site. Likewise, we must recognize that
while the Web is a key part of the
Internet, it is not the only part, We
simply do not want to pass legislation
that may impose liability on Internet
users with e-mail addresses, which may
contain a trademarked name. Nor do
we want to crack down on newsgroups
that use trademarks descriptively,
such as sit.cnmiwbatrman.
In short, it is important that we distinguish between the legitimate and illegitimate use of domain names, and
this legislation does Just that. Significant sections of this legislation inlude:
Definition.-Domain names are narrawly defined to mean alphanumeric
designations registered with or assigned by domain name registrars or
registries, or other domain tame registration authority as part of an lectromnicaddress on the Internet. Since
registrars only register second level domain names, this definition effectively
excludes file names, screen names, and
e-mail addresses and, under current
registration practice, applies only to
second level domain names.
Scienter Requirement-Good faith,
ininent or negligen uses aft domain
name that
similar to another's mark or dilutive of
a famous mark are not covered by the
legislation's prohibition. Thus, regitr
isteringa domain name while unaware
that the name is another's trademark
would not be actionable. Nor would the
use of a domain name that contains a
trademark for purposes of protest,
complaint, parody or commentary sat
isfy the requisite scienter requirement.
Bad-faith intent to profit is required
for a violation to occur. This requirement of bad-faithi intent to profit is
critical since, as Professor Litman
pointed out in her testimony, our
trademark laws permit multiple businesses to register the same trademark
for different classes of products, Thus,
she explains:
curts have beenquickto impoie
[a]lthough
liability forbad faithregistration, they have
beenfarmore cutieus i,, disputesinvolving
domain name registrant who has a legitimate claim to use a domain name and registered it in good faith. Ii a number of cases.
to impose liability where
caurtshave refused
thatanythere is no significeant likelihood
o,, will be misled,eve if thereis a signiflcat possibility oftrademark dilution.
The legislation outlines the following
non-exclusive list of eight factors for
courts to consider in determining
whether such bad-faith intent to profit
is proven: (i) the trademark rights of
the domain name registrant in the domain name: (ii) whether the domain
name is the legal name or nickname of
the prior use by the
the registrant; (ill)
registrant of the domain name in connection with the bona fide offering of
any goods or services: (iv) the registrant's legitimate noncommercial or
fair use of the mark at the site under
the domain name: (v)the registrant's
intent to divert consumers from the
mark's owner's online location in a
manner that could harm the mark's
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goodwill, either for commercial gain or
with the intent to tarnish or disparage
the mark, by creating a likelihood of
confusion as to the source, sponsorship,
affiliation or endorsement of the site;
(vi) the registrant's offer to sell the domain name for substantial consideration without having or having an intent to use the domain name In the
bona fide offering of goods or services;
(vii) the registrant's intentional provision of material false and misleading
contact Information when applying for
the registration of the domain name:
and (viii) the registrant's registration
of multiple domain names that are
identical or similar to or dilutive of
another's trademark.
Damages.-In civil actions against
cybersquatters, the plaintiff is authorized to recover actual damages and
profits, or may elect before final judgment to award of statutory damages of
not less than $1,000 and not more than
$111,100 per domain name, as the court
consldersjust, The court Is directed to
remit statutory damages in any case
where the infringer reasonably believed
that use of the domain name was a fair
or otherwise lawful use.
In Rem Actions.-The bill would also
permit an in rem civil action filed by a
trademark owner in circumstances
where the domain name violates the
owner's rights in the trademark and
the court finds that the owner demonstrated due diligence and was not
able to find the domain name holder cc
bring an in personam civil action. The
remedies of an in rem action are limited to a court order for forfeiture or
cancellation of the domain name or the
transfer of the domain name to the
trademark owner.
bill
Liability
Limitations.-The
would limit the liability for monetary
damages of domain name registrars,
registries or other domain name registration authorities for any action
they take to refuse to register, remove
from registration, transfer. temporarlly disable or permanently cancel a
domain name pursuant to a court order
or in the Implementation of reasonable
policies prohibiting the registration of
domain names that are identical or
confusingly similar to another's trademark, or dilutive of a famous trademark.
Prevention of Reverse Domain Name
Hijacking.-Reverse domain name hiJacking is an effort by a trademark
owner to take a domain name from a
legitimate good faith domain name
registrant, There have been some wellpublicized cases of trademark owners
demanding the take down of certain
web sites set up by parents who have
registered their children's names in the
.org domain, such as two year old
Veronica Sams's "Little Veronica"
website and 12 year old Chris "Pokey"
Van Allen's web page
In order to protect the rights of domain name registrants in their domain
names the legislation provides that
registrants may recover damages, including costs and attorney's fees. in-

curred as a result of a knowing and material misrepresentation by a person
that a domain name is identical or
similar to, or dilutive of, a trademark.
In addition, a domain name registrant, whose domain name has been
suspended, disabled or transferred, may
sue upon notice to the mark owner, to
establish that the registration or use of
the domain name by the registrant is
lawful. The court in such a suit is authorized to grant injunctive relief, including the reactivation of a domain
name or the transfer or return of a do
main name to the domain name registrant.
Cybersquatting is an important issue
both for trademark holders and for the
future of electronic commerce on the
Internet- Any legislative solution to
cybersquatting must tread carefully to
ensure that authorized remedies do not
impede or stifle the free flow of information on the Internet. In many ways,
the United States has been the incubator of the World Wide Web, and the
world closely watches whenever we
venture into laws, customs or standards that affect the Internet. We must
only do so with great care and caution.
Fair use principles are just as critical
in cyberspace as in any other intellectual propei ty arena- I am pleased that
Chairman HATCH and I, along with Senators AocAHs, TORRCELLI, and KOHL
have worked together to find a legislative solution that respects these considerations.
Mr. ABRAHAM. Mr. President, I am
pleased to rise today in order to com1255,
the
on
S.
ment
Anticybersquatting Consumer Protection Act of 1999. Through the tremendous help of several of my colleagues.
HATCH,
LEAHY,
Senators
notably
MCCAIN. BREAUX, and
TORRICELLI,
LOTT, we moved this bill in little over
one month from a concept to final
product, through the Judiciary Committee with unanimous support, and
again with unanimous support through
the Senate floor. I thank all involved
for their help. and I am comfortable in
my belief that we have accomplished a
great feat here today: the Senate has
taken an important step in reforming
trademark law for the digital age, and
in protecting the expectations and
safety of consumers, and the property
rights of business nationwide.
This legislation will combat a new
form of high-tech fraud that is causing
confusion and inconvenience for consumers, increasing costs for people
doing business on the Internet, and
posing substantial threat to a century
of pre-Internet American business fforts. The fraud is commonly called
'cyberaquatting," a practice whereby
individuals in bad faith ieserve lternet domain names or other identifiers
of online locations that are similar or
identical to trademarked names. Once
a trademark is registered as an online
the
name,
or
domain
identifier
"cybersquatter" can engage in a variety of nefarious activities-from the
relatively benign parody of a business
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or individual, to the obscene prank of
redirecting an unsuspecting consumer
to pornographic content, to the destructive worldwide slander of a centuries-old brand name. This behavior
undermines consumer confidence, discourages Internet use, and destroys the
value of established brand names and
trademarks.
Electronic of "E" commerce in particular has been an engine of great economic growth for the United States. E
businesses has
commerce between
grown to an estimated $64.8billion for
1999.Ten million customers shopped for
some product using the Internet in 1998
alone. International Data Corporation
estimates that Sl billion in products
will be sold over the Internet in 199,
And 5.3 million households will have
access to financial transactions like
banking and stock trading by the end
of 1999.
Our economy, and its abilityto provide high paying jobs for American
is increasingly dependent
workers,
upon technology-and on e-commerce
in particular. If we want to maintain
our edge in the global marketplace, we
must address those problems which endanger continued growth in e-commerce.Some unscrupulous-though enterprising-peeple are engaged in the
thriving and unethical business collecting and selling Internet addresses
containing trademarked names.
Cybersquatting has already caused
significant damage. Even computersavvy companies buy domain names
from cybersquatters at extortionate
rates to rid themselves of a headache
with no certain outcome. For example,
computer maker Gateway recently
paid $100.000to a cybtrsquatter who
had placed pornographic images on the
website "wvw.gateway20000. But rather than simply give up, several companies, Including Paine Webber. have instead sought protection of their brands
through the legal system. However, as
with much of the pre-Internet law that
is applied to this post-Internet world,
precedent is still developing, and at
this point, one cannot predict with certainty which party to a dispute will
win, and on what grounds, in the future.
Whether perpetrated to defraud the
public or to extort the trademark
owner. squatting on Internet addresses
using trademarked names is wrong.
Trademark law is based on the recognition that companies and individuals
build a property right in brand names
because of the reasonable expectations
they raise among Consumers. If you
order a Compaq or Apple computer.
that should mean that you get a computer made by Compaq or Apple, not
one built by a fly-by-night company
pirating the name. The same goes for
trademarks on the Internet.
To protect Internet growth and job
Senators
TORRICELL.I
production.
HATCH. MCCAIN. and I introduced an
anticybersquatting bill which received
strong public support- A number of
suggestions convinced me of the need
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for substitute legislation addressing The plaintiff may elect these damages small businesses owned by service-disabled veterans. This bill was approved
the problem of in rem jurisdiction and in lieu of actual damages or profits at
by a unanimous vote of 1I-0 in the
eliminating previsions dealing with any time beforefinal judgment.
The growth of the Internet has pro- Committee on Small Business after the
criminal penalties, and I have been
substitute
a
Committee approved
with
individuals
and
businesses
pleased to work with Senators HATCH vided
unprecedented access to a worldwide amendment that I offered with the
and LEAHY to that effect.
Committee's Ranking Member. SenDur final legislative product would source of information, commerce, and
K=.Y.
establish uniform federal rules for community. Unfortunately, those bad ator
Over the past two years. as the Chairdealing with this attack on interstate actors seeking to cause harm to busiman of the Committee on Small Busitheir
have
seen
individuals
nessns
and
electronic commerce, supplementing
ness. I have brought three bills to the
existing rights under trademark law. It opportunities increase as well. In my Senate floor that place a special emestablishes a civil action for reg- opinion, on-line extortion in this form
entrephasis on helping veteran
outrageous- preneurs. The need for this legislation
and
itcring. trafficking in, or using a do- is unacceptable
main name identifier that is identical Whether it's people extorting compa- became necessary as Federal support
names,
company
by
registering
nies
to, confusingly similar to, or dilutive
for veteran entrepreneurs. particularly
of another person's trademark or serv- misdirect Internet users to inappro
service-disabled veterans, has declined.
ice mark that either is inherently dis- priate sites, or otherwise attempting to
for veteran
Significantly. support
tinctive or had acquired distinctive- damage a trademark that a business small business owners historically has
has spent decades building into a recness.
been weak at the Small Business Adin
engaging
brand,
persons
ognizable
subsanincorporates
This bill also
ministration (SBA).
tial protections for innocent parties, cybersquatting activity should be held
The Veterans Entrepreneurship and
keying on the bad faith of a party. accountable for their actions. I believe Small Business Development Act of
Civil liability would attach only if a that these provisions will discourage 1999seeks to provide assistance to vetperson had no intellectual property anyone from "squatting" on addresses eras-owned small businesses to enable
rights in the domain name identifier, in cyberspace to which they are not an- them to start-up and grow their husthe domain name identifier was not the titled.
nesses. The bill places a specific emI again wish to thank my colleagues phasis on smell businesses owned and
person's legal first name or surname
and the person registered, acquired. or for their assistance in this effort, and I controlled by service-disabled veterans
used the domain name identifier with look forward to final passage of this and directs SBA to undertake special
the bad-faith intent to benefit from the legislation after careful and thoughtful initiatives on behalf of all veteran
goodwill of a trademark or service consideration by the House of Rep- small business owners.
resentatives.
mark of another.
H.R. I568 has key provisions that are
Mr. BROWNBACK. Mr. President, I of particular importance to veterans.
Just to be clear on our intent, the
consent that the The bill establishes a federally char"bad-faith" requirement may be estab- ask unanimous
lished by. among others, any of the fol- amendment be agreed to, the com- tered corporation called the National
mittee amendment, as amended, be Veterans Business Development Corlowing evidence:
First, if the registration or use of the agreed to. the bill be read a third time poration (CorporationNVBDC), whose
domain name identifier was made with and passed, as amended, the motion to purpose is to create a network of inforthe intent to disrupt the business of reconsider be laid upon the table, and mation and assistance centers to imthe mark owner by diverting con- any statements relating to the bill be prove assistance for veterans who wish
sumers from the mark owner's online printed in the RECORD.
to start-up or expand a small busiThe amendment (No.1609)was agreed nesses. The Corporation will be govlocation;
Second. if a pattern is established of to.
erned by a board of directors appointed
as by the President, who will take into
amendment,
The
committee
the person offering to transfer. sell,or
otherwise assign more than one domain amended, was agreed to.
consideration recommendations from
The bill (S. 1255). as amended, was the Chairmen and Ranking Members
name identifier to the owner of the applicable mark or any third party for iead the third time, and passed.
from the Committees on Small Busi(The bill was not available for print- ness and Veterans Affairs of the Senate
consideration, without Facing used the
domain name identifiers in the bona ing. It will appear in a future issue of and House of Representatives before
fide offering of any goods or services: Lthe ECORD.]
making appointments to the board. Alor
though funds are authorized during the
Third. if the person registers or acfirst four years of the Corporation, it is
PINAN- the expectation of the Committee on
TECHNICAL,
quires multiple domain name identi- PROVIDING
ASPROCUREMENT
AND
CIAL.
fiersthat are identical to. confusingly
Small Business that it will become
SISTANCE TO VETERAN-OWNED self-sufficient and will no longer need
similar to, or dilutive of any distincSMALL BUSINESSES
tive trademark or service mark of one
Federal assistance after this four year
Mr. BROWNBACK. Mr. President. I start-up period.
or more other persons.
In an effort to make its programs
In addition, under this legislation. ask unanimous consent that the Soof
consideration
more readily available to veteran enthe owner of a mark may bring an in ate now proceed to the
rem action against the domain name calendar No.254,H-R. 1568.
trepreneurs, the SBA is required to enThe sure that the SCORE Program aed tie
OFFICER,
The PRESIDING
identifier itself. This will allow a court
Small Business Development Center
to order the forfeiture or cancellation clerk will report the bill by title.
The legislative clerk read as follows: (SBDC) Program work directly with
of the domain name identifier or the
A bill H.E. 1568)to provide technical, fi- the Corporation so that veteran entretransfer of the domain name identifier
to the owner of the mark. It also rein- narclol, and pr.cureient assistance to vet- preneurs receive technical support and
and for other other needed assistance.
forces the central characteristic of this eras-swand emal booinesses,
H.R. 1568 places special emphasis on
legislation-its intention to protect purposes.
There being no objection, the Senate credit programs at SBA that can be
property rights. The in rem provision
to veterans, and especially
helpful
bill.
will eliminate the problem most re- proceeded to consider the
Mr. BOND. Mr. President it is with service-disabled veterans. The hill specencly and prominently experiencedby
the auto maker Porsche. which had an great pleasure and enthusiasm that I cifically targets veterans for the 7(a)
action against several infringing do- rise in support of the Veterans Entre- guaranteed business loan program. the
main name identifiers dismissed for preneurship and Small Business Devel- 504 Development Company Loan Proopment Act of 1999(H.R.1518). This bill gram. and the Microloan Program.
lack of personaljurisdiction.
A key component of H.R. 1568 is to
In terms of damages, this legislation is a critical building block in our efprovides for statutory civildamages of forts to provide significantly improved make Federal government contracts
more
readily available to service disat least $1.000,but not more than help to small businesses owned and op$10.011gper domain name Identifier. erated by veterans and especially those abled veterans who own and control
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"actionm taken by the Commission in fulfill- (B) impairs alectronit tomerce, which i
ment of the Commission's duties under this important to interstate commerce and the
Act":

United States economy;

(C) deprives legitimate trademark ownero
(in In paragraph (3). by adding "'and"after
of substantial revenues and consumer good.
the eeliuln
will; and
(Iii) in perugraph (4). by striking thesemi
(D) places unreasoable. intolerable. and
cIon and "and" and inseringa period; and
overwhelming burdens on trademark owners
(iv) by striking paragraph (5): and
in proteoting their valuable trademarks.
(bC) by striking "actini
() in subsection
(2) Amendments to the Trademark Act of
ties" and inserting "recommendations";
196 would clarify the rights of a trademark
12(8)insection
owner to provide for adequate remedim and
(A)in subsection
ib)to deter cyberpiracy and cyberoquatting.
(i)in paragraph (I)(r)In suhparagraph (A). (C). (D).ard (E). SEC.3. CYERPIRACYPREVENTION.
by striking '. or the designee of the Sea(a) IN CONEPot.-Section 43 of the Trade
retary";
mark Act of 1945 (15 U.S.C. 1125) is amended
(I in subparagraph (B). by striking ",or by mting
at the end the following;
the designee
of the Librarian"; and
it(A A persons ball he liable In a t.vil
('Cd)
action by the owner of a trademark or serv(F)(i1) in subparagraph
(an)in clause(i)by striking "government" ise mark if, without regard to the goods or
services of the parties, that personand ieertlng 'governmental entity"; and
"(i) has a bad faith intent to profit from
h(b) by amending clause(ii) to ruad as fl.
that trademark or service mark: and
lws:
'(ii) shall be selectedamong individuals "Ci) registers. traffics in. or uses a domain
name that
who"(I) have earned an adeaneed degree re- "C) in the ease of a trademark or seretce
history or ucience. orhave mark that is distinctive at the time of reglatedto aerospace
actively and primarilyworked in an aer- istration of the domain name, Is Identical nr
duringthe 5-year period confusingly similar to such mark; or
space related field
"(1) in the case of . famous trademark or
hefste appointment by die President; and
'(I) specifically
represent I or more of the service mark that Is famous at the time of
persons or groupsenumeratedundersection registration of the domain name. is dilutive
of Such mark.
5(a)(1)."; and
"{E) In determining whether there is a bed(it) by adding atthe end thefollowing
"(2) ALTERATs.- Each member describediaith intent decvrlbed tinder subparagraph
underparagraph (I)CA)through (E)may des- (A), a courtmay consider factorssuch as,
who may actin leu or but not limited toignatean alternate
')l) the trademark or other intellectual
the member to theentact nuthorized by the
member, Including attending meetings and property rights of the person, if any, ia the
domnin nam.;
veing "; and
(B) insubsection(h)by striking "section "(li) the esteot to which tite domain name
consists of the legal name of the person or a
4(e)" and inserting "nstion 4(d)", and
name that is otherwise commonly used to
(9)in section 13identify that person;
CA)by striking paragraph (I); and
")ii) the person's prior use, if any, of the
(B)by redongnatleg paragraph (5)an para'
domain name in connection with the bona
graph (4).
fide offering of any goods or services,
'(iv) the person's legitimate noncommer-

r;ANTICYBERSQUATTING CONSUMER
ial or fair use of the mark in a site aceoible under the domain name;
PROTECTION ACT
"v) the person's Intent to divert conOn August 5,1999,the Senate passed sumers from the mark owner's online locaS. 1255, as folloss
under the domain
titn to a siteaccessible
S. 1255
name that could harm the goodwill repBe itenacted by the Senate and Houseof Rep- resented by the mark, either for commercil
resentntives
ofthe United Staten ofAmerian In gain or with the intent to tarnish or dispar
age the mark, by creating . likelihood of
Congress assembled,
confusion as to the source, sponsorship, afSECTION1.SHORT TITo iFERENCES.
(a) SHORT TitE.-This Act may be citedas filiation, or endorsement o the site;
the "Aotlcyberquattlng ConsuinerProtec- -(vi) the person's offer to transfer, sell, or
tionAct.".
otherwise assign the domain name to the
(b)REFERENCESTO T4E TRADEMRl ACT OF mark owner or any third party for substanin this Act to the til
194,-Any refrcren
consideration without having used or
to having an intent to use, the domain name in
Trademark Act ofi94Gshallben reference
theAct entitled "An Act to ptovlde for the the bona fde offering of any goods or sorvregistration and protection of trade-marks ices;
used in cmmerce, Wccarry out the pro"(vii) the person's intentional provision of
slurm of certain intemational conventions,
material and misleading false Contact inferand for other porposes", approved July 5. iiation wheis applying for the registration of
19t6(15US.C. 101atseq.).
the domain name: and
SEC,. FINDINGS.
"(viii) the person's registration or acquiiCongress flnds thefollowing:
tion of multiple domain names which ar
trafficking in. or use identical or confisiegly similar to trade(C)The registration,
ofa domain name that Isidentical or confus- marks or service marks of others that are
mark distinctive at the time of registration of
lnglysimilar to a trademark or service
of another that is dltetnclse at the time of such domain names, or dilative of famn-s
the registratito of thedomnin name, or dila- trademarks or srvice marks of nthes that
tiveo a faumos trademark-- -e-it.mark are famous at the time of registration of
of another thatis famous at the time of the such domain names, without regard to the
registration of the domin eame, without re- goods or services of such persons.
gard to thegoods or services of theparties,
"(C) In any civil action involving the regwith the bad-faith intent to profit from the istration, trafficking, or use of a domain
goodwill of another's mark (Commonly re- name under this paragraph, a cou
may
"cyberpiracy"
and order the forfeiture or cancellation of the doferred
to
as
main name or the transfor of the domain
'cybersquatting)CA)resuIts in tonsumer frond and public name to the owner of the mark.
"(D) A ue of a domain name described
confutiun as to the tre coarse or sponsoruder
subparagraph CA)shall he limited to a
ship of goodsandservices;
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use of the domain name by the domain name
registrant or the domain name reglsorant's
authorized license,
"(2)(A) The Owner of a mark may file an in
rem civil acrion against a domain name if"(I) the domain name violates any right of
the rgistrant of a mark registered in the
Patent and Tmdemark Offite, or section 43
and
(a)or (c);
"(i1) the court Finds that the owner has
demnsromed due diligence and as not able
to find a personwho would have been a defendant in a civil action under paragraph (I).
"(B) The remtedies of ai iln rem action
under this paragraph shall be limited to a
court order for the forfeiture or cancellation
of the domain name or the transfer ofthe domain name to she owner of the mark.".
(b) ADDITIONALCIVIL AcON A n tm.
EDY.-The civil action established under section 43(d)(1) of the Trademark Act of 1946(as
added by this section) and any remedy avafiable under such action shall he in addition to
any other c1,1 action or remedy olramcrse
applicable.
AND REMEDIES.
SEC.4. DAMOAES
(a)
sIEmn IN CASaSOFDO.AaN NAMEPiRACY.-

(1) INJNCTIONS.-Section34(a) of the
Trademark Act of It4t (15 U.S.C. ii6(a)) is
sentence by striking
amended in the first
"section 43(a)'" and inserting "section 43 (a).
(c) nr(d)".
6) DalAGs,.-Snctinn 35Ca) of the Trademark Act of 194 (15 U.SC. I17(a)) is atnnodad in the first sentence by inserting ", (c), or
(d)"b )after 'seotion 43 (a)".
-Avueonv
Da-AoEs.-Se-Lior 3i of do,
I S
Trademark Act of 1946 (15 U.S.C. 1117) is
aended by adding at the end the following:
"(d) In a case involving a violation of secion 43(d)(1). the plaintiff may elect, at any
time before final jndgmnt is rendered by
the trial court. to ecover, instead of actual
damages and profits. an award of statutory
damages in the amount of not less than
31.000 and not more than S1D3.0i0per domain
name, as the court considersjust. The court
shall remit statutory damages in any tase in
which an infringer believed and had reasonablegrnundsto bellet, that u,, of thedo'
main name by the infringer was a fair or otherwise lawful use.".
SEC.5. IWTAT0 N ON IIUIHLIT.

Section 32(Z) of the Trademark Act of 19(1
(15 U.S.C. 1114)is amended(l) in the matter praceding subparagraph
CA)by striking "under section 43(a)" and inserting
"under setion 43 (a) or (d)"; and
2)
C by redesignating subparagraph (D) as
subparagraph (E) and insertiog after subparagraph (C) the fcllc'aseg'
"(D){i) A domain nam, registrar, a domain
egnome registry, or other domain ..ow
isrtton authority that takin any action described under clause i) affecting a domain
name hl not be liable for monetary relief
act.o, egardl of
toany person fro
whether cho domain name is finally deter,
mined to infringe or dilute the mark.
"(i) An acion referred to under clause (1)
is any action of refusing to register, rmovn
ing from rgistration, tnesfcroing, temporatily disabling. or permanently canceling a
domain name"(1) in compliance with a court order under
section 43(d): or
"(11) In the implementation ofa reesonable
policy by such registrar, registry, or authority prohibiting the registration of a domain
name that is identical to, tonfusingly sImi.
lr to, or dilutive of another's mark mgistered on the Principal Register of the
United Stutes Patenit and Tradentark Offlce.
"(iii) A domain name registrar, a domain
name registry, or other domain name rgistration authority shall not he liable for
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damages under tis Section for theregisc-a- the registration or use of the domain name under section 43(c)14) of such Act or relating
right offree speech
tLion or maintenance of a domain name for by suchregistrant ls not unlawfulunder this to fair use) or a person's
intent Act.The courtmay grantinjunctive relief to or expression under the first amendment of
another absent a showingofbad Faith
to profit fion such registration or malite- the domain name registrant. including the the United State Constitution
ene
of she domain nmne.
reociriton ofshe domain seae or troosfer
(tV) If a registrar, registry. or otherrog- of thedomain name to the domain name rog- SEC 8 SEVERAILITY.
istratio authority
takes an actiondescribed istrant.".
Ifany proisionof this Act. an amendmt
ofsuch
undercase (if) based on a knowing and ioSec.n. DEFINITIONS.
made by this Act, or the application
Section 45oftheTrademark Act of 1946(i5 provision or amendment to any person or
rerial misrepresentation by any personthat
isamended by inserting after the circumstances
isheldto be sncotttuttonal.
a domain name is identical to,confusinglyD.S.C.L127)
similar to,ni dilutive of a mark registered odesignatedparagraph defining the term the remainder of this Act, the amendments
made by this Act, aod che opplication ofthe
on the Principal Register of the United "counterfeit" the folloning:
"The term 'Internethas the meaning
such
StatesPatent and Trademark Office,
person shall be liablefor any damages, in- given that term in section 230(1) of the provisions of such to any person or tiCummonicains Ar, of 1934 (47 U.S.C. caistasce shall notbe affected thereby.
elding toots and atto-rey's fees, irced
SEC.9.EFFECTVE DAT
by the domain name registrant asa resultof 230(0)(1)).
such action. The court may also grant in- "The term 'domain name' means any alThis Act shall apply to all domain naes
which is registered
phanumeric designation
juoctie relief to the domain name rgistruet, including the reactivation ofthe do- with or assigned by any domain name reg- registered before, on,or after thedateof anmain name or the transferof the domain istrar, domain name registry, or otherdo- attmeat of ti's Act, except that statutory
main name registration authority as partof damages under section 35(d) of the Tradecame to thedomain came registrant.
m added by
mark Act of 1946(10 U.S.C. 1117),
"(v) A dontain name registrant whose do- an elecronir address on the Internet .
section 4 of this Act, shallnothe available
CLAUSE.
or SEC.7.SAVINGS
main name has been suspended, disabled,
Nothing in thisAct shall affect any de- with respect to the registration, trailscking,
transferred under a policy described under
to a defendantunder the or use of a domain name that occurs before
clause(iD)(t) may, upon noticeto the mark fenseavailable
any defense the date ofenactiment ofthis Act,
owner.filea civilaction to stabilsh that Trademark Act of 1946(including
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court order for the forfeiture or canefltion
of the domain name or tie transfer of the domain name to the owner of the mark. Upon
TRADEMARK CYBERPIRACY 2
receipt of written notification of a filed,
and mlsleading false contact information
copy of a complaint filed by the
stamped
when applying for the registration of the doPREVENTION ACT
momn neme or the person's intentional fail- ownmerof a mark in a United States district
Mr. COBLE. Mr. Speaker, I move to urn to maintair accurate contact infoca- court ander this paragraph, the domain
name registrar, doain name registry. or
suspend the rules and pass the bill tion;
"(viii) the person's registration or acquisi- other domain name auchority sholl-(HR. 3028)to amend certain trademark
"(I) expeditiously deposit with the court
laws to prevent the misappropriation tion of multiple domain names which the
person knows are Idntical or roifusingly deowrmnte sufficient to establish the courts
of marks, a amended.
control and authority regarding the dlisposisimilar to marks of others that are distinThe Clerk read as follows:
tion
of the registration and ace of the dotive at the time of registration of such doH.R. 3358
main names, or dilotive of famoas marks of inaic namei to the court; and
"(ii) not transfer or otherwise modify the
Beet enacted by he Senate andHouse uPRep- others that are famous at the time of regrenentttr of the tnited Staten of Anaica on istration of such domain names, without re- domain name during the pendency of the acassewbled,
Congress
gard to the goods or sericm of suchpersons; tion. exoept upon order of the court.
"(it) the person's history of offering to The domaln name registrar or registry or
SECTION1. SHORTTTL: REFERENCES.
(a) SHORT TrriLE.-This Act may be cited as transfer, sell, or othesise rssign domain other domain name authority shall not be
the "Trademark Cyberpitocy Preveotion names Incrnporatig marks of other to the liable for injuncrive or monetary relief under
oner en any third party fcr considemark
this paragraph except In the uas of bad faith
Act',
or reckless disregard, which inclds a will(b)REFERENCE TO ME TRADEMARc ACT OF etoan without baving used. or having an in
liG.-Any reference in this Act to the tent to use. the domain names in the bona ful Falure to comply with any such court
order.
to fide offering of any goods and servies;
Trademark Act of195 shall bo reference
"(3) The civil nction established under
maof
providing
the
person's
history
"()
the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the
regiscioon and protecticn of trade-marks tcral and misleading false contact informa- paragraph (I) and the in rem action ontabsd in commerce, to carry out the provi- tion when applying for the registration of lished under paragraph (2). and any remedy
conoventionsother domain oane which ioorporate available under either such action, shall be
slantof certain international
and for other purposes", approved July I. marks, or the person's history of using In addition to any other civil action or rem,
edy otherwise applicable.-_
aliases in the registration of domain na
191G(15 U,S.C. 051atseq.).
which incorporate marks of others: and
SEC.2- CERPIRACY PREVENTION.
ANDREMEDIES.
SEC. DAMAGES
"(xi) the extent to which the mark incor(a) REM-Dics -NCASESor DoM-cs NAMEPI43 of the Trade
(a)IN CENERAL.-Seelon
name
regperson's
domain
porated
in
the
RZACY.mark Act of 1941 (15 U.S.C. 112) is amended
istration is distinctive and famous wthin
(I
MtlUNCTIONS.-SeiOn 34(In) of the
at the endthe following:
by inserting
of section 43 Trademark Act ef 1046 (15 U.S.C. 1116(a)) Is
"Cd)(1)(A) A person shall be liable ina civilthe meaning of sabection ()(1)
the Trademark Act of 1I46 (15 U.S.C. 1125). amended in the first sentenceby striking
anise by the owner of a mark. hIcluding a of "(C)
involving the reg- -(a) or (c " and Inseoting "(a), (c), or (d)".
any
civil
action
In
famous personal name which is protected istration, trafficking, or use of a domain
(Z) DAMAES.-Section 351a) of the Tradeif, without regard to the name under thi paragraph. a court may
under this section,
goods or services of the partim, that order he forfeiture or cancellation of the do- mark Act of lI4i (15 U.S.C. 1117(a))is amended in the first sentence by inserting ", (c). or
prsonmain name or the transfer of the domain (d)'"after "settio 43(a)".
"(i)has a had faith intent to profitfrom name to the owner of the mark,
(b) STATUcORYDoco.-cSection 35 of the
that mark. including a famous personal
'(C) A pcon sholl be liable for using a do
name which Isprotected under this section:main name under subparagraph (A)(ii( only Trademark Act of 14 (15 U.S.C. II17) is
amended by adding at the end the following;
a"(if) registers.
'(d) tn a case involving a violation of settraffics in. or uses a domnin if that person is the domain name registrant
or that registrant's authoriacd license.
tion 43(d)(1), the plaintiff may elect, at any
nome that"(1) As used in this paragraph, the tem
"() in the case of a mark that is distinc-'traflics in' refers to transactions that In- time before final judgment is rndered by
the trial court. cc recover. instead of actual
fiveat the time of registration of the do- clude, but are not limited to, sam, prof statutory
main name, is identical or confusingly simi- chawes, loans, pledges. licenses, exchaoges of damages and profits, an award
damages in the amount of not lessthan
lar tothatmark;
tcerency. and any other transfer for consid- Sli0 and not more than SIt,00 per domain
"CII in the case of a famous mark that is eration or receipt In eschtango for caxider- name, a the court considorsjust. The court
ofthe do- aian.
famous at the time of registration
may rewit Statutory damages in any case in
of that mark; or
main name, is dilutive
"(2) (A) In addition to any other jurisdiwhich the courtfinds that an lofrleger be"(111 is a trademark,word,or name pro- tion that otherwise eists. whether in raw or lieved and had reasonable grounds to believe
teced by reason of section7e of title 18, in p...oam, the eomer of a mark may tie that use of the domain name by the infringer
2205li
of titlean in rem civil action against a domain
UnitedStatesCode, or section
was a fair or otheIie lawful use.".
name In thejudiciol district in which the do
3G,UnitedStatesCode,
ON LIIi.
ain .rne egistia, domain naet registry, SEC.4 LIMTATAON
'(B)In determning whether there is a badSection 32(2) of the Tradenark Act of 1946
that
cogauthority
domain
name
or
other
subparagrapjh
under
intent
described
faith
(A, a courtmay consider factors ouh as, istered or assigned the domain name is io- (15 U.S.C. 114) is aioendedmatter
preceding subparagraph
() in the
cated. ifbt net limited t"(I) the trademark or other intellectual "Ci) the domain ame violates any right of (A) by striking "under section 43(a)" and insetting "under section 43(a) or (d)" and
property rightsof the person, if any, in the te owner of the mark; and
() by redesignating subparagraph (D) as
theowner"(ii)
doain nare;
"(I) has sent a copy of the sommoins aid subparagraph (E) and Inserting after sub'(il) the extent towhich the domain name
conists of the legalname of theperson ora complaint to the registrant of the domain paragraph (C) the following:
'(D) (i) A domain nme registrar, domain
name that is otherise commonly used to name at the postal and e-mail address pro,dded by the egisrait to tie registrar; and name registry, or other domain name rgIdentify that person;
-(If) has published notice of the action as istration authority that takes any action de"(Il) the perso'sprior lawfuluse. ifany,
of the domain name in connection with the the court may direct promptly after filing scribed under clause (ig) affecting a domain
nome shall not he liable for monetary or inthe action.
bona fide offering of any goods orservice;
lawful
noncommercialor The actions under clause (ii) shall constitute Junctive relief to any peron for such actio.,
the person's
"(iv)
regardlesc of whether the domai name is ifair ue of the wark in . siteaesmsible servea of process
or dilute the
"(B) Is an in rem action tinder this para- nlly determined to infringe
ther chedomain name:
"(v)the person's intentto divertcon graph, a domain name shall be demed to mark.
ucder
elacse (i)
referred
to
An
action
"(ii)
in
district
in
the
judicial
its
situs
have
locaowner's
online
somers from ths mark
is any action of refusing to register, removtionto a sit aIrsoiie under die domrain whichgistry. ing frour registration. transferring. temponame that could harm the goodwillrep"'(i) the domain name registrar,
resented by the mark. either for commercial or other domain name authority that reg- rarily disabling, or permanently canceling a
gain or withthe intent to tarnish or dispar-istered or assigned the domain name is Io- domain nam-"(1) in compliance with a court order nder
of cated: or
age the mark, by creatinga likelihood
section 43(d); or
sponmorshi, af- "(ii) documents suffitient to estabish con
as to the source,
confusion
"(11)in the implementation efa reasonable
tol and authority regarding the disposition
filiatio, or endorsement of thecite:
"(si) the person's
offer to transfer, sell, or of the registraton and use of the domain policy by such registrar, registry, or anchoricy prohibiting the registratlon of a domain
otherwise assign the domain name to the name ardeposited with the court.
name
that is Identical to, confusingly sumimark owner orany third party for financial "(C) The reaedies of an in ram action
gainwithoot having used.or havingan in- under this paragraph shall be limited to a lar to, or dilutrve of another' mark.
There was no objection.

tact to use, te domain name in the bna
fide offering of any goods on servrtes:
"(vii) the person's provision of material
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